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APPENDIX A
Resumes of Key Personnel

Marianne Walsh
Senior Architectural Historian

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE: 20 years
YEARS WITH E2 Project Management: 10 years
TECHNICAL SPECILITIES
Section 106 and NJ Register of Historic Places Act - Compliance Services; Cultural Resource Surveys
EDUCATION
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
M.S. Historic Preservation, 1998

Penn State University, State College, PA
B.A. Fine Art, 1992

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS / AFFILIATIONS / TRAINING
x
x
x
x
x
x

“CRM Essentials”. New Jersey State Historic Preservation Office, Trenton, NJ.
“Section 106 Essentials”. Advisory Council for Historic Preservation, Washington, DC.
“Advanced Section 106”. Advisory Council for Historic Preservation, Washington, DC.
“Historic Bridges – Identification, Analysis & Methods for Preservation”. New Jersey Department of Transportation,
Trenton, NJ.
New Jersey Highlands Historical, Cultural, Archaeological & Scenic Resources Technical Advisory Committee (TAC); 20152016
New Jersey Builders Association Highlands Subcommittee, 2015-2016

QUALIFICATIONS
For over 20 years, Ms. Walsh has provided Section 106 and NJ Register of Historic Places Act-compliance services associated with a
multitude of projects including county and municipal roadway improvement projects, bridge replacement projects, and wireless
communications. Services provided include completion of Section 106-required Cultural Resource Surveys for all projects with
Federal or NJ state involvement. Ms. Walsh is considered meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s (SOI) Standards and Guidelines for
Architectural History. Ms. Walsh also served in a regulatory capacity at the NJ SHPO for seven years reviewing NJ Transit
infrastructure projects. Projects included rehabilitations, restorations, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) improvements, new
construction, sales and leases on NJ Register and National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) - listed and eligible structures,
buildings, and railroad corridors.

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY
E2 Project Management, LLC, Rockaway, NJ - Senior Architectural Historian - 2009 to Present
Prepares federally mandated compliance documents for major telecommunication carriers. The work includes architectural
surveys, archival research and Section 106 reviews for telecommunications projects, including preparation of 620 and 621 forms.
She works closely with the NJ State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and with the Preservation Officer at the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC). Prepares historic compliance documentation for hundreds of telecommunications projects
across Northern and Central NJ and Southern NY and NYC.
NJ State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), Trenton, NJ - Historic Preservation Specialist – 2000 - 2007
While at the SHPO, Ms. Walsh was the lead reviewer for all of NJ Transit’s projects which required State or Federal regulatory
compliance. Over two dozen stations requiring ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) compliance were under her review including
Newark’s Broad Street Station, Madison Station, Morristown Station, the Newark City Subway, and South Orange Station. These
projects involving historic properties often over a century old and contributing to New Jersey’s significant transportation history,
included ramp construction, platform and restroom alterations, lighting rehabilitation and overall site improvements among many
other requirements and changes. Ms. Walsh also reviewed numerous aspects of the $40 million Improvements Program at Newark
Penn Station as it neared its completion in 2007.
As part of a project team, Ms. Walsh consulted with the Federal Transportation Administration (Region II) on several major NJ
Transit multi-state planning initiatives including the Lackawanna Cut-off Commuter Rail Project and the Access to the Region’s Core
(Commuter Rail Tunnel under the Hudson River) Project. Coordination among the respective SHPO’s was regularly undertaken. The
in-state MOM (Middlesex, Ocean, Monmouth) Rail Line and the Northern Branch Light Rail planning projects required local and
County-level consultation.

E2 Project Management LLC
Marianne Walsh, Senior Architectural Historian
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The improvement and rehabilitation of many NJ Transit-owned bridges and railroad corridors was an ongoing effort due to the NJT’s
commitment and responsibility for the safety of passengers and the protection of equipment. As with NJ Transit’s passenger railroad
stations, much of NJT’s infrastructure dates to eras of historical significance for New Jersey transportation history. The consultation
and review for necessary improvements to NJ Transit’s operations very often included the coordination with NJT and consulting
engineers, architects, preservation consultants and outside local interested parties, all integral to the Section 106 process.
Cultural Resource Consulting Group Inc. (CRCG), Highland Park, NJ - Architectural Historian 1999 - 2000
Primary responsibility was the research, writing, and preparation of cultural resource surveys for projects requiring compliance
with Section 106. The company’s clients included private developers and architects, as well as municipal and county infrastructure
departments; acted as Project Manager for bridge investigations and documentation. Ms. Walsh served as Project Manager for
dozens of bridge-related Cultural Resource Investigations, working closely with both officials at the local and county levels and NJ
SHPO staff. In addition, Ms. Walsh was a co-surveyor and co-author of the City of Bayonne Historic Sites Survey prepared for the
City of Bayonne and the Bayonne Historic Preservation Commission, July 2000. Prepared as a planning tool, this reconnaissancelevel survey included the entire City of Bayonne and surveyed every building, structure, object, and streetscape over 50 years or
older and recommended National Register-eligibility for 535 resources.
Cultural Heritage Research Services Inc, (CHRS), North Wales, PA - Historian - May 1998 to April 1999
Primary responsibility was the background research necessary for completion of regulatory compliant documentation for various
clients. The firm’s clients included private developers and architects as well as local road departments and PENNDOT. The
Lackawanna Industrial Highway (now the Robert P. Casey) in Lackawanna County, PA, was a project which intersected a historic,
coal industry gravity railroad bed in numerous places along its alignment. Was a member of the research team that prepared the
educational pamphlets, maps and video as components for the project mitigation.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
HABS Documentation: Verizon Wireless, Nemeth Farm, Franklin Township, Somerset County, NJ: As mitigation
for the installation of a new wireless telecommunications facility on a property located within a National Register-listed historic
district, Historic American Building Survey (HABS) –quality documentation was required by the SHPO. Work included architectural
survey and examination of 11 structures for construction history, architectural characteristics and significance; consultation of
primary and secondary sources to compile a site history; interviews with appropriate persons associated with the history of the
farm; and preparation of a complete report that was filed with the State Historic Preservation Office and local repositories.
Intensive Level Architectural Survey of the Borough of Berlin, Camden County, NJ: The cultural resource survey was
an update of the 1991 report which surveyed 600 resources in the Borough of Berlin at the reconnaissance level. The Borough of
Berlin contains the Berlin Historic District which was designated a local historic district, and a NJ State and National Register Historic
District in 1995. As part of this updated survey, 227 properties were surveyed at the intensive level including the 89 resources in
the Berlin Historic District. The survey will enable the Borough of Berlin’s Planning Board, Zoning Board of Adjustment, and Historic
Preservation Commission to make informed land use decisions in accordance with the municipal Master Plan, local ordinances, and
the Municipal Land Use Law. It will also assist the Berlin Historic Preservation Commission in making reasonable, consistent, and
justifiable decisions. Finally, the updated survey will serve as a recommendation for the possible expansion to the boundaries of the
Berlin Historic District and any extension of the period of significance for the Berlin Historic District.
Various Telecommunications Clients, Various Locations, NJ, NY: Clients include Verizon Wireless, Sprint, T-Mobile, and
MetroPCS. Responsible for providing historic preservation services in connection with hundreds of FCC-permitted sites associated
with the design and construction of wireless communications facilities located throughout the State of NJ and parts of NY. Services
include cultural resource surveys, historic and modern data research, site investigations and photography, and completion of FCCrequired Forms 620 and 621 for review and approval by the respective SHPOs. Memoranda of Agreement (MOAs) are drafted to
resolve non-concurrences with the SHPO.
LTE Improvements, Verizon Wireless, Various Locations, NJ: E2PM represented Verizon Wireless on numerous LTE
(Long Term Evolution) sites that involved the upgrade to existing telecommunications facilities across Northern and Central New
Jersey. In the Spring of 2009, was involved in negotiations with the NJ HPO in advance of the completion of almost 200 individual
Verizon Wireless LTE projects, in an effort to streamline the required Section 106 review process. Through the negotiations with the
HPO, architectural survey and document drafting timelines were reduced, allowing Section 106-compliant documents to be reviewed
and approved in a much smaller timeframe, while maintaining the historical integrity of any cultural resources involved. Over 200
sites were completed by E2PM staff and reviewed by the HPO within a 6 month time period.
Riverside Substation, Public Service Electric & Gas Co., Riverside Township, Burlington County, NJ: (PSE&G)
proposed the demolition of a 100-year old electrical substation building constructed circa 1914 and expanded in 1928. Conducted
the necessary cultural resources studies to assist in the identification of cultural resources present within the Project’s area of
potential effects (APE) and to assess any potential adverse effects to National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or New Jersey
Register of Historic Places (NJRHP) listed or eligible properties.

E2 Project Management LLC
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Joseph Schuchman
Senior Architectural Historian

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE: 35+ years
YEARS WITH E2 Project Management: 4 years
TECHNICAL SPECIALITES
36CRF800 Qualified as an Architectural Historian
EDUCATION
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY

M.A. Historic Preservation Planning 1981

Queens College, Flushing, NY
B.A. History 1977

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS / AFFILIATIONS / TRAINING
x
x
x
x
x

Secretary of Interior’s Standards – Qualified as a Historian and Architectural Historian
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation Section 4(f) Documentation 2008
Ohio State Historic Preservation Office
Section 106 Documentation for Cellular Communications 2005
National Preservation Institute Telecommunications Towers: NEPA and NHPA Review 2001
Advisory Council for Historic Preservation Section 106 Essentials 1999

QUALIFICATIONS
Mr. Schuchman has initiated and managed cultural resource compliance for a wide variety of projects including electric, petroleum
and natural gas transmission, cellular communications, highway and rail transportation, higher education, and military facilities. His
professional background includes extensive experience coordinating with State Historic Preservation Offices in preparing
Determination of Eligibility and Determination of Effect Reports and Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) and Historic
American Engineering Record (HAER) mitigation documentation in compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA and Section 4(f)
Reports compliant with Federal Highway Administration regulations.

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY
E2 Project Management, LLC, Rockaway, NJ – Senior Architectural Historian
Provide cultural resource investigations for major wireless and electric transmission companies which include the preparation of
Section 106 review and compliance documentation, identification and coordination with local governments, and relevant public
participants, and outreach to Native American organizations.
STV Inc., Douglassville, PA - Senior Historian/Cultural Resources Specialist
Initiated and managed cultural resource compliance for a wide variety of projects encompassing highway and rail
transportation, electric, petroleum and natural gas transmission, cellular communications, higher education, and military facilities.
Extensive experience coordinating with State Historic Preservation Offices in preparing Determination of Eligibility and Determination
of Effect Reports and Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) and Historic American Engineering Record (HAER) mitigation
documentation in compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA and Section 4(f) Reports compliant with Federal Highway Administration
regulations. Included among a wide scope of for-profit, non-profit and government clients are the State Historic Preservation
Offices in, among other states, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia, the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation, Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, Maryland Transit Administration, Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority,
Norfolk/Southern, Dormitory Authority of the State of New York, Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC), energy suppliers
BGE, Buckeye Pipeline, First Energy, and Sunoco, and cellular communications firms Cingular, Nextel, and Sprint. Represented
company at client and agency meetings. Supervised sub-consultant work. Prepared and presented seminars on cultural resource
compliance to staff and clients.
A.D. Marble & Company, Rosemont, PA - Historian/Architectural Historian
Conducted related fieldwork, and research as part of preparing Determination of Eligibility and Determination of Effect and
Section 4(f) documentation for road reconstruction and bridge replacement undertakings. Completed historic resource inventory
forms. Represented company at client and agency meetings. Coordination with State Historic Preservation offices in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Public Service Electric & Gas (PSEG) – Architectural Historian: Conducted historic site surveys and identification of
National Register eligible resources as a component of the permitting process for PSEG transmission line upgrades (2014-2019).
Cellco Partnership and its controlled affiliates doing business as Verizon Wireless – Architectural Historian: At
multiple raw-land and collocation sites in New York and New Jersey, identified National Register listed and eligible resources and
assessed the effect of the proposed undertaking upon those identified resources in order to obtain SHPO clearance. Included among
the required tasks was Interested Party and Native American tribal coordination and completion of Federal Communications
Commission Forms 620 and 621. Mr. Schuchman prepared more than 30 sets of documentation in a 15-month period (2014-2018).
Nextel Communications Tower Sites Section 106 Coordination - Cultural/Historical Specialist: Prepared Section
106 documentation to identify cultural resources, assess the effects of proposed communication tower construction projects, and
obtain SHPO clearance at multiple sites in Ohio and Pennsylvania, including identification and NRHP evaluation of viewshed
resources, completion of Federal Communications Commission Forms 620 and 621, Native American tribal coordination, and
supervision of archaeological investigations as needed. Mr. Schuchman prepared more than 30 sets of documentation in a 10-month
period. (2005-2006)
Sprint PCS Communication Tower Sites Section 106 Coordination -Cultural/Historical Specialist: Prepared
Section 106 documentation, including Determination of Eligibility/Determination of Effect reports, to identify cultural resources,
assess the effects of proposed communication tower construction projects, and obtain SHPO clearance at multiple sites in Delaware,
New Jersey, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. Mr. Schuchman performed identification and NRHP evaluation of viewshed resources,
completion of Federal Communications Commission Forms 620 and 621, Native American tribal coordination, and supervision of
archaeological investigations and mitigation proposals as needed. He prepared more than 55 sets of documentation over a 28month period. (2003-2006)
NYCDCP 125th Street River-to-River Rezoning EIS - Historian/Cultural Resources Specialist: Performed a cultural
resources identification and an impact assessment for the Environmental Impact Study (DEIS) to ascertain the impacts and
opportunities related to the proposed rezoning centered on 125th Street the historic and commercial centerpiece of Manhattan’s
Harlem neighborhood. The project was a component of city-wide rezoning initiatives by the New York City Department of City
Planning (NYCDCP). 2006-2007
NAVFAC Mid-Atlantic IQC Hammerhead Crane Study - Cultural Resources Specialist: Supervised Section 106
coordination of cultural resource investigations for the future use investigation of the 350-ton Hammerhead Crane at the Norfolk
Naval Shipyard in Portsmouth, VA, as part of an indefinite quantity contract (IQC) with the Mid-Atlantic division of the Naval
Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC). The crane was constructed as part of the United States’ defense capabilities immediately
prior to World War II. Mr. Schuchman assisted with proofreading, editing, and preparing the final document. 2012 – 2013
MTA 1265B Purple Line GEC - Architectural Historian: Provided an evaluation of Section 4(f) de minimus and full
documentation for the planning of the Purple Line, a proposed 16-mile light rail line extending from Bethesda in Montgomery
County to New Carrollton in Prince George's County. The Purple Line, with an estimated cost of $1.9 billion, will connect Metro
subway, commuter rail, Amtrak, and local bus routes inside the Capital Beltway with 21 stations. Mr. Schuchman also prepared the
documents for submission to the Federal Transit Administration. 2011
MBTA Greenbush Line Rail Restoration Design-Build - Cultural/Historical Specialist: Implemented mitigation
agreements regarding historic and archaeological resources prior to construction of the 18-mile Greenbush Line commuter rail
project through Braintree, Weymouth, Hingham, Cohasset, and Scituate, MA. Mr. Schuchman performed the work under the
guidelines of a Programmatic Agreement among the MBTA and the Massachusetts Historical Commission, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, and the five affected towns. He reviewed design plans for track design, tunnels, bridge crossings, grading and drainage,
retaining walls, grade crossings, rail stations, parking areas, fencing, landscaping, and associated features to confirm compliance
with Section 106 mitigation. 2002 – 2007.
PA Turnpike Commission Full-Depth Roadway Reconstruction between Mileposts 320.00 and 326.00 Architectural Historian: Documented historic resources that could have been affected by full-depth roadway reconstruction of
the Pennsylvania Turnpike between Mileposts 320 and 326 in Chester and Montgomery counties, PA. Anticipated construction work
includes the widening of the existing highway to three lanes in each direction and construction of storm water facilities. Mr.
Schuchman was responsible for identifying properties in the corridor that are listed on or eligible for listing on the NRHP. He
conducted a reconnaissance survey of potentially eligible historic resources within the Area of Potential Effect, prepared historic
resource survey forms, and completion Determination of Eligibility and Determination of Effect reports. He coordinated the historic
architectural investigation with the survey of potential archaeological resources. 2005-2012.
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Scott Wieczorek, RPA
Senior Archaeologist

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE: 20+ years
YEARS WITH E2 Project Management: <1 years
TECHNICAL SPECIALTIES
Urban, industrial, historic, and prehistoric archaeology; architectural history; seriation studies
EDUCATION
Monmouth University, West Long Branch, NJ
M.A. History 2003

Monmouth University, West Long Branch, NJ
B.A. Anthropology 2000

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATIONS / AFFILIATIONS / TRAINING
•
•
•
•

Register of Professional Archaeologists (RPA)
40 Hour Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) Training (OSHA CFR 1910.120) 2016
OSHA 8-Hour Supervisor 2011
OSHA 6-Hour Trenching Competent Person 2009

QUALIFICATIONS
Mr. Wieczorek is a registered RPA archaeologist experienced in archaeology and architectural history. He designs and conducts
cultural resources investigations for projects undertaken in New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware and Pennsylvania. He has
served as a Principal Investigator for several major cultural resources and engineering firms on all phases of archaeological
investigations and specializes in the analysis of prehistoric, historic and industrial artifacts and sites, as well as in the analysis of
historic structures. Over the course of his career, he has directed cultural resources surveys in accordance with Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, among other legislative frameworks.

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY
E2 Project Management, LLC, Rockaway, NJ – Cultural Resources Division Manager, 2017-Present
Design, implementation, and management of cultural resources investigations at all levels of study: Phase IA Documentary
Review and Sensitivity Assessment; Phase IB Subsurface Survey; Phase II National Register of Historic Places Eligibility Evaluation;
Phase III Data Recovery/Mitigation; and Historic Architectural Surveys at project locations in New York, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania.
Dewberry Engineers, Parsippany, NJ — Cultural Resources Specialist, 2013-2015
Served as a Cultural Resource Specialist handling both archaeological, historic architectural, and historic preservation projects
throughout New York and New Jersey. More specifically, served as the Historic Preservation Lead for more than 10,000 Tier II sitespecific Environmental Assessments conducted as part of the New York City Build It back program under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) to provide United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG) funds for Hurricane Sandy victims. Also served as the GIS Lead for the Environmental and Historic Preservation (EHP)
team, and archaeological monitor for the post-Hurricane Sandy New Jersey Waterway Debris cleanup project and as an
architectural historian and archaeologist for the New Jersey RREM program for Environmental Assessments conducted under the
National Environmental Policy Act to provide United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds for Hurricane Sandy victims.
Richard Grubb & Associates, Inc., Cranbury, NJ — Senior Archaeologist / Principal Investigator, 2011-2012
Designed, implemented, supervised, and/or conducted numerous Phase I through Phase III Archaeological Investigations in
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Delaware, and Maryland; Conducted investigations in various legislative environments
for a variety of clients in diverse market sectors including Energy, Federal, Municipal, Private Industry, Telecommunications, and
Transportation; Provided Geographic Information Services (GIS), historical research, documentation for historic architectural
resources as well as prepared report graphics for additional projects; Developed and managed budgets, prepared proposals,
coordinated with clients, and planned project field activities.
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The Louis Berger Group, Inc., Morristown, NJ — Archaeologist / Principal Investigator, 2006-2011
Designed, implemented, supervised, and/or conducted more than 40 Phase I through Phase III Archaeological Investigations
within the New York / New Jersey / Pennsylvania region; Conducted investigations have been conducted in various legislative
environments for a variety of clients in diverse market sectors including Energy, Federal, Municipal, Private Industry,
Telecommunications, and Transportation; Provided analysis and documentation for historic architectural resources as well as report
graphics for additional projects; Provided Geographic Information Services (GIS), historical research, documentation for historic
architectural resources as well as prepared report graphics for additional projects; Developed and managed budgets, prepared
proposals, coordinated with clients, and planned project field activities.

SAMPLES OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Build It Back Program, New York City Economic Development Corporation and Mayor’s Office of Housing
Recovery Operations, New York, NY. Historic Preservation Lead, Archaeologist and Architectural Historian for the
cultural resources review of more than 10,000 residential properties damaged as a result of Hurricane Sandy. Daily activities include
overseeing a team of preservation professionals including historians, architectural historians, and archaeologists to review
residential properties for historic preservation issues, both architectural (above ground), and archaeological (below ground), under
the May 2013 Programmatic Agreement executed between the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the New York State
Historic Preservation Office, and the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission for compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) regulations. Other key tasks
included conducting consultation with New York State and City review agencies, and developing mitigation treatment plans for
historic properties adversely affected by the recovery project.
RREM Contract for Superstorm Sandy Recovery, New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP),
New Jersey. Archaeologist and Architectural Historian. Responsible for cultural resources reviews in support of NEPA
permitting for 50+ storm-damaged properties receiving HUD funding in response to Hurricane Sandy.
Archaeological Surveys, United States Armed Services, Various. Principal Investigator, Phase IA and Phase I/II
archaeological investigations, ICRMP, and archaeological monitoring services associated with proposed BRAC actions. Fort Dix,
Picatinny Arsenal, Proposed Lakeland #2, Proposed Winslow and Gloucester Township sites, and BRAC 05 Planning.
30+ Pipeline Surveys in Support of Proposed Hydrofracturing Well Lines, NY, PA, OH. Clients included Stantec,
Kleinfelder, and Chesapeake Energy.
Five Phase I Archaeological Surveys, Black & Veatch and Delmarva Power, Various Locations in Delaware and
Maryland. Principal Investigator responsible for conducting Phase I archaeological surveys associated with proposed electric
transmission tower replacements. Individual transmission lines included the Harrington to Vernon line, South Harrington to Milford
line, the Church to Townsend line, and the Mission to Indian River line. These projects were conducted under Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act for review by the Maryland and Delaware State Historic Preservation Offices. As Principal
Investigator, tasks performed included pedestrian reconnaissance, direction of fieldwork, GIS, background research, and report
writing.
Phase I/II Eligibility/Effects, County Route 571, West Windsor, Mercer County, NJ. Principal Investigator, Phase
I/II archaeological investigation in advance of proposed road improvements. Included background research and fieldwork. For the
County of Mercer. 2008.
Phase III Archaeological Data Recovery, Garden State Parkway, Int. 9-11, Cape May Court House, NJ. Principal
Investigator for the archaeological data recovery of four identified prehistoric, historic, and/or multi-component archaeological
sites which were to be impacted by the Proposed Garden State Parkway Interstate 9-11 Project in Cape May Court House, New
Jersey. Tasks included the full implementation and reporting of the archaeological data recovery, supervision of field personnel,
conducting of background research, artifact analysis, and the preparation of report graphics.
Phase I/II Archaeological Investigations, New Jersey Turnpike Authority, Interchanges 6 to 9 Widening,
Brookland Wetland Mitigation Site, Monroe Township, NJ. Principal Investigator for the archaeological investigation of
the proposed Brookland Wetland Mitigation Site to be impacted by the ongoing New Jersey Turnpike Widening program. Tasks
included the full implementation and reporting of the archaeological investigation, field work and research design, supervision of
field personnel, conducting of background research, artifact analysis, and the preparation of report graphics.
Phase IA Sensitivity Assessment, Wetland Mitigation Site, New Jersey Turnpike Authority, Garden State
Parkway Interchanges 9-11, Cape May Court House, NJ. Principal Investigator, Phase IA archaeological investigation.
Background research and fieldwork. 2010.
Phase I Cultural Resource Survey, New Jersey Turnpike Authority, NJ Turnpike Widening of Interchanges 6 to
9, Gervasoni Farm Property, Robbinsville Township, Mercer County, NJ. Principal Investigator, Phase I/II subsurface
archaeological investigation and building material analysis for former farm. Identified one historic archaeological site, the Robbins
Gervasoni Farm Site (28-Me- 374) but no significant associated archaeological deposits were encountered in project area. Under EO
215. 2009.

E2 Project Management LLC
Scott Wieczorek, RPA
Senior Archaeologist
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MONTCLAIR TOWNSHIP
DRAFT INTENSIVE-LEVEL ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY
ESTATE POTENTIAL HISTORIC RESOURCE AREA
TOWNSHIP OF MONTCLAIR, ESSEX COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

APPENDIX B
Township of Montclair Request for Proposal RFP# 20-02

ADVERTISEMENT
TOWNSHIP OF MONTCLAIR
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

RFP # 20-02 Historic Survey of Estate Area
The Township of Montclair, Essex County, New Jersey, hereby requests submission of proposals to award a
grant for the Historic Survey of the Estate Area. Details are fully described in the specifications.
Specifications are available at the Township of Montclair web site www.montclairnjusa.org, or in the
Purchasing department located on the 3rd floor of the Municipal Building, 205 Claremont Avenue, Montclair,
NJ, between the hours of 9:00AM and 3:30 PM, daily except Saturday, Sundays and Holidays.
Proposers are required to comply with the requirements on N.J.S.A. 10:5-31 et seq. and
N.J.A.C.17:21-1 et seq.
Should you have an interest in submitting a proposal, please submit to:
Township of Montclair
Raymond Carnevale, Qualified Purchasing Agent
205 Claremont Avenue
Montclair, New Jersey 07042
973-509-4982
Four (4) copies of Proposals must be submitted no later than:
Tuesday, March 24, 2020 – 11:00 AM

Requests for Proposals:
Historic Survey of the Estate Area
Introduction
The Township of Montclair, Essex County, New Jersey, requests the submission of proposals for a qualified professional
to produce an intensive-level architectural survey of historic resources in the Estate Potential Historic Resource Area.
The selected vendor must be a qualified professional in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and
Guidelines for Professional Qualifications. Details are fully described in the specifications.
This Request for Proposal (RFP) stipulates the procedures and requirements to be used by the Township in its selection
of a Consultant. The Township’s Assistant Planner will serve as the project coordinator, providing administrative support
to the Consultant and serving as a liaison between the Consultant and the Township’s Historic Preservation Commission
and staff.

Background
Montclair Township established the Montclair Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) by ordinance in 1994. This allvolunteer board is responsible for protecting Montclair's architectural heritage and increasing public awareness of the
Township’s historical and cultural resources, including buildings, streetscapes and landscapes. In accordance with the
New Jersey Municipal Land Use Law, the Commission surveys buildings, structures, objects, sites and districts located
within the Township and assesses their historic significance. The Commission proposes to the Township Council those
properties it deems worthy of landmark designation and therefore subject to the Township's Historic Preservation
Commission Ordinance. The Commission also advises the Planning Board and the Township Council on all matters with
potential impact on the historic buildings, structures, objects, sites or districts, as well as on the physical character and
ambience of the Township.
Montclair Township has rich historic resources which were originally documented in the 1982 Inventory of Historic,
Cultural and Architectural Resources. The Township adopted a Historic Preservation Element of the Master Plan in
2016. The Township has designated twenty-one local landmark sites and four local landmark historic districts: Town
Center Historic District, Upper Montclair Historic District, Pine Street Historic District and Watchung Plaza Historic
Business District. The Township has six historic districts on the National and/or State Register of Historic Places, 100
State Register listed sites and 52 National Register listed sites.
More recently, the Township has continued efforts to advance historic preservation. The adoption of Historic Design
Guidelines in early 2016 provides detailed guidance for the rehabilitation of existing historic resources and new
construction in historic districts, which presently are all commercial districts. In addition, the Township adopted a new
Historic Preservation Plan Element of the Master Plan in November 2016.
The Township of Montclair has been awarded a 2019 Certified Local Government Grant in Aid by the State Historic
Preservation Office to conduct a cultural resource survey and prepare a nomination report for the Estate Potential
Historic Resource Area; identified in the 2016 Historic Preservation Element of the Township Master Plan. The potential
historic district would be one of the first residential local landmark districts in the Township.
Pursuant to this grant award, the Township seeks a qualified professional to produce an intensive-level architectural
survey of historic resources in the potential historic district (a total of 250 properties are to be surveyed); including
survey forms and photographs of the properties within the potential district. Following the survey, the qualified
professional will prepare a Nomination Report for the potential historic district and present the prepared report to both
the Historic Preservation Commission, Planning Board and Township Council, if needed.

Scope of Work
The selected vendor shall be qualified in accordance with the National Park Service Professional Qualification Standards
for Architectural History, to produce an intensive-level architectural survey of historic resources in the Estates Potential
Historic Resource Area . Surveyed resources will be documented individually and as part of a potential historic district.
Information generated from this Intensive-level Architectural Survey and preparation of a nomination report will enable
the Township’s Planning Board, Zoning Board of Adjustment and Historic Preservation Commission to make informed
land use decisions in accordance with the municipal Master Plan, local ordinances, and the Municipal Land Use Law. The
prepared Nomination Report will assist the Township of Montclair Historic Preservation Commission in the designation
process to list the proposed historic districts in the study area as local landmark districts.
The survey must be conducted in accordance with the HPO Guidelines for Architectural Survey (Guidelines). The survey
data will be gathered using a database application provided by the HPO and mapping will be based on GIS data. The
results of the survey shall be compiled in a report that presents intensive-level research, eligibility findings, and
summarizes the overall survey effort.

Work Products
The following products shall be produced as part of the survey effort:

Intensive-level Survey Documentation
The selected vendor shall conduct an Intensive-level Survey consisting of:

Survey Forms
x

x
x

Preparation of HPO approved forms for a minimum of 250 historic resources. All forms must be submitted in
electronic and hard copy. The electronic copy must be submitted as a Microsoft Access database as provided by the
HPO. The hard copy inventory forms will be generated from the database
Preparation of attachments and eligibility worksheets for those properties identified as potentially individually
eligible
Assessment of “key-contributing" (i.e. individually eligible), “contributing” and “non-contributing” status for all
properties surveyed within the potential historic district

Photography
x

x

x

Survey photography shall include at least one digital color photograph of the entire principal elevation or view for
every historic property in the intensive-level survey (this photograph shall appear on the Base Survey Form for the
subject property).
Additional photographs, which clearly contribute to an understanding of the property’s significance, are strongly
recommended. These photographs shall appear on continuation sheets following the survey form for the subject
property.
Survey photographs shall be submitted as color digital images in JPEG format with a minimum pixel array of 1200 by
1800 (approximately 4” by 6” at 300dpi).

Local Landmark District Nomination Report
The selected vendor shall prepare a nomination report for the study area. The nomination report should present a final
district boundary for the area to be considered for the proposed historic district, a listing of the properties within the
proposed district and their contributory or non-contributory status to the district as well as maps, photos and other
supporting documentation to justify the designation of the district as a local historic landmark. The final report must be
submitted to the Township of Montclair in electronic and hard copy. The electronic copy must be submitted on CD-ROM
as a Microsoft Word document.

Coordination & Schedule
The Township’s Assistant Planner will serve as the project coordinator, providing administrative support to the selected
vendor and serving as a liaison between the selected vendor and the Township’s Historic Preservation Commission and
staff.
The selected vendor will work with the Township to conduct an architectural survey of the properties in the study area.
The selected vendor will hold a kick-off meeting with the stakeholder team consisting of the Township Assistant Planner
and identified members of the Historic Preservation Commission to review the study area and generally identify the
properties that should be further evaluated as a cultural resource.
The selected vendor will provide an interim report following the primary research collection phase to inform on the
progress of the survey and report any key preliminary findings.
The selected vendor will also provide the stakeholder team with a first draft of the nomination report of the study area.
The report should include maps of the study area, a proposed historic district boundary and locations of those
properties that are qualifying cultural/historic resource. The report should also include a table of the buildings in the
study area with attribution on their status within the potential district; i.e. whether they are key, contributing,
harmonizing or an intrusion.
Finally, the final report should be consistent with previously approved Township local historic nomination reports. The
selected vendor will review existing Township nomination reports for consistency.

Detailed Timeline
Month 1-2
x
x

x

Hold kickoff meeting with stakeholders
Conduct primary research of the study area through evaluation of resources at the Montclair History Center, the
Montclair Public Library, the Department of Planning & Community Development, Essex County Hall of Records,
and the State Historic Preservation Office.
Evaluate study area for historic context and adjacent properties for potential future district expansions

Month 2-3
x
x
x

Interim meeting with stakeholders to review progress.
Preparation of State Historic Preservation Office approved survey forms for qualifying cultural/historic
resources.
Compilation of survey photography including at least one digital color photograph of the entire principal
elevation or view for every historic property in the intensive-level survey

Month 4
x
x

Interim meeting with stakeholders to review progress.
Prepare an intensive-level survey nomination report of the study area, detailing the cohesive historic context of
the area. The report will include a map of the proposed historic district, a listing of the properties within the
proposed district and their contributory or non-contributory status to the district as well as maps, photos and
other supporting documentation.

Month 5
x
x
x
x

Prepare final copies of nomination reports for distribution via paper (20 copies of the report) and electronically.
Prepare and present to the Historic Preservation Commission the findings of the survey work and the
Nomination Report
Present to Planning Board the Nomination Report
Present to the Township Council the Nomination Report

Final Deliverables
The selected vendor shall produce two (2) hard copies of all survey products defined above. One complete set is to be
distributed to the State Historic Preservation Office. The other complete set will be retained by the Township. A digital
set of the survey products will also be provided.
The final nomination reports must be submitted to the Township of Montclair in electronic and hard copy format. A total
of 25 copies of the first draft of the reports, for distribution to the HPC, Planning Board and Council, shall be provided.
Five copies of the final reports shall also be provided. The electronic copy must be submitted as a Microsoft Word
document.

Qualifications
All responding proposals must meet the professional requirements set forth in the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
and Guidelines for Professional Qualifications. These requirements are those used by the National Park Service and have
been previously published in the Code of Federal Regulations, 36 CFR Part 61. The qualifications define minimum
education and experience required to perform identification, evaluation, registration, and treatment activities. In some
cases, additional areas or levels of expertise may be needed, depending on the complexity of the task and the nature of
the historic properties involved. In the following definitions, a year of full-time professional experience need not consist
of a continuous year of full-time work but may be made up of discontinuous periods of full-time or part-time work
adding up to the equivalent of a year of full-time experience.

History
The minimum professional qualifications in history are a graduate degree in history or closely related field; or a
bachelor's degree in history or closely related field plus one of the following:
1. At least two years of full-time experience in research, writing, teaching, interpretation, or other demonstrable
professional activity with an academic institution, historic organization or agency, museum, or other
professional institution; or
2. Substantial contribution through research and publication to the body of scholarly knowledge in the field of
history.

Archeology
The minimum professional qualifications in archeology are a graduate degree in archeology, anthropology, or closely
related field plus:
1. At least one year of full-time professional experience or equivalent specialized training in archeological research,
administration or management;
2. At least four months of supervised field and analytic experience in general North American archeology, and
3. Demonstrated ability to carry research to completion.
In addition to these minimum qualifications, a professional in prehistoric archeology shall have at least one year of fulltime professional experience at a supervisory level in the study of archeological resources of the prehistoric period. A
professional in historic archeology shall have at least one year of full-time professional experience at a supervisory level
in the study of archeological resources of the historic period.

Architectural History
The minimum professional qualifications in architectural history are a graduate degree in architectural history, art
history, historic preservation, or closely related field, with coursework in American architectural history, or a bachelor's
degree in architectural history, art history, historic preservation or closely related field plus one of the following:

1. At least two years of full-time experience in research, writing, or teaching in American architectural history or
restoration architecture with an academic institution, historical organization or agency, museum, or other
professional institution; or
2. Substantial contribution through research and publication to the body of scholarly knowledge in the field of
American architectural history.

Architecture
The minimum professional qualifications in architecture are a professional degree in architecture plus at least two years
of full-time experience in architecture; or a State license to practice architecture.

Historic Architecture
The minimum professional qualifications in historic architecture are a professional degree in architecture or a State
license to practice architecture, plus one of the following:
1. At least one year of graduate study in architectural preservation, American architectural history, preservation
planning, or closely related field; or
2. At least one year of full-time professional experience on historic preservation projects.
Such graduate study or experience shall include detailed investigations of historic structures, preparation of historic
structures research reports, and preparation of plans and specifications for preservation projects.
Municipal historic preservation experience is also preferred.

Proposal Requirements
Proposals should contain the following information:
1.

Information about the applicant including:
a. The identity and background of the individual, partnership, or corporation applying for contract award
b. Credentials of the project personnel, their managers, and the nature of the supervision
c. Responsibilities of each of the project personnel
d. Sub-contractors, if the consultant intends to sub-contract any work required in the scope of services
e. Sample work products for all personnel.

2.

An applicant qualifications statement, including:
a. Professional qualifications and work experience attesting to capacity to perform the required work
program.
b. Resumes for all project personnel.

3.

A detailed explanation of the proposer’s approach to this project, including
a. Methodology
b. Proposer’s expectations of assistance and services from the Township
c. Technical work plan and project timeline for accomplishing the tasks described in the Scope of Work.

4.

Fee for the project, including reimbursables.

5.

A client reference list, with names, addresses, telephone numbers, and e-mail addresses (if available) especially
for clients for whom the proposer has performed similar services within the past five years

6.

Business Registration Certificate

Submission
Fax submittals will not be accepted. Four copies should be sent to:
Raymond Carnevale, QPA
Township of Montclair
205 Claremont Avenue
Montclair, NJ 07042
Phone 973-509-4982
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION IS: TUESDAY, MARCH 24, 2020 – 11:00 AM

EXHIBIT A

MANDATORY EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY LANGUAGE
N.J.S.A. 10:5-31 et seq. (P.L. 1975, C. 127)
N.J.A.C. 17:27

GOODS, PROFESSIONAL SERVICE AND GENERAL SERVICE CONTRACTS

During the performance of this contract, the contractor agrees as follows:

The contractor or subcontractor, where applicable, will not discriminate against any employee or
applicant for employment because of age, race, creed, color, national origin, ancestry, marital status,
affectional or sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, nationality or sex. Except with respect
to affectional or sexual orientation and gender identity or expression, the contractor will ensure that equal
employment opportunity is afforded to such applicants in recruitment and employment, and that employees are
treated during employment, without regard to their age, race, creed, color, national origin, ancestry, marital
status, affectional or sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, nationality or sex. Such equal
employment opportunity shall include, but not be limited to the following: employment, upgrading, demotion, or
transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of
compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship. The contractor agrees to post in
conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the
Public Agency Compliance Officer setting forth provisions of this nondiscrimination clause.
The contractor or subcontractor, where applicable will, in all solicitations or advertisements for
employees placed by or on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration
for employment without regard to age, race, creed, color, national origin, ancestry, marital status, affectional or
sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, nationality or sex.
The contractor or subcontractor will send to each labor union, with which it has a collective bargaining
agreement, a notice, to be provided by the agency contracting officer, advising the labor union of the
contractor's commitments under this chapter and shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous places
available to employees and applicants for employment.
The contractor or subcontractor, where applicable, agrees to comply with any regulations promulgated by the
Treasurer pursuant to N.J.S.A. 10:5-31 et seq., as amended and supplemented from time to time and the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
The contractor or subcontractor agrees to make good faith efforts to meet targeted county employment
goals established in accordance with N.J.A.C. l7:27-5.2.

The contractor or subcontractor agrees to inform in writing its appropriate recruitment agencies including,
but not limited to, employment agencies, placement bureaus, colleges, universities, and labor unions, that it
does not discriminate on the basis of age, race, creed, color, national origin, ancestry, marital status,
affectional or sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, nationality or sex, and that it will
discontinue the use of any recruitment agency which engages in direct or indirect discriminatory practices.

The contractor or subcontractor agrees to revise any of its testing procedures, if necessary, to assure
that all personnel testing conforms with the principles of job-related testing, as established by the statutes and

court decisions of the State of New Jersey and as established by applicable Federal law and applicable
Federal court decisions.

In conforming with the targeted employment goals, the contractor or subcontractor agrees to review all
procedures relating to transfer, upgrading, downgrading and layoff to ensure that all such actions are taken
without regard to age, race, creed, color, national origin, ancestry, marital status, affectional or sexual
orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, nationality or sex, consistent with the statutes and court
decisions of the State of New Jersey, and applicable Federal law and applicable Federal court decisions.

The contractor shall submit to the public agency, after notification of award but prior to execution of a
goods and services contract, one of the following three documents:

Letter of Federal Affirmative Action Plan Approval

Certificate of Employee Information Report

Employee Information Report Form AA302 (electronically provided by the Division and distributed to the
public agency through the Division’s website at www.state.nj.us/treasury/contract_compliance)

The contractor and its subcontractors shall furnish such reports or other documents to the Division of
Public Contracts Equal Employment Opportunity Compliance as may be requested by the office from time to
time in order to carry out the purposes of these regulations, and public agencies shall furnish such information
as may be requested by the Division of Public Contracts Equal Employment Opportunity Compliance for
conducting a compliance investigation pursuant to Subchapter 10 of the Administrative Code at N.J.A.C.
17:27.

BUSINESS REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
A Business Registration Certificate serves two purposes:

x
x

For public contracting, as proof of valid business registration with the New Jersey Division of
Revenue. All contractors and subcontractors must provide this documentation when seeking to do
business with the State of New Jersey, and other public agencies in this state.
To comply with Chapter 85, P.L. 2006, defined under N.J.S.A. 54A:7-1.2. You must use the
Business Registration Certificate if you are an unincorporated construction contractor performing work
in New Jersey of you are a registered unincorporated contractor requesting proof of certification.

If you are a registered vendor but have not received the Business Registration Certificate in the mail, you may
obtain a certificate online. Please note that this certificate is not required by all businesses in New Jersey, but
only those doing business with the public sector.

You may check the online registration inquiry to determine if the business is already registered. If you have not
registered but are required to have this certificate, you will need to complete Form NJ-REG. Representatives of
the Division’s Client Registration activity are available to assist in the registration process. 609-292-9292.

**The links for the Business Registration Certificate and the NJ-REG will be listed at the end of this
document.**

Form NJ-REG:
In most cases, you may submit Form NJ-REG online. Exceptions and additional requirements include:

x

x
x

x

Any business including an out-of-state business with a presence or nexus in New Jersey, operating as
a corporation, limited partnership, limited liability company or limited liability partnership must
first obtain legal authority to operate in the state prior to submitting Form NJ-REG. Generally, this is
accomplished by filing a Certificate of Incorporation or Formation with the Division.
Out-of-state businesses that believe they do not have state tax nexus will file a paper form NJ-REG in
order to obtain a Business Registration Certificate. Business entities that file form NJ-REG only will be
subject to a nexus review, initiated and conducted by the Division of Taxation.
Individuals or Unincorporated Construction Contractors with no business tax of employer
obligations may register using Form NJ-REG-A instead of Form NJ-REG in order to obtain the
Business Registration Certificate. Individuals who have created and are operating as a business entity
(e.g. LLC) may not use Form REG-A.
Non-profit organizations although required to register for tax purposes are not subject to the proof
registration requirement when contracting with public agencies in this state.

Instructions on obtaining required forms:

To obtain a Business Registration Certificate: www.state.nj.us/treasury/revenue
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on “I WANT TO” --- Obtain a Business Registration Certificate
Click on “Obtain a Certificate Online” (blue print)
Fill out name and Tax Payer ID or Business Entity ID
Click “submit” and follow direction.

To register for Form NJ-REG online as well as NJ-REG paper forms & directions and NJ-REG-A:
www.nj.gov/treasury/revenue

1. (Left side) Click on “Form & Register a New Business”
2. Follow directions.

REQUIRED EVIDENCE
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REGULATIONS
P.L. 1975, C. 127 (N.J.A.C. 17:27)
If awarded a contract, all procurement and service contractors will be required to comply
with the requirements of P.L. 1975, c. 127 (N.J.A.C. 17:27). Within seven (7) days after
receipt of the notification of intent to award the contract or receipt of the contract,
whichever is sooner, the contractor should present one of the following to the Purchasing
Agent:
1. A photocopy of a valid letter from the U.S. Department of Labor that the
contractor has an existing federally-approved or sanctions Affirmative
Action Plan (good for one year from the date of the letter.)
OR
2. A photocopy of approved Certificate of Employee Information Report.
OR
3. An Affirmative Action Employee Information Report (Form AA302)
AND
All successful construction contractors must submit within three days of the
signing of the contract an Initial Project Workforce Report (AA201) for any
contract award that meets or exceeds the Public Agency bidding threshold.
NO FIRM MAY BE ISSUED A CONTRACT UNLESS IT COMPLIES WITH THE
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REGULATIONS OF P.L. 1975, c. 127.
The following questions must be answered by all bidders:
1. Do you have a federally-approved or sanctioned Affirmative Action Program?
YES_______
NO_______
If yes, please submit a copy of such approval.
2. Do you have a Certificate of Employee Information Report Approval?
YES_______
NO_______
If yes, please submit a copy of such certificate.
The undersigned contractor certifies that he is aware of the commitment to comply with
the requirements of P.L. 1975, c. 127 and agrees to furnish the required documentation
pursuant to the law.
COMPANY:_____________________________________________________
SIGNATURE:___________________________________________________
TITLE:_________________________________________________________
Note: A contractor’s bid must be rejected as non-responsive if a contractor fails
to comply with requirements of P.L. 1975, c. 127, within the time frame.

NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT
State of New Jersey
County of _______________________
.

ss:

I, ___________________________ residing in _________________________________
(name of affiant)

(name of municipality)

in the County of _____________________________ and State of___________________
of full age, being duly sworn according to law on my oath depose and say that:
I am _______________________________ of the firm of______________________
(title or position)

(name of firm)

______________________________________ the bidder making this Proposal for the bid
proposal entitled _____________________________________, and that I executed the
(title of bid proposal)

said proposal with full authority to do so that said bidder has not, directly or indirectly entered
into any agreement, participated in any collusion, or otherwise taken any action in restraint of
free, competitive bidding in connection with the above named project; and that all statements
contained in said proposal and in this affidavit are true and correct, and made with full
knowledge that the ______________________________ relies upon the truth of the
(name of contracting unit)

statements contained in said proposal and in the statements contained in this affidavit in
awarding the contract for the said project.
I further warrant that no person or selling agency has been employed or retained to
solicit or secure such contract upon an agreement or understanding for a commission,
percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee, except bona fide employees or bona fide established
commercial or selling agencies maintained by

____________________________________________________.

Subscribed and sworn to
before me this day

____________________ 20____
____________________________________________
(Type or print name of affiant under signature)

Notary public of________________________

My Commission expires _____________________ 20_____

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP DISCLOSURE
N.J.S.A. 52:25-24.2 (P.L. 1977, c.33, as amended by P.L. 2016, c.43)
This statement shall be completed, certified to, and included with all bid and proposal submissions. Failure to
submit the required information is cause for automatic rejection of the bid or proposal.

Name of Organization:_________________________________________________________________
Organization Address:_________________________________________________________________

Part I Check the box that represents the type of business organization:

Sole Proprietorship (skip Parts II and III, execute certification in Part IV)
Non-Profit Corporation (skip Parts II and III, execute certification in Part IV)
For-Profit Corporation (any type) Limited Liability Company (LLC)
Partnership Limited Partnership Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Other (be specific): ______________________________________________
Part II

The list below contains the names and addresses of all stockholders in the corporation who
own 10 percent or more of its stock, of any class, or of all individual partners in the partnership
who own a 10 percent or greater interest therein, or of all members in the limited liability
company who own a 10 percent or greater interest therein, as the case may be. (COMPLETE
THE LIST BELOW IN THIS SECTION)
OR

No one stockholder in the corporation owns 10 percent or more of its stock, of any class, or no
individual partner in the partnership owns a 10 percent or greater interest therein, or no
member in the limited liability company owns a 10 percent or greater interest therein, as the
case may be. (SKIP TO PART IV)
(Please attach additional sheets if more space is needed):
Name of Individual or Business Entity

Home Address (for Individuals) or Business Address

Part III DISCLOSURE OF 10% OR GREATER OWNERSHIP IN THE STOCKHOLDERS, PARTNERS
OR LLC MEMBERS LISTED IN PART II
If a bidder has a direct or indirect parent entity which is publicly traded, and any person holds a 10
percent or greater beneficial interest in the publicly traded parent entity as of the last annual
federal Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) or foreign equivalent filing, ownership disclosure
can be met by providing links to the website(s) containing the last annual filing(s) with the federal
Securities and Exchange Commission (or foreign equivalent) that contain the name and address of each
person holding a 10% or greater beneficial interest in the publicly traded parent entity, along with the
relevant page numbers of the filing(s) that contain the information on each such person. Attach
additional sheets if more space is needed.
Website (URL) containing the last annual SEC (or foreign equivalent) filing

Page #’s

Please list the names and addresses of each stockholder, partner or member owning a 10 percent or
greater interest in any corresponding corporation, partnership and/or limited liability company (LLC) listed
in Part II other than for any publicly traded parent entities referenced above. The disclosure shall be
continued until names and addresses of every noncorporate stockholder, and individual partner, and
member exceeding the 10 percent ownership criteria established pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:25-24.2 has
been listed. Attach additional sheets if more space is needed.
Stockholder/Partner/Member and
Corresponding Entity Listed in Part II

Home Address (for Individuals) or Business Address

Part IV Certification
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1. Executive Summary

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 2016 Historic Preservation (HP) Element of the Township of Montclair Master Plan was prepared by
&YMPHMRK'SRWIVZEXMSR%WWSGMEXIW &'% ELMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRGSRWYPXMRK½VQIRKEKIHF]XLI8S[RWLMT
[MXLXLIEWWMWXERGISJXLI2I[.IVWI],MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3J½GI´W 2.,43 'IVXM½IH0SGEP+SZIVRQIRX
'0+ +VERXMR%MHTVSKVEQ&'%WXEJJ[SVOIHGPSWIP][MXL Township Planning Department staff and the HP
)PIQIRX;SVOMRK+VSYTGSRWMWXMRKSJVITVIWIRXEXMZIWSJXLI,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR'SQQMWWMSR ,4' ERH
the Planning Board, who provided oversight for this study.
8LMWHSGYQIRX[EWHIZIPSTIHEGGSVHMRKXSXLIKYMHIPMRIWSJ7YWXEMREFPI.IVWI]ERSRTVS½XSVKERM^EXMSR
XLEXTVSZMHIWXSSPWXVEMRMRKERH½RERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWXSWYTTSVX2I[.IVWI]GSQQYRMXMIWEWXLI]TYVWYI
sustainability programs. It meets the requirements stipulated by the New Jersey Municipal Land Use Law
(MLUL) for the content of an HP Element, and includes an inventory of historic resources that lists their
PSGEXMSRERHEHIWGVMTXMSRSJXLIMVWMKRM½GERGIEHMWGYWWMSRSJXLIWXERHEVHWYWIHXSEWWIWWXLIWMKRM½GERGI
SJLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWERHEREREP]WMWSJXLIMQTEGXSJSXLIVQEWXIVTPERIPIQIRXWSRXLI8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSVMG
resources. The 2016 HP Element additionally provides an analysis of private sector issues related to historic
resources in the Township, establishes a historic preservation goal and set of objectives, and includes
an action plan that outlines strategies and a timeline for implementing a series of historic preservation
recommendations.
The contents of the 2016 HP Element are organized into 11 sections. The Introduction states the purpose
ERHSFNIGXMZIWSJXLI,4)PIQIRXERHI\TPEMRWXLIQER]ZEPYIWERHFIRI½XWSJLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSR
History of MontclairTVSZMHIWERSZIVZMI[SJXLI8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSVMGERHEVGLMXIGXYVEPGSRXI\XMRGPYHMRK
important themes and development patterns. History of Planning and Historic Preservation in Montclair
focuses on the achievements and important legacy of planning and preservation activities throughout the
8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSV]XSXLITVIWIRXHE]
Public Policy Review describes all of the relevant policies, plans, regulations, ordinances, laws, and incentives
at the municipal, county, state, and federal levels that could impact historic resources in Montclair. Historic
Resources in MontclairHIWGVMFIWXLI8S[RWLMT´WTVIZMSYWP]MHIRXM½IHLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWEW[IPPEWTSXIRXMEP
LMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWXLEXLEZIFIIRMHIRXM½IHXLVSYKLXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJXLI,4)PIQIRXSuccesses
and Issues Related to Historic Preservation in the Township includes a discussion of positive achievements in
LMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRMR1SRXGPEMVERHMHIRXM½IWTYFPMGERHTVMZEXIWIGXSVXLVIEXWXSXLI8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSVMG
resources.
Historic Preservation Goal and ObjectivesPMWXWXLI8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRKSEPERHWIXSJLMWXSVMG
TVIWIVZEXMSRSFNIGXMZIW[LMGLLEZIFIIRHIZIPSTIHWTIGM½GEPP]JSVXLMWIPIQIRXXSTVSZMHIKYMHERGIJSV
future preservation efforts in Montclair. Recommendations contains a series of historic preservation
recommendations for the Township that are drawn from the opportunities discussed throughout the
2016 HP Element, and the Action Plan/Agenda provides suggestions for effectively implementing these
1
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recommendations over time. Finally, the Appendices include references to a variety of useful resources drawn
upon throughout this document.
As a result of this 2016 HP Element study, the Township of Montclair:
•

-HIRXM½IHRIMKLFSVLSSHEVIEWERHMRHMZMHYEPTVSTIVXMIWTSXIRXMEPP]IPMKMFPIJSVPSGEPPERHQEVO
designation.

•

(IZIPSTIHEWTIGM½GLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRKSEPXLEXVI¾IGXWXLIGSQQYRMX]´WZMWMSRJSVLMWXSVMG
preservation in the Township and a series of historic preservation objectives or reasons why the
community seeks to realize the historic preservation goal.

•

Created historic preservation recommendations and an action plan focused on:
• Increasing
Increasing
local
designation
historic
resources.
thethe
local
designation
of of
historic
resources.
• Promoting
Promoting
a balance
between
preserving
existing
historic
buildings
and
encouraging
contextually
a balance
between
preserving
existing
historic
buildings
and
encouraging
contextually
appropriate
new
development.
appropriate
new
development.
• Supporting
Supporting
public
engagement
stewardship
local
historic
resources.
public
engagement
in in
thethe
stewardship
of of
local
historic
resources.

•

Engaged the public throughout the development of the HP Element to incorporate stakeholder feedback
MRXSXLI½REPHSGYQIRX

Montclair is committed to EHZERGMRKXLITVIWIVZEXMSRSJXLI8S[RWLMT´WHMWXMRGXGSQQYRMX]GLEVEGXIVThis
2016 HP Element serves as an important planning tool for the future of historic preservation in the Township
of Montclair.
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2. Introduction

2. INTRODUCTION
8LI,4)PIQIRXEHZERGIWXLIQER]FIRI½XWSJLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSR,MWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRMWXLI
MHIRXM½GEXMSRIZEPYEXMSRERHTVSXIGXMSRSJWMKRM½GERXLMWXSVMGERHEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGIW-XMWERIWWIRXMEP
tool by which a community bolsters sustainability and achieves broader environmental, social, and economic
goals. It promotes the conservation of environmental resources through the retention of existing structures
and infrastructure. It creates vibrant downtowns that draw tourism and cultural institutions. It fosters public
appreciation and investment in neighborhoods and in the broader community. It also stimulates the local
economy through the growth of heritage tourism and the creation of jobs associated with the rehabilitation
and revitalization of historic structures. Historic preservation substantially contributes to the quality of life
and economic vitality of the Township of Montclair.
This HP Element advances the historic preservation standards and guidelines established by federal, state,
ERHPSGEPPE[WERHVIKYPEXMSRW8LI½VWXGSQTVILIRWMZILMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRPIKMWPEXMSRTEWWIHMRXLI9RMXIH
States was the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966. It established both the National Register
SJ,MWXSVMG4PEGIWERHEREHQMRMWXVEXMZIRIX[SVOSJ7XEXI,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3J½GIWXSEHQMRMWXIV2,4%´W
programs and requirements. In 1970, New Jersey passed the New Jersey Register of Historic Places Act
(NJRHPA)IWXEFPMWLMRK2I[.IVWI]´W7XEXI6IKMWXIVSJ,MWXSVMG4PEGIW[LMGLMWQEMRXEMRIHF]XLI2.,43
2I[.IVWI]´W1090EPWSGSRXVMFYXIWXSXLIFSH]SJLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRPIKMWPEXMSRMR2I[.IVWI]4EWWIH
in 1976, it is the enabling legislation for the protection of historic resources in the State of New Jersey.
The MLUL empowers municipalities to pass a local historic preservation ordinance and to draft a Historic
4VIWIVZEXMSR4PER)PIQIRXEWTEVXSJXLIQYRMGMTEPMX]´WQEWXIVTPER
-R1SRXGPEMVEHSTXIHMXW½VWX,4)PIQIRXSJXLI8S[RWLMT1EWXIV4PER[LMGLTVSTSWIHGVMXIVME
JSVXLIHIWMKREXMSRSJLMWXSVMGWXVYGXYVIWERHMHIRXM½IHLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIW[MXLMRXLI8S[RWLMT-R
EWVIGSQQIRHIHMRXLI,4)PIQIRXXLI8S[RWLMTIREGXIHE,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGIXLEX
VIGSKRM^IWERHTVSXIGXW1SRXGPEMV´WLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWXLVSYKLIWXEFPMWLIHJSVQEPGVMXIVMEERHTVSGIHYVIW
7MRGIXLIRMRHMZMHYEPTVSTIVXMIWERHJSYVLMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXWLEZIFIIRSJ½GMEPP]HIWMKREXIHEWPSGEP
PERHQEVOWMR1SRXGPEMV-R1SRXGPEMVFIGEQIE'0+[LMGLIREFPIWXLI8S[RWLMTXSTEVXMGMTEXIMRWXEXI
and federal historic preservation programs and seek preservation grants.
The 2016 HP Element builds on these past achievements and envisions the future for historic preservation in
the Township. As guided by the MLUL, the HP Element:
•

Provides a framework for protecting historic resources in the preservation, development, and
redevelopment of Montclair.

•

-HIRXM½IWXLISVHMRERGIWPE[WERHTPERRMRKHSGYQIRXWERHTSPMGMIWXLEXMQTEGXERHKYMHILMWXSVMG
preservation in Montclair.
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•

-HIRXM½IWXLIPSGEXMSRERHWMKRM½GERGISJXLI8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSVMGWMXIWERHHMWXVMGXW

•

'SQQYRMGEXIWXLIWXERHEVHWYWIHXSEWWIWWXLIWMKRM½GERGISJLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIW

•

Provides a historic preservation goal, a set of preservation objectives and recommendations, and a
prioritized action plan for achieving these goals and objectives.

•

6I¾IGXWTYFPMGIRKEKIQIRXERHTEVXMGMTEXMSRMRXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJXLITVIWIVZEXMSRKSEPWERHSFNIGXMZIW

1SRXGPEMV´WLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWVI¾IGXMXWVMGLLMWXSV]SJHIZIPSTQIRXJVSQEVYVEP)YVSTIERWIXXPIQIRXFYMPX
on Lenni Lenape lands to a vibrant suburban community. The Township is committed to preserving its historic
resources as invaluable markers of its community identity.

4
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3. HISTORY OF MONTCLAIR1
3. HISTORY OF MONTCLAIR1
Located on the ridge of the Watchung Mountains, Montclair enjoys an uninterrupted view of New York City
12 miles to the east.2 -R.EWTIV'VERIPIHEWYVZI]MRKTEVX][IWXSJ2I[EVO*SPPS[MRKXLISPH-RHMER
XVEMPSJXLI0IRRM0IRETIXVMFIRS[ORS[REW;EXGLYRK%ZIRYILIEGUYMVIHEXVEGXXLEXMRGPYHIHTVIWIRX
day Montclair and its mountain ridge, which the Lenni Lenape called “Watchung,” the Native American
word for “high hills” or “under the gaze of the mountain.” Crane and members of his prominent family,
descendants of the Puritan settlers of Connecticut, expanded their properties to include portions of Newark,
3VERKI&PSSQ½IPH&IPPIZMPPI2YXPI]ERH1SRXGPEMV
The Township of Montclair itself originated with the merger of the villages of Cranetown to the south
and Speertown to the north. The Crane family investments included the ownership and operation of
XLI2I[EVO4SQTXSR8YVRTMOI VSYKLP]XLIGYVVIRX&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI EGMHIVQMPPERHHMWXMPPIV]ERHE
cotton mill. The construction of the turnpike helped spur development of the area, which had been largely
agricultural before 1800. To the north, along the First Mountain ridge, the Dutch settled Speertown and made
their homes throughout the northern areas of New Jersey. A farming community, Speertown retained its
bucolic landscape until the beginning of the 20th century.6 Isolated houses and farms bordered Speertown
Road (currently Valley Road) connecting the Dutch settlement to Cranetown.7 Speertown remained an
EKVMGYPXYVEPZMPPEKIYRXMPXLIEVVMZEPSJ+VIIR[SSH0EOI6EMPVSEHMR8 Now known as the village of Upper
1SRXGPEMV7TIIVXS[R[EWFSYRHIHXSXLIWSYXLF]TVIWIRXHE];EXGLYRK%ZIRYI
However, before these two communities were united, Cranetown became associated with the town to the
IEWXORS[REW&PSSQ½IPHERHEHSTXIHXLIREQISJ;IWX&PSSQ½IPH(MWTYXIWEFSYXMRIJ½GMIRXXVEMRWIVZMGI
XS;IWX&PSSQ½IPHGSQTIPPIHXLIXS[REHQMRMWXVEXMSRXSWITEVEXIJVSQ&PSSQ½IPHEJXIV&PSSQ½IPHSJ½GMEPW
HIGMHIHEKEMRWXMWWYMRKEFSRHXSYRHIV[VMXIERSXLIVVEMPVSEH8LMWTVSQTXIH;IWX&PSSQ½IPHVIWMHIRXW
to petition the State Legislature for a charter to establish a separate township. The name of Montclair was
chosen in 1860, meaning “clear mountain.”9

8LMWLMWXSV]MWPEVKIP]HVE[R[MXLQMRSVQSHM½GEXMSRWJVSQ7IGXMSR±,MWXSVMG3ZIVZMI[SJ1SRXGPEMV²F]/EXLPIIR&IRRIXX
from the March 2016 Historic Design Guidelines, Township of Montclair, New Jersey (2016). For the original version, illustrated with
historic images, see the Design Guidelines.
2. William H. Shaw, History of Essex and Hudson Counties 4LMPEHIPTLME)ZIVXW 4IGO  
,IRV];LMXXIQSVIHistory of Montclair Township 2I[=SVO8LI7YFYVFER4YFPMWLMRK'SQTER] 
7LE[History of Essex and Hudson Counties,
-FMH0
6. Jane Norma Smith, The Speers of Speertown, N.J. 1SRXGPEMV7XEXI'SPPIKI
7. Joseph Walker McSpadden, Story of Montclair: Its People in Colonial and War Times (Montclair: Sons of the American Revolution,
2.7SGMIX]1SRXGPEMV'LETXIV 8LMWTEXLMWHIWGVMFIHF];LMXXIQSVI  EWE±VSEHPIEHMRKJVSQXLIWIGSRHVMZIVXSXLI
QSYRXEMRRIEV+EVVMX7TIIV´W½IPH²
6IZ'LEVPIW)/RS\±&PSSQ½IPH8S[RWLMT²MRHistory of Essex and Hudson Counties 4LMPEHIPTLME 
9. Whittemore, History of Montclair Township,
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8LI2I[EVOERH&PSSQ½IPH6EMPVSEH'SQTER]EVVMZIHMR1SRXGPEMVMRSJJIVMRKVEMPWIVZMGI[MXLE
XIVQMRYWSR+VSZI7XVIIXERH&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI10 This offered more convenient commuting opportunities
JSVXLIMRGVIEWMRKP]EJ¾YIRXVIWMHIRXWSJ1SRXGPEMV)ZIRXYEPP]XVEMRWVERXSXLI.IVWI]'MX]XIVQMRYWFYXTVMSV
XSXLMWXVEZIPMRKMRXS2I[=SVO'MX][EWHMJ½GYPX
Widely praised in contemporary magazines and journals, Montclair gradually attracted residents eager
to establish homes in a country setting with easy access to New York.11-REVGLMXIGX%PI\ERHIV
Jackson Davis and developer Llewellyn Haskell began designing Llewellyn Park in nearby West Orange. The
picturesque landscape itself was the dominant feature, with carefully planned topography accentuating the
existing terrain and elegant villas discretely set into the hillsides. Original trees, building setbacks, recessed
carriage roads, gatehouses, scenic drives, railroad stations, and village centers were common characteristics of
the Llewellyn Park suburb. Montclair would become known for its network of carefully designed parks, which
HVI[SRERHVI½RIHQER]SJXLIWGIRMGJIEXYVIWXLEXLEHFIIRWYGGIWWJYPP]IQTPS]IHEX0PI[IPP]R4EVO
&]XLI+VIIR[SSH0EOI6EMP[E][EWGSQTPIXIHSJJIVMRKWIVZMGIJVSQ&E]7XVIIXRSVXLXS+VIIR[SSH
Lake through Upper Montclair.128LIGVIEXMSRSJXLMWRSVXLIVRVEMPVSEHFVERGLVIUYMVIH½ZIRI[WXEXMSRW
Walnut, Watchung, Upper Montclair, Mountain, and College Avenue. Adhering to the concept of “The Railway
Beautiful,” these stations were given “ample grounds, laid out with pleasantly modulated surfaces of turf,
SVREQIRXIH[MXLHMZIVWM½IHWLVYFFIV]²
%XLVMZMRKEVXMWXW´GSPSR]HIZIPSTIHMR1SRXGPEMV[MXLXLIEVVMZEPMRSJ+ISVKI-RRIWWERIQMRIRX
landscape artist. Other artists soon followed, some because of their friendship with Inness and others
FIGEYWISJXLIREXYVEPFIEYX]SJXLIEVIE4EMRXIV+ISVKI&IPPS[WQEVVMIHMRXSEWSGMEPP]TVSQMRIRXJEQMP]
and spent summers in Montclair. Notables such as Charles Parsons; Jonathan Scott Hartley; Thomas Ball (29
7SYXL1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI ;MPPMEQ'SYTIV 9TTIV1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI ,EVV]*IRR 2SVXL1SYRXEMR
%ZIRYI (SYKPEW:SPO*VIHIVMGO;EYKL 1SRXGPEMV%ZIRYI 0E[VIRGI'EVQMGLEIP)EVPI ;EPRYX
'VIWGIRX +ISVKI-RRIWW.V;EPXIVERH)QMPMI+VIIRSYKL ,MKLPERH%ZIRYI .EQIW/MRK :EPPI]
6SEH ERHSXLIVWIWXEFPMWLIHLSQIWMR1SRXGPEMV-RXLI½VWXI\LMFMXMSRSJPSERIHEVXMR1SRXGPEMV
prompted the New York Times to record that “this mountain town is the home of more prominent artists
and wealthy connoisseurs… than any other place in New Jersey.” William T. Evans, one of the early art
colonists, assembled the largest collection of American art of the century. Working with Harry Fenn and
WGYPTXSV;MPPMEQ'SYTIV)ZERWWTIEVLIEHIHXLIIJJSVXXSGVIEXIEREVXQYWIYQMR1SRXGPEMV 7SYXL
Mountain Avenue). Many artists who resided in Montclair maintained studios in New York and commuted
with their contemporaries in the banking, manufacturing, insurance, and retail industries.
By the late 19thGIRXYV]1SRXGPEMV´WX[SVEMPVSEHWWIVZIHEWQER]EWTISTPIGSQQYXMRKHEMP]JVSQ
1SRXGPEMVXS2I[=SVOERHXLIXS[R´WEVGLMXIGXYVIFIKERXSGLERKI2I[HIZIPSTQIRXWGPYWXIVIHEVSYRH
the railroad stations. Upper Montclair started to expand south as wealthy residents built large mansions at
the southern edge of the Township.
The architecture of Montclair was well documented in periodicals of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
10. Whittemore, History of Montclair Township,8LI2I[EVOERH&PSSQ½IPH6EMPVSEHTVSZMHIHXVERWTSVXEXMSRFIX[IIR;IWX
&PSSQ½IPHERH2I[EVO[LIVIMXGSRRIGXIH[MXLXLI1SVVMWERH)WWI\8LMWGSQTER]IZIRXYEPP]XSSOGSRXVSPSJXLIPMRIPIEWMRKMXXS
the Delaware Lackawanna, who continued to run the company for many years.
11. H.W. Mathews, “Montclair the Beautiful: A Representative Type of the Best in Suburban Development,” Suburban Life Magazine,
May 1907.
12. Richard K. Cacioppo, The Glory of Montclair: Past and Present The Ultimate Guide (Montclair: Dream City Publishing Company,
 
/RS\ History of Essex and Hudson Counties
7]PZIWXIV&E\XIV±8LI6EMPVSEH&IEYXMJYP²Century Magazine   -PPYWXVEXMSRWF]1SRXGPEMVEVXMWX,EVV]*IRR
)PPIR7,EVVMW±-RXVSHYGXMSR²MRThe Montclair Art Colony: Past and Present (Montclair: Montclair Art Museum, 1997), 6.
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3. History of Montclair
Upper Montclair Station (Erie Railroad), c. 1890, MPL.

Montclair houses appeared in American Architect & Building News as early as 1878. The largest number of
local residences appeared in the 6FLHQWL¼F$PHULFDQ Building Edition, the most widely circulated of these
TIVMSHMGEPW*VSQ¯XLMWWMKRM½GERXNSYVREPTYFPMWLIH1SRXGPEMVFYMPHMRKWSJ[LMGLETTVS\MQEXIP]
three are extant today. Other journals, such as American Architect and Architectural Record, regularly
featured Montclair buildings through the 1920s. These periodicals document the work of architectural
PYQMREVMIWWYGLEWREXMSREPP]WMKRM½GERX1G/MQ1IEH ;LMXI,IRV],YHWSR,SPP]%PI\ERHIV*3EOI]
%PI\ERHIV.EGOWSR(EZMW+ISVKI1E]IV:ER:PIGO +SPHWQMXL2ETSPISR0I&VYRERHSXLIVW16
Along with the construction of large mansions “on the hill,” numerous homes were constructed close to
the Upper Montclair train stations at Watchung Avenue and Upper Montclair. Marlboro Park, straddling the
Watchung Avenue station and created by the Montclair Realty Company in 1897, offered residential lots and
various housing designs within walking distance of the station.17 Erwin Park, which incorporated houses with
'PEWWMGEPERH7LMRKPI7X]PIIPIQIRXWEW[IPPEWXLISQRMTVIWIRX[VETEVSYRHJVSRXTSVGL[EWIWXEFPMWLIH
XSXLIWSYXL3EOGVSJX6IWMHIRXMEP4EVOXSXLIWSYXLSJ%RHIVWSR4EVO[EWLSQIXSQER]QMHHPIGPEWW
families.18 7II7IGXMSR4SXIRXMEP,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIW-HIRXM½IHJSVXLI,4)PIQIRXJSVQSVI
information on Oakcroft.)
At the turn of the 20th century, developers such as Timothy Sellew and Frank T. Clute subdivided the open
½IPHWERHSVGLEVHWSJXLI(YXGLJEVQIVWSJ9TTIV1SRXGPEMV19 Numerous homes were built by prominent
16. Junior League of Montclair/Newark, Inc., Montclair 1694 – 1982: An Inventory of Historic Cultural and Architectural Resources
(Montclair: 1982).
17. Ibid.
0MWMERRI6IRRIV±&YMPHMRK3EOGVSJX%³6IWMHIRXMEP4EVO´²*VMIRHWSJ%RHIVWSR4EVO
1SRXGPEMV8E\1ETW
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105 Upper Mountain Avenue, William Couper’s artist residence designed by A.F. Norris, undated, MPL.

EVGLMXIGXWWYGLEW(YHPI]:ER%RX[IVT'PMJJSVH';IRHILEGO%*2SVVMW*VERGMW,2IPWSR+SSH[MPPMI 
1SVER,SPQIW :SR7GLQMH+ISVKI(E'YRLE)J½RKLEQ62SVXL'LEVPIW4PEXXERHSXLIVWMREZEVMIX]SJ
residential styles, including Craftsman, Tudor, Colonial Revival, Italianate, English Cottage, and more.20
Montclair also supported the civic organizations necessary for the health and safety of its inhabitants,
WYGLEWETSPMGIJSVGI½VIHITEVXQIRXERH[EXIVHITEVXQIRX%XXLIIRHSJXLIXLGIRXYV]XLI8S[R
Improvement Association was established and supported a number of cultural groups.21 Institutions such
EWXLI=SYRK1IR´W'LVMWXMER%WWSGMEXMSRXLI'LMPHVIR´W,SQIERH1SYRXEMRWMHI,SWTMXEP[IVIGVIEXIH
Montclair became the recipient of two Carnegie libraries. Cultural organizations in Montclair included the
Montclair Club, the Montclair Athletic Club, the Commonwealth Club, as well as a drama club, glee club,
literary club, and an equestrian group.
The citizens of Montclair were well aware of contemporary urban and suburban planning issues. The Essex
'SYRX]4EVOW7]WXIQXLI½VWXGSYRX]TEVOW]WXIQMRXLI9RMXIH7XEXIW[EWIWXEFPMWLIHMREJXIV
TVIPMQMREV][SVOF]XLI&SKEVXERH&EVVIXXPERHWGETIEVGLMXIGXYVIERHIRKMRIIVMRK½VQXLI3PQWXIH
&VSXLIVW½VQXSSOSZIVMRXS½REPM^IXLIIEVPMIVTPERWERHIZIRXYEPP]HIWMKREPPSJXLITEVOWERH
reservations within the Essex County System.221SRXGPEMV´W%RHIVWSR4EVO  )EKPI6SGO6IWIVZEXMSR
20. See the following for individual listings of buildings, including architect, address, date of construction, materials, and additional
periodical references: Junior League of Montclair/Newark, Inc., Montclair 1694–1982: An Inventory of Historic, Cultural and Architectural Resources (1982); and Eleanor McArevey Price, Historic Resources of Montclair Multiple Resource Area (National Register of
Historic Places Nomination Form, 1986). Both documents are in the collection of the Montclair Public Library, Local History Room
and the Montclair Historical Society.
21. McSpadden, Story of Montclair: Its People in Colonial and War Times
22. “Historic Overview,” Essex County Department of Parks, Recreation and Cultural Affairs, accessed August 17, 2016, http://www.
essexcountyparks.org/parks.
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3. History of Montclair
Anderson Park, Upper Montclair, 1939, MPL.

 +PIR½IPH4EVO  ERH&VSSOHEPI4EVO  [IVIEPPHIWMKRIHF]XLI3PQWXIH&VSXLIVWEWTEVX
of this county park system.
The Montclair Civic Association was formed in 1900, sharing the principles of the newly formed American
Civic Association whose purpose was stated as “the cultivation of higher ideals of civic life and beauty in
America; the promotion of city, town, and neighborhood improvements, the preservation and development of
landscape and the advancement of our art.” In 1906, the Montclair Parks Commission passed a bond issue
YRHIV[VMXXIRF]GMZMGQMRHIHVIWMHIRXWXSFY]EGVIWSJPERHHIHMGEXIHXSGVIEXMRKTYFPMGQYRMGMTEPTEVOW
Early municipal parks include Edgemont Park (c. 1906), Essex Park (c. 1906), and Nishuane Park (formerly
Harrison Avenue Park, c. 1906). The Shade Tree Commission was established, and Montclair became known
for the proliferation of Norway maples and sweet gum trees lining the streets. Montclair was recognized in
Suburban Life in 1907 as “Montclair the Beautiful,” and praised for its beautiful homes, picturesque locale,
good schools, numerous churches, and variety of civic and cultural organizations.
8LI1SRXGPEMV%VX1YWIYQ[EWJSVQIHMR*PSVIRGI6ERH0ERKETEMRXIVERHWGYPTXSVHSREXIH
XSGSRWXVYGXE½VITVSSJFYMPHMRKJSVXLIGSPPIGXMSRSJ%QIVMGEREVXHSREXIHF];MPPMEQ8)ZERW0ERK´WLSYWI
ORS[REW±6IH+EFPIW²[EWPSGEXIHEX7SYXL*YPPIVXSR6SEH*SPPS[MRKXLI8S[RWLMTVIWSPYXMSR
±%VXJSVXLI8S[R´W7EOI²XLI1SRXGPEMV%VX1YWIYQ[EWFYMPXERHSTIRIHXSEGGPEMQEW±SRISJXLI½RIWX
galleries of American paintings.”
%ZEVMIX]SJVIPMKMSYWFYMPHMRKWQEOIEWMKRM½GERXGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIFYMPXJEFVMGSJ1SRXGPEMV*I[WYFYVFW
can claim such an impressive group of high style churches: the Episcopal Church of St. James (Lamb & Rich,
1SRXGPEMV'MZMG%WWSGMEXMSRBooklet (Montclair: 1908), 7.
±8LI%VX1YWIYQMWRS[3TIR²The Montclair Times,.ERYEV]
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46 Park Street, Central Presbyterian Church design by Carrere & Hastings, 1934, MPL.

3. History of Montclair

 7X0YOI´W)TMWGSTEP'LYVGL 6,6SFIVXWSR 9RMSR'SRKVIKEXMSREP'LYVGL 'EH]&IVK 7II
 -QQEGYPEXI'SRGITXMSR6SQER'EXLSPMG'LYVGL ;MPPMEQ7GLMGOIP *SVQIV&ETXMWX'LYVGL
.SWITL-VIPERH *MVWX1IXLSHMWX)TMWGSTEP'LYVGL :ER:PIGO +SPHWQMXL *MVWX&ETXMWX'LYVGL
(Tachau & Vought, 1911), Unitarian Church (W. Lesley Walker, 1912), Congregational Church (Bertram
+VSWZIRSV+SSHLYI ERH'IRXVEP4VIWF]XIVMER'LYVGL 'EVVIVI ,EWXMRKW  These examples
of the work of nationally recognized architects were built in Montclair between 1876 and 1921 when the
town was at the height of its cultural and economic prosperity.
The late 19th century demographics of Montclair indicate a diverse population. Town residents included
2I[)RKPERHIVW%JVMGER%QIVMGERWERHMQQMKVERXWSJ-XEPMER+IVQER-VMWLERH7GERHMREZMERSVMKMRW26 Many
MQQMKVERXWPMZIHMRJSVQIVQMPP[SVOIVW´LSYWMRKMRXLI7SYXL)RHFIJSVII\TERHMRKMRXSXLI*VSK,SPPS[
and the Pine Street areas of the town.27 (See Sections 6.1.2, Township Designated Historic Resources, and
4SXIRXMEP,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIW-HIRXM½IHJSVXLI,4)PIQIRXJSVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRSR4MRI7XVIIX
and Frog Hollow.) &IX[IIRERH1SRXGPEMV´WTSTYPEXMSRKVI[ERHGSRXMRYIHXSKVS[XLVSYKLSYX
the early 20th century.8LITSTYPEXMSRSJ1SRXGPEMVTIEOIHMREXNYWXFIJSVIXLISRWIXSJ
increased suburban expansion in the New York area.
&]XLIQMHWEWGEVGMX]SJHIZIPSTEFPIPERHFIGEQIEWSYVGISJGSRGIVRMR1SRXGPEMV28 Housing
developers continued to buy and subdivide large tracts of land from the few remaining farms in the
township, forever changing the bucolic landscape of Upper Montclair. As the land grab continued, smaller
lots, some empty, some with existing amenities such as tennis courts and gardens, were also developed.29 This
QMHGIRXYV]FYMPHMRKFSSQGSMRGMHIH[MXLVMWMRKTIVWSREPMRGSQIERHPMFIVEPLSQI½RERGMRKWYTTSVXIHF]
government funding.
The site formerly occupied by the Upper Montclair Country Club, located to the north of Brookdale Park,
yielded additional building lots after the Club moved to its current location in Clifton.-RLSYWMRK
JSVJEQMPMIW[EWGSRWXVYGXIHSRXLI[IWXWMHISJ3VERKI6SEHWSYXLSJ,MKL7XVIIX8LIX[SWXSV]
HIZIPSTQIRXGEPPIH1SRXGPEMV+EVHIRW[EWEHZIVXMWIHWTIGM½GEPP]JSV%JVMGER%QIVMGERXIRERXW-R
XLIPEVKIWXWMRKPITVSNIGXLSQIHIZIPSTQIRXMR1SRXGPEMVWMRGIXLIXYVRSJXLIGIRXYV][EWVIEPM^IH[LIR
houses were constructed in the northeast section of town. In 1960, the Town Planning Board approved an
ETTPMGEXMSRJSVXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJPY\YV]LSQIWSREXIREGVIXVEGXJVSRXMRKSR+VSZI7XVIIXTEVXSJXLI
original Applegate Farm.
1MHthGIRXYV]GSRWXVYGXMSRMR1SRXGPEMVVI¾IGXIHEGLERKMRKWSGMIX]1EWWQERYJEGXYVIHGSQQYRMXMIW
such as Levittown and similar developments in New Jersey and the East Coast attracted a new generation
seeking less formal housing typologies, such as the ranch house and the split level, in keeping with their
modern lifestyles. New developments no longer needed to be located near transportation or shopping areas,
)PIERSV1G%VIZI]4VMGI±-XIQ²MRHistoric Resources of Montclair Multiple Resource Area (National Register of Historic Plac
IW2SQMREXMSR*SVQ 
26. In his 1909 report, John Nolen addressed “better housing for people of small means.” Nolen readily admitted that Montclair was
RSX±LSQSKIRISYW²ERHWSYKLXXSTVSZMHI±JVIWLEMVWYRWLMRIERHSYXHSSVFIEYX]XSEPP²7II.SLR2SPIRMontclair: The Preservation of its Natural Beauty and its Improvement as a Residence Town (New York: Styles & Cash, 1909), 
27. For more information on the Pine Street area, see “II. History of the District,” Pine Street Historic District Nomination Report,
1SRXGPEMV,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR'SQQMWWMSR  
±&YMPHMRK,MXW2I[6IGSVH0SSOW%LIEHXS1SVI+EMRW²The Montclair Times.ERYEV]
29. Montclair Tax Maps, 1968.
±6IWMHIRXW,MX4PERW².ERYEV]
%WSJ%YKYWXXLI1SRXGPEMV'SYRXV]'PYFHIWGVMFIHXLILMWXSV]ERHSVMKMRWSJXLI'PYFSRMXW[IFWMXI
±1MRSVMX],SYWMRKXS6MWIMR.IVWI]²The New York Times%TVMP
±&IMRK&YMPX-R4VSNIGX2SVXLIEWX(IZIPSTQIRXMW0EVKIWX,IVIMR4EWX5YEVXIV'IRXYV]²The Montclair Times2SZIQFIV

±6IWMHIRXW,MX4PERWJSV,SQIW)RXVERGI0E]SYXSJ(IZIPSTQIRX'VMXMGM^IH² The Montclair Times, January 7, 1960.
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31 Heller Way, George E. Phelan’s residence, c. 1955, MPL.

EWEYXSQSFMPIXVEZIPFIGEQIERMRGVIEWMRKP]MQTSVXERXTEVXSJTSWX[EVWYFYVFERPMJI+EVEKIWFIGEQIEQEMR
part of the house, no longer relegated to the rear, as in the attached garages under the bedroom of some
1SRXGPEMVWTPMXPIZIPW;MHIWLEPPS[PSXWFIKERXSVITPEGI1SRXGPEMV´WXVEHMXMSREPHIITPSXW[MXLPIWWWXVIIX
frontage in order to accommodate the sprawling ranch form. The current demand for residential properties
LEWVIWYPXIHMRXLIHIQSPMXMSRSJWMKRM½GERXQMHGIRXYV]QSHIVRLSYWIW
Montclair currently sponsors four local landmark districts. Located in commercial areas, these districts
include the Town Center Historic District, the Upper Montclair Historic District, the Pine Street Historic
(MWXVMGXERHXLI;EXGLYRK4PE^E,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX-REHHMXMSR1SRXGPEMV´WWM\2EXMSREPERHSV7XEXI6IKMWXIV
Historic Districts include the First Residential Historic District, Erwin Park Historic District, Marlboro Park
Historic District, Mountain Historic District, Miller Street Historic District, and Pine Street Historic District.
7II7IGXMSR4VIZMSYWP]-HIRXM½IH,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIWJSVQSVISRXLIWIHMWXVMGXW
(IWTMXIMXWLMWXSVMGEPVITYXEXMSREWE±GSQQYXIVWYFYVF²1SRXGPEMVMWWXMPPEJEQMP]GIRXIVIHXS[R[MXL
notable amenities and education system. In 1977, the Board of Education established a system of magnet
schools with the aims of achieving racial balance and enriching the curriculum. Today, this heritage in
education has been enhanced through innovative public and private school education programs and
expanded offerings at Montclair State University. Montclair continues to be a haven for artists and writers.
8LIGSQQYRMX]´WLMWXSVMGVIWMHIRXMEPGSQQIVGMEPERHIGGPIWMEWXMGEPFYMPHMRKWERHWMXMRK±YRHIVXLIKE^ISJXLI
mountain,” enhance its charm and vibrancy.

±1SRXGPEMV1MH'IRXYV]+IQ1E]&IGSQI.YWX%RSXLIV8IEVHS[R²&EVMWXERIXEGGIWWIH%YKYWXhttp://baristanet.
GSQQSRXGPEMVQMHGIRXYV]KIQQE]FIGSQINYWXERSXLIVXIEVHS[R
/MQFIVP].1G0EVMR±7ITIGXSVSJ7IKVIKEXMSR6IXYVRW1SRXGPEMV7GLSSPWEVI8VSYFPIHF]6EGMEP-QFEPERGI%QSRK'PEWWVSSQW²
The New York Times%YKYWX
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4. HISTORY OF PLANNING &
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
IN MONTCLAIR
3VKERM^IHGMX]TPERRMRKIJJSVXWFIKERMR1SRXGPEMVMR[LIRVIWMHIRXWIWXEFPMWLIHXLI8S[R
Improvement Association “to preserve for future generations the many natural charms for which
Montclair, New Jersey, is noted and to add thereto appropriate ornamentation.” In 1900, the Montclair
Civic Association was established after a merger between the Town Improvement Association and the
Altruist Society; the new Association took over the charter of the Town Improvement Association and, as
membership increased, established a new board of directors.-RXLI4EVOW'SQQMWWMSREGUYMVIH
acres of open land to be used for the development of municipally owned public parks. These early planning
MRMXMEXMZIWJSGYWIHSRXLIWXI[EVHWLMTSJXLI8S[RWLMT´WI\TERWMZIREXYVEPVIWSYVGIWERHMXWTMGXYVIWUYI
suburban setting.
In 1908, the Montclair Civic Association established the Municipal Art Commission through the local
“Town Plan and Art Commission Act.” The Commission hired landscape architect John Nolen to propose
infrastructure and planning recommendations for the entire Township. In 1909, the Commission described its
duties:
The task of this Commission has been to study the needs and opportunities of Montclair and to
recommend practical ways for making it the most satisfactory town that it can be for its citizens to
live in.
8LIREQI³%VX'SQQMWWMSR´LEWYRHSYFXIHP]PIHQER]XSEWWYQIXLEXSYVQMWWMSRMWTVMQEVMP]
artistic—making the town beautiful—but such an impression cannot prevail with any who have
GEVIJYPP]VIEH1V2SPIR´WVITSVX3YVXEWOMWRSXETVSTSWMXMSRMR%VXFYXEFYWMRIWWTVSFPIQ
requiring art for its successful solution.
+MZIRMXWTPERRMRKQERHEXIXLI1YRMGMTEP%VX'SQQMWWMSRWSYKLXXSEGGSQQSHEXI1SRXGPEMV´WMRGVIEWMRK
TSTYPEXMSREWEWYFYVFERGSQQYXIVLYFERHXSTVIWIVZIXLI8S[RWLMT´WGIPIFVEXIHREXYVEPPERHWGETI
features. Nolen completed his report, titled Montclair: The Preservation of its Natural Beauty and its
Improvement as a Residence Town, in 1909. Nolen also referenced his work for Montclair as a case study
in his 1912 book titled, Replanning Small Cities: Six Typical Studies.2SPIR´WVITSVXJSVXLI1YRMGMTEP%VX
Commission established an essential model for city planning in Montclair, and helped to identify many
GLEVEGXIVHI½RMRKJIEXYVIWSJXLI8S[RWLMTERHMXWPERHWGETIXLEXWYFWIUYIRXTPERRMRKIJJSVXWLEZIWSYKLXXS

4EVO8IVVIPP±1SRXGPEMV&IEYXMJYP²American City (1910): 29.
-FMH
1SRXGPEMV'MZMG%WWSGMEXMSRBooklet (Montclair: 1908), 7.
8IVVIPP±1SRXGPEMV&IEYXMJYP²
2SPIRMontclair: The Preservation of its Natural Beauty and its Improvement as a Residence Town, 80.
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TVIWIVZIERHIRLERGI%PXLSYKLXLIEHSTXMSRSJ2SPIR´WTPERMRJYPP[EWHIJIEXIHMREQYRMGMTEPIPIGXMSRMR
1910, the Township has since enacted many of his individual recommendations.
Rapid development in the early decades of the 20th century further challenged the sustainability of
1SRXGPEMV´WREXYVEPPERHWGETIEWXLI8S[RWLMT´WFYMPHMRKWXSGOW[IPPIHMRVIWTSRWIXSYRTVIGIHIRXIH
TSTYPEXMSRKVS[XL1SRXGPEMVEHSTXIHMXW½VWX^SRMRKSVHMRERGIMR1SRXGPEMV´W½VWX8S[RWLMT1EWXIV
4PER[EWEHSTXIHMRERHEQIRHIHMRERH8LI8S[RWLMT4PERRMRK&SEVHEWMXI\MWXWXSHE]
was established through the New Jersey MLUL of 1976. In accordance with the MLUL, the Township adopted
a Master Plan Reexamination Report in 1999, and again in 2006. The most recently adopted elements of the
1SRXGPEMV8S[RWLMT1EWXIV4PERMRGPYHIXLI7XSVQ[EXIV1EREKIQIRX)PIQIRX  XLI'SRWIVZEXMSR4PER
)PIQIRX  XLI,SYWMRK)PIQIRXERH*EMV7LEVI4PER  ERHXLI9RM½IH0ERH9WI 'MVGYPEXMSR
)PIQIRX EQIRHIH 
8LI½VWX,4)PIQIRXSJXLI1EWXIV4PER[EWEHSTXIHMRERHWYFWIUYIRXP]XLI,4'[EWIWXEFPMWLIHEW
EVIWYPXSJ1SRXGPEMV´WQYRMGMTEP,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGISJ'YVVIRXP]1SRXGPEMVLEWPSGEP
landmarks and four local historic districts, as well as an additional 89 landmarks and six historic districts
listed in the New Jersey Register of Historic Places and/or the National Register of Historic Places. (Historic
VIWSYVGIWMR1SRXGPEMVEVIHMWGYWWIHMRHITXLMR7IGXMSR4VIZMSYWP]-HIRXM½IH,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIW 8LI
,4'EHSTXIHJSVQEP(IWMKR+YMHIPMRIWJSV8S[RWLMTLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWMR*IFVYEV] 7II%TTIRHM\+
JSVEPMROXSXLI,4'(IWMKR+YMHIPMRIW 
%W1SRXGPEMV´WIGSRSQ]I\TERHIHXLI1SRXGPEMV'IRXIV&YWMRIWW-QTVSZIQIRX(MWXVMGX[EWGVIEXIHMR
XSIRGSYVEKIVIWTSRWMFPIKVS[XL[MXLMRXLI8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSVMGGSQQIVGMEPHMWXVMGX The Township has
EHSTXIHIPIZIRWMXIWTIGM½GVIHIZIPSTQIRXTPERWWMRGIMRGPYHMRKXLI)EWXIVR+EXI[E]6IHIZIPSTQIRX
4PER  ERHXLI1SRXGPEMV'IRXIV+EXI[E]6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PER 4LEWI-  6IPIZERXVIKYPEXMSRWERH
ordinances, and Township Master Plan elements and redevelopment plans are explained further in Sections
8S[RWLMT6IKYPEXSV]3VHMRERGIWERH8S[RWLMT4PERRMRK4SPMGMIW
-RXLI&E]7XVIIXXVEMRWXEXMSRMR1SRXGPEMVFIGEQIEHIWMKREXIH8VERWMX:MPPEKI2I[.IVWI]´W8VERWMX
Village Initiative provides incentives for municipalities to revitalize areas around transit stations in accordance
[MXLEWIXSJGVMXIVMEERHHIWMKRWXERHEVHWJSVPS[WGEPIHIZIPSTQIRX The Transit Village Initiative emphasizes
walkability and public transit over the use of automobiles. The Township has applied Transit Village program
guidelines to development around the Bay Street train station.
Since the turn of the 20th century, Montclair has planned for thoughtful development that respects the
8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSV]EWEWYFYVFERGSQQYXIVIRGPEZIERHEXXLIWEQIXMQIWYTTSVXW1SRXGPEMV´WVSPIEWE
ZMFVERXGSQQYRMX]SJVIWMHIRXMEPRIMKLFSVLSSHWGSQQIVGMEPGIRXIVWERHXVERWMXSVMIRXIHHIZIPSTQIRX8LI
success of these efforts illustrates how municipal planning and historic preservation efforts have enlivened
1SRXGPEMV´WREXYVEPERHFYMPXIRZMVSRQIRXW

The Montclair Times1E]
The Montclair Times1E]
±8LI3VKERM^EXMSR²1SRXGPEMV'IRXIV&YWMRIWW-QTVSZIQIRX(MWXVMGX%GGIWWIH%YKYWXhttp://montclaircenter.com/
XLISVKERM^EXMSR
*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRSRXLI2I[.IVWI](ITEVXQIRXSJ8VERWTSVXEXMSR2.86%27-8´W8VERWMX:MPPEKI-RMXMEXMZIWII±3ZIVZMI[²
State of New Jersey Department of Transportation, accessed August 16, 2016, http://www.state.nj.us/transportation/community/vil
lage/.
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5. PUBLIC POLICY REVIEW
5.1. Township Regulatory Ordinances
,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGI
1SRXGPEMV´W,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR>SRMRK3VHMRERGI 8S[RWLMT3VHMRERGI2S [EWIREGXIHMR
8LI3VHMRERGI[EWEQIRHIHMRERHERHMXYRHIV[IRXEWYFWXERXMEPVIZMWMSRMR
The purpose of the Historic Preservation Ordinance is to:
•

7EJIKYEVHXLILIVMEXISJ1SRXGPEMVF]TVIWIVZMRKVIWSYVGIW[MXLMRXLI8S[RWLMT[LMGLVI¾IGXIPIQIRXW
of its cultural, social, economic and architectural history.

•

Encourage the continued use of historic and/or noteworthy buildings, structures, objects and sites and to
facilitate their appropriate reuse.

•

Maintain and develop an appropriate and harmonious setting for the historic and architecturally
WMKRM½GERXFYMPHMRKWWXVYGXYVIWWMXIWERHHMWXVMGXW[MXLMRXLI8S[RWLMT

•

Stabilize and improve property values within the Township.

•

Foster civic pride in the history and architecture of the Township.

•

Encourage propoer maintenance of and reinvestment in buildings and structures within the Township.

•

Regulate appropriate alteration of historic sites as well as new construction within or near historic
districts to ensure compatibility with the existing built environment and the Master Plan of the Township.

•

Discourage the unnecessary demolition or other destruction of historic resources.

•

*YVXLIVXLITYFPMG´WORS[PIHKISJXLILMWXSV]ERHHIZIPSTQIRXSJXLI8S[RWLMTEW[IPPEWMXW
ETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLI8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSVMGWMXIW

•

Enhance the visual and aesthetic character, diversity, continuity and interest of the Township and its
neighborhoods.

•

)RGSYVEKIFIEYXM½GEXMSRERHTVMZEXIMRZIWXQIRXMRXLI8S[RWLMT

•

Promote the economic welfare of the Township through the preservation of its historic sites and
landscapes.
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The Historic Preservation Ordinance provides for the designation and protection of buildings, structures,
SFNIGXWWMXIWERHHMWXVMGXWXLEXEVIGSRWMHIVIHWMKRM½GERXXSXLILMWXSV]SJ1SRXGPEMVEW[IPPEWXSWXEXIERH
REXMSREPLMWXSV]0SGEPPERHQEVOHIWMKREXMSREWIREFPIHXLVSYKL1SRXGPEMV´W,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGI
offers the highest level of legal protection available to historic resources within the Township.
8LI,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGIEPWSIWXEFPMWLIW1SRXGPEMV´W,4'[LMGLSZIVWIIWXLIMHIRXM½GEXMSR
designation, and protection of Township historic resources. The HPC consists of seven regular members and
X[SEPXIVREXIW[MXLMRMXMEPXIVQWWTIGM½IHEWRSXXSI\GIIHJSYV]IEVWJSVVIKYPEVQIQFIVWERHX[S]IEVWJSV
alternate members. The Commission is tasked with 16 powers and duties, including:
•

7YVZI]MRKFYMPHMRKWWXVYGXYVIWSFNIGXWWMXIWERHHMWXVMGXWERHIZEPYEXMRKXLIMVWMKRM½GERGIEGGSVHMRKXS
the criteria established by the Historic Preservation Ordinance.

•

Proposing to the Township Council those historic resources that are worthy of individual landmark
designation or designation within a historic district.

•

Maintaining a comprehensive inventory of historic buildings, structures, objects, sites, and districts in
Montclair.

•

2SQMREXMRK1SRXGPEMV´WLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWXSXLI7XEXIERH2EXMSREP6IKMWXIVWSJ,MWXSVMG4PEGIW

•

Making recommendations to the Township Council and Planning Board pertaining to the HP Element of
the Township Master Plan, and to other relevant ordinances or regulations that could potentially impact
1SRXGPEMV´WLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIW

•

-RGVIEWMRKTYFPMGE[EVIRIWWSJXLIZEPYISJ1SRXGPEMV´WLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIW

The Historic Preservation Ordinance establishes the process for designating historic resources as local
landmarks and historic districts. Proposals to designate buildings, structures, objects, sites, and districts as
landmarks can be made by the Township Council, the HPC, the Planning Board, individual property owners,
and any organization with a recognized interest in historic preservation. In the case of a proposal for a
historic landmark district, a minimum of 10% of owners or residents in the proposed district must consent to
designation.
1SRXGPEMV´W,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGIHI½RIWELMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIEW±LEZMRKLMWXSVMGEPEVGLMXIGXYVEP
GYPXYVEPEIWXLIXMGSVSXLIVWMKRM½GERGIEWHI½RIHF]XLITVSZMWMSRWSJ?XLI3VHMRERGIA² The HPC evaluates
whether a resource or district within the Township possesses historic, architectural, cultural, aesthetic or
SXLIVWMKRM½GERGIXLVSYKLXLI3VHMRERGI´WGVMXIVMEJSVHIWMKREXMSR1SRXGPEMV´WGVMXIVMEJSVHIWMKREXMSR
are based on the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, which the National Park Service (NPS) uses to
IZEPYEXILMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWJSVPMWXMRKSRXLI2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV8LMWGVMXIVME[EWEHSTXIHMRXLI½VWX
Ordinance. For a historic resource or district to be designated in Montclair, it must satisfy one or more of the
following criteria:
1. &IEWWSGMEXIH[MXLIZIRXWXLEXLEZIQEHIEWMKRM½GERXGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIFVSEHTEXXIVRWSJSYVLMWXSV]
(See National Register Criterion A.)
2. &IEWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLIPMZIWSJTIVWSRWWMKRM½GERXMRSYVTEWX 7II2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV'VMXIVMSR&

Code of the Township of Montclair  'LETXIV%VXMGPI<<---§
Code of the Township of Montclair  'LETXIV%VXMGPI<<---§
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 Embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of construction; that represent the work
SJEQEWXIVXLEXTSWWIWWLMKLEVXMWXMGZEPYIWSVXLEXVITVIWIRXEWMKRM½GERXERHHMWXMRKYMWLEFPIIRXMX]
whose components may lack individual distinction. (See National Register Criterion C.)
 Have yielded or may be likely to yield information important to prehistory or history. (See National
Register Criterion D.)
 &ISXLIV[MWISJTEVXMGYPEVLMWXSVMGWMKRM½GERGIXSXLI8S[RWLMTSJ1SRXGPEMVF]VI¾IGXMRKSVI\IQTPMJ]MRK
the broad cultural, political, economic, or social history of the nation, state, region or community.
1SRXGPEMV´W,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGIEHSTXWXLIJSYVI\MWXMRK2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV'VMXIVMEFYX[MXL
XLIEHHMXMSRSJXLI8S[RWLMT´W½JXLGVMXIVMSR1SRXGPEMV´WVIWSYVGIWGERFIVIGSKRM^IHJSVXLIMVTEVXMGYPEV
WMKRM½GERGIXSPSGEPLMWXSV]EW[IPP%RHPMOIXLI2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV1SRXGPEMV´W,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR
Ordinance requires that historic resources must retain their “integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling and association” to be eligible for designation. (For an overview of designation at the
WXEXIERHREXMSREPPIZIPWWII7IGXMSR2EXMSREP,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR%GXERH2I[.IVWI]6IKMWXIVSJ
Historic Places Act.)
The HPC holds public hearings to review all proposals for local landmark designation, and ultimately refers
its decisions to the Planning Board, which in turn refers proposals to the Township Council for enactment of
E½REPHIWMKREXMSR
Historic resources designated as Township landmarks are subject to legal protection against inappropriate
EPXIVEXMSR%'IVXM½GEXISJ%TTVSTVMEXIRIWWMWVIUYMVIHFIJSVI[SVOGERGSQQIRGISRERMRHMZMHYEPLMWXSVMG
landmark or on any building, structure, site, or object located within a historic district. The HPC directs the
EHQMRMWXVEXMZISJ½GIV[LSMWWYIWXLI'IVXM½GEXIWSJ%TTVSTVMEXIRIWWYTSR,4'ETTVSZEP
8LI,4'YXMPM^IWEWIXSJ,MWXSVMG(IWMKR+YMHIPMRIWXSEWWIWWXLIETTVSTVMEXIRIWWSJTVSTSWIHEPXIVEXMSRW
to historic resources. The HPC conducts a review process to determine whether the proposed alterations
are in keeping with the historic character of the building, structure, object, site, or district in question.
8LI,4'ETTVSZIWE'IVXM½GEXISJ%TTVSTVMEXIRIWWXSTVSTSWIHEPXIVEXMSRWXLEXHSRSXYRHIVQMRIE
HIWMKREXIHTVSTIVX]´WLMWXSVMGWMKRM½GERGI;SVOVIUYMVMRK,4'VIZMI[ERHXLIMWWYMRKSJE'IVXM½GEXISJ
Appropriateness includes demolition or improvement; relocation; change in the exterior elevation or any
improvement by addition, alteration, or replacement; any new construction of a principal or accessory
structure; and any change in existing, or addition of, new signs or exterior lighting. Work that does not
VIUYMVI,4'VIZMI[ERHXLIMWWYMRKSJE'IVXM½GEXISJ%TTVSTVMEXIRIWWMRGPYHIWGLERKIWXSXLIMRXIVMSV
changes not visible to the public other than relocation or demolition; and repair or exact replacement of
any existing improvement, provided that the work does not alter the exterior appearance. Notably, the
HPC can advise against, but ultimately cannot prevent, demolition of landmark buildings or buildings within
ELMWXSVMGHMWXVMGX1SRXGPEMV´W>SRMRK3VHMRERGITVSZMHIWJSVXLIHIQSPMXMSRSJLMWXSVMGWXVYGXYVIWEWPSRK
EWXLITVSTIVX]S[RIVLEWETTIEPIHXLIMRMXMEPHIRMEPSJXLITIVQMXJSVHIQSPMXMSRXSXLI>SRMRK&SEVHSJ
Adjustment, and has met the necessary requirements for providing notice of demolition.

-FMH
1SRXGPEMV´WHistoric Design Guidelines were adopted in February of 2016.
Code of the Township of Montclair  'LETXIV%VXMGPI<<---§
7IICode of the Township of 1SRXGPEMV  'LETXIV%VXMGPI<<---§JSVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRSR[SVOXLEXHSIWRSX
require HPC review.
Code of the Township of Montclair  'LETXIV%VXMGPI<<---§IXWIU.
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8LI,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGIMRGPYHIWETVSZMWMSRXSHIWMKREXIGIVXEMR'IVXM½GEXISJ%TTVSTVMEXIRIWW
applications for alterations to designated landmarks as Minor Applications if the proposed work will not
substantially impact the characteristics of the historic landmark or historic district. Minor Applications do not
require public hearings and are intended to expedite the approval process.
8LI,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGIWTIGM½IWXLEXXLI,4'WLSYPHFIQEHIE[EVISJERHMWEPPS[IHXS
TVSZMHIEHZMGISRER]HIZIPSTQIRXXLEXGSYPHEJJIGX1SRXGPEMV´WLMWXSVMGPERHQEVOWMRGPYHMRKTVSTSWIH
changes to adopted zoning ordinances or to adopted elements of the Township Master Plan, and relevant
%TTPMGEXMSRWJSV(IZIPSTQIRX1SHM½GEXMSRWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLER%TTPMGEXMSRJSV(IZIPSTQIRXSJLMWXSVMG
PERHQEVOWLMWXSVMGPERHQEVOHMWXVMGXWSVMHIRXM½IHLMWXSVMGWMXIWMRER]GSQTSRIRXIPIQIRXSJXLI1EWXIV
4PERHSRSXVIUYMVIE'IVXM½GEXISJ%TTVSTVMEXIRIWW%R%TTPMGEXMSRJSV(IZIPSTQIRXMWERETTPMGEXMSR
½PIHXSIMXLIVXLI4PERRMRK&SEVHSVXLI>SRMRK&SEVHSJ%HNYWXQIRXJSVETTVSZEPSJEQENSVSVQMRSV
subdivision plat, site plan, planned development, conditional use, zoning variance, or the direction of the
MWWYERGISJETIVQMX-REGGSVHERGI[MXL7IGXMSRSJXLI8S[RWLMT´W,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGI
all Applications for Development are to be referred to the HPC for advice on applications for development
XLEXGSYPHEJJIGXLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWMRXLI8S[RWLMT;LMPIMXMWXLIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]SJXLI>SRMRK&SEVHSJ
Adjustment and the Planning Board to refer to the HPC all applications for development in historic zoning
HMWXVMGXWSVSRLMWXSVMGWMXIWMHIRXM½IHSRXLI>SRMRKSV3J½GMEP1ETSVMRER]IPIQIRXSJXLI8S[RWLMT
Master Plan, failure to refer these applications to the HPC does not invalidate any hearing or proceeding.
The Historic Preservation Ordinance also includes a section on preventive maintenance for historic
buildings.7IGXMSRVIGSKRM^IWXLEXGSHIIRJSVGIQIRXJSVLMWXSVMGTVSTIVXMIWHIWMKREXIHF]XLI
8S[RWLMTMWELMKLQYRMGMTEPTVMSVMX]-XWXMTYPEXIWXLEXMJXLIEHQMRMWXVEXMZISJ½GIVHIXIVQMRIWXLEXXLIGSWXSJ
GSVVIGXMRKSYXWXERHMRKGSHIZMSPEXMSRWJSVELMWXSVMGTVSTIVX]IUYEPWQSVIXLER SJXLIGSWXSJVITPEGMRK
it, the Township will notify the property owner of all the outstanding violations and the estimate for their
abatement. If the owner does not take the necessary remedial action within 60 days, the Township may enter
the property and abate the violations, the cost of which becomes a lien on the property. (See Appendix B for
XLIJYPPXI\XSJXLI8S[RWLMT´W,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGI
3XLIV%TTPMGEFPI8S[RWLMT3VHMRERGIW
In 1980, the Township adopted a property maintenance ordinance as Chapter 170 of the 1979 Township
Code.8LMWSVHMRERGI[EWWYFWIUYIRXP]EQIRHIHMRERH8LI
property maintenance ordinance establishes minimum standards for conditions, maintenance, and appearance
SJGSQQIVGMEPFYWMRIWWMRHYWXVMEPERHRSRVIWMHIRXMEPFYMPHMRKWMRXLI8S[RWLMT8LIWIWXERHEVHWKYMHI
IRJSVGIQIRXSJ½GIVWMRHIXIVQMRMRKXLI½XRIWWSJXLITVSTIVX]JSVYWIERHSGGYTERG][LIXLIVXLIFYMPHMRK
constitutes a blighting effect upon neighboring properties, or whether the property contributes to the
HMQMRYXMSRSJRIMKLFSVLSSHTVSTIVX]ZEPYIW-XMQTSWIW½RIWERHTIREPXMIWJSVTVSTIVX]S[RIVW[LSZMSPEXI
the provisions of this ordinance.
The Township adopted a tree preservation ordinance in 2012.%WEQIRHIHF]XLISVHMRERGI'LETXIVSJ
the Township Code, Article 1 states that “trees and the urban forest are a valuable natural resource worthy of
TVSXIGXMSRERHGSRWIVZEXMSRSREWYWXEMREFPIFEWMW²ERHXLEX±XVIIWGVIEXIWGIRMGFIRI½XWXLEXIRLERGIPSGEP
property values in the Township.”8VIIWGEREPWSLEZIEWMKRM½GERXMQTEGXSRXLILMWXSVMGGLEVEGXIVSJEREVIE
or individual property where trees were deliberately incorporated into the historic design or were otherwise
TVIWIRXHYVMRKXLILMWXSVMGVIWSYVGI´WTIVMSHSJWMKRM½GERGI
Code of the Township of Montclair  'LETXIV%VXMGPI<<---§
Code of the Township of Montclair  'LETXIV%VXMGPI<<---§
Code of the Township of Montclair  'LETXIV-XMWRS['LETXIVSJXLIGYVVIRX8S[RWLMT'SHI
Township Ordinance O-12-44 (2012).
-FMH
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According to the Township Code, no person, applicant, or tree removal contractor may remove, destroy, or
WYFWXERXMEPP]EPXIVEXVII[MXLSYXLEZMRK½VWXFIIRMWWYIHEXVIIVIQSZEPTIVQMXYRPIWWXLIVIMWERMQQIHMEXI
safety risk to any person or property. These regulations apply to trees on all property within the Township.
No tree within the Township may be removed or substantially altered by anyone who is not a tree removal
contractor registered with the Township. An application for a tree removal permit must include a tree
restoration plan, detailing the replacement process for any removed trees, which must be implemented
within one year of the issuance of the permit. Any removed tree is required to be replaced with a new
XVIIXLIQMRMQYQWM^ISJ[LMGLMWWTIGM½IHMRXLI8S[RWLMT'SHI%WTEVXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRTVSGIWWJSVE
XVIIVIQSZEPTIVQMXEGSRXVMFYXMSRSJXSXLI1SRXGPEMV8VII6ITPERXMRK*YRHGERFIQEHIMRPMIYSJ
replacement.
1SRXGPEMV´W8S[RWLMT'SHIEPWSGSRXEMRWTVSZMWMSRWJSVXLIPSGEXMSRLIMKLXWM^IQEXIVMEPHIWMKRERHUYERXMX]
of historic marker signs on historic buildings.
-RXLI8S[RWLMT'SYRGMPTEWWIHERSVHMRERGIXLEXIWXEFPMWLIHE''IRXVEP&YWMRIWW(MWXVMGX>SRI
MQTSWMRKELIMKLXPMQMXSJXLVIIWXSVMIWJSVRI[HIZIPSTQIRX[MXLMREREVIEEPSRK+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYIERH
Church Street which includes portions of the Town Center Historic District.
5.2. State and Federal Regulatory Laws
2I[.IVWI]1YRMGMTEP0ERH9WI0E[ 1090
Effective in 1976, the New Jersey MLUL establishes protocols for municipal action pertaining to the use and
development of land in the State of New Jersey “in a manner which will promote the public health, safety,
morals, and general welfare.”60 The main goals of the MLUL are to provide adequate light, air, and open
space; maintain appropriate population densities; support consistency in the development of municipalities
across the state; and otherwise establish the necessary regulations to ensure comprehensive oversight and
coordination of municipal land use in the State of New Jersey, including development, planning, and zoning.
The MLUL also addresses the design of transportation routes, planned unit developments, senior citizen
housing, and the utilization of renewable energy resources.
One of the main objectives of the MLUL is “to promote the conservation of historic sites and districts,
open space, energy resources and valuable natural resources in the State and to prevent urban sprawl and
degradation of the environment through improper use of land.”61 The MLUL establishes the powers and
duties of the HPC, including protocols for the review and referral of development and designation proposals
affecting historic resources. The MLUL also sets forth the powers and duties of the Township Planning
Board, which include the adoption and review of the Township Master Plan. The contents of the Township
1EWXIV4PEREVIEPWSWTIGM½IHMRXLI1090XLISRP]VIUYMVIHTPERIPIQIRXMWXLI0ERH9WI4PER)PIQIRX
while the HP Plan Element is one of ten optional plan elements. (See Appendix C for the annotated historic
preservation related sections of the New Jersey MLUL.)

Code of the Township of Montclair  'LETXIV%VXMGPI<<---§IXWIU
Township Ordinance O-16-018 (2016).
60. NJMLUL (1976), Article 1, §IXWIU
61. NJMLUL (1976), Article 1, §IXWIU
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2EXMSREP,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR%GX 2,4% ERH2I[.IVWI]6IKMWXIVSJ,MWXSVMG4PEGIW%GX 2.6,4%
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)
8LI2,4%[EWTEWWIHMRERHWXERHWEWXLI½VWXERHQSWXGSQTVILIRWMZILMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSR
legislation at the federal level. The NHPA established the National Register of Historic Places (National
Register/NR), an inventory of national historic resources, as well as a set of criteria for evaluating the historic
WMKRM½GERGISJTVSTIVXMIWXLEXLEZIFIIRTVSTSWIHJSVMRGPYWMSRMRXLI2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV8LI2,4%EPWS
established a list of National Historic Landmarks (NHL) and criteria for their designation, as well as an
EHQMRMWXVEXMZIRIX[SVOSJ7XEXI,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3J½GIVW 7,43W 8LI2.,43[MXLMRXLI2I[.IVWI]
Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) serves as the SHPO for the State of New Jersey.
The National Register is maintained by the NPS, an agency of the Department of the Interior. The NPS
HI½RIWLMWXSVMGWMKRM½GERGIEWthe importance of a property to the history, architecture, archaeology,
engineering, or culture of a community and the importance of a space, element, or feature to a historic
property. 8LI247HIZIPSTIHXLIJSPPS[MRKGVMXIVMEJSVIZEPYEXMSRSJLMWXSVMGWMKRM½GERGIJSV±HMWXVMGXWWMXIW
buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association,” and:
A.
• 8LEXEVIEWWSGMEXIH[MXLIZIRXWXLEXLEZIQEHIEWMKRM½GERXGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIFVSEHTEXXIVRWSJSYV
history; or
• 8LEXEVIEWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLIPMZIWSJWMKRM½GERXTIVWSRWMRSYVTEWXSV
B.
C.
• That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that
VITVIWIRXXLI[SVOSJEQEWXIVSVXLEXTSWWIWWLMKLEVXMWXMGZEPYIWSVXLEXVITVIWIRXEWMKRM½GERXERH
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or
• That have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.62
D.
Historic resources that meet one or more of the above criteria are eligible for inclusion in the National
Register. Cemeteries, birthplaces, graves, religious properties, relocated structures, reconstructed buildings,
GSQQIQSVEXMZITVSTIVXMIWERHTVSTIVXMIWXLEXLEZIEGLMIZIHWMKRM½GERGISRP][MXLMRXLIPEWX]IEVW
are ineligible for inclusion in the National Register. However, such properties will qualify if they are integral
GSQTSRIRXWSJHMWXVMGXWXLEXQIIXXLIGVMXIVMESVMJXLI]EVIMHIR½IHEWE±WTIGMEPGEXIKSV]²EGGSVHMRKXSXLI
National Register Evaluation criteria. To be eligible for the National Register, historic resources must also
retain their historic integrity. (For a discussion of integrity and existing conditions in Montclair, see Section
-RXIKVMX]ERH)\MWXMRK'SRHMXMSRW-WWYIW
The National Register confers an honorary designation upon historic resources. The NHPA also established
a process known as Section 106 Review, which offers the only form of legal protection for properties
included in the National Register of Historic Places. According to Section 106 of the Act, any federally funded
or federally permitted work that could potentially have an impact on a property included in the National
Register is required to be reviewed by the appropriate federal agency before work can commence.

62. National Park Service (1990, rev. 1997), How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation.
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New Jersey Register of Historic Places Act (NJRHPA)
The NJRHPA was passed in 1970 and was readopted in 1997. It is closely modeled on the National Register
program as described in the NHPA. The NJRHPA allows historic properties to be nominated and entered
in the New Jersey Register of Historic Places (State Register/SR). The State Register is maintained by the NJ
,43-XMWXLISJ½GMEPPMWXSJLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWPSGEXIHMR2I[.IVWI]XLEXLEZIFIIRHIXIVQMRIHXSQIIX
SRISVQSVISJXLIGVMXIVMEJSVIZEPYEXMRKWMKRM½GERGIEWHI½RIHMRXLI2.6,4%8LMWGVMXIVMEJSVIZEPYEXMRK
WMKRM½GERGIMWXLIWEQIEWXLI2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV´W'VMXIVMEJSV)ZEPYEXMSR
0MWXMRKMRXLI7XEXI6IKMWXIVTVSZMHIWPIKEPTVSXIGXMSREKEMRWX[LEXXLI2.6,4%HI½RIWEW±IRGVSEGLQIRXW²
upon historic resources. According to the NJRHPA an encroachment refers to:
“…the adverse effect upon any district, site, building, structure or object included in the New Jersey
Register resulting from the undertaking of a project by the State, a county, municipality or an agency
or instrumentality thereof.”
Any public undertaking that would “encroach upon, damage, or destroy” a property included in the
State Register must receive authorization before any work can commence. Proposals are reviewed at a
public meeting by the Historic Sites Council and referred to the Commissioner of the Department of
)RZMVSRQIRXEP4VSXIGXMSRJSV½REPEGXMSR-XMWMQTSVXERXXSRSXIXLEXTVMZEXIYRHIVXEOMRKWEVIRSXVIZMI[EFPI
as encroachments upon historic resources under the NJRHPA.
-RGIRXMZIWJSV&YMPHMRKW0MWXIHMRSV)PMKMFPIJSVXLI7XEXIERH2EXMSREP6IKMWXIVW
The NPS administers a historic preservation tax incentives program with the support of the Internal
Revenue Service and the SHPOs. Two types of tax credits are available through the Tax Reform Act of
1986 for the rehabilitation of existing buildings. In both cases, the tax credit percentage is derived from the
amount spent on the rehabilitation project. A 20% tax credit is available for the rehabilitation of designated
historic buildings. The rehabilitation project must comply with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation, and the credit is applicable to historic buildings that are either listed, or determined eligible
for listing, in the National Register. This tax credit is not applicable to properties used exclusively as the
S[RIV´WTVMZEXIVIWMHIRGIXLITVSTIVX]QYWXFIHITVIGMEFPIERHYWIHJSVXLITVSHYGXMSRSJMRGSQI
%WITEVEXI XE\GVIHMXMWEZEMPEFPIJSVXLIVILEFMPMXEXMSRSJRSRLMWXSVMGRSRVIWMHIRXMEPFYMPHMRKWFYMPX
FIJSVI,MWXSVMGFYMPHMRKWEPVIEH]PMWXIHMRXLI2EXMSREP6IKMWXIVEVIMRIPMKMFPIJSVXLI XE\GVIHMX
Rehabilitation projects that take advantage of the 10% tax credit are not subject to a review against the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation%R]FYMPHMRKXLEXLEWFIIRQSZIHEJXIVMW
ineligible for the 10% tax credit; however, moved buildings that have been designated as historic are still
eligible for the 20% tax credit discussed above.
The State of New Jersey does not currently administer its own rehabilitation tax credit program. However,
the New Jersey Historic Trust offers several grants and loans that support the preservation of buildings listed
in or eligible for listing in the State and National Registers.
The Corporate Business Tax Historic Preservation Fund was created by an amendment to the New Jersey
State Constitution that dedicates funds for open space, farmland, and historic preservation projects allocated
JVSQ2I[.IVWI]´W'SVTSVEXI&YWMRIWW8E\VIZIRYI8LITVSKVEQFIKERMRERHXLIEQSYRXSJJYRHMRK
available varies from year to year.
%WSJXLI*SYRHEXMSRSJJIVW'ETMXEP4VIWIVZEXMSR+VERXWSJYTXSMRQEXGLMRKJYRHW
New Jersey Register of Historic Places Act (1970), Chapter 268 et seq.
8IGLRMGEP4VIWIVZEXMSR7IVZMGIW2EXMSREP4EVO7IVZMGI  Historic Preservation Tax Incentives.
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)PMKMFPIETTPMGERXWQYWXLEZI G WXEXYWIPMKMFPITVSNIGXWMRGPYHII\XIVMSVTEMRXMRK½RMWLIWVIWXSVEXMSR
porch, roof, and window restoration, foundation replacement, and chimney and masonry repointing.
The Historic Preservation Revolving Loan Fund provides funds for the preservation, improvement,
VIWXSVEXMSRVILEFMPMXEXMSRERHEGUYMWMXMSRSJLMWXSVMGTVSTIVXMIW%WSJPSERWVERKIJVSQXS
)PMKMFPIETTPMGERXWQYWXFIEKIRGMIWSVIRXMXMIWSJXLIGSYRX]SVQYRMGMTEPKSZIVRQIRXSVRSRTVS½X
organizations. Properties eligible for funds from the Revolving Loan Fund must be listed in the National or
7XEXI6IKMWXIVWGSRXVMFYXIXSXLIWMKRM½GERGISJELMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXPMWXIHMRXLI2EXMSREPSV7XEXI6IKMWXIVW
or be determined eligible for listing. Applicants must demonstrate control of the historic property, and any
proposed work must comply with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties.
8LI)QIVKIRG]+VERXERH0SER*YRHTVSZMHIW½RERGMRKJSVIQIVKIRG][SVOXSTVIWIVZIIRHERKIVIH
historic properties. Eligibility requirements for applicants and projects are the same as those for the
Revolving Loan Fund listed above. Emergency funds are intended for the repair, stabilization, and acquisition
SJIRHERKIVIHTVSTIVXMIWEW[IPPEWTPERRMRKSVVIWIEVGLEGXMZMXMIW0SERWVERKIJVSQXS
As of 2009, the Emergency Fund has suspended applications for grants, but is still accepting applications for
emergency loans.
Funding for historic preservation is also available at the county level. The Essex County Recreation and
Open Space Trust Fund was established, in part, to support the preservation of historic resources and
the acquisition of historic resources for preservation purposes. The Essex County Department of Parks,
Recreation, and Cultural Affairs also includes historic preservation as part of its mission, and its Local History
+VERX4VSKVEQI\MWXWXSTVSZMHIKIRIVEPSTIVEXMRKWYTTSVXERHWTIGMEPTVSNIGXWYTTSVXXSXE\I\IQTX
organizations located in Essex County that are dedicated to local or New Jersey history.
2I[.IVWI]6ILEFMPMXEXMSR7YFGSHI
The Rehabilitation Subcode of the New Jersey Administrative Code (NJAC) was adopted in 1998. New Jersey
LEWEVIPEXMZIP]SPHLSYWMRKWXSGOERHXLIQIHMER]IEVSJGSRWXVYGXMSRJSVLSYWIWMR)WWI\'SYRX]MW
The Rehabilitation Subcode makes provisions in the building code for existing buildings that were constructed
according to a now outdated code, but which are otherwise still safe and useable. The Rehabilitation Subcode
attempts to alleviate unnecessary code compliance requirements that can impede rehabilitation projects.
However, the Rehabilitation Subcode does not change any permit requirements, which are addressed in a
separate subchapter of the NJAC.
8LI6ILEFMPMXEXMSR7YFGSHIHI½RIWXLVIIHMJJIVIRXX]TIWSJVILEFMPMXEXMSRTVSNIGXW VILEFMPMXEXMSRGLERKI
of use, adaptation) and four different categories of rehabilitation (repair, renovation, alteration, and
reconstruction). The Rehabilitation Subcode also contains code provisions for designated historic buildings
XLEXEVIIMXLIVMRHMZMHYEPP]PMWXIHMRXLI2EXMSREPSV7XEXI6IKMWXIVLEZIVIGIMZIHEGIVXM½IH(IXIVQMREXMSR
of Eligibility for inclusion in the National Register, are designated as a contributing building within a historic
HMWXVMGXGIVXM½IHF]XLI7IGVIXEV]SJXLI-RXIVMSVSVLEZIVIGIMZIHERSJ½GMEPSTMRMSRSRIPMKMFMPMX]JSV
designation by the SHPO.
Under the Rehabilitation Subcode, rehabilitation projects involving designated historic buildings are subject
XSVIPE\IHGSHIVIUYMVIQIRXWMRSVHIVXSIRGSYVEKIXLITVIWIVZEXMSRERHVIYWISJ2I[.IVWI]´WLMWXSVMG
building stock. For example, approved rehabilitation projects are allowed to use original or replica materials
and original methods of construction, with the exception of building systems that are hidden from public view.
8LI6ILEFMPMXEXMSR7YFGSHIEPWSMRGPYHIWVIPE\IHVIUYMVIQIRXWJSVI\XIVREP[EPPGSRWXVYGXMSR½VIVIWMWXERGI
±'SHIW 6IKYPEXMSRW²7XEXISJ2I[.IVWI](ITEVXQIRXSJ'SQQYRMX]%JJEMVWEGGIWWIH%YKYWXLXXT[[[WXEXIRNYW
HGEHMZMWMSRWGSHIWSJ½GIWVILEFFEGOKVSYRHLXQP
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VSSJGSZIVMRKQIERWSJIKVIWWHSSVW[MRKPSGEXMSRSJXVERWSQWMRXIVMSV[EPPERHGIMPMRK½RMWLIWWXEMV[E]
enclosures, stair riser height and tread width, handrail height, ceiling height, exit sign design and location,
among other elements. Provisions in the Rehabilitation Subcode also facilitate changes of use in historic
buildings, including, for example, conversion into a museum. Historic buildings that have been relocated,
however, are required to meet some requirements of the current building code for new construction as it
pertains, for example, to foundations, exterior walls, and openings.
2EXMSREP)RZMVSRQIRXEP4SPMG]%GXERH2I[.IVWI])RZMVSRQIRXEP6IKYPEXMSRW
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was passed in 1969 and established national standards for
environmental stewardship. One of the stated goals of NEPA is to “preserve important historic, cultural, and
natural aspects of our national heritage.”66 NEPA stipulates that consideration must be given to any federal
EGXMSRWYGLEWMRJVEWXVYGXYVIHIZIPSTQIRXSVPERHEGUYMWMXMSRXLEXGSYPHWMKRM½GERXP]EJJIGXXLIIRZMVSRQIRX
including cultural and archaeological resources. The additional consideration required by NEPA comes in the
form of Environmental Assessments (EA) and Environmental Impact Statements (EIS), which are analytical
tools used to measure project impacts. It is important to note that projects falling outside the scope that
would normally trigger NEPA oversight could still initiate the process of Section 106 Review under the
NHPA as discussed above.
6IKEVHMRKIRZMVSRQIRXEPVIKYPEXMSREXXLIWXEXIPIZIP2I[.IVWI]TEWWIH)\IGYXMZI3VHIVMR
7MQMPEVXS2)4%)\IGYXMZI3VHIVVIUYMVIWEPPEYXLSVMXMIWERHEKIRGMIWEGXMRKSRFILEPJSJXLI7XEXI
to submit an EA or EIS to the Department of Environmental Protection. The requirement covers projects
that could potentially impact the environment, and which are initiated by the State or in which the State
MWKVERXMRKEXPIEWX SJXLITVSNIGXGSWXW)\IGYXMZI3VHIVHSIWRSXETTP]XSFYMPHMRKQEMRXIRERGI
repairs, or rehabilitation; to actions already covered under other regulations such as NEPA; or to private
projects utilizing state loans.
5.3. Township Planning Policies
8S[RWLMT1EWXIV4PER
The Township Master Plan incorporates historic preservation into many of its individual plan elements. The
JEVVIEGLMRKFIRI½XWSJLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRMRGPYHIXLIGSRWIVZEXMSRSJIRZMVSRQIRXEPVIWSYVGIWXLVSYKL
retaining existing buildings and infrastructure, the creation of vibrant downtowns, and economic stimulation
through the growth of jobs associated with heritage tourism and the rehabilitation of historic structures.
8QL¼HG/DQG8VH &LUFXODWLRQ 8/8 & 3ODQ(OHPHQW
1SRXGPEMV´W9RM½IH0ERH9WI 'MVGYPEXMSR 909 ' 4PER)PIQIRX[EWEHSTXIHMR8LI909 '
Element provides a holistic planning framework that addresses issues of development, variances, and zoning
in Montclair, with the goal of maintaining a balance between development and Township capacity. The ULU&C
Element recommends an increased focus on historic preservation in the Township. The ULU&C Element
acknowledges design review as an effective means of preserving neighborhood character not provided by
WXERHEVH^SRMRKVIKYPEXMSRW8LI909 ')PIQIRXVIGSQQIRHWI\TERHMRK1SRXGPEMV´WLMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXWERH
designating new landmarks, and calls for a stronger design review process. As noted above, the HPC recently
EHSTXIHEWIXSJ,MWXSVMG(IWMKR+YMHIPMRIW8LI909 ')PIQIRXEPWSWYKKIWXWXLEXXLI8S[RWLMTIZEPYEXI
XLIYWISJJSVQFEWIHGSHIEWEREPXIVREXMZIXSHIWMKRWXERHEVHWSVVIXEMREREVGLMXIGXYVEPHIWMKRGSRWYPXERX
to assist the HPC in improving the design review process.67
66. National Environmental Protection Act (1969), Title 1, § F  
67. 7RZQVKLSRI0RQWFODLU8QL¼HG/DQG8VH &LUFXODWLRQ3ODQ(OHPHQW  
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Housing & Fair Share Plan Element
1SRXGPEMV´W,SYWMRK *EMV7LEVI4PER)PIQIRX[EWEHSTXIHMRERHEHHVIWWIWXLI8S[RWLMT´WJYP½PPQIRX
SJWXEXIQERHEXIHVIUYMVIQIRXWJSVXLITVSZMWMSRSJLSYWMRK8LI,SYWMRK)PIQIRXRSXIWXLEXLMWXSVMGEPP]
affordable neighborhoods in Montclair experienced a surge in property values with the advent of the rail
GSRRIGXMSRXSQMHXS[R1ERLEXXER;MXLXLMWMRQMRHXLI8S[RWLMTMW[SVOMRKXSJYP½PPMXWEJJSVHEFPILSYWMRK
SFPMKEXMSRMRTEVXF]VILEFMPMXEXMRKERHQEMRXEMRMRKXLI8S[RWLMT´WSPHIVFYMPHMRKW8LI,SYWMRK)PIQIRX
WXEXIWXLEX SJ1SRXGPEMV´WLSYWMRKWXSGO[EWFYMPXFIJSVIERHGEPPWJSVEQSVIHMZIVWIWIXSJ^SRMRK
VIKYPEXMSRWXLEXXEOIMRXSEGGSYRXXLIYRMUYIGLEVEGXIVSJ1SRXGPEMV´WZEVMSYWVIWMHIRXMEPHMWXVMGXW68 For
I\EQTPIMRXLI1SRXGPEMV4PERRMRK&SEVHETTVSZIHXLIGVIEXMSRSJERI[PERHYWIGEXIKSV]''
9VFER)HKI,MWXSVMG%VIEJSVTEVXWSJ'LYVGL7XVIIXERH+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI[LIVIFYMPHMRKLIMKLXW[MPPFI
PMQMXIHXSXLVIIWXSVMIWVITPEGMRKERI\MWXMRKWM\WXSV]QE\MQYQ69 The lower height limit is more in keeping
[MXLXLIPS[WGEPILMWXSVMGGSRXI\X8LI,SYWMRK)PIQIRXRSXIWXLEX1SRXGPEMV´WXSXEP*EMV7LEVILSYWMRK
SFPMKEXMSR VILEFMPMXEXMSRERHKVS[XLWLEVI JSVXLI]IEVWIUYEPWYRMXWERHMRGPYHIWERSYXPMRI
JSVJYP½PPMRKXLMWSFPMKEXMSRXLVSYKLEGSQFMREXMSRSJTVSNIGXWYRHIVXEOIRF]PSGEPLSYWMRKHIZIPSTIVWEW[IPP
EWXLVSYKLXLI8S[RWLMT´WS[RVILEFMPMXEXMSRTVSKVEQ70 7II7IGXMSR8S[RWLMT6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERW
ERH'ETMXEP-QTVSZIQIRX4VSNIGXWJSVQSVISRXLI8S[RWLMT´WVILEFMPMXEXMSRERHVIHIZIPSTQIRXTPERW
Conservation Plan Element
1SRXGPEMV´W'SRWIVZEXMSR4PER)PIQIRX[EWEHSTXIHMRMXGEPPWJSVWXSVQ[EXIVMQTVSZIQIRXWXS
PEVKIWGEPIMR½PPHIZIPSTQIRXWERHEHZSGEXIWJSVEHLIVIRGIXS0))(WXERHEVHWMRXLIRI[GSRWXVYGXMSRSJ
public buildings. In terms of historic preservation, the Conservation Element addresses the preservation of
STIRWTEGIERHXVIIGSZIVEW[IPPEWWYWXEMREFPIHIZIPSTQIRXTVEGXMGIW1SRXGPEMV´WREXYVEPPERHWGETIMWER
MQTSVXERXTEVXSJXLILMWXSV]SJXLI8S[RWLMT´WHIZIPSTQIRXEGGSVHMRKXSXLI'SRWIVZEXMSR)PIQIRXEWSJ
 SJXLIXSXEPPERHEVIEMR1SRXGPEMV[EWTYFPMGP]S[RIHERHWIXEWMHIJSVSTIRWTEGI71
The Conservation Element also recommends the establishment of greenways and the implementation of a
8VERWJIVSJ(IZIPSTQIRX6MKLXW 8(6 TVSKVEQMR1SRXGPEMV8(6MWERMRGIRXMZIFEWIHTVSKVEQXLEXEPPS[W
property owners to sell unused development rights from their property to a developer; the developer can
then apply these rights to a different property that otherwise would not be entitled to further development
due to zoning requirements. From an environmental perspective, the Conservation Element advises sensitivity
XS[EVHWMR½PPHIZIPSTQIRXWXLEXVIWYPXMRWYFWXERXMEPP]PEVKIVFYMPHMRKJSSXTVMRXWXLEXGSYPHLEZIERMQTEGXSR
the architectural continuity of historic districts.
Stormwater Management Plan Element
1SRXGPEMV´W7XSVQ[EXIV1EREKIQIRX4PER)PIQIRX[EWEHSTXIHMR8LIKSEPWSJXLI7XSVQ[EXIV
Management Element include minimizing pollutants in stormwater runoff from new and existing development,
ERHVIHYGMRK¾SSHHEQEKIMRGPYHMRKTVSTIVX]HEQEKIVIWYPXMRKJVSQ¾SSHMRK72 The Stormwater Management
Element discusses the issues associated with impervious ground cover, which includes buildings as well as
pavement, and calls for the utilization of permeable ground cover for parking lots and new development.
Developers who receive a variance or exemption from stormwater management implementation are
required to complete a mitigation project within the same drainage area as the proposed development. The
68. Township of Montclair Housing Element & Fair Share Plan (2008), 26.
±1SRXGPEMV´W1EWXIV4PER+IXW2I[(MWXVMGX²The Montclair Times, February 11, 2016.
70. Township of Montclair Housing Element & Fair Share Plan (2008), 21.
71. Township of Montclair Conservation Element (2007), 9.
*SVEQETSJ¾SSHTPEMRWMR1SRXGPEMVWIITownship of Montclair Stormwater Management Element  
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Stormwater Management Element also contains a proposal for a Tree Preservation Ordinance to control the
excessive removal of trees.
8S[RWLMT6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERWERH'ETMXEP-QTVSZIQIRX4VSNIGXW
8LI8S[RWLMT´WVIGIRX6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERWLEZITVSQSXIHXLIVILEFMPMXEXMSRSJI\MWXMRKFYMPHMRKWERHEPWS
PIHXSRI[HIZIPSTQIRXMRSVEHNEGIRXXSHIWMKREXIHLMWXSVMGEVIEW%6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERMWEWMXIWTIGM½G
HIZIPSTQIRXWXVEXIK]XLEXYXMPM^IWTPERRMRKERH^SRMRKXSSPWXSEHHVIWWERMHIRXM½IHHIZIPSTQIRXRIIHMRXLI
target area. The New Jersey Local Housing and Redevelopment Law (LHRL) states that while Redevelopment
Plans can be either prepared or reviewed by the Planning Board, only the Township Council is empowered to
adopt a Redevelopment Plan, and a Redevelopment Plan can only be prepared after an area has been formally
designated as an “Area in Need of Redevelopment.” A Redevelopment Plan supersedes all zoning ordinance
provisions and other Township regulations regarding development in the area covered by the Redevelopment
4PERERHEHSTXMSRSJXLI6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERMWGSRWMHIVIHEREQIRHQIRXXSXLI8S[RWLMT>SRMRK1ET
The following nine Redevelopment Plans are currently in effect in Montclair, with varying impacts on the
8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIW
1. Community Hospital Redevelopment Plan (2002)
The Community Hospital Redevelopment Plan outlines a redevelopment strategy for the single tax lot
where the Montclair Community Hospital once stood at the corner of Harrison Avenue and Llewellyn
Road. This Redevelopment Plan is intended to replace the hospital complex with residential development
XLEXMWGSRWMHIVIHQSVIGSQTEXMFPI[MXLXLIPS[WGEPILMWXSVMGLSQIWMRXLIWYVVSYRHMRKEVIE7IGXMSRW
SJXLIJSVQIVLSWTMXEP[IVIGSRWXVYGXIHMRERHERHGSYPHLEZIFIIRGSRWMHIVIH
historic resources on the basis of their age. The Community Hospital closed permanently in 1999. The
6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERGEPPWJSVXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJWMRKPIJEQMP]EXXEGLIHXS[RLSYWIWEXXLIJSVQIVLSWTMXEP
WMXIERHMRGPYHIWWXERHEVHWJSVFYPOEJSSXQE\MQYQFYMPHMRKLIMKLXERHHIWMKRVIUYMVIQIRXWJSVJEGEHIW
roofs, signage, lighting, landscaping, and stormwater management. Townhouses were eventually built on the
site in 2006 as part of The Heights at Montclair development, and generally consist of two stories plus a
FEWIQIRXERHYTTIVLEPJWXSV]
%QIRHIH,ELRI´W6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PER 
8LI,ELRI´W6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERMWMRXIRHIHXSGSRXVMFYXIXSXLIVIZMXEPM^EXMSRSJXLI'IRXVEP&YWMRIWW
District through the development of downtown housing and the addition of public parking. The former
,ELRI´W(ITEVXQIRX7XSVIEX[SWXSV]QEWSRV]FYMPHMRK FYMPX PSGEXIHEXXLIMRXIVWIGXMSRSJ'LYVGL
and South Park Streets in the Town Center Historic District, had been vacant since 1989, resulting in its
designation, along with the two nearby parking lots, as part of an “Area in Need of Redevelopment” pursuant
to the New Jersey LHRL.768LI6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERVIWYPXIHMRXLIHIQSPMXMSRSJXLI,ELRI´W&YMPHMRKMR
ERHXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJ8LI7MIREEWIZIRWXSV]QM\IHYWIVIWMHIRXMEPFYMPHMRK8LIFYPOERHWIXFEGO
VIUYMVIQIRXWMRGPYHIHMRXLI%QIRHIH,ELRI´W6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PEREVIVI¾IGXIHMRXLIHIWMKRSJ8LI7MIRE
building. The Plan also establishes standards for streetscape design, lighting, and pedestrian accessibility that
are intended to promote compatibility with the existing architectural fabric in the Town Center Historic
District.
%8VII4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGI[EWEHSTXIHF]XLI8S[RWLMTMRYRHIV3VHMRERGI2S3ERHGSHM½IHMR'LETXIV
of the Montclair Code.
New Jersey Local Redevelopment and Housing Law (1992), § C(79) et seq.
8LI1SRXGPEMV'SQQYRMX],SWTMXEP[EWRSXHIWMKREXIHEWEPSGEPPERHQEVORSVPMWXIHMRXLI7XEXIERH2EXMSREP6IKMWXIVWEXXLI
time of demolition.
76. The Hahne Department Store was not listed in the State and National Registers at the time of demolition.
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4MRI7XVIIX6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PER 
-R1SRXGPEMV´W8S[RWLMT'SYRGMPHIWMKREXIHEREVIESJXLI4MRI7XVIIX,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGXEWER±%VIEMR
Need of Rehabilitation.”77 Under the New Jersey LHRL, a municipality can designate an area in this way to
FIRI½XXLIGSQQYRMX]MJEXPIEWX SJXLIWXVYGXYVIWMRXLIEVIEEVIEXPIEWX]IEVWSPHERHEVIMRRIIHSJ
intervention to prevent further deterioration. The Pine Street Redevelopment Plan states that the Montclair
'SRRIGXMSR EVEMPGSRRIGXMSREPPS[MRKJSVRSRWXSTXVEZIPJVSQ1SRXGPEMVXSQMHXS[R1ERLEXXER LEHE
HIXVMQIRXEPIJJIGXSRXLI8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWXLVSYKLXLIHIQSPMXMSRSJI\MWXMRKFYMPHMRKW8LI4PER
calls for revitalization efforts in the area, including the development of affordable housing, the acquisition
SJEHHMXMSREPTVSTIVXMIWJSVHIZIPSTQIRXERHXLIIWXEFPMWLQIRXSJ½RERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWJSVGYVVIRXTVSTIVX]
S[RIVWXSMQTVSZIXLIMVFYMPHMRKW8LVSYKL2I[.IVWI]´W*MZI=IEV)\IQTXMSRERH%FEXIQIRX0E[S[RIVW
MRWIPIGXIHEVIEWGERUYEPMJ]JSVE½ZI]IEVTVSTIVX]XE\I\IQTXMSRERHSVEFEXIQIRXFEWIHSRXLIZEPYISJ
improvements to their properties. Although at the time of its adoption the Pine Street Redevelopment Plan
MRZSOIHXLIYWISJJYRHWJVSQXLI*MZI=IEV)\IQTXMSRERH%FEXIQIRX0E[EWSJSRP]SRIETTPMGEXMSR
had been made to the abatement program.78
 &E]7XVIIX7XEXMSR6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PER 4LEWI-4LEWI--VIZMWIH
Phase I of the Bay Street Station Redevelopment Plan establishes a redevelopment strategy for four
GSRXMKYSYWXE\PSXWFSYRHIHF]&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI4MRI7XVIIXERH+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI&]XLI4LEWI-
Redevelopment Plan had resulted in the construction of a subsidized senior citizen housing complex called
4MRIVMHKISJ1SRXGPEMVEW[IPPEWEQYRMGMTEP½VILIEHUYEVXIVWSRXLITVSTSWIHWMXI%PXLSYKLXLI±%VIEMR
Need of Redevelopment” was adjacent to the Pine Street Historic District and the Town Center Historic
(MWXVMGXRSLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIW[IVIEJJIGXIHHYVMRK4LEWI-8LILMWXSVMGFYMPHMRKEX&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
FYMPX XLEXWIVZIHEWXLI½VILIEHUYEVXIVWFIJSVIMX[EWVIPSGEXIHHYVMRK4LEWI-MWGYVVIRXP]FIMRK
used as the Montclair Police Department headquarters.
Phase II of the Bay Street Station Redevelopment Plan focuses on the land between the senior housing
HIZIPSTQIRXERHXLI½VILIEHUYEVXIVWFYMPXHYVMRK4LEWI-EREVIEXLEXGSQTVMWIWXLVII[LSPIXE\PSXWERH
TEVXSJEJSYVXLPSXERHMWFSYRHIHF]+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYISRXLIRSVXL&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYISRXLIWSYXL4MRI
Street on the west, and contemporary development to the east. Although the area addressed in Phase II had
been occupied at the turn of the 20thGIRXYV]F]EQM\SJGSQQIVGMEPERHQYPXMJEQMP]VIWMHIRXMEPFYMPHMRKW
as well as auxiliary structures associated with the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western railroad system, this
land was acquired for future redevelopment and mostly cleared by 1986.79 As a result, Phase II of the Bay
Street Station Redevelopment Plan does not directly impact any historic resources, but due to its proximity
to the Pine Street and Town Center Historic Districts, Phase II could still affect the historic character of the
EVIE%WEVIWYPXSJ4LEWI--EWTEGITEVOMRKKEVEKIJSV&E]7XVIIX7XEXMSRGSQQYXIVWERHEREHNEGIRX
YRMXVIWMHIRXMEPFYMPHMRK[MXLFIPS[KVEHITEVOMRKGEPPIH8LI6IWMHIRGIWMR1SRXGPEMV[IVIGSRWXVYGXIH80
8LI4LEWI--6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERWXMTYPEXIWXLEX±XLIEVGLMXIGXYVEPWX]PISJXLI?RI[HIZIPSTQIRXAQYWX
complement historic structures in surrounding neighborhoods, using similar materials, colors and styles found
in historic buildings.”81
6. Elm Street/New & Mission Area Redevelopment Plan (2007)
The Elm Street/New & Mission Area Redevelopment Plan addresses an “Area in Need of Redevelopment”
XLEXMWFSYRHIHF]&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYIXSXLIRSVXL,EVXPI]7XVIIXXSXLIIEWX*YPXSR7XVIIXXSXLIWSYXL
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
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Township of Montclair Pine Street Redevelopment Plan  
7RZQVKLSRI0RQWFODLU8QL¼HG/DQG8VH &LUFXODWLRQ(OHPHQW%DVHOLQH&RQGLWLRQV5HSRUW, (2011), 20.
Township of Montclair Bay Street Station Redevelopment Plan, Phase II  
7RZQVKLSRI0RQWFODLU8QL¼HG/DQG8VH &LUFXODWLRQ(OHPHQW%DVHOLQH&RQGLWLRQV5HSRUW (2011), 26.
Township of Montclair Bay Street Station Redevelopment Plan, Phase II  
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and Elm Street to the west. The Redevelopment Plan is divided into three areas: Washington Street,
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYIERH2I[ERH1MWWMSR7XVIIXW8LIWIEVIEWEVIEWWMKRIHWITEVEXITIVQMXXIHYWIWPSXWM^I
constraints, and requirements for parking, building height, and setbacks. Historic resources affected by this
6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERMRGPYHIELMWXSVMG:MGXSVMERLSQI MHIRXM½IHEWPSX EJSVQIVXLIEXIVPSGEXIHEX
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI FYMPX ERHXLIWMXISJXLI;EWLMRKXSR7XVIIX=1'%FYMPHMRKEX;EWLMRKXSR
7XVIIX FYMPX MQTSVXERXXS1SRXGPEMV´W%JVMGER%QIVMGERGSQQYRMX]8LIX[SJSVQIVWXVYGXYVIW
have been retained as a part of this Redevelopment Plan, and the Washington Street YMCA building was
demolished to accommodate the construction of a new elementary school. Bullock Elementary School
opened in 2010, and was named after Charles H. Bullock, the former director of the Washington Street
=1'%8LI6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PEREPWSGEPPWJSVXLI8S[RWLMTXSMRZIWXMRTYFPMGEVXXLEXVI¾IGXWPSGEPLMWXSV]
ERHGMXIWWTIGM½GPSGEXMSRW[LIVIWGYPTXYVISVQYVEPWGSYPHFIMRWXEPPIH82 The Plan states that its design
KYMHIPMRIWEVI±FEWIHSR1SRXGPEMV´W,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSRHIWMKRKYMHIPMRIW² The Elm Street/New & Mission
Area Redevelopment Plan, like the Pine Street Redevelopment Plan, also invokes the use of funds from
2I[.IVWI]´W*MZI=IEV%FEXIQIRXERH)\IQTXMSR0E[XSMRGIRXMZM^IMRZIWXQIRXJVSQXLITVMZEXIWIGXSVMR
property improvements.
7. Deteriorated Housing Project Redevelopment Plan (2007)
One of the main goals of the Deteriorated Housing Project Redevelopment Plan is to “maintain the condition
of older housing stock” in Montclair. The Plan includes a selection of individual properties throughout the
8S[RWLMTXLEX[IVIMHIRXM½IHFIX[IIRERHEWFIMRK[MXLMRER%VIEMR2IIHSJ6IHIZIPSTQIRX
The Plan stipulates that any of the selected properties that are acquired by the Township must be considered
for conversion to affordable housing before they can be sold to a private entity. The Deteriorated Housing
4VSNIGX6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERLEWFIIRWYGGIWWJYPEWSJSZIVTVSTIVXMIWLEHFIIRVILEFMPMXEXIH
through the plan, and the number has increased since then. Notably, none of the rehabilitated properties
were located within a local historic district at the time.
1SRXGPEMV'IRXIV+EXI[E]4LEWI6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PER 
8LI1SRXGPEMV'IRXIV+EXI[E]4LEWI-6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PEREHHVIWWIWGSRXMKYSYWXE\PSXW[MXLJVSRXEKI
SR&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI:EPPI]6SEHERH3VERKI6SEH8LIQEMRKSEPSJXLMW6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PER4LEWI--SJ
[LMGLMWGYVVIRXP]YRHIVGSRWMHIVEXMSRF]XLI8S[RWLMT'SYRGMPMWXSEPPS[JSV¾I\MFMPMX]MRXLIGSRWXVYGXMSR
SJGSQQIVGMEPERHVIWMHIRXMEPTVSTIVXMIWEW[IPPEWELSXIPEPSRKERMQTSVXERXWXVIXGLSJ&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
EQEMRXLSVSYKLJEVIMRXLI8S[RWLMTERHXLI±+EXI[E]²XSHS[RXS[R1SRXGPEMV8LISRP]VIUYMVIHFYMPHMRK
YWIYRHIVXLI6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERMWGSQQIVGMEPSJ½GIWTEGIEPXLSYKLER]VIWMHIRXMEPHIZIPSTQIRXMW
VIUYMVIHXSIWXEFPMWLEQMRMQYQ WIXEWMHIJSVPS[ERHQSHIVEXIMRGSQIYRMXW8LI6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PER
establishes a maximum building height of six stories, with an exception of eight stories granted to the MC
,SXIPHIZIPSTQIRX[LMGLFVSOIKVSYRHMR%TVMPERHMWVITSVXIHP]XLI8S[RWLMT´W½VWXRI[LSXIPWMRGI
868LI4LEWI-4PERJSVXLI½REPVIHIZIPSTQIRXWMXITPER[EWWYFQMXXIHXSXLI,4'JSVVIZMI[HYIXSMXW
close proximity to the locally listed Town Center Historic District.87
)EWXIVR+EXI[E]6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PER 
8LI)EWXIVR+EXI[E]6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERSYXPMRIWEVIHIZIPSTQIRXWXVEXIK]JSVXLVIITVSTIVXMIWXLEX
form a “gateway entrance” to the Montclair Center Historic Business District. The properties included in
82. Township of Montclair Elm Street / New & Mission Area Redevelopment Plan  
-FMH
Township of Montclair Deteriorated Housing Redevelopment Plan (2007), 6.
-FMH
±&VIEOMRK+VSYRHJSV+VSYRHFVIEOMRK1SRXGPEMV,SXIP²The Montclair Times, April 22, 2016.
87. Township of Montclair Center Gateway Redevelopment Plan  
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XLMW6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PEREVIEKEWSPMRIWIVZMGIWXEXMSREXXLIMRXIVWIGXMSRSJ4MRI7XVIIXERH&PSSQ½IPH
%ZIRYI FYMPX EW[IPPEWXLIJSYVWXSV]1SRXGPEMV1I[WETEVXQIRXFYMPHMRK FYMPX 1X'EVQIP
Holy Church (built 1920), and all driveways and parking lots associated with these three properties. The lots
containing the service station and Mt. Carmel Holy Church were both included in the Town Center Historic
District Extension, a local historic district. The church is considered a contributing building according to
XLILMWXSVMGHMWXVMGX´WTIVMSHSJWMKRM½GERGI ¯ [LMPIXLIKEWWXEXMSRPSXMWGSRWMHIVIHERMRXVYWMSR
within the district and was included only because of its prominent location at an important intersection.88 The
)EWXIVR+EXI[E]6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERIRGSYVEKIWXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJQMHVMWIVIWMHIRXMEPFYMPHMRKW[MXLXLI
TSXIRXMEPJSVQM\IHYWIWEXXLI½VWXERHWIGSRHPIZIPW8LI4PEREPWSGSRXEMRWHIWMKRVIUYMVIQIRXWMRXIRHIH
to promote consistency with the surrounding architectural context, especially in terms of building facades,
massing, materials, and setbacks. The Plan imposes a maximum height of six stories in the Redevelopment
%VIEEW[IPPEWWGVIIRMRKVIUYMVIQIRXWJSVEFSZIKVEHITEVOMRKJEGMPMXMIW
10. HUMC/Mountainside Hospital Redevelopment Plan (2016)
The HUMC/Mountainside Hospital Redevelopment Plan outlines a redevelopment strategy for 21 properties
PSGEXIHMRXLI&SVSYKLSJ+PIR6MHKIERHXLI8S[RWLMTSJ1SRXGPEMV2MRIXIIRSJXLITVSTIVXMIWMRGPYHIH
within the plan are located in the Township of Montclair. The redevelopment plan details design requirements
JSVERI[XLVIIWXSV]QIHMGEPSJ½GIFYMPHMRKXSFIPSGEXIHSRXLIRSVXLIEWXGSVRIVSJXLIMRXIVWIGXMSRSJ&E]
Avenue and Walnut Crescent, across from the existing Mountainside Hospital. The redevelopment plan also
WTIGM½IWHIWMKRVIUYMVIQIRXWJSVTEVOMRKKEVEKIWWYVJEGITEVOMRKPSXWERHSTIRWTEGIXSFIPSGEXIHSRXLI
western side of Walnut Crescent/Highland Avenue between Sherwood Street and Bay Street.
11. Seymour Street Redevelopment Plan (2016)
The Township Council adopted the Seymour Street Redevelopment Plan to guide new development for eight
TVSTIVXMIWMRXLIGIRXVEPFYWMRIWWHMWXVMGXEPSRK&PSSQ½IPHERH+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYIW-XWIIOWXSVIHIZIPST
the area as a regional arts and entertainment destination by creating a public pedestrian plaza to be located
on Seymour Street. The plan describes permitted arts uses in addition to other residential and commercial
YWIW-XWTIGM½IWFYMPHMRKQEWWMRKLIMKLXERHHIWMKRXLVSYKLHIXEMPIH8S[R'IRXIV%VGLMXIGXYVEPERH(IWMKR
Standards contained within the plan. The plan also calls for a parking structure to be built on the existing
1MHXS[R4EVOMRK0SXSR+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI8LVIITVSTIVXMIW[MXLMRXLIVIHIZIPSTQIRXEVIEEVIEPWSPSGEXIH
in the Town Center Historic District. These properties are the Wellmont Theater (built 1921), a contributing
FYMPHMRKXLIJSVQIV7SGMEP7IGYVMX]&YMPHMRK FYMPX ERMRXVYWMSRERHELEVQSRM^MRKFYMPHMRKEX
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI FYMPX 8LITPERWXMTYPEXIWXLEXXLI,4'WLEPPVIZMI[ER]HIZIPSTQIRXETTPMGEXMSR
½PIHJSVTVSTIVXMIWMRXLIVIHIZIPSTQIRXEVIEXSHIXIVQMRIGSRWMWXIRG][MXLXLIHIWMKRWXERHEVHWSJXLITPER
and make a report to the Planning Board.
5.4 State and County Planning Policies
2I[.IVWI]7XEXI(IZIPSTQIRXERH6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PER
The New Jersey State Development and Redevelopment Plan was adopted in 2001. The State Plan is intended
to enable cooperative planning across New Jersey that does not undermine municipal planning authority
under the MLUL. Rather, the State Plan is intended to serve as a source document for the coordination of
MRHMZMHYEPQYRMGMTEPTPERW8LI2I[.IVWI]7XEXI4PERRMRK'SQQMWWMSRERHXLI3J½GISJ7XEXI4PERRMRKEVI
mandated to facilitate the development of consistent municipal plans that are derived from established best
practices.
±&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYIFYMPHMRKEXXEGLQIRX²Town Center Historic District Expansion Report, Montclair Historic Preservation
'SQQMWWMSR  
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A key State Plan goal is to “preserve and enhance areas with historic, cultural, scenic, open space and
recreational value.”89 The historic preservation section of the Plan encourages the integration of historic
resources into local zoning and development strategies through the use of ordinances, historic resource
surveys, rehabilitation projects, archaeological investigations, and public interpretation. The State Plan
supports the value of documenting and listing historic resources, and also notes that most municipal master
plans in New Jersey do not include an HP Element, stating, “more still needs to be done to integrate historic
preservation with infrastructure and development activities.”90
The State Plan also accommodates the designation of Critical Environmental Sites (CES) and Historic &
'YPXYVEP7MXIW ,'7 EWTVSXIGXIHEVIEWSRXLI7XEXI4PER4SPMG]1ET[LMGLMHIRXM½IWEPPSJXLITSTYPEXMSR
centers, designated Planning Areas, parks, military installations, and Pinelands management areas in the State.
CES and HCS are used to designate features of small (less than one square mile), irregular areas to be
preserved in future development, including natural systems and cultural sites. The designation of a CES or an
,'7EPPS[WJSVXLIPMROEKISJWTEGIW[MXLIRZMVSRQIRXEPERHLMWXSVMGWMKRM½GERGIWYGLEWPERHWGETIWXVEMPW
open space, historic sites and districts, archaeological sites, scenic corridors, threatened wildlife habitats, and
SXLIVWMKRM½GERXEVIEW
2I[.IVWI],MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR4PER
The current New Jersey Historic Preservation Plan, developed by the NJ HPO and Preserve New Jersey, was
EHSTXIHMR8LI4PERIWXEFPMWLIWKSEPWERHSFNIGXMZIWXSMRJSVQXLIEGXMSRWSJEKIRGMIWERHMRHMZMHYEPW
MRZSPZIHMRLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRIJJSVXWMRXLI7XEXISJ2I[.IVWI]8LI½VWXSJXLI4PER´WWM\KSEPWMWXS
±YWILMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSREWEXSSPXSWXVIRKXLIRERHVIZMXEPM^I2I[.IVWI]´WWXEXIERHPSGEPIGSRSQMIW
in a sustainable manner.”91 The Plan addresses issues such as the potential for a state rehabilitation tax
credit program, increased cooperation between the various agencies and organizations involved in historic
TVIWIVZEXMSR½RERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWXSTVSQSXINSFKVS[XLXLVSYKLVILEFMPMXEXMSRTVSNIGXWXLIEPMKRQIRXSJXLI
preservation and environmental advocacy communities in New Jersey, the marketing of preservation success
WXSVMIWERHI\EQTPIWSJWYWXEMREFPIHIZIPSTQIRXERHXLIIJ½GMIRG]SJXLIVIKYPEXSV]VIZMI[TVSGIWW
Although the New Jersey Historic Preservation Plan is not a regulatory document, it outlines strategies
for the implementation of effective municipal historic preservation plans. The Plan includes a discussion of
current opportunities and challenges for historic preservation in New Jersey, especially in terms of New
.IVWI]´WIGSRSQ]MRJVEWXVYGXYVIERHWXEOILSPHIVW´RIIHW8LI4PERQEOIWEWIVMIWSJVIGSQQIRHEXMSRW
for federal and state agencies, community organizations, and individual actors seeking to participate in
ERHWXVIRKXLIRLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRIJJSVXWMR2I[.IVWI]8LI4PERMHIRXM½IWXLIIGSRSQMGFIRI½XWERH
sustainability of preserving existing buildings, citing community support and enthusiasm for preservation
among citizens of New Jersey. As a framework for further preservation activity, the Plan includes a
compilation of resources and action steps for stakeholders to become involved in historic preservation.
2I[.IVWI],IVMXEKI8SYVMWQ1EWXIV4PERERH6IPEXIH4PERW
The New Jersey Heritage Tourism Task Force developed the New Jersey Heritage Tourism Management Plan
MR8LI1EREKIQIRX4PERMHIRXM½IWXLIIGSRSQMGFIRI½XWSJLIVMXEKIXSYVMWQERHVIJIVWXSETVIZMSYW
WXYH]XLEXJSYRHXLEXGYPXYVEPLIVMXEKIXVEZIPIVWGSRXVMFYXISZIVFMPPMSRERRYEPP]XSXLI97IGSRSQ]92
8LI1EREKIQIRX4PERTVSTSWIWXLIGVIEXMSRSJER-RXIV%KIRG],IVMXEKI8SYVMWQ'SYRGMPXSWXVIRKXLIR
cooperation between the relevant tourism agencies and stakeholders in New Jersey. The Management Plan
IWXEFPMWLIWEJVEQI[SVOJSVWXVIRKXLIRMRKXLIWXEXI´WLIVMXEKIXSYVMWQMRHYWXV]XLVSYKLTEVXRIVWLMTWGSRXIRX
89. “Overview of the State Plan,” New Jersey State Development and Redevelopment Plan (2001), 7.
90. “Historic Preservation,” New Jersey State Development and Redevelopment Plan (2001), 89.
91. New Jersey Statewide Comprehensive Historic Preservation Plan  
92. New Jersey Heritage Tourism Management Plan (2010), 2.
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such as heritage products and interpretive themes, support of existing heritage sites, and coordinated
QEVOIXMRKIJJSVXW4VSTSWIHMRXIVTVIXMZIXLIQIWEVIHIVMZIHJVSQJEVVIEGLMRKXSTMGWXLEXEHHVIWWXLI
FVIEHXLSJXLI7XEXI´WLMWXSV]MRGPYHMRK±2I[.IVWI]EX;SVO²ERH±2I[.IVWI]F](IWMKR²8LI1EREKIQIRX
4PEREPWSMRGPYHIWEZEVMIX]SJI\EQTPIWSJWYGGIWWJYPLIVMXEKIXSYVMWQTVSNIGXWJVSQFSXLMRERHSYXSJ
state, such as Thomas Edison National Historical Park in West Orange, and the Pennsylvania Heritage Tourism
-RMXMEXMZI´WJSYV4MPSX6IKMSRW
8LI1EREKIQIRX4PERWXEXIWXLEXLIVMXEKIXSYVMWQERHMXWVIPEXIHEKIRGMIWEVIWMKRM½GERXP]YRHIVJYRHIHMR
2I[.IVWI]8LI1EREKIQIRX4PERRSXIWXLEXXSYVMWQMW2I[.IVWI]´WXLMVHPEVKIWXTVMZEXIWIGXSVIQTPS]IV
ERHGEPPWJSVERMRGVIEWIHMRZIWXQIRXSJJYRHWJVSQXLI7XEXI´WLSXIPQSXIPXE\FEGOMRXSXLILIVMXEKIXSYVMWQ
industry for an increase in revenue.
The Crossroads of the American Revolution National Heritage Area Management Plan was adopted in
2011 and can serve as an effective model for heritage tourism planning in the State. The Plan addresses
the conservation, preservation, and interpretation of the Crossroads of the American Revolution National
,IVMXEKI%VIEGVIEXIHMRXSGSQTVMWILMWXSVMGWMXIW[MXLMRQYRMGMTEPMXMIWWTVIEHSZIV
square miles in New Jersey. The Plan is organized around several different “storylines” related to New
.IVWI]´WMRZSPZIQIRXMRXLI%QIVMGER6IZSPYXMSRMRGPYHMRK±(IJIRWISJXLI,YHWSR±6SEHXS1SVVMWXS[R²
and “Divided Loyalties.” Although no sites associated with the Heritage Area are located in Montclair,
this Management Plan offers a template for the utilization of historic resources at a large scale through
coordinated stewardship, education, public awareness, and economic development.
)WWI\'SYRX]4EVO6IGVIEXMSRERH3TIR7TEGI1EWXIV4PER
8LI)WWI\'SYRX]4EVO6IGVIEXMSRERH3TIR7TEGI1EWXIV4PER[EWEHSTXIHMR8LI4PERTVSZMHIW
EREVVEXMZISZIVZMI[SJXLI)WWI\'SYRX]4EVO7]WXIQ´WHIZIPSTQIRXLMWXSV]ERHLMWXSVMGJIEXYVIWEW[IPP
EWEWIVMIWSJYTHEXIWSRXLI4EVO7]WXIQ´WQEREKIQIRXERHJYXYVIHMVIGXMSRMRGPYHMRKJYRHMRK3RISJXLI
4PER´WWXEXIHKSEPWJSVTEVOYWIMWXSTVSQSXIXLITVIWIVZEXMSRERHVIWXSVEXMSRSJGYPXYVEPEVGLEISPSKMGEPERH
historic sites. The Plan also recommends the development of a County Historic Preservation Plan.

-FMH
Crossroads of the American Revolution National Heritage Area Management Plan  
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5.5. Historic Preservation Easements

Historic preservation easements are an effective tool for preserving historic resources, either in whole or in part,
from inappropriate alterations and demolition. A historic preservation easement is created through an agreement
FIX[IIRETVSTIVX]S[RIVERHERSRTVS½X5YEPM½IH)EWIQIRX,SPHMRK3VKERM^EXMSRXSTVSXIGXELMWXSVMG
VIWSYVGIF]VIWXVMGXMRKJYXYVIEPXIVEXMSRWXLEX[SYPHYRHIVQMRIMXWLMWXSVMGGLEVEGXIV%5YEPM½IH)EWIQIRX
Holding Organization must demonstrate the necessary commitment and resources to manage the easement,
ERHQYWXFIEKSZIVRQIRXEPYRMXETYFPMGGLEVMX]SVERSRTVS½XSVKERM^EXMSRXLEXMWSTIVEXIHSVGSRXVSPPIHF]
a governmental unit or a public charity. Typically the property owner will transfer part of his or her ownership
VMKLXWXSXLI5YEPM½IH)EWIQIRX,SPHMRK3VKERM^EXMSRWSXLEXXLISVKERM^EXMSRMWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVIRJSVGMRKXLI
terms of the easement.

Historic preservation easements are typically held in perpetuity, and if properly enforced can be used to preserve
historic resources. The terms of a historic preservation easement can be designed to protect an entire structure,
EFYMPHMRK´WJEpEHIMRXIVMSVVSSQWEWTIGXWSJEFYMPHMRK´WGVEJXWQERWLMTEVGLEISPSKMGEPWMXIWLMWXSVMGPERHWGETIW
ERHFEXXPI½IPHWWGIRMGZMI[WERHQSVI4VSTIVX]S[RIVW[LSQEOILMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRIEWIQIRXHSREXMSRW
EVIIRXMXPIHF]XLI-67XSVIGIMZIMRGSQIXE\HIHYGXMSRWIUYEPXSXLIZEPYISJXLIVMKLXWHSREXIHXSXLI5YEPM½IH
)EWIQIRX,SPHMRK3VKERM^EXMSRTSWWMFP]MREHHMXMSRXSSXLIV½RERGMEPFIRI½XWWYGLEWVIHYGIHPSGEPTVSTIVX]
taxes.96 The New Jersey Historic Trust holds historic preservation easements on four properties in the Township of
Montclair, as listed in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Properties with Historic Preservation Easements in the Township
Property
Location

Resource Name

Protected
Portion Of
Building

Expiration
Date

Terms

2S
Fullerton
Avenue

Immaculate Conception
Church

Exterior



Receipt of NJHT
4VIWIVZEXMSR+VERX

170 Cooper
Avenue

Christian Union
Congregational Church

Exterior



Receipt of NJHT
4VIWIVZEXMSR+VERX

99 So. Fullerton B'nai Keshet/Montclair
Avenue
Jewish Center

Exterior



Receipt of NJHT
4VIWIVZEXMSR+VERX

100 Up.
Mountain
Avenue

Exterior

None

Donated to NJHT to
Protect Architectural
Character

The Aufzien House

±'LETXIV5YEPM½IH3VKERM^EXMSR²Conservation Easement Audit Techniques Guide, Internal Revenue Service, accessed August 16,
LXXTW[[[MVWKSZFYWMRIWWIWWQEPPFYWMRIWWIWWIPJIQTPS]IHGSRWIVZEXMSRIEWIQIRXEYHMXXIGLRMUYIWKYMHIC8SG
2EXMSREP4EVO7IVZMGI  Historic Preservation Easements.
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Township of Montclair: Historic Inventory Viewer, 2016.

6. Historic Resources in Montclair

6. HISTORIC RESOURCES
IN MONTCLAIR
4VIZMSYWP]-HIRXM½IH,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIW
6.1.1. Township Historic Inventory Viewer
The Township of Montclair: Historic Inventory Viewer is an interactive web mapping application that displays
historic resources located within the Township.97 The Planning Department and HPC developed the Inventory
:MI[IVMRYWMRK)WVM+ISKVETLMG-RJSVQEXMSR7]WXIQW +-7 QETTMRKWSJX[EVIXSJEGMPMXEXITYFPMGEGGIWW
XS8S[RWLMTVIGSVHWERHMRGVIEWITYFPMGE[EVIRIWWSJ1SRXGPEMV´WYRMUYILMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIW
8LI-RZIRXSV]:MI[IVMHIRXM½IWLMWXSVMGPERHQEVOWERHHMWXVMGXW[MXLMR1SRXGPEMV4SMRXWERHTSP]KSRWSRE
map of the Township illustrate the locations and boundaries of local historic landmarks and districts, State
and/or National Register–listed landmarks and districts, and historic properties and streetscapes surveyed
in the 1982 “Preservation Montclair” project. Properties and historic districts that have been determined by
the NJ HPO to be eligibleJSVPMWXMRKMRXLI7XEXIERHSV2EXMSREP6IKMWXIVWEVIRSXGYVVIRXP]MHIRXM½IHSRXLI
Inventory Viewer.
Points on the Inventory Viewer identify the location of individual landmarks, and polygons illustrate the
boundaries of historic districts. These points and polygons on the map viewer are one of three colors: orange
for local historic resources, gray for State/National Register historic resources, and blue for “Preservation
1SRXGPEMV²WYVZI]IHTVSTIVXMIWERHWXVIIXWGETIW'PMGOMRKSRETSMRXSVTSP]KSRSTIRWETSTYT[MRHS[
that shows information related to the resource and links to additional information, such as the National
6IKMWXIVRSQMREXMSRVITSVX±4VIWIVZEXMSR1SRXGPEMV²WYVZI]JSVQERH+SSKPI7XVIIX:MI[MQEKI
In addition to the Historic Inventory Viewer, other sources of information about existing historic resources
[MXLMRXLI8S[RWLMTGERFIEGGIWWIHXLVSYKLXLI1SRXGPEMV4YFPMG0MFVEV]´W0SGEP,MWXSV]6SSQXLI
New Jersey Tax Assessment Records database, the NPS, the NJ HPO, Preservation New Jersey, the New
Jersey Historic Trust, and the Montclair Historical Society.98 The NJDEP has also created an online mapping
ETTPMGEXMSRGEPPIH2.+IS;IF[LMGLMWYWIJYPJSVPSGEXMRKEVIEWSJMRXIVIWXEGVSWW2I[.IVWI]ERHJSV
UYIV]MRKIRZMVSRQIRXEPSVTVIWIVZEXMSRMRJSVQEXMSRYWMRK2.()4´W+-7HEXE99

97. To access the Township of Montclair Historic Inventory Viewer, go to: http://mtnjplanning.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/
MRHI\LXQP#MH!GFIFIJIGEEGJFJJ
98. To access the New Jersey Records Assessment database, go to: LXXTXE\GSQSRQSYXLRNYWGKMFMRTVGGKM#HMWXVMGX! QWC
user=monm.
8SEGGIWWXLI2.()4´W2.+IS;IFVIWSYVGIKSXSLXXT[[[RNKSZHITKMWKIS[IFWTPEWLLXQ
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Map 1. Individually Listed Resources Designated by the Township as of 2016
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6.1.2. Township Designated Historic Resources
7MRGIXLI8S[RWLMT´WEHSTXMSRSJXLI,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGIMRXLI,4'LEWHIWMKREXIH
individual landmarks and four historic districts.
Individually Listed Resources
Table 2 is a list of individually designated local landmarks. Map 1 illustrates their locations within the Township.
Thirteen of these 19 properties are residential structures constructed between the late 18th and early 20th
GIRXYVMIW8LI4VIWF]1IQSVMEP-VMW+EVHIR,SVXMGYPXYVEP'IRXIV FYMPX 1SRXGPEMV;SQIR´W'PYF FYMPX
 1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI8VEMR7XEXMSR FYMPX ;EXGLYRK8VEMR7XEXMSR FYMPX 1SRXGPEMV,IMKLXW
6IJSVQIH'LYVGL FYMPX ERH8S[RWLMT7SGMEP7IVZMGIW&YMPHMRK FYMPX EVIEPWSPSGEPP]HIWMKREXIH
individual landmarks.
100

Table 2. Individually Listed Resources Designated by the Township as of 2016




1102

2108

2206




2806




802

16
2
21

12

12
6
11
20
1.01
19
1
20
1
8
1
26

(YV]IE6SEH
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
17 Wayside Place
110 Orange Road
82 Union Street
110 Orange Road
60 So. Fullerton Avenue
108 Orange Road
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
71 Mt. Hebron Road
109 Alexander Avenue
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
:EPPI]6SEH
Park Street
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI

Year
Built
1888
1896
1912
1927
1796
1928
1796

1890
1902
1900
1897
1911

1900




1801



9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI



100
TABLE
Block2 FOOTNOTE
Lot
Property Location

Resource Name
C.H. Huestis House
Charles Shultz House
Crawford Crews
*VERO+SSH[MPPMI,SYWI
Israel Crane House
1SRXGPEMV;SQIR´W'PYF
Nathaniel Crane House
Social Services Building
The Clark House
8LI+ISVKMER-RR
The James Howe House
The Kohout House
The Montclair Heights Reformed Church
The Sigler Farm
The Welsh House
Van Reyper/Bond House
Watchung Train Station
4VIWF]1IQSVMEP-VMW+EVHIR
Horticultural Center
Mountain Avenue Train Station

100. The year built listed for historic resources in Tables 2–8 is from the New Jersey Tax Assessment Records database, and in some
GEWIWQE]FIERETTVS\MQEXMSRSJXLITVSTIVX]´WEGXYEPHEXISJGSRWXVYGXMSR
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Map 2. Historic Districts Designated by the Township as of 2016
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%ORRP¼HOG$YHQXHDW1RUWK)XOOHUWRQ$YHQXHLQWKH7RZQ&HQWHU+LVWRULF'LVWULFW03/

Township Historic Districts
Map 2 illustrates the boundaries of the four locally designated historic districts. These four historic districts
are:
8S[R'IRXIV,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGXERH,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX)\TERWMSRW  
The Town Center Historic District is the largest commercial district in Montclair. Historic properties
MRXLMWHMWXVMGXHEXIJVSQXLIWXSXLIW8LIQENSVMX]SJXLIWXVYGXYVIW[MXLMRXLIHMWXVMGX
are commercial properties that are one to three stories in height. These buildings feature a variety of
architectural styles popular in the 19th and 20th centuries. Notable properties within the district are stately
GSQQIVGMEPFYMPHMRKWEPSRK&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYIMRGPYHMRK&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI FYMPX EWXSV]5YIIR
%RRIWX]PIFYMPHMRK&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI FYMPXG EX[SWXSV]'PEWWMGEP6IZMZEPWX]PIFYMPHMRK
ERH&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI FYMPX EX[SWXSV]'PEWWMGEP6IZMZEPWX]PIFYMPHMRK
4MRI7XVIIX,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX 
8LI4MRI7XVIIX,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGXMWERMRXEGX[SVOMRKGPEWWRIMKLFSVLSSH[MXLWMRKPIJEQMP]ERHQYPXMJEQMP]
H[IPPMRKWERHWQEPPWGEPIGSQQIVGMEPTVSTIVXMIW,MWXSVMGTVSTIVXMIWMRXLMWHMWXVMGXHEXIJVSQXLIWXS
XLIW8LIQENSVMX]SJXLIWXVYGXYVIW[MXLMRXLIHMWXVMGXEVIVIWMHIRXMEPSVQM\IHYWITVSTIVXMIWSJ
X[SXSXLVIIWXSVMIWMRLIMKLXMRWX]PIWWYGLEW6IREMWWERGI6IZMZEP-XEPMEREXI'PEWWMGEP6IZMZEPERH&YRKEPS[
'VEJXWQERWX]PI8[SRSXEFPIFYMPHMRKX]TIWMRXLIHMWXVMGXEVI[SSHJVEQIVIWMHIRGIWJVSQXLIPEXIth
GIRXYV]PMOI&E]7XVIIX FYMPX ERHQYPXMWXSV]QEWSRV]FYMPHMRKWJVSQXLIIEVP]th century, like 97
Pine Street (built 1907).
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%HOOHYXH$YHQXHDW9DOOH\5RDGLQWKH8SSHU0RQWFODLU+LVWRULF'LVWULFWF03/

9TTIV1SRXGPEMV,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX 
The Upper Montclair Historic District is a thriving commercial corridor that has served the Township as a
central commercial and business district for over 100 years. Historic properties in this district date from
XLIWXSXLIW8LIQENSVMX]SJXLILMWXSVMGWXVYGXYVIWEVIGSQQIVGMEPTVSTIVXMIWXLEXEVISRI
XSX[SWXSVMIWMRLIMKLX[MXLVIXEMPYWIWSRXLI½VWX¾SSVERHGSQQIVGMEPSVVIWMHIRXMEPYWIWEFSZI8LIWI
FYMPHMRKW[IVIHIWMKRIHMREVGLMXIGXYVEPWX]PIWWYGLEW'SPSRMEP6IZMZEP5YIIR%RRIERH2IS'PEWWMGEP%
RSXEFPIFYMPHMRKX]TIEQSRKXLIWIWXVYGXYVIWMWXLIX[SWXSV]8YHSV6IZMZEPWX]PIGSQQIVGMEPFYMPHMRK
like those found on Valley Road and Bellevue Avenue.
;EXGLYRK4PE^E,MWXSVMG&YWMRIWW(MWXVMGX 
The Watchung Plaza Historic Business District is an early 20th century shopping center developed to serve
the neighborhood around the Watchung Avenue Railroad Station. Historic properties in this district date
JVSQXLIWXSXLIW8LIQENSVMX]SJXLILMWXSVMGWXVYGXYVIWEVIGSQQIVGMEPTVSTIVXMIWXLEX
are one to two stories in height. Like the Upper Montclair Historic District, a notable building type in the
;EXGLYRK4PE^E,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGXMWXLIX[SWXSV]8YHSV6IZMZEPWX]PIGSQQIVGMEPFYMPHMRKPMOIXLSWISR
Watchung Plaza and Watchung Avenue. Watchung Plaza Park, a 1918 landscape designed by local architect
Clifford C. Wendehack, and Watchung Park, a 1920 landscape, are within the boundaries of the historic
district.
The Historic Preservation Ordinance designates each building within these four historic districts according
XSSRISJ½ZIGEXIKSVMIWEPWSORS[REWEFYMPHMRK´W±WXEXYW²VITVIWIRXMRKEREWWIWWQIRXSJXLEXWXVYGXYVI´W
historic and architectural qualities:
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•

Key:'SRWXVYGXIHHYVMRKXLIHMWXVMGX´WTIVMSHSJWMKRM½GERGIERHTSWWIWWIWHMWXMRGXEVGLMXIGXYVEPERH
LMWXSVMGEPWMKRM½GERGIEGXWEWEPERHQEVO[MXLMRXLIEVGLMXIGXYVEPQEXVM\SJXLIHMWXVMGX

•

Contributing:'SRWXVYGXIHHYVMRKXLIHMWXVMGX´WTIVMSHSJWMKRM½GERGIERHTSWWIWWIWEVGLMXIGXYVEPERH
SVLMWXSVMGEPWMKRM½GERGIEW[IPPEWMRXIKVMX]

•

Harmonizing:'SRWXVYGXIHEJXIVXLITIVMSHSJWMKRM½GERGIFYXMWGSQTEXMFPIMRWM^IWGEPIERH
materials with the historic district.

•

Harmonizing (altered):'SRWXVYGXIH[MXLMRXLITIVMSHSJWMKRM½GERGIFYXLEWFIIRWMKRM½GERXP]
QSHM½IHJVSQMXWSVMKMREPHIWMKR

•

Intrusion:'SRWXVYGXIHEJXIVXLITIVMSHSJWMKRM½GERGIERHHSIWRSXGSRXVMFYXIXSXLIGSLIWMZIRIWWSJ
XLIHMWXVMGX´WWXVIIXWGETIW

%FYMPHMRK´W±WXEXYW²MWRSXIHMRIEGLLMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXRSQMREXMSRVITSVX´W±&YMPHMRKF]&YMPHMRK-RZIRXSV]²
7II%TTIRHM\+JSVEPMROXSXLI8S[RWLMT,MWXSVMG-RZIRXSV]:MI[IVXSZMI[LMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXRSQMREXMSR
VITSVXWERHFYMPHMRKF]FYMPHMRKMRZIRXSVMIWJSVXLIHMWXVMGXWRSXIHEFSZI 
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7XEXIERHSV2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV0MWXIH6IWSYVGIW
Since the passage of the NHPA in 1966 and the New Jersey Register of Historic Places Act in 1970, the
NPS and NJ HPO have listed 89 individual properties and six historic districts in the State and/or National
Register of Historic Places. A majority of these individual properties and districts were listed in the State and/
or National Registers through the 1986 Historic Resources of Montclair Multiple Resource Area National
6IKMWXIVRSQMREXMSR 7II7IGXMSR±4VIWIVZEXMSR1SRXGPEMV²7YVZI]JSVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRSRXLMW
multiple resource nomination.)
Individually Listed Resources
8EFPIERHPMWXMRHMZMHYEPP]PMWXIHTVSTIVXMIWMRXLI7XEXIERHSV2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV1ETMPPYWXVEXIWXLIMV
locations within the Township. A majority of the 89 properties are residential structures constructed between
XLIWERHXLIW8LIVIEVIEPWSERYQFIVSJVIPMKMSYWWXVYGXYVIWVEMPVSEHWXEXMSRWERHQYRMGMTEP
buildings listed in the State and National Registers. Anderson Park, an early Township green space, is notable
as the only scenic landscape in Montclair individually listed in the State and National Registers to date.
*SVX]IMKLXSJXLIWITVSTIVXMIWEVIPMWXIHMRFSXLXLI2EXMSREPERH7XEXI6IKMWXIVW8LIVIQEMRMRK
properties are listed only in the State Register.101 Nineteen of these 89 properties are listed locally by the
8S[RWLMTIMXLIVMRHMZMHYEPP]SV[MXLMRELMWXSVMGHMWXVMGX 7II%TTIRHM\+JSVEPMROXSXLI8S[RWLMT,MWXSVMG
Inventory Viewer to view the different levels of designation or listing for each of the 89 properties listed in
the National and/or State Register.)
Table 3. Individually Listed Resources in the State and National Registers as of 2016
Block

Lot

Property Location

Year
Built

802

26

9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI



1801


1711
2602
2606
2606
2607
2601
1711


1602





8


22
26

12
11

12

8
7
1


Up. Mountain Avenue
:EPPI]6SEH
4EVO7XVIIX
&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
190 Cooper Avenue
170 Cooper Avenue
;MPH[SSH%ZIRYI
Rail Right of Way
Valley Road
2SVXLZMI[%ZIRYI
4EVO7XVIIX
208 No. Mountain Avenue
128 No. Mountain Avenue
87 Midland Avenue
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI



1926
1918

1919
1899

1892
1910
1900
1897


1887
1922

Resource Name
4VIWF]1IQSVMEP-VMW+EVHIR,SVXMGYPXYVEP
Center
Mountain Avenue Railroad Station
Van Reyper/Bond House
Von Schmid House
9TTIV1SRXGPEMV4SWX3J½GI
Upper Montclair Library
Marsellis House
Christian Union Congregational Church
The Anchorage
Upper Montclair Railroad Station
'PMJJWMHI,SWI
S. C. Smith House
Joseph Bardsley House
The Cedars (Henry Fenn House)
Egbert Farm
M.F. Reading Residence
"The House That Lives"

101. There are many reasons why individual properties or historic districts are only listed on the State Register. Most commonly, the
sponsor of the historic property or district never provided a complete National Register Nomination form, which is required for
listing in the National Register. See “SR/NR–Eligible Resources” below for more information.
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2208




2212

2111

1208

2001
1206
1209


101




1102
2110
2110
1711

42


1
26

20
2
19
2
1
12

6
9
1
2
11
9
19
12
11
21

11

2
7.01
12

1
6


18 Brunswick Road
Rail Right Of Way
4EVO7XVIIX
;EXGLYRK4PE^E
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
1 Lackawanna Plaza
'LYVGL7XVIIX
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
110 Orange Road
4EVO7XVIIX
2S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
2 Mulford Lane
0PI[IPP]R6SEH
68 Eagle Rock Way
21 Stonebridge Road
97 Warren Place
67 Warren Place
%JXIVKPS[;E]
10 Rockledge Road
60 Undercliff Road
0PS]H6SEH
0PS]H6SEH
80 Lloyd Road
7 So. Mountain Terrace
17 Wayside Place
99 So. Fullerton Avenue
+EXIW%ZIRYI
No. Mountain Avenue

1909


1926
1887

1920
1896
1910
1796
1921
1902
1920
1887
1927

1897
1929
1911

1912
1900
1929
1902
1912
1916
1929
1927
1882
1890


18 Brunswick Road
Watchung Avenue Railroad Station
4EVO7XVIIX
Bradner's Pharmacy
+ISVKI%1MPPIV,SYWI
Montclair Railroad Station
Carnegie Library
Charles Shultz House
The Montclair Art Museum
Israel Crane House
Central Presbyterian Church
First Methodist Episcopal Church
First Congregational Church
St. Lukes Episcopal Church
Mulford House
,EWOIPPW&PSSQ½IPH:MPPE
68 Eagle Rock Way
21 Stonebridge Road
97 Warren Place
67 Warren Place
Casa Deldra
J.M. Chapman House
Stone Eagles
Eastward
0PS]H6SEH
80 Lloyd Road
7 South Mountain Terrace
*VERO+SSH[MPPMI,SYWI
6IH+EFPIW
Allyn Wight House
Anderson Park

6. Historic Resources in Montclair

Table 4. Individually Listed Resources in the State Register as of 2016
Block

Lot









17
20
1

,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
798 Valley Road
2SV[SSH%ZIRYI
109 Alexander Avenue
:EPPI]6SEH

Year
Built
1897
1890


1912



702
1707
1707













16
1
1
7
12


11

11

16
1

8
19


(YV]IE6SEH
4EVO7XVIIX
&VEHJSVH%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
18 Princeton Place
:EPPI]6SEH
'LIWXRYX7XVIIX
'LIWXRYX7XVIIX
11 James Street
118 No. Mountain Avenue
1MHPERH%ZIRYI
111 No. Fullerton Avenue
:EPPI]6SEH
4EVO7XVIIX
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI
10 Euclid Place
'LVMWXSTLIV7XVIIX

1888
1890
1917
1912
1912




1800
1899
1892

1907


1887







+VSZI7XVIIX
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI

1800
1767




2208


2212


1
1
28
20
8


18

68 Church Street
68 Church Street
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
17 Valley Road
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
2S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI

1878
1878
1880
1890
1890
1870
1900
1890


1102.01
201




11
17

7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7XSRIFVMHKI6SEH
120 Lloyd Road
190 So. Mountain Avenue

1878
1909
1928
1922

Property Location

Resource Name
+VIIRSYKL,SYWI
James South King Residence
2SV[SSH%ZIRYI
The Sigler Farm
Cliffside Chapel (St. James Episcopal
Church)
C. H. Huestis House
A. J.Varno House
Fredrick W. Mayes House
Lambie Concrete House
Archery H. Loomis House
+EVVEFVERHX,SYWI
'LIWXRYX7XVIIX
Chestnut Street School
11 James Street
Lucy Stone House
Dr. John R. Mott House
Joseph Lamb Birthplace
:EPPI]6SEH
4EVO7XVIIX
Interest Manor
Sadler Place
'LVMWXSTLIV7XVIIX ,MRGO
Development House)
Melcher House
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI 3PH7XEKI
Coach Stop)
First Baptist Church
First Baptist Church (Addition)
Elizabeth De Luce House
Munn Tavern
Frederick J. Drescher House
A. A. Sigler House
Immaculate Conception Church
Former Baptist Church (Masonic
Temple)
Ira Crane House
Edmund Burk Osborne House
Highwall
190 South Mountain Avenue
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Block

Lot

1102.01
2101








20
16
9

Property Location
;E]WMHI4PEGI
0PI[IPP]R6SEH
29 Cedar Avenue
4PIEWERX%ZIRYI
166 Orange Road
4EVO7XVIIX

Year
Built

1907
1860
1906
1880
1899

Resource Name
;E]WMHI4PEGI
W. L. Lincoln Adams House
29 Cedar Street
4PIEWERX%ZIRYI
Nason House
Tegakwita Hall

6. Historic Resources in Montclair
208 North Mountain Avenue, Henry Fenn residence designed by H. Edwards Ficken, c. 1895, MPL.
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Map 4. Historic Districts Listed in the State and/or National Registers as of 2016
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6. Historic Resources in Montclair
&OLQWRQ$YHQXHZLWKLQWKH)LUVW5HVLGHQWLDO+LVWRULF'LVWULFW7KHRGRUH/6Q\GHUUHVLGHQFHXQGDWHG03/

NR/SR Historic Districts
1ETMPPYWXVEXIWXLIFSYRHEVMIWSJXLIWM\2EXMSREPERH7XEXI6IKMWXIVLMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXW8LI4MRI7XVIIX
Historic District (described in Section 6.1.2. above) is listed in both the National and State Registers (2000)
ERHHIWMKREXIHEWE8S[RWLMTLMWXSVMGHMWXVMGX8LISXLIV½ZI2676LMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXWEVI
1. Erwin Park Historic District (State Register 9/29/1986)
The Erwin Park Historic District is an early 20th century residential neighborhood developed to serve
EJ¾YIRXWYFYVFERGSQQYXIVW,MWXSVMGTVSTIVXMIWMRXLMWHMWXVMGXHEXIJVSQXLIWXSXLIW8LI
QENSVMX]SJXLIWXVYGXYVIW[MXLMRXLIHMWXVMGXEVIPEVKIVIWMHIRXMEPTVSTIVXMIWXLEXEVIX[SXSXLVIIWXSVMIW
MRLIMKLX8LIWI[SSHJVEQIVIWMHIRGIW[IVIHIWMKRIHMREVGLMXIGXYVEPWX]PIWTSTYPEVMRXLIPEXIth and
early 20thGIRXYVMIWWYGLEW7LMRKPI5YIIR%RRI'VEJXWQERERH'SPSRMEP6IZMZEPWX]PIW
2. First Residential Historic District (State Register 9/29/1986)
The First Residential Historic District is a late 19th/early 20th century residential neighborhood developed
SRXLIJSVQIVJEVQPERHSJXLI½VWX)YVSTIERWIXXPIVWMR1SRXGPEMV,MWXSVMGWXVYGXYVIWMRXLMWHMWXVMGXHEXI
JVSQXLIWXSXLIW8LIQENSVMX]SJXLIWXVYGXYVIW[MXLMRXLIHMWXVMGXEVIVIWMHIRXMEPTVSTIVXMIW
that are two to three stories in height. These buildings were designed in a wide variety of architectural styles
popular in the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries.
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DQG)DLU¼HOG6WUHHWLQWKH0DUOERUR3DUN+LVWRULF'LVWULFWXQGDWHG03/

6. Historic Resources in Montclair

1EVPFSVS4EVO,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX 7XEXI6IKMWXIV2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV
Like Erwin Park, the Marlboro Park Historic District is an early 20th century planned suburban development.
Historic properties in this district date from the 1870s to the 1920s. The majority of the 66 structures within
XLIHMWXVMGXEVIVIWMHIRXMEPTVSTIVXMIWXLEXEVIX[SXSXLVIIWXSVMIWMRLIMKLX8LIWI[SSHJVEQIVIWMHIRGIW
were designed in architectural styles popular in the late 19th and early 20thGIRXYVMIWWYGLEW7LMRKPI5YIIR
%RRI'VEJXWQERERH'SPSRMEP6IZMZEPWX]PIW
1MPPIV7XVIIX,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX 7XEXI6IKMWXIV2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV
The Miller Street Historic District is a group of late 19th and early 20th century vernacular cottages that
served as housing for workers employed by local industries. Historic properties in this district date from
XLIWXSXLIW%PPWXVYGXYVIW[MXLMRXLIHMWXVMGXEVIVIWMHIRXMEPTVSTIVXMIWXLEXEVIX[SWXSVMIWMR
LIMKLX8LIWI[SSHJVEQIGSXXEKIWEVIYWYEPP]X[SXSXLVIIFE]W[MHI[MXLEKEFPIVSSJERHERSTIRJVSRX
porch.
1SYRXEMR,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX 7XEXI6IKMWXIV2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV
The Mountain Historic District is a late 19th and early 20th century residential mansion district. Historic
TVSTIVXMIWMRXLMWHMWXVMGXHEXIJVSQXLIWXSXLIW8LIQENSVMX]SJXLIWXVYGXYVIW[MXLMRXLI
district are large residential properties that are two to three stories in height. These residential buildings
were designed in a wide variety of architectural styles popular in the 19th and 20th centuries, such as Tudor
6IZMZEP'SPSRMEP6IZMZEP'VEJXWQERERH7LMRKPIERHJIEXYVI½RIEVGLMXIGXYVEPHIXEMPWERHSVREQIRXEXMSR
)EGLFYMPHMRK[MXLMRXLIWI½ZILMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXWPMOIFYMPHMRKW[MXLMR8S[RWLMTHIWMKREXIHHMWXVMGXWMW
HIWMKREXIHEW/I]'SRXVMFYXMRK,EVQSRM^MRK,EVQSRM^MRK EPXIVIH SVER-RXVYWMSR 7II%TTIRHM\+JSVE
link to the Township Historic Inventory Viewer for the Marlboro Park, Miller Street, and Mountain National
Register nomination forms.)
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6. Historic Resources in Montclair
*OHQ¼HOG3DUNXQGDWHG03/

State/National Register–Eligible Resources
The NJ HPO has determined that eight individual properties and a scenic landscape are eligible for listing in
the State Register.1028EFPIMWEPMWXSJXLIWIRMRIIPMKMFPIVIWSYVGIW1ETMPPYWXVEXIWXLIMVPSGEXMSRW[MXLMR
the Township.
Table 5. Individual Resources Eligible for Listing in the State Register as of 2016
Block

Lot

Property Location

1908




2212





11

2
12

18
1

11
12

17 Charles Street
4EVO7XVIIX
+PIR½IPH4EVO
22 Crestmont Road
16 Label Street
4EVO7XVIIX
:EPPI]6SEH
'IRXVEP%ZIRYI
8VMRMX]4PEGI
;EWLMRKXSR7XVIIX

Year
Built

1921
1910



1908
1897
1922
1926

Resource Name
Central Presbyterian Church Parish House
+PIR½IPH4EVO
Kip's Castle
Montclair Motor Vehicle Inspection Station
Montclair YMCA
New Jersey Normal School
3´/IIJI7XEFPI
Casabona Apartment Building
Washington St YMCA (Demolished)

8LI;EWLMRKXSR7XVIIX&VERGLSJXLI1SRXGPEMV=1'%EX;EWLMRKXSR7XVIIX[EWEPWSHIXIVQMRIHIPMKMFPIJSVPMWXMRKF]XLI2.
HPO in 2006; however, this historic property is no longer extant.
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of 2016
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6. Historic Resources in Montclair

Additionally, the NJ HPO has determined that six historic districts are eligible for the State Register. The NPS
LEWEPWSHIXIVQMRIHXLEXSRISJXLIWIWM\7XEXI6IKMWXIVIPMKMFPILMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXWMWIPMKMFPIJSVXLI2EXMSREP
Register. Map 6 illustrates the boundaries of these six districts. These districts are:
.IVWI]'MX];EXIV[SVOW,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX 7XEXI6IKMWXIV)PMKMFPI
The Jersey City Waterworks Historic District is a municipal water distribution system that runs through
Hudson, Essex, Passaic, and Morris counties. It is comprised of a series of reservoirs and pipelines. The
IEVPMIWXWIGXMSRSJXLIW]WXIQ[EWFYMPXMRXSTVSZMHITSXEFPI[EXIVXS.IVWI]'MX]8LIW]WXIQ[EW
subsequently expanded throughout the 19th century into neighboring municipalities and counties. A small
segment of the Jersey City Waterworks runs through Montclair Township.
1MPPIV7XVIIX,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX)\XIRWMSR 7XEXI6IKMWXIV)PMKMFPI
%WHMWGYWWIHEFSZIXLII\MWXMRK1MPPIV7XVIIX,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGXGSQTVMWIWEKVSYTSJZIVREGYPEVGSXXEKIW
XLEXHEXIJVSQXLIWXSXLIWERHSVMKMREPP]WIVZIHEW[SVOMRKGPEWWLSYWMRK8LI1MPPIV7XVIIX
Historic District Extension includes an additional 19 residential properties on New Street that are adjacent
to the existing district. The district extension was determined eligible for listing on the State Register after
the included properties were shown to exhibit a high degree of continuity with the existing district in terms
of their form, style, method of construction, and level of historic integrity.
1SRXGPEMV&VERGLSJXLI(IPE[EVI0EGOE[ERRE ;IWXIVR6EMPVSEH (0 ;66 ,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX 7XEXI
6IKMWXIV)PMKMFPI
8LI1SRXGPEMV&VERGLSJXLI(0 ;66,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGXIRGSQTEWWIWXLILMWXSVMGVEMPVSEHVMKLXSJ[E]JVSQ
Roseville Avenue in Newark to Montclair. The boundary omits the area covered by the rail line west of the
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI&VMHKI XLMWEVIE[EWEPXIVIHEWEVIWYPXSJXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJXLI1SRXGPEMV1MHXS[R
'SRRIGXMSR ERHXLIFSYRHEV]EPWSMRGPYHIWXLISVMKMREP1SRXGPEMV7XEXMSR[LMGLMWRSRGSRXMKYSYWFYX
historically associated with the Montclair Branch of the DL&WRR. The Montclair Branch of the DL&WRR is
WMKRM½GERXJSVMXWGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJ7SYXL3VERKI&PSSQ½IPH+PIR6MHKIERH1SRXGPEMV
JSVMXWTMSRIIVMRKYWISJGSRGVIXIMREGLMIZMRKKVEHIWITEVEXMSRERHJSVMXWYRMUYITVSKVEQSJIPIGXVM½GEXMSR
8LIHMWXVMGXMRGPYHIWMRHMZMHYEPTVSTIVXMIWXLEXHEXIJVSQXS8VEMRWXEXMSRWERHFVMHKIWQEOI
up the majority of the historic resources located within the district, in addition to catenary towers, retaining
[EPPW½PPIHIQFEROQIRXWERHJIRGIW
1SRXGPEMV'IRXVEP&YWMRIWW,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX 7XEXI6IKMWXIV)PMKMFPI
The Montclair Central Business Historic District is a late 19th and early 20th century linear commercial
development located in an area that has historically served as the business center for the Township since
MXWIEVP]WIXXPIQIRX,MWXSVMGTVSTIVXMIWMRXLMWHMWXVMGXHEXIJVSQXS8LIQENSVMX]SJXLI
structures within the district are commercial buildings that are three stories in height, and are located
EVSYRHXLIMRXIVWIGXMSRSJ&PSSQ½IPH+PIRVMHKIERH2SVXLERH7SYXL*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYIWERH'LYVGL7XVIIX
(historically known as the “Six Corners” intersection). These commercial buildings were designed in a wide
range of architectural styles popular for commercial buildings around the turn of the 20th century, including
'PEWWMGEP6IZMZEP-XEPMEREXI5YIIR%RRI6SQERIWUYI&IEY\%VXW8YHSVERH1IHMXIVVERIERWX]PIW
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1SRXGPEMV6EMPVSEH7XEXMSR,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX 7XEXI6IKMWXIV)PMKMFPI2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV)PMKMFPI

The Montclair Railroad Station Historic District includes the current Lackawanna Plaza area between the
1SRXGPEMV7XEXMSR,SYWIIRXVERGIERH+VSZI7XVIIX&IJSVIXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJXLIVEMPVSEHPMRIMR
the area was a center of mill activity. Several structures associated with the railroad were built by the late
19th and early 20th centuries, including coal silos, storage facilities, and a brownstone building. In 1979, all of
the remaining historic structures were demolished, with the exception of the station building. Ultimately, the
historic Montclair Station was included in the Montclair Branch of the DL&WRR Historic District (State
6IKMWXIV)PMKMFPIWIIEFSZI 
2I[.IVWI]2SVQEP7GLSSPEX1SRXGPEMV,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX 7XEXI6IKMWXIV)PMKMFPI
The New Jersey Normal School at Montclair Historic District is bounded by the Montclair State University
Campus to the north and by Normal Avenue to the south. Historic properties in this district date from 1908
XS8LIWIZIRFYMPHMRKWERHSRIWXVYGXYVIXLEXGSQTVMWIXLI2I[.IVWI]2SVQEP7GLSSPEX1SRXGPEMV
,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGXEPPJSVQEGSLIWMZIYRMXXLEXVI¾IGXWXLIWGLSSP´WSVMKMREPJEFVMGEW[IPPEWMXWGSRXMRYIH
QMHth century development. The design of these historic buildings illustrates the evolution of the campus
EWE[LSPIERHXLIGLERKMRKTSTYPEVMX]SJEVGLMXIGXYVEPWX]PIWXLEXSGGYVVIHXLVSYKLSYXXLIWGLSSP´WLMWXSV]
Architectural styles in the district range from the earlier California Mission style to modern utilitarian frame
FYMPHMRKW0E[RWTEXLWERHHVMZI[E]WGLEVEGXIVM^IXLIEVIEWWYVVSYRHMRKXLIHMWXVMGX´WIMKLXOI]GSRXVMFYXMRK
elements.
There are many reasons why eligible properties or historic districts are eligible for but not formally listed in
the State and/or National Register. Most commonly, the NJ HPO or NPS require more information in order
to list the property or historic district in the State and/or National Register, and the sponsor of the historic
property or district never provided the level of documentation necessary for listing.
Some properties and districts determined eligible for listing were never formally nominated by a sponsor.
These properties and districts were determined eligible for listing as a result of a state or federally funded
project that impacted historic or archaeological resources and therefore, required NJ HPO review. In order
for these properties or districts to be listed, the NJ HPO and NPS require that a sponsor submit further
information necessary for listing in the State and/or National Register.
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/DFNDZDQQD6WDWLRQZLWKLQWKH0RQWFODLU5DLOURDG6WDWLRQDQG'/ :55+LVWRULF'LVWULFWV03/
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Map 7. Properties and Streetscapes Surveyed by “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
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±4VIWIVZEXMSR1SRXGPEMV²7YVZI]ERHXLI,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIWSJ1SRXGPEMV1YPXMTPI6IWSYVGI
Area National Register Nomination
-RXLI.YRMSV0IEKYISJ1SRXGPEMV2I[EVOERSRTVS½XZSPYRXIIVSVKERM^EXMSRJSV[SQIRGSRHYGXIH
EWYVZI]SJLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWERHWXVIIXWGETIW[MXLMRXLI8S[RWLMTSJ1SRXGPEMVEWTEVXSJXLI
“Preservation Montclair” project. The vast majority of resources selected for the survey were built before
ERHHIIQIHRSXEFPIJSVXLIMV±EKIGSRHMXMSRLMWXSVMGERHEVGLMXIGXYVEPMQTSVXERGI²ERHXLIMV
±YRMUYIRIWWSJWX]PIMRVIPEXMSRXSEWTIGM½GEVIE²%JI[VIWSYVGIWGSRWXVYGXIHEJXIV[IVIWYVZI]IH
JSVXLIMVSYXWXERHMRKEVGLMXIGXYVEPWMKRM½GERGI
The survey was conducted in three phases. Phase I covered the area known as the Central Business District.
This area is described in the “Preservation Montclair” survey as being bordered by Claremont Avenue to the
RSVXL9RMSR7XVIIXERH3VERKI6SEHXSXLIWSYXL+VSZI7XVIIXXSXLIIEWXERH2SVXL1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
to the west. Phase II included residential buildings throughout the Township. Finally, Phase III focused on the
area known as the Village of Upper Montclair. This area is described in the “Preservation Montclair” survey as
FIMRKFSVHIVIHF]*IVR[SSH%ZIRYIXSXLIRSVXL;MPH[SSH%ZIRYIXSXLIWSYXL+VSZI7XVIIXXSXLIIEWX
and Valley Road to the west.
*SVIEGLSJXLIVIWSYVGIWMRGPYHIHMRXLIWYVZI]QIQFIVWSJXLI.YRMSV0IEKYIZMWMXIHXLITVSTIVX]
SVWXVIIXWGETITLSXSKVETLIHXLITVMQEV]WXVIIXJEGMRKIPIZEXMSRERHGSQTPIXIHEGSVVIWTSRHMRKWYVZI]
form developed by the NJ HPO for the documentation of historic properties. The survey forms for individual
TVSTIVXMIWGETXYVIHEHHVIWWGSRWXVYGXMSRHEXIEVGLMXIGXEVGLMXIGXYVEPHIWGVMTXMSRWMKRM½GERGIERH2EXMSREP
Register eligibility. The forms also provided space for the surveyor to attach a photograph of the primary
elevation and a site plan. The survey forms for streetscapes captured the description of historic properties
SREWXVIIXERHEWWIWWIHXLIWMKRM½GERGISJXLIWXVIIXEWE[LSPI'EXIKSVMIWPMWXIHSRXLIWXVIIXWGETI
WYVZI]JSVQMRGPYHIWXVIIXREQIGVSWWWXVIIXWHIWGVMTXMSRWMKRM½GERGITL]WMGEPGSRHMXMSRSJFYMPHMRKWERH
2EXMSREP6IKMWXIVIPMKMFMPMX]4LSXSKVETLWSJIEGLWXVIIXWGETI[IVIEXXEGLIHXSWYVZI]JSVQW8EFPIWSR
TEKIWPMWXWTVSTIVXMIWERHWXVIIXWGETIWWYVZI]IHJSV±4VIWIVZEXMSR1SRXGPEMV²1ETMPPYWXVEXIWXLI
locations of properties and streetscapes surveyed for “Preservation Montclair.”
The “Preservation Montclair” surveyors made recommendations for properties to be listed in the State
and National Registers of Historic Places, including two historic districts, the Central Business District
and the Village of Upper Montclair, as well as a small number of individual resources. The surveyors also
recommended that further study be devoted to investigating possible historic districts in the areas known
as Erwin Park, the Workers Cottages of the Mill Area, and Upper Mountain Avenue, as well as a potential
multiple listing of ecclesiastical architecture.
Since its completion, the “Preservation Montclair” survey has become an important preservation planning
tool for the Township and has resulted in the listing of a number of individual buildings and historic districts
in the State and National Registers. The 1986 Historic Resources of Montclair Multiple Resource Area
National Register nomination was developed from the “Preservation Montclair” survey.106 The nomination
recommended 8 thematic listings of properties that shared common elements. The nomination also
VIGSQQIRHIHMRHMZMHYEPFYMPHMRKWERH½ZILMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXWJSVPMWXMRK[LMGL[IVIEPPWYFWIUYIRXP]PMWXIH
MRXLI7XEXI6IKMWXIVMR*SVX]SRISJXLIWIMRHMZMHYEPFYMPHMRKWERHXLVIILMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXW1EVPFSVS
Park, Miller Street, and Mountain, were also subsequently listed in the National Register in 1988. (See
%TTIRHM\+JSVEPMROXSXLI1SRXGPEMV1YPXMTPI6IWSYVGI%VIE2EXMSREP6IKMWXIVRSQMREXMSR
.YRMSV0IEKYISJ1SRXGPEMV2I[EVO-RGMontclair 1694–1982: An Inventory of Historic, Cultural and Architectural Resources
 
-FMH
-FMH
106. National Park Service, Historic Resources of Montclair Multiple Resource Area, Township of Montclair, County of Essex, New
Jersey  
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Map 8. Historic Resources Owned by the Board of Education as of 2016
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Bradford School designed by Starrett & Van Vleck, undated, MPL.

,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIW3[RIHF]XLI&SEVHSJ)HYGEXMSR
The “Preservation Montclair” survey also included several Township schools. Of these, only the Chestnut
Street School (Montclair Cooperative School), a privately owned school, has received any level of landmark
designation (State Register, 1986). Table 6 is a complete list of historic school buildings owned by the Board
of Education. Map 8 illustrates their locations within the Township.
Table 6. Historic Resources Owned by the Board of Education as of 2016
Block
1006







Lot
1
86


28
16


Property
Bradford School
Northeast School
Montclair High School
Edgemont School
+ISVKI-RRIWW%RRI\
Hillside School
+PIR½IPH1MHHPI7GLSSP




17
1

&SEVH3J)HYGEXMSR3J½GI%RH%RRI\
Mount Hebron Middle School

Year Built



1926
1926
1909
 EHHMXMSRW
1929)
Unk.
1909
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Map 9. Municipally Owned Historic Resources as of 2016
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6.1.6 Municipally Owned Historic Resources
8EFPIMWEPMWXSJTVSTIVXMIWS[RIHF]XLI8S[RWLMTXLEXTSWWIWWLMWXSVMGERHEVGLMXIGXYVEPWMKRM½GERGI1ET
9 illustrates their locations within the Township. These properties include several administration buildings,
½VILSYWIWERH8S[RWLMTTEVOWEW[IPPEWEPMFVEV]VIGVIEXMSREPFYMPHMRKERHVEMPVSEHWXEXMSR
The Junior League surveyed the majority of these municipally owned properties in 1982 for “Preservation
Montclair,” and documented their historic and architectural character. Subsequent to this survey, a number
of these properties were locally designated within a historic district or listed in the State and/or National
6IKMWXIVW8LI1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI6EMPVSEH7XEXMSR9TTIV1SRXGPEMV0MFVEV]ERH'PMJJWMHI,SWIEVIPMWXIH
in the State and National Registers as individual landmarks. The Upper Montclair Library (Bellevue Avenue
&VERGL 'PMJJWMHI,SWIXLI1YRMGMTEP&YMPHMRKSR&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI 4SPMGI(ITEVXQIRX&YMPHMRK 
ERHFSXL7GLSSP(MWXVMGX3J½GIWEVIEPPMRGPYHIH[MXLMRPSGEPP]HIWMKREXIHLMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXW IMXLIV9TTIV
Montclair Historic District or Town Center Historic District).
Municipal properties in Table 7 not currently locally designated or listed in the State and/or National
6IKMWXIVWEPWSHIQSRWXVEXIWYJ½GMIRXEWWSGMEXMSR[MXLEWMKRM½GERXLMWXSVMGGSRXI\XXS[EVVERXJYVXLIV
consideration for local landmark designation and/or listing in the State and/or National Registers. Most
RSXEFP]XLI8S[RWLMTTEVOWEVIGYVVIRXP]RSXPSGEPP]HIWMKREXIHERH[EVVERXJYVXLIVWXYH]EWEWMKRM½GERX
KVSYTSJLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIW 7II7IGXMSR2EXMSREP,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR%GXERH2I[.IVWI]6IKMWXIV
of Historic Places Act.)
Currently, a comprehensive management plan for historic municipally owned properties does not exist.
Only those historic resources listed within the Upper Montclair Historic District and Town Center Historic
District are subject to a substantial amount of legal protection against inappropriate alteration.
Table 7. Municipally Owned Historic Resources as of 2016
Block
1801
2602
1711



1607


2209




Lot

22

12

1
11

60


60
86





Property Location
Up. Mountain Avenue
&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
:EPPI]6SEH
;EPRYX7XVIIX
,EVVMWSR%ZIRYI
+VE^4EVO
Edgemont Park
Alexander Ave. Rear
Woodman Field
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
Nishuane Park
Essex Park
Yantacaw Brook Park
Sunset Park
Tuers Park

Year Built



1906
1901




1912
1900
Unk.

Unk.
Unk.

Resource Name
Mountain Avenue Railroad Station
Upper Montclair Library
'PMJJWMHI,SWI
)RKMRI'S
)RKMRI'S
+VE^4EVO
Edgemont Park
Bonsal Wildlife Preserve
Essex Field House
Old Municipal Building
Nishuane Park
Essex Park
Yantacaw Brook Park
Sunset Park
Tuers Park
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1ET%VIEWERH-RHMZMHYEP6IWSYVGIW-HIRXM½IHJSVXLI,44PER)PIQIRX
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6.2. Potential Historic Resources
6.2.1. 2016 Historic Resources Survey Overview
8LI½IPHWYVZI][EWGSRHYGXIHSZIVEJSYVHE]TIVMSHFIX[IIR.YP]ERH.YP]EWTEVXSJ
the development of this HP Element.107 The goal of the survey was to assess areas within the Township
that had never been formally surveyed, but which include historic resources that are potentially eligible
JSVPERHQEVOVIGSKRMXMSREXXLIPSGEPERHSV7XEXIERH2EXMSREPPIZIPW8LI½IPHWYVZI][EWRSXER
MRXIRWMZIPIZIPFYMPHMRKF]FYMPHMRKWYVZI]-RWXIEHXLIWYVZI][EWHIWMKRIHXSFVSEHP]EWWIWWXLIEVGLMXIGXYVEP
characteristics of the proposed areas for possible inclusion within the 2016 HP Element.
8LIWYVZI]MRGPYHIHEVIEWWM\TEVOWERHXLVIIWXVIIXWGETIWMHIRXM½IHF]XLI,4)PIQIRX;SVOMRK
+VSYT1088LIGVMXIVMEYWIHJSVIZEPYEXMSRSJXLILMWXSVMGERHEVGLMXIGXYVEPWMKRM½GERGISJXLIWIEVIEWEVI
FEWIHSRXLI247'VMXIVMEJSV)ZEPYEXMSRERH[IVIMRGSVTSVEXIHMRXSE½IPHWYVZI]JSVQ109 The survey was
based on research into the historic context of each area taken from the 1982 “Preservation Montclair”
survey forms and the “Historic Overview of Montclair” section of the Historic Design Guidelines adopted by
the HPC in 2016. The survey assessed 16 areas, six parks, and three streetscapes on foot and/or from a car,
HITIRHMRKSRXLIEVIE´WWM^IERHEGGIWWMFMPMX]%PPSFWIVZEXMSRW[IVIVIGSVHIHMREWITEVEXI½IPHWYVZI]JSVQ
JSVIEGLEVIE 7II%TTIRHM\(JSVGSQTPIXIH½IPHWYVZI]JSVQW 4LSXSKVETLW[IVIXEOIRSJVITVIWIRXEXMZI
LMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWWXVIIXWERHSXLIVWMKRM½GERXJIEXYVIW[MXLMRIEGLWYVZI]IHEVIEWXVIIXWGETIERHTEVO
8LIWYVZI]½RHMRKW[IVITVIWIRXIHEXEQIIXMRKSJXLI,4'LIPHSR.YP]EX[LMGLXLITYFPMGGSYPH
provide comment.
6.2.2. 4SXIRXMEP,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIW-HIRXM½IHJSVXLI,4)PIQIRX
%VIEWERHMRHMZMHYEPVIWSYVGIWSJTSXIRXMEPLMWXSVMGERHEVGLMXIGXYVEPWMKRM½GERGI[IVIMHIRXM½IHF]XLI,4
)PIQIRX;SVOMRK+VSYTERHEKVSYTSJPSGEPWXEOILSPHIVW[MXLI\TIVXMWIMR1SRXGPEMVLMWXSV]ERHEVGLMXIG
tural history for inclusion in the 2016 HP Element. Map 11 illustrates the locations within the Township of all
the areas and individual resources included in the 2016 HP Element.
%VIEWSJTSXIRXMEPLMWXSVMGERHEVGLMXIGXYVEPWMKRM½GERGIMHIRXM½IHF]XLI,4)PIQIRX;SVOMRK+VSYT[IVI
WYVZI]IHHYVMRKXLI½IPHWYVZI]8LIWYVZI]VIWYPXWTVIWIRXIHEXXLI.YP],4'QIIXMRKMRHM
cated that these areas possess a moderate to high level of material integrity, a high level of design cohesion,
EHMWXMRGXEVGLMXIGXYVEPMHIRXMX]ERHSVGPIEVP]GSRZI]EWMKRM½GERXLMWXSVMGGSRXI\XERHXLIVIJSVIEVIVIG
SQQIRHIHJSVMRXIRWMZIPIZIPWYVZI]%VIEWMHIRXM½IHF]XLI,4)PIQIRX;SVOMRK+VSYTEVIPEFIPIHWorkLQJ*URXS,GHQWL¼HG.
%VIEWERHMRHMZMHYEPVIWSYVGIWMHIRXM½IHF]PSGEPWXEOILSPHIVW[IVIRSXMRGPYHIHMRXLIWGSTISJXLI
½IPHWYVZI]%HHMXMSREPWXYH]MWRIIHIHFIJSVIQEOMRKEHIXIVQMREXMSRXLEXXLIWIEVIEW[EVVERXMRXIRWMZIPIZ
IPWYVZI]XS[EVHWTSWWMFPIPERHQEVOVIGSKRMXMSRERHTVSXIGXMSR%VIEWMHIRXM½IHF]PSGEPWXEOILSPHIVWEVI
labeled 6WDNHKROGHU,GHQWL¼HG%PPMRHMZMHYEPVIWSYVGIWMRGPYHIHMRXLI,4)PIQIRX[IVIMHIRXM½IHF]
local stakeholders.

107. The survey was designed and conducted by Building Conservation Associates (BCA).
8LI,4)PIQIRX;SVOMRK+VSYTGSRWMWXWSJVITVIWIRXEXMZIWSJXLI,4'ERHXLI4PERRMRK&SEVHEW[IPPEW8S[RWLMTTPERRMRK
staff.
7II7IGXMSRJSVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRSRXLI247´W'VMXIVMEJSV)ZEPYEXMSR
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AFTERGLOW/LLOYD/PARKHURST AREA
The Afterglow/Lloyd/Parkhurst Area includes four historic houses previously surveyed by “Preservation
1SRXGPEMV² 6SGOPIHKI6SEHFYMPX%JXIVKPS[;E]FYMPX0PS]H6SEHFYMPX
0PS]H6SEHFYMPX 8LIEVIEEPWSMRGPYHIWJSYVVIWMHIRXMEPTVSTIVXMIWMRHMZMHYEPP]PMWXIHMRXLI2EXMSREP
6IKMWXIV 6SGOPIHKI6SEHFYMPX%JXIVKPS[;E]FYMPX0PS]H6SEHFYMPX0PS]H
Road, built 1910). (7XEOILSPHIV-HIRXM½IH)
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Township of Montclair Department of Planning & Community Development, 2016.
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APPLEGATE FARM AREA
8LI%TTPIKEXI*EVQ%VIE[EWFYMPXEWEVIPEXMZIP]GSLIWMZIHIZIPSTQIRXFIX[IIRERH8LIEVIE
[EWSVMKMREPP]EWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLI%TTPIKEXI*EVQ(EMV][LMGLSTIRIHMR-RXLI8S[RWLMT
4PERRMRK&SEVHETTVSZIHERETTPMGEXMSRJSVLSQIWSREEGVIPSXJVSRXMRKSR+VSZI7XVIIX8LIVIWYPXMRK
HIZIPSTQIRX[EWTEVXSJE8S[RWLMT[MHIXVIRHSJVETMHTSWX[EVHIZIPSTQIRX8LIEVIEGSRWMWXWSJ
X[SWXSV]WMRKPIJEQMP]LSYWIWFYMPXTVIHSQMRERXP]MREQSHM½IHVERGLWX]PISRWQEPPPSXW[MXLJVSRX]EVHW
ERHWLSVXHVMZI[E]W1ER]SJXLILSYWIW[IVISVMKMREPP]WTPMXPIZIPLSYWIW[MXL[SSHERHFVMGOIPIQIRXW
7SQILSYWIWLEZIFIIREPXIVIH[MXLRI[W]RXLIXMGWMHMRKVITPEGIQIRX[MRHS[WERHVSSJWERHWIGSRHPIZIP
additions. (;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)

BCA, 2016.
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CHRISTOPHER STREET AREA
'LVMWXSTLIV,MRGOPEMHSYXXLI'LVMWXSTLIV7XVIIX%VIEFIX[IIRERHERHHIZIPSTIHMXFIX[IIR
ERH8LIEVIEGSRWMWXWSJX[SXSXLVIIWXSV]WMRKPIJEQMP]LSYWIWFYMPXMREZEVMIX]SJWX]PIW
MRGPYHMRK5YIIR%RRI7LMRKPIERHXLGIRXYV]6IZMZEPWX]PIW4VSQMRIRXEVGLMXIGXYVEPQEXIVMEPWMRGPYHI
wood, brick, and stucco. These houses feature relatively large front yards, porches, awnings, ocular windows,
stained glass, and notable ornament, including scrollwork. Some stretches of houses are built on an inclined
landscape. (;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)
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BCA, 2016.
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CROSS STREET AREA
The Cross Street Area is similar in its history and development to the Frog Hollow Area. Many homes in
the Cross Street Area were originally built in the 19th century for immigrants who worked as servants for
1SRXGPEMV´W[IEPXL]VIWMHIRXW0EXIVXLIEVIEFIGEQIEWMKRM½GERX%JVMGER%QIVMGERGSQQYRMX]8LILSYWIWMR
the Cross Street Area are architecturally similar to those in the Frog Hollow Area. (7XEOILSPHIV-HIRXM½IH)

Township of Montclair Department of Planning & Community Development, 2016.
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EDGEMONT PARK AREA
8LI)HKIQSRX4EVO%VIE[EWHIZIPSTIHQSWXP]FIX[IIRERHERHGSRWMWXWSJX[SXSXLVIIWXSV]
WMRKPIJEQMP]LSYWIWMQQIHMEXIP]WYVVSYRHMRK)HKIQSRX1IQSVMEP4EVOERHFYMPXMREZEVMIX]SJIEVP]XL
century Revival styles. The Edgemont School is also located in this area. Predominant architectural materials
MRGPYHIFVMGO[SSHWXYGGSWXSRIERHW]RXLIXMGWMHMRK1IHMYQWM^IHPSXWVIWYPXIHMREPS[IVHIRWMX]SJ
structures immediately surrounding the park. Further research should be undertaken to determine the
historical relationship between the surrounding houses and the park itself. (;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)
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BCA, 2016.
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EIGHT SISTERS HOUSES AREA
The Eight Sisters Houses Area includes the sites of eight (seven extant) houses on Chestnut Street (built
G F]FVSXLIVWMRPE[%QIVXSR=EPIERH7XITLIR'EVI]8LIWILSYWIWEVIKSSHI\EQTPIWSJXLI
'EVTIRXIV+SXLMGERH7XMGOWX]PIW3JXLIWIZIRVIQEMRMRKLSYWIWXLVII[IVIWYVZI]IHF]±4VIWIVZEXMSR
1SRXGPEMV² ERH'LIWXRYX7XVIIX ERH'LIWXRYX7XVIIX FYMPX [EWWYFWIUYIRXP]PMWXIH
on the State Register. (7XEOILSPHIV-HIRXM½IH)

Township of Montclair Department of Planning & Community Development, 2016.
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ERWIN PARK EXTENSION
8LI)V[MR4EVO)\XIRWMSRMRGPYHIWX[STVSTIVXMIW1MHPERH%ZIRYI FYMPX ERH1MHPERH%ZIRYI
FYMPX 1MHPERH%ZIRYIMWXLIJSVQIVLSQISJ,SVEGI'ERH1EVMSR1SWIW,SVEGI[SVOIHEWE
salesman for Wood & Selick, a bakery supply company, and eventually became an executive at the company.
197 Midland Avenue is the former home of William and Jennie Powell. William was an executive at a New
York hosiery company. These properties have not been formally surveyed. (7XEOILSPHIV-HIRXM½IH)

7RZQVKLSRI0RQWFODLU'HSDUWPHQWRI3ODQQLQJ &RPPXQLW\'HYHORSPHQW
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ESTATE AREA
The Estate Area was developed by wealthy Montclair residents between the late 19th and the early 20th
GIRXYVMIW8LIEVIEGSRWMWXWSJSRIXSXLVIIWXSV]WMRKPIJEQMP]LSYWIWFYMPXSRPEVKIPSXWWIXJEVFEGOJVSQ
XLIWXVIIX8LIEVIE´WPS[HIRWMX]HMWXMRKYMWLIWMXJVSQXLIPEVKIVWYVVSYRHMRKVIWMHIRXMEPGSRXI\X%PXLSYKL
XLI)WXEXI%VIEI\LMFMXWE[MHIVERKISJEVGLMXIGXYVEPWX]PIWERHJIEXYVIWXLIEVIEVI¾IGXWEYRMUYITEXXIVR
of development and siting. Prominent architectural materials within the area include wood, brick, and stucco.
'SQQSREVGLMXIGXYVEPWX]PIWMRGPYHI5YIIR%RRI7LMRKPI8YHSV6IZMZEPERH'SPSRMEP6IZMZEP Working
+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)

BCA, 2016.
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FAIRWAY-SQUIRE HILL-YANTACAW AREA
8LI*EMV[E]7UYMVI,MPP=ERXEGE[%VIE[EWFYMPXFIX[IIRERHERHGSRWMWXWSJWMRKPIJEQMP]LSYWIW
with varying dates of construction, scale, lot sizes, and architectural styles. Tuers Park is also located in the
GIRXIVSJXLIEVIEWYVZI]IH8LI*EMV[E]7UYMVI,MPP=ERXEGE[%VIE[EWSVMKMREPP]XLIPSGEXMSRSJXLI9TTIV
1SRXGPEMV+SPJ'PYFXLIEVIE[EWVIHIZIPSTIHMRXLIWERH,IPPIV;E][EWGYXXLVSYKLEXXLEXXMQI
Further study should be undertaken to investigate the architectural identity and expression of historic
GSRXI\XMRXLI*EMV[E]7UYMVI,MPP=ERXEGE[%VIE ;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)
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BCA, 2016.
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FROG HOLLOW AREA
8LI*VSK,SPPS[%VIE[EWSVMKMREPP]HIZIPSTIHFIX[IIRXLIQMHXLERHXLIIEVP]XLGIRXYVMIW8LI
EVIEGSRWMWXWSJX[SXSXLVIIWXSV]WMRKPIJEQMP]LSYWIWFYMPXQSWXP]MREZIVREGYPEV(YXGL6IZMZEPWX]PI8LI
LSYWIWEVIWMXIHSRWQEPPPSXWERHEVIWIXWPMKLXP]FEGOJVSQXLIWXVIIXJEGMRKPSXPMRIWMRERMVVIKYPEVQERRIV
Wood was the predominant historic building material. However, most houses in the area have been altered
with synthetic siding, aluminum replacement windows, or other contemporary elements. Frog Hollow was
LSQIXSEZEVMIX]SJMQQMKVERXTSTYPEXMSRWEJXIVXLIWIGSQQYRMXMIWI\TERHIHJVSQJSVQIVQMPP[SVOIVW´
housing in the South End. Although the area exhibits low architectural integrity, further research on the social
WMKRM½GERGISJ*VSK,SPPS[MWVIGSQQIRHIH ;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)

BCA, 2016.
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FAIRWAY-GREENVIEW-BELLEGROVE AREA
8LI*EMV[E]+VIIRZMI[&IPPIKVSZI%VIEGSRWMWXWTVMQEVMP]SJWMRKPIJEQMP]LSYWIWFYMPXMRXLIPEXIWERH
W8LI±4VIWIVZEXMSR1SRXGPEMV²WYVZI]MRGPYHIHXLIJSPPS[MRKLMWXSVMGTVSTIVXMIWPSGEXIH[MXLMR
XLIEVIE8LI*EMV[E] 8YHSVWX]PIFYMPX +VIIRZMI[;E] 'PEWWMGEP6IZMZEPWX]PIFYMPX 
&IPPIKVSZI(VMZI +ISVKMER6IZMZEPWX]PIFYMPX +VSZI7XVIIX FYMPX 8LI+VIIRZMI[
&IPPIKVSZI%VIEMWHI½RIHMRTEVXF]MXWVIPEXMZIP]LMKLGSRGIRXVEXMSRSJ8YHSV6IZMZEPWX]PILSYWIW8LIEVIE
EPWSGSRXEMRWEWHIZIPSTQIRXXLEXGSRWMWXWSJWIZIVEP'PEWWMGEP6IZMZEPWX]PILSYWIW%TSVXMSRSJXLI
WMXISJXLI*EMV[E]+VIIRZMI[&IPPIKVSZI%VIE[EWSVMKMREPP]TEVXSJXLI9TTIV1SRXGPEMV'SYRXV]'PYFERH
PEXIVXLI)PQ&VSSO+SPJ'SYVWI ;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)
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HITCHCOCK PLACE AREA
8LI,MXGLGSGO4PEGI%VIE[EWHIZIPSTIHMR8LILSYWIWMRXLMWEVIEEVIGLEVEGXIVM^IHF]XLIMVPSGEXMSR
within a cohesive development, a single shared date of construction, and a repetitive architectural form, all
of which clearly distinguish Hitchcock Place from its immediate residential context. The area consists of
X[SWXSV]WMRKPIJEQMP]LSYWIWMREX]TMGEPTSWX[EVWTPMXPIZIPQMRMQEPXVEHMXMSREPWX]PI;SSHERHW]RXLIXMG
siding are the prominent materials. (;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)

BCA, 2016.
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HOLLYWOOD AVENUE AREA
8LI,SPP][SSH%ZIRYI%VIE[EWFYMPXFIX[IIRERHERHGSRWMWXWSJX[SWXSV]WMRKPIJEQMP]
LSYWIWFYMPXQSWXP]MRE(YXGL'SPSRMEP6IZMZEPWX]PIERHSJXIRJIEXYVMRKERYTTIVLEPJWXSV]7QEPPPSXWTPEGI
the houses in close proximity to each other, and small front lawns set the houses back slightly from the
WXVIIX7XVIIXWMRXLITVSTSWIHHMWXVMGXEVIPMRIH[MXLXVIIWERHJIEXYVIWMHI[EPOWSJFSXLFPYIWXSRI¾EKWERH
concrete. Further research should be undertaken to determine the extent to which houses in the area share
a historic pattern of development. (;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)
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LABEL STREET WORKER HOUSING AREA
The Label Street Worker Housing Area contains several properties on Friendship Place, Fidelity Place, and
Oak Place that were once used as worker housing for the nearby Crump Label Factory near Label Street in
the 19th century. Label Street itself, including buildings associated with the historic Crump Label Factory, is
included within the proposed Walnut Street Area noted below. (7XEOILSPHIV-HIRXM½IH)

Township of Montclair Department of Planning & Community Development, 2016.
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MONTCLAIR HEIGHTS AREA
8LI1SRXGPEMV,IMKLXW%VIEMWRSXEFPIJSVQER]WXVYGXYVIWXLEXVI¾IGXXLI8S[RWLMT´W(YXGLLMWXSV]
These properties include the former Montclair Heights Reformed Church at 71 Mt. Hebron Road (locally
HIWMKREXIHPERHQEVOFYMPX ERHXLI:ER6I]TIV&SRH,SYWIEX:EPPI]6SEH PSGEPP]HIWMKREXIH
landmark, built 1872). (7XEOILSPHIV-HIRXM½IH)
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OAKCROFT RESIDENTIAL AREA
8LI3EOGVSJX6IWMHIRXMEP4EVO%VIE[EWHIZIPSTIHFIX[IIRERH8LIEVIEGSRWMWXWSJX[SXS
XLVIIWXSV]WMRKPIJEQMP]LSYWIWFYMPXMRE[MHIZEVMIX]SJXVEHMXMSREPWX]PIWMRGPYHMRK8YHSV6IZMZEP5YIIR
Anne, Craftsman, and Colonial Revival. The area was advertised in the early 1900s as the ideal suburban
residential development, and is still characterized today by its large lots, deep front yards, low density, and
XVIIPMRIHWXVIIXW;SSHFVMGOWXYGGSERHGSRGVIXIEVIXLITVMQEV]EVGLMXIGXYVEPQEXIVMEPW8LI
±4VIWIVZEXMSR1SRXGPEMV²WYVZI]JSVQWRSXIWIZIVEPMRHMZMHYEPTVSTIVXMIWSJWTIGMEPWMKRM½GERGI[MXLMRXLI
EVIEMRGPYHMRKEWXVSREYX)H[MR)YKIRI &Y^^ %PHVMR.V´WGLMPHLSSHLSQIEX4VMRGIXSR4PEGI Working
+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)

BCA, 2016.
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SOUTH END AREA
The South End Area is bounded by Lexington Avenue to the north, Lincoln Street to the south, Maple Avenue
XSXLIIEWXERH3VERKI6SEHERH+EXIW%ZIRYIXSXLI[IWX8LIEVIEMRGPYHIWEZEVMIX]SJTVSTIVXMIWXLEX
[IVILMWXSVMGEPP]EWWSGMEXIH[MXL1SRXGPEMV´WPEXIXLGIRXYV]MQQMKVERXGSQQYRMX]ERH[EWSRGIORS[R
EWELSYWMRKGIRXIVJSVXLI8S[RWLMT´WQMPP[SVOIVW6IWMHIRXWSJXLI7SYXL)RHSVMKMREPP]MRGPYHIH2I[
)RKPERHIVW%JVMGER%QIVMGERWERHMQQMKVERXWJVSQ-XEP]-VIPERH+IVQER]ERH7GERHMREZME Stakeholder-HIRXM½IH)
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TOWNSHIP PARKS
1YRMGMTEPP]S[RIH8S[RWLMTTEVOW[EVVERXERMRXIRWMZIPIZIPWYVZI]EWEWMKRM½GERXKVSYTSJLMWXSVMG
resources. Nishuane, Essex, Edgemont, Rand, Sunset, Tuers, and Yantacaw Parks share themes, trends, and
TEXXIVRWSJLMWXSV]XLEXPMROXLIQMRXSEYRM½IHLMWXSVMGGSRXI\XVIPEXIHXSXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJ1SRXGPEMV
7MKRM½GERXQERQEHIJIEXYVIWI\LMFMXIHXLVSYKLSYX1SRXGPEMV´WTEVOW]WXIQMRGPYHITSRHWJSYRXEMRW
SVKERM^IHTPERXMRKWFIRGLIWQSRYQIRXWERHWXEXYIWWGYPTXYVISTIRVIGVIEXMSREPWTEGIERHWTSVXW½IPHW
TPE]KVSYRHWERHSXLIVTYFPMGJEGMPMXMIW%PXLSYKLMRKIRIVEPXLIWITEVOWLEZIFIIRQSHM½IHSZIVXMQIXS
QIIXXLI8S[RWLMT´WGSRXIQTSVEV]STIRWTEGIERHVIGVIEXMSREPRIIHWXLI]RIZIVXLIPIWWVIXEMRWMKRM½GERX
historic design features. (;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)

BCA, 2016.
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TREMONT PLACE AREA
The Tremont Place Area was primarily developed between 1900 and 1929 by Louise and Otto Hinck, the
children of Christopher Hinck, who had originally developed the area between Watchung Avenue and
'LIWXRYX7XVIIXXSXLIRSVXLIEWXSJXLI8VIQSRX4PEGIEVIE8LIEVIEWXMPPQSWXP]GSRWMWXWSJX[SWXSV]WMRKPI
JEQMP]LSYWIWFYMPXMRXLI(YXGL'SPSRMEP6IZMZEPWX]PISJXIR[MXLERYTTIVLEPJWXSV]8LILSYWIWJIEXYVI
HMWXMRGXMZIIRXV]TSVXMGSWFVMGOWXSSTWKEQFVIPSVKEFPIVSSJWERHWM\SZIVSRI[MRHS[W;SSHERHFVMGO
are the primary architectural materials within the area. (;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)
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UPPER MONTCLAIR COMMUTER AREA
The Upper Montclair Commuter Area was primarily built between 1900 and 1929, and exhibits several
HMWXMRGXTLEWIWSJLSYWMRKHIZIPSTQIRXMRXIRHIHXSEGGSQQSHEXI1SRXGPEMV´WWMKRM½GERXGSQQYXIV
TSTYPEXMSR8LIEVIEGSRWMWXWSJX[SXSXLVIIWXSV]WMRKPIJEQMP]LSYWIW[MXLPEVKIJVSRXTSVGLIWFYMPXMR
EZEVMIX]SJXVEHMXMSREPWX]PIWMRGPYHMRK5YIIR%RRI'VEJXWQERERH'SPSRMEP6IZMZEP,SYWIW[MXLMRXLI
EVIEEVIGLEVEGXIVM^IHF]XLIMVQIHMYQWM^IHPSXWJVSRX]EVHWERHWMXMRKSR[MHIWXVIIXW8LITVMQEV]
architectural materials in the area are wood, brick, stucco, and synthetic siding. (;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)

BCA, 2016.
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VICTORIA TERRACE AREA
8LI:MGXSVME8IVVEGI%VIEGSQTVMWIWEGSLIWMZIHIZIPSTQIRXSVMKMREPP]GSRWXVYGXIHMR8LIHIZIPSTQIRX
MWGLEVEGXIVM^IHF]X[SWXSV]WMRKPIJEQMP]LSYWIWFYMPX[MXLEVIGXERKYPEVTPERERHWTPMXPIZIPJSVQ8LI
LSYWIWMRXLI:MGXSVME8IVVEGI%VIE[IVIFYMPXSRWQEPPPSXWMREVIPEXMZIP]HIRWIGSRGIRXVEXMSREPSRKEGYPHI
sac and set back slightly from the street, with short driveways and, in many cases, attached garages. In general
the houses were built on an inclined landscape. Architectural materials common in the area include wood,
brick, and synthetic siding. Further investigation may indicate the extant to which the houses successfully
convey their unique historic context, which is otherwise well documented. (;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)
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WALDEN PLACE AREA
8LI;EPHIR4PEGI%VIEMRGPYHIW;EPHIR4PEGIERH;EPHIR4PEGI FSXLFYMPXG ;EPHIR4PEGIMW
the former home of Walter and Marion Lloyd. Walter Lloyd was in the leather business and was a trustee
of the nearby Montclair Art Museum, to which he donated several artifacts and a collection of pottery. Five
Walden Place is also associated with the Lloyd family. (7XEOILSPHIV-HIRXM½IH)

Township of Montclair Department of Planning & Community Development, 2016.
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WALNUT STREET & WALNUT STREET BUSINESS AREA
The Walnut Area was built between the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The area consists of a wide
VERKISJFYMPHMRKX]TIWMRGPYHMRKWMRKPIERHQYPXMJEQMP]LSYWIWGSQQIVGMEPWXVYGXYVIWETEVXQIRXFYMPHMRKW
railroad infrastructure, and industrial development. The area exhibits a wide range of architectural styles,
MRGPYHMRK5YIIR%RRI'VEJXWQERERHZEVMSYWXLGIRXYV]6IZMZEPWX]PIW&VMGO[SSHWXYGGSW]RXLIXMG
siding, concrete, and terra cotta are the predominant materials in the area. The Walnut Street Area
demonstrates a unique architectural identity, and is known for its historic association with the development
of the railroad and nearby commuter housing. The 2016 Field Survey indicated that buildings within the area
exhibit a moderate level of integrity. Further research may determine the extent to which original building
fabric survives. (;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)
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WHEELER STREET AREA
The Wheeler Street Area was primarily built between 1900 and 1929. The area has a more dense urban
GLEVEGXIVXLERXLIWYVVSYRHMRKRIMKLFSVLSSHWERHQSWXP]GSRWMWXWSJX[SXSXLVIIWXSV]QYPXMJEQMP]
dwellings built close to the lot line with small front yards and stoops. Common architectural styles include
(YXGL'SPSRMEP6IZMZEP5YIIR%RRIERH'PEWWMGEP6IZMZEP4VSQMRIRXEVGLMXIGXYVEPQEXIVMEPWMRXLIEVIE
include brick, wood, and stucco. (;SVOMRK+VSYT-HIRXM½IH)

BCA, 2016.
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WILDWOOD AVENUE AREA
8LI;MPH[SSH%ZIRYI%VIE[EWTVMQEVMP]FYMPXFIX[IIRERH3ZIVEPPXLIEVIEGSRWMWXWSJX[SXS
three story houses that exhibit a range of architectural styles and features. The houses are set back from
the streets on lots that vary from medium to small in size. A number of these properties are Dutch Colonial
6IZMZEPWX]PIVIWMHIRGIWXLEXI\LMFMXWMQMPEVEVGLMXIGXYVEPJIEXYVIWEWTVSTIVXMIWPSGEXIHMRXLI8VIQSRX%VIE
Like in Tremont, these houses feature distinctive entry porticos, brick stoops, and gambrel or gable roofs. A
RYQFIVSJLSYWIWSR7YQQMX%ZIRYILEZITVSQMRIRXJVSRXKEFPIWXLEXHSQMREXIXLIWXVIIXJEGMRKJEpEHI
[LMGLMWEHMWXMRGXMZIJIEXYVIGLEVEGXIVMWXMGSJIEVP]XLGIRXYV]8YHSV6IZMZEPWX]PILSYWIW8LITVMQEV]
architectural materials in the area are wood, brick, stucco, stone, and synthetic siding. (Working Group-HIRXM½IH)
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-RHMZMHYEP,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIW-HIRXM½IH&]0SGEP7XEOILSPHIVWJSV,4)PIQIRX
1MHPERH%ZIRYI FYMPX
The former home of Frank L. and Alice Brewer
demonstrates aspects of the Craftsman style popular
throughout Montclair, and is characterized by its
wide front porch, pedimented entry, and elaborate
ornamentation. Frank Brewer served as President of
XLI1SRXGPEMV%VX1YWIYQJVSQXS8LI
property is located adjacent to the Erwin Park Historic
District, and has high architectural integrity.

6SWIQEV]%PPIR,SYWI :EPPI]6SEHFYMPX 
This is the former home of the Allen family. Mary
Rice Hayes Allen was president of the Montclair
chapter of the NAACP, and on one notable occasion
worked to racially integrate the Montclair High School
KVEHYEXMSRPMRIMRMRGSR¾MGX[MXLXLIHMWXVMGX´W
practice of school segregation at the time. Rosemary
Allen is featured in the Montclair Historical Society
documentary “A Place to Become.”

Community Baptist Church
%1ETPI%ZIRYIFYMPXG
The Community Baptist Church was founded in 1921
as the Calvary Baptist Church and incorporated as the
2I['EPZEV]&ETXMWX'LYVGLMR8LIGLYVGLMWE
SRIERHELEPJWXSV]FVMGOFYMPHMRK[MXLEJVSRXKEFPI
VSSJ[MXLHIITWPMKLXP]¾EVIHIEZIW8LIFYMPHMRKLEW
been faced with rusticated stone that has been painted
and is clad with wood shingles underneath the front
KEFPIWYKKIWXMRKERMR¾YIRGIMRMXWHIWMKRJVSQXLI
4MGXYVIWUYIWX]PIQSVIGSQQSRP]WIIRMR1SRXGPEMV´W
TVMZEXILSQIW8LIGLYVGL´WGIRXVEPIRXV]TVSNIGXW
JVSQXLITPERISJXLIJEpEHIERHIGLSIWXLIVSSJMRMXW
HIWMKR8LIGLYVGL´WGIRXVEPXS[IVMWGPEHMRWXSRI
Township of Montclair Department of Planning & Community Development, 2016.
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*MVWX'SRGVIXI,SYWI :EPPI]6SEHFYMPX 
8LMWMWERIEVP]X[SWXSV]GSRGVIXILSYWIFYMPXF]
the American Building Company using innovative
molds designed by Montclair resident Frank Lambie.
Several hundred more houses like this one were
eventually built along the east coast. Lambie built
ERSXLIVGSRGVIXILSYWIMR1SRXGPEMVEX2SVXL
Mountain Avenue (built 1912), which was listed in the
State Register and is also located within the proposed
Oakcroft Residential Park Area discussed separately.

+VSZI7XVIIX4YQTMRK7XEXMSR
IEWXWSYXLSJ+VSZI7XVIIXEX1SRXGPEMV'PMJXSR
8S[RWLMTFSYRHEV]FYMPXG
8LI+VSZI7XVIIX4YQTMRK7XEXMSRMWEWQEPPKEFPIVSSJ
FVMGOFYMPHMRKXLEXSRGILSYWIHSRISJ1SRXGPEMV´W
[EXIVTYQTMRKWXEXMSRW8LI+VSZI7XVIIX4YQTMRK
7XEXMSR[EWMRSTIVEXMSRJVSQXS

Montclair Public Library
7SYXL*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYIFYMPX
The Montclair Public Library was built to replace
smaller libraries in the area. The library was built in the
International style and features a curtain wall made
YTSJFVMGOKPEWWERHWXIIPIPIQIRXW8LIFYMPHMRK´W
extensive glazing and spacious entrance courtyard
paved with brick and concrete create a sense of
STIRRIWWEXXLIWMXI8LIFYMPHMRK´WTVSQMRIRXWXIIP
QYPPMSRWERHXLIGSYVX]EVH´WTEZIHKVMHIWXEFPMWLE
RIEXP]SVHIVIHGSQTSWMXMSR[MXLXLIFYMPHMRK´WPEVKI
cylindrical volume to the south.

Township of Montclair Department of Planning & Community Development, 2016.
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+ISVKI;±1YPI²,EEW,SYWI
:EPPI]6SEHFYMPX
8LIJSVQIVLSQISJ+ISVKI;±1YPI²,EEW 
 E1ENSV0IEKYI&EWIFEPP4PE]IVI\LMFMXW
IPIQIRXWSJXLI5YIIR%RRIERH7LMRKPIWX]PIW1YPI
Haas grew up in Montclair, played baseball at Montclair
High School, and won a World Series title with the
4LMPEHIPTLME%XLPIXMGWMRERHEKEMRMR

2MWLYERI7GLSSP 'IHEV%ZIRYIFYMPXG
2MWLYERI7GLSSPMWEX[SERHELEPJWXSV]FE]
Classical Revival brick schoolhouse. The principle
JEpEHIMWHIQEVGEXIHF]EQSRYQIRXEPIRXVERGI
TSVXMGSWXSRIWXVMRKGSYVWIWHSYFPIWXSV]FVMGO
pilasters, and a modillioned cornice.

St. Peter Claver Roman Catholic Church
)PQ[SSH%ZIRYIFYMPXG
The St. Peter Claver Roman Catholic Church was
founded as a mission serving the African American
GSQQYRMX]ERH[EW½VWXHIHMGEXIHMR8LI
SRIWXSV]FVMGOFYMPHMRK´WVIPEXMZIP]WMQTPIWXVIIXJEGMRK
JEpEHIMRGPYHIWEPEVKISGYPEV[MRHS[FVSR^IIRXVERGI
HSSVW[MXL½KYVEPVIPMIJERHHIGSVEXMZIFVMGOJVEQI
minimal fenestration, and a gable roof with short eaves.
The church has a rectilinear central tower topped with
a cross.

Township of Montclair Department of Planning & Community Development, 2016.
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Union Baptist Church
1MHPERH%ZIRYIFYMPXG
The Union Baptist Church was founded in 1887 by
1SRXGPEMVVIWMHIRXW[LSWITEVEXIHJVSQ7X1EVO´W
Methodist Church. Reverend Love arrived at the
church in 1898 and advocated for home ownership
among the African American community. The building
currently on the site is immediately adjacent to the
8S[R'IRXIV,MWXSVMG(MWXVMGX8LIXLVIIWXSV]
Romanesque church is built of brick laid in a Flemish
bond, and is characterized by its irregular massing,
EXMPIVSSJSGYPEV[MRHS[MRXLIQEMRJEpEHIERHE
prominent stone belt course. The arched entry portico
has a simple stone cornice and stone voussoirs.

8MIVRI]´W8EZIVR :EPPI]6SEHFYMPX
8MIVRI]´W8EZIVR[EWFYMPXEWERI\XIRWMSRSJXLI
I\MWXMRKLSQIEX:EPPI]6SEH FYMPXG 8LI
SVMKMREPXEZIVR[EWEGVSWWXLIWXVIIXEX:EPPI]
6SEH FYMPX 8LIYTTIVPIZIPVSSJEHNEGIRXXSXLI
parking lot is at an odd angle, which corresponds to
XLIVMKLXSJ[E]JSVETVSTSWIHVEMP[E]PMRIXLEX[EW
RIZIVFYMPX8MIVRI]´W8EZIVRMWEHNEGIRXXSXLI1SYRXEMR
Historic District, and has not been formally surveyed.
The building was built in the Tudor Revival style, with
GLEVEGXIVMWXMGWXYGGSERHWMQYPEXIHLEPJXMQFIVMRK8LI
FYMPHMRK´WTVSNIGXMRKKEFPIJVSRXMWIQTLEWM^IHXLVSYKL
MXWWITEVEXMSRMRTPERIJVSQXLIWXVIIXJEGMRKJEpEHI
&VMGOTMIVWHIQEVGEXIXLIFYMPHMRK´WGSVRIVWERHQEMR
entrance.

Trinity Presbyterian Church
,MKL7XVIIXFYMPXG
The Trinity Presbyterian Church was built c. 1900
ERHLEWLSYWIHMXWGYVVIRXGSRKVIKEXMSRWMRGI
8LIGLYVGLMWGLEVEGXIVM^IHF]MXWWXYGGSJEpEHIHIIT
IEZIWFVEGOIXWGVSWWKEFPIVSSJERHTVSQMRIRXSGYPEV
[MRHS[W:IVXMGEPGSYVWIWSJYRWXYGGSIHFVMGOWYKKIWX
quoining and give the building a vertical emphasis.

Township of Montclair Department of Planning & Community Development, 2016.
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Watchung School
+EVHIR7XVIIXFYMPXG
;EXGLYRK7GLSSPMWEX[SERHELEPJWXSV]FE]
'PEWWMGEP6IZMZEPFVMGOWGLSSPLSYWI8LIQEMRJEpEHI
features an asymmetrical fenestration pattern, while
repeated stone voussoirs, vertical arrangements of
corbelled brick, an expansive cornice with modillions,
ERHEQEMRIRXVERGIJVEQIHF]EWIQMIRKEKIH
Classical portico with a central fanlight lend a sense of
FEPERGIXSXLIQEMRJEpEHI

7RZQVKLSRI0RQWFODLU'HSDUWPHQWRI3ODQQLQJ &RPPXQLW\'HYHORSPHQW
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6.3. Integrity and Existing Conditions Issues for Historic Properties in the Township
8LIGSRGITXSJMRXIKVMX]VIJIVWXSELMWXSVMGVIWSYVGI´WEFMPMX]XSI\TVIWWXLIMRXIRXMSRWSJMXWHIWMKRIVW
XLVSYKLXLIQEXIVMEPWSJMXWGSRWXVYGXMSR%LMWXSVMGVIWSYVGI´WTIVMSHSJWMKRM½GERGILIPTWHIXIVQMRI[LMGL
aspects of its history are worth preserving. Historic buildings, structures, objects, sites, and districts exhibit
varying degrees of integrity. Integrity measures the level of accuracy with which a historic resource can
FIMRXIVTVIXIHJSVXLITYFPMG8LILMKLIVELMWXSVMGVIWSYVGI´WPIZIPSJMRXIKVMX]XLIQSVIWMKRM½GERXMWMXW
GSRXVMFYXMSRXSSYVYRHIVWXERHMRKSJMXWTIVMSHSJWMKRM½GERGI-RXIKVMX]MWGSQQSRP]IZEPYEXIHF]REXMSREP
state, and municipal regulatory agencies according to the set of criteria established by the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.
8SHE]1SRXGPEMV´WLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWI\LMFMXE[MHIVERKISJLMWXSVMGMRXIKVMX]8LVSYKLXLIIJJSVXWSJXLI,4'
the integrity of many historic properties has been protected through designation as individual landmarks
or as part of historic districts. In particular, locally designated historic resources are well protected against
XLVIEXWXSXLIMVMRXIKVMX],S[IZIVPEVKIWGEPIRI[HIZIPSTQIRXERHMRHMZMHYEPTVSTIVX]EPXIVEXMSRWEVIER
YREZSMHEFPIEWTIGXSJXLI8S[RWLMT´WKVS[XLERHLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWGERFIRIKEXMZIP]MQTEGXIHEWEVIWYPX
Some Montclair residents feel that the historic integrity of their neighborhoods is threatened by encroaching
HIZIPSTQIRXMRVIWMHIRXMEPEVIEWSVF]MRWIRWMXMZIVIHIZIPSTQIRXMRXLI8S[RWLMT´WLMKLXVEJ½GGSQQIVGMEP
centers that has resulted in the demolition of historic structures. (See Public Comment on 2016 HP Element
in Appendix E.)
On a smaller scale, many historic resources that have not been designated by the Township have been harmed
by incompatible alterations. 'SQQSREPXIVEXMSRWWIIRXLVSYKLSYXXLI8S[RWLMTXSHE]MRGPYHIRSRSVMKMREP
WMHMRKVITPEGIQIRX[MRHS[WERHVSSJWERHEHHMXMSRWXLEXWMKRM½GERXP]MQTEGXXLILMWXSVMGGLEVEGXIVSJXLI
VIWSYVGI 7II7IGXMSR4SXIRXMEP,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIW-HIRXM½IHJSVXLI,4)PIQIRX ,MWXSVMG
resources listed or eligible for listing on the State and National Registers are particularly vulnerable to
MRGSQTEXMFPIEPXIVEXMSRW8LIWIVIWSYVGIWLEZIHIQSRWXVEXIHLMWXSVMGERHEVGLMXIGXYVEPWMKRM½GERGIFYXEVI
not regulated under the Township Historic Preservation Ordinance and therefore, not subject to regulatory
oversight by the HPC. With these integrity and existing conditions issues in mind, it will be important for
the Township to maintain an appropriate balance between preserving historic resources and meeting the
requirements for new housing and other necessary development.
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7. SUCCESSES AND ISSUES
RELATED TO HISTORIC
PRESERVATION IN THE
TOWNSHIP
7.1. Successes of Historic Preservation in the Township
7MRGIEHSTXMRKXLI½VWX,4)PIQIRXSJMXW1EWXIV4PERMRXLI8S[RWLMTLEWEGLMIZIHRYQIVSYW
successes in historic preservation, including:
1. -REWVIGSQQIRHIHMRXLI,4)PIQIRXXLI8S[RWLMTIREGXIHE,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR
3VHMRERGIXLEXVIGSKRM^IWERHTVSXIGXW1SRXGPEMV´WLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWXLVSYKLXLIETTPMGEXMSRSJ
established criteria to municipal designation and review procedures.
2. 7MRGIXLI8S[RWLMTLEWHIWMKREXIHMRHMZMHYEPTVSTIVXMIWERHJSYVLMWXSVMGHMWXVMGXWEWPSGEP
landmarks.
 The Township has protected individual properties and properties within historic districts that have been
HIWMKREXIHEWPSGEPPERHQEVOWXLVSYKLXLI,4'´WVIZMI[SJ%TTPMGEXMSRWJSV1MRSV;SVO'IVXM½GEXIWSJ
Appropriateness, and proposed new development.
 Through the careful review of Redevelopment Plans and their impact on historic resources, the Township
is equipped to ensure that new growth and development is compatible with existing historic fabric.
 -RXLI,4'EHSTXIH,MWXSVMG(IWMKR+YMHIPMRIWXSMRJSVQVIKYPEXSV]VIZMI[SJTVSTSWIH
improvements, rehabilitation work, and alterations to historic structures, helping to ensure that proposed
work is compatible with the historic fabric and character of individual buildings and districts.
6. The HPC compiled a history of Montclair Township that educates the public and fosters community
ETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLI8S[RWLMT´WEVGLMXIGXYVEPERHTPERRMRKLMWXSV]
7. In 2016 the HPC launched the Township of Montclair: Historic Inventory Viewer, an interactive web
mapping application to facilitate public access to Township records and increase public awareness of
1SRXGPEMV´WYRMUYILMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIW
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7.2. Issues Related to Historic Preservation in the Township
(IWTMXIXLIQER]ORS[RFIRI½XWSJLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRXLI8S[RWLMTJEGIWWIZIVEPGLEPPIRKIWXS
successfully preserving all of its existing historic resources, including:
1. Historic resources are at risk from intrusive private sector construction and development projects.
Undesignated resources can be demolished as of right. Designated resources can be demolished after
EHIRMEPSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRJVSQXLI,4'JSPPS[MRKERETTIEPWTVSGIWW 7II7IGXMSR,MWXSVMG
Preservation Ordinance.) New construction in or directly adjacent to a historic district can have
WMKRM½GERXRIKEXMZIZMWYEPIJJIGXWSRI\MWXMRKLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIW
2. 6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERWXLEXJEGMPMXEXITYFPMGTVMZEXITEVXRIVWLMTWEVIEFPIXSWYTIVWIHILMWXSVMG^SRMRK
SZIVPE]WERHHMWVYTXXLII\TVIWWMSRSJERIMKLFSVLSSH´WLMWXSVMGGSRXI\XXLVSYKLRI[GSRWXVYGXMSR
within or adjacent to historic districts.
 %PXIVEXMSRWXLEXGSZIVSVHIWXVS]I\MWXMRKGLEVEGXIVHI½RMRKJIEXYVIWERHQEXIVMEPWGERMVVIZIVWMFP]
YRHIVQMRIERYRHIWMKREXIHLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGI´WIPMKMFMPMX]JSVHIWMKREXMSR1EXIVMEPMRXIKVMX]MWER
important aspect of any historic resource, and is essential for the expression and interpretation of a
LMWXSVMGGSRXI\X 7II7IGXMSR-RXIKVMX]ERH)\MWXMRK'SRHMXMSRW-WWYIWJSV,MWXSVMG4VSTIVXMIWMRXLI
8S[RWLMT 'SQQSREPXIVEXMSRWWIIRXLVSYKLSYXXLI8S[RWLMTHYVMRKXLI½IPHWYVZI]MRGPYHI
RSRSVMKMREPW]RXLIXMGWMHMRKVITPEGIQIRX[MRHS[WERHVSSJWERHMRWIRWMXMZIEHHMXMSRW
 1ER]LMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWERHHMWXVMGXW[MXLMRXLI8S[RWLMTXLEXEVIWMKRM½GERXEXXLI7XEXIERHSV
National levels have not been locally designated by the HPC. Because listing on the State and/or National
Registers is an honorary designation with minimal legal protection, local landmark designation represents
the most effective preservation tool for historic resources. Any historic resources that have not been
locally designated are not subject to design review by the HPC, and are therefore at risk for demolition
or incompatible alteration.
 Previous survey work has focused disproportionately on private residences, while local designation
efforts to date have been limited to commercially oriented districts. As a result of this emphasis, historic
PERHWGETIWWMXIWSFNIGXWERHRSRVIWMHIRXMEPWXVYGXYVIWEVIMRWYJ½GMIRXP]WYVZI]IHERHVIWMHIRGIWEVI
MRWYJ½GMIRXP]TVSXIGXIHEXXLIPSGEPPIZIP
6. Landmark designation on the basis of local social or cultural importance, rather than architectural
WMKRM½GERGIEWTVSZMHIHJSVYRHIVXLI,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSRSVHMRERGILEWRSXFIIR[IPPYXMPM^IHF]XLI
Township.
7. Residents and owners of historic properties are not adequately informed about the designation process,
the associated requirements and opportunities, and the relationship between designation and private
investments. Owner objection has been an obstacle to municipal designation efforts.
8. The Township is faced with a lack of personnel, funding, and other resources necessary to expand its
IJJSVXWXSMHIRXMJ]HIWMKREXIERHQSRMXSVXLI8S[RWLMT´WZEVMIHMRZIRXSV]SJLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIW
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8. HISTORIC PRESERVATION
GOAL AND OBJECTIVES
8.1. Public Engagement for the 2016 HP Element
Presentations on the development of this HP Element were made at regularly scheduled meetings of the HPC
110
SR.YRIERH.YP]1 The purpose of these public presentations was to update both the HPC and
the public on the drafting progress of the HP Element, as well as to solicit feedback from stakeholders for
inclusion in the draft HP Element.
The public presentations described existing information and resources, such as the different levels of
designation of historic resources and the availability of the interactive Historic Inventory Viewer on the
Township website; status updates on work completed; and anticipated next steps in the development of the
HP Element.
At the HPC Public Meeting on July 28, 2016, the public provided comment on the draft HP Element and made
suggestions for strengthening historic preservation in Montclair. (See Appendix E, Public Comment on the
2016 HP Element, for a summary of public comment from this meeting.)
8.2. Historic Preservation Goal and Objectives
The historic preservation goal and related objectives were developed with public participation as part of the
HIZIPSTQIRXSJXLI,4)PIQIRX8LILMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRKSEPVI¾IGXWXLIGSQQYRMX]´WZMWMSRJSVLMWXSVMG
preservation within the Township. The historic preservation objectives are the reasons why the community
seeks to realize the historic preservation goal.
The historic preservation goal is twofold:
•

8SEHZERGIXLITVIWIVZEXMSRSJ1SRXGPEMV´WHMWXMRGXGSQQYRMX]GLEVEGXIVXLVSYKLXLIMHIRXM½GEXMSR
HIWMKREXMSRERHETTVSTVMEXIVILEFMPMXEXMSRSJLMWXSVMGEPP]ERHSVEVGLMXIGXYVEPP]WMKRM½GERXVIWSYVGIWERH

•

To ensure new growth and development aligns with the character of the community.

The historic preservation objectives are as follows:
1. Preservation and protection of historic fabric for present and future generations as a tangible link to the
GSQQYRMX]´WTEWXERHEWEVIGSVHSJXLI8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSV]
2. Promotion of sustainability through the retention of existing historic buildings.
110.
Presentations
were
made
BCA.
1. Presentations
were
made
byby
BCA.
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 'YPXMZEXMSRSJGMZMGETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLI8S[RWLMT´WEVGLMXIGXYVEPWSGMEPERHGYPXYVEPLMWXSV]ERH
stewardship of its historic resources.
 Engagement of the public in preservation activities.
 7EJIKYEVHMRKSJXLI8S[RWLMT´WHMWXMRGXMZIZMWYEPGLEVEGXIVXLVSYKLXLIVIXIRXMSRSJI\MWXMRKVIWSYVGIWERH
the discouragement of the demolition of historic structures.
6. Encouragement of contextually appropriate new design that contributes to a sense of cohesiveness and
QIIXWXLI8S[RWLMT´WRIIHWEWEKVS[MRKGSQQYRMX]
7. Enhancement of historic commercial corridors that attract businesses and cultural institutions.
8. Stimulation of the local economy through the growth of heritage tourism and the creation of jobs
associated with the rehabilitation of historic structures.
9. 4VSXIGXMSRSJTVSTIVX]S[RIVW´MRZIWXQIRXWERHWXVIRKXLIRMRKSJTVSTIVX]ZEPYIWXLVSYKLGEVIJYPHIWMKR
review of alterations and new development.
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations provide a framework for historic preservation in shaping the future of
the Township. These recommendations draw upon existing and potential tools and initiatives to provide
direction for future historic preservation activities. The recommendations work to address current issues
ERHXSEHZERGIXLI8S[RWLMT´WLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRKSEPERHSFNIGXMZIWXLVSYKLMRJSVQEXMSRKEXLIVMRKTSPMG]
implementation, and public outreach. (See Sections 7, Successes and Issues Related to Historic Preservation in
XLI8S[RWLMTERH,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR+SEPERH3FNIGXMZIW
1. Local designation of individual landmarks and historic districts is the strongest level of protection for
historic resources within Montclair. The Township should expand the quantity and quality of locally designated
historic resources by:
a. )\TIHMXMRKXLIHIWMKREXMSRTVSGIWWEWHI½RIHMRXLI8S[RWLMT´W,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGIJSV
MRHMZMHYEPPERHQEVOWERHHMWXVMGXWF]IRWYVMRKXLI8S[RWLMT'SYRGMPIUYMTWXLI,4'[MXLWYJ½GMIRX
staff and resources to prepare new designation nominations in a timely manner.
b. Designating resources that are currently listed in the State and/or National Register as local
landmarks and districts. State and/or NR listed resources have demonstrated historic and
EVGLMXIGXYVEPWMKRM½GERGI8LI2.,43ERH247LEZITVIZMSYWP]EWWIWWIHXLIWIVIWSYVGIWERHEWWYGL
they do not need to be further studied by the HPC for eligibility as local landmarks and districts.
c. 'SRHYGXMRKE8S[RWLMT[MHIWYVZI]XSEWWIWWXLIIPMKMFMPMX]SJLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWJSVPSGEPHIWMKREXMSR
8LMWWYVZI]WLSYPHXEVKIXLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWMHIRXM½IHMRXLMW,4)PIQIRXMRGPYHMRKVIWSYVGIW
determined eligible for listing on the State Register by the NJ HPO, all properties and streetscapes
TVIZMSYWP]WYVZI]IHMR±4VIWIVZEXMSR1SRXGPEMV²EW[IPPEWEVIEWERHVIWSYVGIWRI[P]MHIRXM½IHJSV
XLMW,4)PIQIRX 7II7IGXMSRW¯MR7IGXMSR4VIZMSYWP]-HIRXM½IH,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIWERH
4SXIRXMEP,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIW-HIRXM½IHJSVXLI,4)PIQIRX 
d. Developing stewardship guidelines for the management and rehabilitation of historic streetscapes.
Streetscapes are streets, roads, and alleys and include buildings and spaces between buildings facing
ETYFPMGWXVIIX8LI]EVIGLEVEGXIVM^IHF]TEZMRKYXMPMXMIWWMKRWTYFPMGEVXGYVFWWMHI[EPO¾EKWWXSRI
[EPPWKEXIWWXVIIXJYVRMXYVIERHSXLIVWQEPPWGEPIJIEXYVIWTPERXMRKWERHWXVYGXYVIWWYGLEWFYW
WLIPXIVWERHOMSWOW+YMHIPMRIW[SYPHIRWYVIXLEXLMWXSVMGWXVIIXWGETIWEVILSPMWXMGEPP]QEREKIHERH
protected as contributing features to the distinct community character of the Township.
e. 4VSQSXMRKXLIMHIRXM½GEXMSRHSGYQIRXEXMSRHIWMKREXMSRERHTVIWIVZEXMSRSJPERHWGETIWSFNIGXWERH
RSRVIWMHIRXMEPWXVYGXYVIWWMKRM½GERXEXXLIPSGEPPIZIP,MWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWMRGPYHMRKGSQQIQSVEXMZI
monuments, bridges, railroad infrastructure, and schools have been overlooked in Township
HIWMKREXMSRIJJSVXW'SRWMHIVQYPXMTPIEWTIGXWSJXLIFYMPXIRZMVSRQIRXERHXLIWMKRM½GERGISJE
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variety of resource types and underrepresented historic contexts.
f.

Identify critical view sheds and cultural landscapes in the Township and develop guidelines for their
protection and preservation. View sheds relate to the setting, association, and feeling of a historic
property, which are three of the seven aspects of integrity, as per the National Register of Historic
Places, the National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior. Changes to view sheds may
EPXIVXLIMRXIKVMX]ERHUYMXITSWWMFP]XLIWMKRM½GERGISJELMWXSVMGTVSTIVX]'YPXYVEPPERHWGETIW
are geographic areas, including both cultural and natural resources, associated with a historic event,
activity, or person or exhibiting other cutltural or aesthetic values.

1SRXGPEMV´WI\MWXMRKLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWQEOIERIWWIRXMEPGSRXVMFYXMSRXSMXWHMWXMRGXGSQQYRMX]GLEVEGXIV
8LI8S[RWLMTWLSYPHMQTVSZIXLITVSXIGXMSRSJ1SRXGPEMV´WLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWERHTVSQSXIGSQTEXMFPIRI[
development by:
a. Ensuring that historic preservation zoning overlays are given consideration in areas designated
EW±%VIEWMR2IIHSJ6IHIZIPSTQIRX²MR8S[RWLMTEHSTXIH6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERW'YVVIRXP]
Redevelopment Plans can supersede any zoning provisions already in place, including historic
landmark zoning overlays.
b. Developing sensitive design guidelines for new construction in Township Redevelopment areas that
highlight and enhance the built environment without imitating historic resources.
c. )ZEPYEXMRKJYVXLIVPIKEPSTXMSRWJSVTVIZIRXMRKXLIHIQSPMXMSRSJLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWMHIRXM½IH[MXLMR
this 2016 HP Element.
d. Creating a comprehensive management plan for municipally owned historic properties with
established standards and guidelines for altering, restoring, and rehabilitating these historic resources.
e. 'SRXMRYMRKXSYXMPM^I2I[.IVWI]´WXE\I\IQTXMSRTVSKVEQJSVTVSTIVX]S[RIVW[LSYRHIVXEOI
MQTVSZIQIRXWXSSVXLIVILEFMPMXEXMSRSJLMWXSVMGFYMPHMRKWMRXLI8S[RWLMT8LVSYKL2I[.IVWI]´W
*MZI=IEV)\IQTXMSRERH%FEXIQIRX0E[S[RIVWMREVIEW[LIVIXLI8S[RWLMTLEWEHSTXIHER
EYXLSVM^MRKSVHMRERGIWYGLEWXLVSYKLE6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERGERUYEPMJ]JSVE½ZI]IEVTVSTIVX]
tax exemption or abatement based on the value of improvements to their properties. To date,
XLI8S[RWLMTLEWQEHIJYRHWEZEMPEFPIXLVSYKLXLI*MZI=IEV)\IQTXMSRERH%FEXIQIRX0E[XS
qualifying property owners as part of the Pine Street Redevelopment Plan and the Elm Street/New
1MWWMSR%VIE6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PER 7II7IGXMSR8S[RWLMT6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERWERH'ETMXEP
Improvement Projects.)
f.

%HZERGMRKXLI8S[RWLMT´WWXEXIQERHEXIHEJJSVHEFPILSYWMRKSFPMKEXMSRXLVSYKLXLIVILEFMPMXEXMSR
ERHQEMRXIRERGISJ1SRXGPEMV´WLMWXSVMGFYMPHMRKW-RGPYHITVSZMWMSRWMR8S[RWLMT6IHIZIPSTQIRX
4PERWXLEXTVMSVMXM^IGSRZIVWMSRSJHMWYWIHLMWXSVMGFYMPHMRKWMRXSEJJSVHEFPILSYWMRKELIEHSJSXLIV
VIYWISTXMSRW 7II7IGXMSR8S[RWLMT4PERRMRK4SPMGMIWJSVHMWGYWWMSRSJ1SRXGPEMV´W(IXIVMSVEXIH
Housing Project Redevelopment Plan.)

g. Promoting the use of the federal rehabilitation tax credit program by property owners in the
Township. The rehabilitation tax credit program offers strong incentives for property owners
and developers to consider preserving historic buildings that might otherwise be threatened by
MRGSQTEXMFPIEPXIVEXMSRSVHIQSPMXMSR 7II7IGXMSR-RGIRXMZIWJSV&YMPHMRKW0MWXIHMRSV)PMKMFPI
for the State and National Registers.) The HPC should publicize this program widely and share
MRJSVQEXMSREFSYXMXWFIRI½XW[MXLWXEOILSPHIVW
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h. )RLERGMRKXLI8S[RWLMT´WZMFVERXGSQQIVGMEPGSVVMHSVWXLVSYKLXLIMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJ&YWMRIWW
Improvement Districts and/or Main Street programs. BIDs and Main Street programs promote the
preservation and rehabilitation of existing historic resources and establish standards for unifying
XLIGLEVEGXIVERHHIWMKRSJGSQQIVGMEPFYMPHMRKWERHEVIEW'YVVIRXP]1SRXGPEMV´WSRP]&YWMRIWW
-QTVSZIQIRX(MWXVMGXMWPSGEXIHMRXLI8S[R'IRXIVEPSRK&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYIMRGPYHMRKWXVIXGLIWSJ
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI'LYVGL7XVIIXERH:EPPI]6SEH
i.

Advocating for the reuse of existing housing stock as a sustainable development practice that
GERVIHYGIXLI8S[RWLMT´WGEVFSRJSSXTVMRX7IZIVEPSJXLI8S[RWLMT´W6IHIZIPSTQIRX4PERWLEZI
WYGGIWWJYPP]ETTPMIHLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRXSMRGVIEWIWYWXEMREFMPMX] 7II7IGXMSR8S[RWLMT
Redevelopment Plans and Capital Improvement Projects.)

8LITVIWIVZEXMSRSJLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWIRWYVIWXLITVSXIGXMSRSJXERKMFPIPMROWXSXLI8S[RWLMT´W
architectural, social, and cultural history. The Township should improve public engagement in preservation
activities and cultivate community stewardship of its historic resources through:
a. Furthering educational outreach to property owners, real estate agents, business owners, students,
and other members of the community. Educational outreach should include information on the local
landmark designation process and its impact on homeowners, interpretive programming, promote
XLIRYQIVSYWFIRI½XWSJLMWXSVMGTVIWIVZEXMSRERHTYFPMGM^IFIWXTVEGXMGIWJSVVIWXSVMRKERH
rehabilitating historic resources. Outreach could be conducted in collaboration with the Montclair
Public Library and the Montclair Historical Society or could also be disseminated through local
newspapers and online outlets.
b. 4VSQSXMRKXLIGSQQYRMX]´WYXMPM^EXMSRSJTVIWIVZEXMSRKVERXJYRHMRKERHXE\MRGIRXMZITVSKVEQWJSV
VIWSYVGIWPMWXIHSVIPMKMFPIJSVPMWXMRKMRXLI7XEXIERH2EXMSREP6IKMWXIVWMRGPYHMRKXLI247´WLMWXSVMG
TVIWIVZEXMSRXE\MRGIRXMZITVSKVEQWERHXLI2I[.IVWI],MWXSVMG8VYWX´WG]GPMGEPKVERXJYRHMRK
'SVTSVEXI&YWMRIWW8E\,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR*YRH'ETMXEP4VIWIVZEXMSR+VERXWXLVSYKLXLI
*SYRHEXMSR,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR6IZSPZMRK0SER*YRHERH)QIVKIRG]+VERXERH0SER*YRH
c. Engaging with the community and applying professional best practices to locate and document
historic resources that are potentially worthy of preservation and/or are particularly threatened.
d. )WXEFPMWLMRKETYFPMGTVSKVEQXLEXE[EVHWPSGEPS[RIVWSJRSRPERHQEVOIHI\IQTPEVMP]TVIWIVZIH
rehabilitation, or restored historic properties with an honorary designation that recognizes the
TVSTIVX]S[RIV´WGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIPSGEPGSQQYRMX]ERHTYFPMGM^IWXLIFIRI½XWSJLMWXSVMG
preservation in the Township. Property owners awarded this honorary designation would not be
subject to regulatory review under the Historic Preservation Ordinance.
e. 6IUYIWXMRKETTPMGEFPI+-7HEXEJVSQXLI2.,43ERHMRGSVTSVEXIXLMWHEXEMRXSXLI8S[RWLMT´W
Historic Inventory Viewer.
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1. INCREASING THE LOCAL DESIGNATION OF HISTORIC RESOURCES
Item
Expedite the designation process
by providing additional staff to
support the HPC.
Evaluate and proceed with the
previously prepared nomination
report for the designation of the
Town Center Historic District
West Expansion
Locally designate resources that
are already listed in the State and/
or National Register.
'SRHYGXE8S[RWLMT[MHIWYVZI]
to assess the eligibility of previously
undesignated historic resources for
local designation.
Develop historic streetscape
maintenance guidelines for the
Public Works Division of the
Department of Community
Services.
4VSQSXIXLIMHIRXM½GEXMSRERH
designation of landscapes, objects,
ERHRSRVIWMHIRXMEPWXVYGXYVIW
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Priority

Timeframe
(years)

Responsibility

Objective(s)
Met

High



Township Council

1, 6, 8, 9

High



HPC/PB/Township
Council



High



HPC/Stakeholders



High



HPC/Stakeholders



High



HPC



High



HPC/Stakeholders
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2. PROMOTING A BALANCE BETWEEN PRESERVING EXISTING HISTORIC
BUILDINGS AND ENCOURAGING CONTEXTUALLY APPROPRIATE NEW
DEVELOPMENT
Item
Ensure that historic preservation
zoning overlays are given
consideration in Township
Redevelopment Plans.
Develop context sensitive design
guidelines for new construction
in Township Redevelopment
areas.
Evaluate further legal options
for preventing the demolition
SJLMWXSVMGVIWSYVGIWMHIRXM½IH
within this 2016 HP Element.
Evaluate further legal options for
reviewing exterior changes visible
to the public of those historic
VIWSYVGIWMHIRXM½IHMRXLI
HP Element and not locally
landmarked
Create a comprehensive
management plan for municipally
owned historic properties.
'SRXMRYIXSYXMPM^I2I[.IVWI]´W
½ZI]IEVXE\I\IQTXMSRTVSKVEQ
for property owners who
rehabilitate qualifying properties.
'SRXMRYIXSJYP½PPXLI8S[RWLMT´W
affordable housing obligation
through the rehabilitation of
existing buildings.
Promote the utilization of
the federal rehabilitation tax
GVIHMXTVSKVEQERHXLI2.,8´W
preservation grant funding.
Implement additional Business
Improvement Districts and/or
Main Street programs.

Priority

Timeframe
(years)

Responsibility

Objective(s)
Met

Medium

Ongoing

PB/Township
Council



High



HPC/PB/Township
Council



High



HPC/PB/Township
Council



High



HPC/PB/Township
Council



High



HPC



High

Ongoing

PB/Township
Council



Medium

Ongoing

PB/HPC



High

Ongoing

HPC



Medium



PB/HPC/
Stakeholders
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3. SUPPORTING PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT IN THE STEWARDSHIP OF LOCAL
HISTORIC RESOURCES

Item
Develop educational outreach
and interpretive programming for
students, property owners, real
estate agents, business owners, and
other members of the community.
Establish a public program that
awards responsible owners of
RSRPERHQEVOIHLMWXSVMGTVSTIVXMIW
with an honorary designation.
6IUYIWX+-7HEXEJVSQXLI2.,43
ERHMRGSVTSVEXIMRXSXLI8S[RWLMT´W
Historic Inventory Viewer.
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Priority

Timeframe
(years)

Responsibility

Objective(s)
Met

High



HPC/MPL/MHS/
Stakeholders



Medium



HPC



Low

Included in
HPE

HPC
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11. APPENDICES
The Appendices listed below are available online through the Montclair HPC website:
%+PSWWEV]SJ8IVQW9WIHMRXLI,4)PIQIRX
B. Montclair Historic Preservation Ordinance
'2I[.IVWI]1YRMGMTEP0ERH9WI0E[ 1090 ,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR¯6IPEXIH7IGXMSRW
(*MIPH7YVZI]*SVQW EWGSQTMPIHF]&'%
)4YFPMG'SQQIRXSRXLI,4)PIQIRX
*0MROWXS;IFSV3RPMRI6IWSYVGIW6IJIVIRGIHMR7IGXMSR6IGSQQIRHEXMSRW
• 2478E\-RGIRXMZIWJSV4VIWIVZMRK,MWXSVMG4VSTIVXMIW
• 28,4´W1EMRX7XVIIX%QIVMGE4VSKVEQ
• 1EMR7XVIIX2I[.IVWI]7XEXI'SSVHMREXMRK4VSKVEQ
• Montclair Public Library
• 1SRXGPEMV,MWXSVMGEP7SGMIX]
• New Jersey Historic Trust
• 7XEXISJ2I[.IVWI](ITEVQXRIXSJ)RZMVSRQIRXEP4VSXIGXMSR&YVIEYSJ+-7
+0MROWXS3XLIV4IVXMRIRX4VIWIVZEXMSR6IWSYVGIWMRGPYHMRK
• Township Historic Inventory Viewer
• Township Historic Preservation Design Guidelines
• The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation
• 2I[.IVWI]3J½GISJ7XEXI4PERRMRK1IQSSR,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR
• A Five Minute Look at the New Jersey Register of Historic Places Act
• 2I[.IVWI]'IVXM½IH0SGEP+SZIVRQIRX4VSKVEQ+YMHIPMRIW
• 7YWXEMREFPI.IVWI],MXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR)PIQIRX+YMHIPMRIW
• ,MWXSVMG6IWSYVGIWSJ1SRXGPEMV1YPXMTPI6IWSYVGI%VIE2EXMSREP6IKMWXIV2SQMREXMSR
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“Preservation Montclair” Survey

Table 8. Properties Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982

Block

Lot

Property Location

Year
Built



1

179'SPPIKI,EPP

1908



1006
2806



2801

2701
2701




707
1801
707
707
1801
1801
1806

706
706
701
701
902
706
706
706




802

1

1
1
1
12
29




10

18
19
2

12
11


21
27

16
10
19

19
10
9


16

26

1791SSVILIEH,EPP
100 Mt. Hebron Road
Bradford School
71 Mt. Hebron Road
1 Nassau Road
29 Nassau Road
1EGSTMR%ZIRYI
%PI\ERHIV%ZIRYI
4EVO8IVVEGI
;IPPIWPI]6SEH
)PWXSR6SEH
)PWXSR6SEH
18 Elston Road
+PIR[SSH6SEH
6 Marion Road
;EV½IPH7XVIIX
6 Valley Place
9 Mountain Terrace
7 Mountain Terrace
1SYRXEMR4PEGI
1 Mountain Place
2SVQER6SEH
-R[SSH%ZIRYI
7IRIGE4PEGI
7IRIGE4PEGI
8 Edgecliff Road
)HKIGPMJJ6SEH
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI

1908
1890

1911

1922

1906

1926


1910



1897
1900
1921
1887


1926
1880
1890


1870

1900
1907
1927
1897
1900



Resource Name

The Montclair Heights Reformed Church

+VIIRSYKL,SYWI

4VIWF]1IQSVMEP-VMW+EVHIR,SVXMGYPXYVEP
Center
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Block

Lot

Property Location

1801
1801
1801
706

1006


2702
1801
1801
1801


2801
2710
2708

























62

8
6

67
1

18.01
18.02
17

20
29
6

10
91
100
101




20
20

12
8


26
20
20
26
60
9

Up. Mountain Avenue
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
:EPPI]6SEH
822 Valley Road
798 Valley Road
786 Valley Road
771 Valley Road
710 Valley Road
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
2SV[SSH%ZIRYI
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
Alexander Rear
Riverview Dr. W. R.
Alexander Ave. Rear
Alexander Ave. Rear
Alexander Ave. Rear
Alexander Ave. Rear
Alexander Ave. Rear
)PM^EFIXL6SEH
8YIVW4PEGI
-R[SSH%ZIRYI
60 Heller Way
8LI*EMV[E]
+VIIRZMI[;E]
21 Bellegrove Drive
117 Alexander Avenue
109 Alexander Avenue
108 Alexander Avenue
86 Alexander Avenue
%PI\ERHIV%ZIRYI
20 Alexander Avenue

Year
Built

1900

1880

1860
1890
1861





1926
1917

1900


0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1929

1889

1929


1909

1900

1880


Resource Name
Mountain Avenue Railroad Station

Van Reyper/Bond House
James South King Residence

2SV[SSH%ZIRYI
Von Schmid House

Bonsal Wildlife Preserve
Bonsal Wildlife Preserve
Bonsal Wildlife Preserve
Bonsal Wildlife Preserve
Bonsal Wildlife Preserve
Bonsal Wildlife Preserve
Bonsal Wildlife Preserve

The Sigler Farm
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Table 8. Properties Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
Block

Lot

Property Location







1807
1807
1806
1806
1810
1807
1808










1809
1808


2602
1809









1711

6

12
10
86
2
27
26

7


20
1
2
21



6
8



10




16


7
8
29
9
12



%PI\ERHIV%ZIRYI
8 Alexander Avenue
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
Northeast School
+VSZI7XVIIX
212 Fernwood Avenue
208 Fernwood Avenue
*IVR[SSH%ZIRYI
197 Fernwood Avenue
6 Jerome Place
217 Inwood Avenue
206 Inwood Avenue
-R[SSH%ZIRYI
-R[SSH%ZIRYI
-R[SSH%ZIRYI
'PEVI[MPP%ZIRYI
'PEVI[MPP%ZIRYI
'PEVI[MPP%ZIRYI
'PEVI[MPP%ZIRYI
117 Clarewill Avenue
'PEVI[MPP%ZIRYI
99 Clarewill Avenue
3EO[SSH%ZIRYI
3EO[SSH%ZIRYI
,EHHSR4PEGI
,EHHSR4PEGI
0SVVEMRI%ZIRYI
197 Lorraine Avenue
0SVVEMRI%ZIRYI
0SVVEMRI%ZIRYI
120 Lorraine Avenue
0SVVEMRI%ZIRYI
109 Lorraine Avenue
106 Lorraine Avenue
0SVVEMRI%ZIRYI
0SVVEMRI%ZIRYI
88 Lorraine Avenue
268 Bellevue Avenue

Year
Built

1860
1912
1900


1900
1900
1900
1898

1900
1920
1897
1897

1909
1906
1901
1907
1890
1900
1892
1897
1900
1889

1880

1880
1890
1906
1917
1900
1898
1912
1926
1899
1921

Resource Name
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Block

Lot

Property Location

1711

2602

2602














1712
2606





2606





1707
1708
2607
2607
2607
2606



2
16
27
22

1
21




9
11
12

12


10
26
8
9
12





8

19
11
10

22
21



&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
212 Bellevue Avenue
&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
188 Bellevue Avenue
&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
176 Bellevue Avenue
Bellevue Avenue
160 Bellevue Avenue
&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
118 Bellevue Avenue
117 Bellevue Avenue
&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
&IPPIZYI%ZIRYI
108 Bellevue Avenue
209 Cooper Avenue
207 Cooper Avenue
200 Cooper Avenue
190 Cooper Avenue
187 Cooper Avenue
'SSTIV%ZIRYI
'SSTIV%ZIRYI
169 Cooper Avenue
'SSTIV%ZIRYI
170 Cooper Avenue
'SSTIV%ZIRYI
'SSTIV%ZIRYI
'SSTIV%ZIRYI
101 Cooper Avenue
96 Cooper Avenue
22 Parkside
)HKIQSRX6SEH
178 Summit Avenue
176 Summit Avenue
172 Summit Avenue
7YQQMX%ZIRYI
7YQQMX%ZIRYI

Year
Built
1918
1897
1900



1910
1892
1882

1910

1907
1890
1888
1892
1892

1897

1919
1910

1926
1900
1900
1899
1900
1909
1909



1908
1887
1900
1902



Resource Name
9TTIV1SRXGPEMV4SWX3J½GI

Upper Montclair Library

Marsellis House

Christian Union Congregational Church
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Table 8. Properties Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
Block

Lot

Property Location




2607


1810
706
709

709
709
709
709
602


709
709
2601
1708
1801
1807
2601
2602
2602
2601
2601
2601
2601
1711
1711

1711
1711
1711
1711





6
12


18


8
6
7
9
11
27


27
22
11
8
10

1
2


6
6.01
7


1
29


7
8
9

7YQQMX%ZIRYI
170 Wildwood Avenue
168 Wildwood Avenue
;MPH[SSH%ZIRYI
;MPH[SSH%ZIRYI
128 Wildwood Avenue
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
20 Braemore Road
&VEIQSVI6SEH
Rail Right Of Way
4VMRGIXSR4PEGI
668 Valley Road
661 Valley Road
:EPPI]6SEH
629 Valley Road
%:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
608 Valley Road
:EPPI]6SEH
600 Valley Road
:EPPI]6SEH
Valley Road
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
2SVXLZMI[%ZIRYI
2SVXLZMI[%ZIRYI

Year
Built
1926
1902
1929

1910
1897

1896
1908
1880
1890
1890
1880

1919

1928

1900
1892
1907
1890
1927
1920
1926
1912
1920
1918
1918
1926

1910
1912
1910

1899
1892
1921
1892

Resource Name

The Anchorage

Upper Montclair Railroad Station

'PMJJWMHI,SWI
Cliffside Chapel (St. James Episcopal Church)
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Block

Lot

Property Location


2606









2606






702
702

602





1710
1706







1701



12

1
16
19
1
17
6
1
20
18
22


8
1
22
26
1


29
11
78



10
12
26
6
68
19
16

28
21



2SVXLZMI[%ZIRYI
19 Northview Avenue
2SV[SSH%ZIRYI
(YV]IE6SEH
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
&VEHJSVH%ZIRYI
22 Bradford Avenue
12 Bradford Avenue
-RKPIWMHI6SEH
-RKPIWMHI6SEH
;MPH[SSH%ZIRYI
17 Chester Road
12 Mt.Vernon Road
+SHJVI]6SEH
+SHJVI]6SEH
&VSSO½IPH6SEH
&VSSO½IPH6SEH
+SVHSRLYVWX%ZIRYI
+SVHSRLYVWX%ZIRYI
+SVHSRLYVWX%ZIRYI
+SVHSRLYVWX%ZIRYI
&IZIVPI]6SEH
&IZIVPI]6SEH
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI

Year
Built
1900
1897
1907
1888

1899
1890
1902
1890

1890
1886
1897
1912

1926
1887
1887
1917
1900
1926
1927
1912
1917
1928

1907
1912
1902
1887
1907

1911
1928
1900
1912

1892
1902

Resource Name
S. C. Smith House

C.H. Huestis House

A.J.Varno House

Joseph Bardsley House

Fredrick W. Mayes House
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Table 8. Properties Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
Block

Lot

Property Location







702
702
601
602
601
602

602
602


602

602
602
602



1707
1707
1707
1707
1701
1708
1707
1708
1707
1708
1708

1701






20
8

7


22
26





21

20
18
17



8
7

1
2
7
12


2
11
1



76 Watchung Avenue
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI
160 Watchung Avenue
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
288 Up. Mountain Avenue
287 Up. Mountain Avenue
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
280 Up. Mountain Avenue
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
297 No. Mountain Avenue
287 No. Mountain Avenue
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
19 Princeton Place
18 Princeton Place
4VMRGIXSR4PEGI
4VMRGIXSR4PEGI
7 Princeton Place
)HKIQSRX6SEH
91 Edgemont Road
86 Edgemont Road
77 Edgemont Road

Year
Built

1902
1887
1890
1900


1907
1929

1927


1900
1921
1926
1890

1912
1892
1897
1887
1927
1889
1880
1900
1912
1897

1902
1902
1912

1912
1907
1902
1880
1909
1902

Resource Name

Lambie Concrete House

Archery H. Loomis House
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Block

Lot

Property Location

1709


























1602



















10


8
28.01
27
26
7
20




11
12
27
28

12
22
1
29


2



11




18 Carteret Street
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
261 Park Street
4EVO7XVIIX
2S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
28 Waterbury Road
18 Waterbury Road
;EXIVFYV]6SEH
7 Waterbury Road
;EXIVFYV]6SEH
'LVMWXSTLIV7XVIIX
%'LVMWXSTLIV7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
1 Watchung Avenue
29 Edgewood Road
21 Edgewood Road
10 Edgewood Terrace
6 Rydal Place
'LIWXRYX7XVIIX
'LIWXRYX7XVIIX
'LIWXRYX7XVIIX
'LIWXRYX7XVIIX
11 James Street
9 James Street
20 Van Vleck Street

Year
Built
1912


1900
1897


1890

1887


1916

1912
1907
1902
1902
1899
1900

1897

1887
1800
1892




1907
1912
1926





1887

Resource Name

+EVVEFVERHX,SYWI

'LIWXRYX7XVIIX
Chestnut Street School
11 James Street
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Table 8. Properties Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
Block

Lot

Property Location









































7
27
1
22

21
18


2
2


16
6
12

1.01
16
1
7
12
6
16
20

12
26
27
28
6


19
18
17


26

21 Van Vleck Street
22 William Street
19 William Street
10 William Street
26 Oak Place
11 Talbot Street
*VMIRHWLMT4PEGI
222 Walnut Street
218 Walnut Street
179 Walnut Street
161 Walnut Street
;EPRYX7XVIIX
;EPRYX7XVIIX
;EPRYX7XVIIX
;EPRYX7XVIIX
Walnut Street
6 Depot Square
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
+VE^4EVO
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
120 Highland Avenue
80 Highland Avenue
77 Highland Avenue
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
29 Highland Avenue
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
20 Highland Avenue
19 Highland Avenue
,MKLPERH%ZIRYI
96 Prospect Avenue
86 Prospect Avenue
4VSWTIGX%ZIRYI
60 Prospect Avenue
4VSWTIGX%ZIRYI
4VSWTIGX%ZIRYI

Year
Built
1921
1778

1878
1900

1900
1887
1897
1907



1878
1890
1906
1880
1900
1921



1927
1916
1900
1926

1897

1899
1900
1902
1900
1900

1900
1917
1907
1907

Resource Name

The James Howe House
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Block

Lot

Property Location





1602
1602

1602

1601








1602

1602



















2
10
9
8
20
19

17

8
1

19
10
17
7
6

12
2
8
7
11

1
2
22
21
21
7
10
10
12
29
22
1

7
27

10 Prospect Avenue
206 Up. Mountain Avenue
196 Up. Mountain Avenue
190 Up. Mountain Avenue
181 Up. Mountain Avenue
169 Up. Mountain Avenue
162 Up. Mountain Avenue
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
100 Up. Mountain Avenue
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
67 Up. Mountain Avenue
9T1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
188 No. Mountain Avenue
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
208 No. Mountain Avenue
128 No. Mountain Avenue
118 No. Mountain Avenue
106 No. Mountain Avenue
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZI6IEV
176 Valley Road
170 Valley Road
126 Midland Avenue
116 Midland Avenue
1MHPERH%ZIRYI
1MHPERH%ZIRYI
87 Midland Avenue
1MHPERH%ZIRYI
112 Park Street
4EVO7XVIIX

Year
Built
1900





1910
1919
1962
1912
1910
1897

1882
1916
1877
1887
1870
1907



1800
1917
1902

1887


1922
1887

1890
1892
1890
1887
1899
1897
1872

Resource Name

The Cedars (Henry Fenn House)
Egbert Farm
Lucy Stone House

M.F. Reading Residence
Dr. John R. Mott House
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Block

Lot

Property Location














1608





















1607





26
9
10


17
1
1.01
16

1
2

22

10
2
16
2

1




1





10
12

16
11
8
11
12
1

101 Park Street
100 Park Street
98 Park Street
92 Park Street
89 Park Street
4EVO7XVIIX
77 Park Street
4EVO7XVIIX
111 No. Fullerton Avenue
109 No. Fullerton Avenue
91 Forest Street
117 Forest Street
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI
4EVO[E]
)V[MR4EVO6SEH
16 Erwin Park Road
)V[MR4EVO
)V[MR4EVO
10 Erwin Park
8 Erwin Park
7 Erwin Park
6 Erwin Park
)V[MR4EVO
1 Erwin Park
18 Brunswick Road
16 Bellaire Drive
26 Bellaire Drive
2 Fessler Place
128 Chestnut Street
Montclair High School
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
)HKIQSRX6SEH
)HKIQSRX6SEH
Edgemont School
2 Edgemont Road
Edgemont Park
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH

Year
Built
1887

1887
1880
1887
1907
1897

1892
1890
1897
1902
1922

1897
1897
1892
1887
1902
1900
1909
1900
1901
1906
1909

1902
1880
1880

1897
1907
1921
1926
1892


1870
1906


Resource Name

Joseph Lamb Birthplace

"The House That Lives"

18 Brunswick Road

:EPPI]6SEH
117
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Block

Lot

Property Location










































1
9
8





9
1
17
18
19
28

26
27
28


6
8
2


6
10
10

12

19
28


28

60

&IPZMHIVI4PEGI
'IRXVEP%ZIRYI
271 Midland Avenue
267 Midland Avenue
1MHPERH%ZIRYI
1MHPERH%ZIRYI
1MHPERH%ZIRYI
216 Midland Avenue
208 Midland Avenue
180 Midland Avenue
Rail Right Of Way
192 Park Street
190 Park Street
188 Park Street
162 Park Street
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
+ISVKI-RRIWW7GLSSP
2S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
196 Forest Street
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI
;EXGLYRK%ZIRYI
179 Watchung Avenue
*EMV½IPH7XVIIX
*EMV½IPH7XVIIX
*EMV½IPH7XVIIX
*EMV½IPH7XVIIX
*EMV½IPH7XVIIX
22 Mcdonough Street
1 Dodd Street
2 Dodd Street
10 Euclid Place
;EPRYX7XVIIX
27 Walnut Street
;EPRYX'VIWGIRX
+ISVKI7XVIIX
;EXGLYRK4PE^E
Woodman Field House

Year
Built
1902
1902
1907
1897
1899
1899
1902
1897
1907
1909

1902
1897
1887
1921
1907

1897
1926
1887
1897
1902

1910
1897
1902
1897
1897
1890
1878
1886
1921

1917


1887
1926


Resource Name

Watchung Avenue Railroad Station

4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX

Interest Manor

Sadler Place

Bradner's Pharmacy
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Block

Lot

Property Location




























17


1
12
17
10


11

6
9

29
28
2



21


192 Montclair Avenue
187 Montclair Avenue
1SRXGPEMV%ZIRYI
110 Montclair Avenue
1SRXGPEMV%ZIRYI
1SRXGPEMV%ZIRYI
1SRXGPEMV%ZIRYI
28 Montclair Avenue
27 Montclair Avenue
16 Montclair Avenue Rear
16 Montclair Avenue
8 Montclair Avenue
217 Christopher Street
210 Christopher Street
196 Christopher Street
181 Christopher Street
177 Christopher Street
171 Christopher Street
'LVMWXSTLIV7XVIIX
'LVMWXSTLIV7XVIIX
'LVMWXSTLIV7XVIIX
76 Christopher Street
62 Christopher Street
'LVMWXSTLIV7XVIIX

Year
Built
1912
1897

1899
1900
1880
1880
1870
1880
1887
1887

1916
1918
1907
1917

1902
1872
1912

1902
1907
1887
















20
22

26


2
1.01
60
19

18
17
2

+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
296 Claremont Avenue

1900

1800


1887
1920
1912

1897
1902
1902
1907
1902

Resource Name

'LVMWXSTLIV7XVIIX ,MRGO(IZIPSTQIRX
House)

Melcher House

The Kohout House
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Block

Lot

Property Location






























2210
2210








22
20
19
10

1
6
6


18
27
16
22

7

16



28
6
6
28
19
19
2.01
2






291 Claremont Avenue
289 Claremont Avenue
287 Claremont Avenue
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
271 Claremont Avenue
270 Claremont Avenue
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
206 Claremont Avenue
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
181 Claremont Avenue
178 Claremont Avenue
'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI
107 Claremont Avenue
106 Claremont Avenue
99 Claremont Avenue
6 Highmont Terrace
7 Highmont Terrace
11 Mountainview Place
1SYRXEMRZMI[4PEGI
1SYRXEMRZMI[4PEGI
1SRXEKYI4PEGI
61 Montague Place
1SRXEKYI4PEGI
1SRXEKYI4PEGI
67 Portland Place
4SVXPERH4PEGI
4SVXPERH4PEGI
20 Portland Place
4SVXPERH4PEGI
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI

Year
Built
1890
1887

1887

1907
1890
1870
1862
1870
1929

1887
1907
1881
1897
1881

1926
1892
1900
1887

1907
1887
1897
1890

1892
1870
1880
1916

1890
1896
1767


2209

21


&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
:EPPI]6H&PJH

1912
1912

Resource Name

+ISVKI%1MPPIV,SYWI

&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI 3PH7XEKI'SEGL
Stop)
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Table 8. Properties Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
Block

Lot

Property Location

2209
2209
2208
2209
2210
2208
2208
2208
2211
2211
2211
2211
2212
2212
2212
2212
2212























12
11

10
6

7
8
10
9
8
6
16

9
8
8
1
1
1
2

1
2

9
6
8
10
10.01
11

17
18
1
2

21
22

&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
7I]QSYV7XVIIX
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI

Year
Built

1900
1929

1910
1900
1900
1897
1906

1920




1922
1922
1890
1890
1889
1880
1878

1910

1909

1896
1921
1921
1922
1928
1926


1890

1900
1912

Resource Name
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Block

Lot

Property Location














2208


2208
2206
2207
2206
2206
2207
2206




2206













6


2
21
2


18
7


19
1
1
19
2
6



6
7
2

6

8

22
21

17

6
17

16

&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
1 Lackawanna Plaza
,MPPWMHI%ZIRYI
,MPPWMHI%ZIRYI
,MPPWMHI%ZIRYI
,MPPWMHI%ZIRYI
27 Hillside Avenue
8 Hillside Avenue
88 Church Street
'LYVGL7XVIIX
'LYVGL7XVIIX
68 Church Street
68 Church Street
'LYVGL7XVIIX
'LYVGL7XVIIX
'LYVGL7XVIIX
'LYVGL7XVIIX
'LYVGL7XVIIX
'LYVGL7XVIIX
'LYVGL7XVIIX
8LI'VIWGIRX
8LI'VIWGIRX
8LI'VIWGIRX
22 The Crescent
8LI'VIWGIRX
8LI'VIWGIRX
77 Myrtle Avenue
1]VXPI%ZIRYI
71 Myrtle Avenue
62 Myrtle Avenue
1]VXPI%ZIRYI
1]VXPI%ZIRYI
1]VXPI%ZIRYI
4P]QSYXL7XVIIX
76 Plymouth Street
4P]QSYXL7XVIIX

Year
Built

1892
1912
1890


1897
1907
1860
1900
1926
1926
1898
1920
1878
1878


1928

1929
1921

1911
1890
1917
1887
1917
1902
1900
1887
1907
1860
1902
1901
1880
1922

1907

Resource Name

Montclair Railroad Station

Carnegie Library
First Baptist Church
First Baptist Church (Addition)
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Table 8. Properties Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
Block

Lot

Property Location








2201
2202
2202











2201
2107
2201
2201
2202
2108
2202
2108
2108













12
10

1
6
2

16
18
2
19

18
17
16
7



1

12
11

8


10
8
6
19
20
7

7
6

72 Plymouth Street
71 Plymouth Street
67 Plymouth Street
4P]QSYXL7XVIIX
4P]QSYXL7XVIIX
4P]QSYXL7XVIIX
4P]QSYXL7XVIIX
4P]QSYXL7XVIIX
18 Plymouth Street
16 Plymouth Street
12 Roosevelt Place
181 Union Street
168 Union Street
9RMSR7XVIIX
9RMSR7XVIIX
9RMSR7XVIIX
9RMSR7XVIIX
9RMSR7XVIIX
9RMSR7XVIIX
9RMSR7XVIIX
129 Union Street
119 Union Street
118 Union Street
109 Union Street
9RMSR7XVIIX
9RMSR7XVIIX
90 Union Street
9RMSR7XVIIX
82 Union Street
66 Union Street
9RMSR7XVIIX
9RMSR7XVIIX
9RMSR7XVIIX
9RMSR7XVIIX
9RMSR7XVIIX
29 Union Street
16 Union Street
9 Union Street
9RMSR7XVIIX

Year
Built
1887
1897
1892
1929
1902
1897
1877
1912
1909
1890

1912
1901
1890
1926
1886




1917
1907


1910
1910
1897
1890
1928

1908
1887
1880
1897

1901
1897

1880

Resource Name

Montclair Women's Club
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Block

Lot

Property Location
























1202














2201

20
1
2


9
11

1
16
29
28

22

26



17


22
1

20
17

18

7
8
10
10
16
22

16
18

2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
26 No. Mountain Avenue
2S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
20 No. Mountain Avenue
10 No. Mountain Avenue
7 No. Mountain Avenue
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
8 So. Mountain Avenue
29 So. Mountain Avenue
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
66 So. Mountain Avenue
71 So. Mountain Avenue
72 So. Mountain Avenue
77 So. Mountain Avenue
81 So. Mountain Avenue
88 So. Mountain Avenue
111 So. Mountain Avenue
121 So. Mountain Avenue
127 So. Mountain Avenue
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
8 Francis Place
21 St. Lukes Place
27 St. Lukes Place
2 Clinton Avenue
7 Clinton Avenue
8 Clinton Avenue
'PMRXSR%ZIRYI
18 Clinton Avenue
22 Clinton Avenue
22 Clinton Avenue
'PMRXSR%ZIRYI
'PMRXSR%ZIRYI
10 Orange Road
Hillside School
3VERKI6SEH

Year
Built
1902
1878
1896
1922
1887
1887
1900
1890
1910
1887
1880
1880
1880
1892
1892


1900
1912
1928
1886
1887
1887
1917
1899
1880

1877



1880


1886
1869
1920
1909
1880

Resource Name
8LI+ISVKMER-RR
Charles Shultz House

The Montclair Art Museum

Elizabeth De Luce House
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Table 8. Properties Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
Block

Lot

Property Location


2201












2208



2210
2201
2201
2208
2206






2211
2212



2212
2212


2206

11
17
12
12
7
8

9
2


9
17
17
20
11
21
20
1
9
11
16
19
8



2

2
18
7
8
10

6
27
1
11

108 Orange Road
109 Orange Road
110 Orange Road
110 Orange Road
:EPPI]6SEH
100 Valley Road
99 Valley Road
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
:EPPI]6SEH
22 Valley Road Annex
22 Valley Road
17 Valley Road
8VMRMX]4PEGI
1MHPERH%ZIRYI
1MHPERH%ZIRYI
1MHPERH%ZIRYI
12 Wilde Place
;MPHI4PEGI
7STEVO 'LYVGL7X
7STEVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
4EVO7XVIIX
26 Park Street
4EVO7XVIIX
'SXXEKI4PEGI
18 Cottage Place
2S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
2S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
2S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
2S;MPPS[7XVIIX
7 So. Fullerton Ave
12 So. Fullerton Avenue

Year
Built
1890

1796
1796
1887
1892
1892
1902
1892

1910
1878

1890
1922
1897
1887
1922

1907

1912
1890

1870


1921


1887
1907

1900
1902
1907
1889
1878

Resource Name
The Clark House
Nathaniel Crane House
Israel Crane House

Munn Tavern

Frederick J. Drescher House
A.A. Sigler House

Central Presbyterian Church

Immaculate Conception Church
First Methodist Episcopal Church
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Block

Lot

Property Location

2206







2111
2111
2111





























12
18
16

9


12
1

1
19
28

16

2
10

10
10
9



6


10



2
10
1

19
18
17

7SJYPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZI
61 So. Fullerton Ave
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
*SVIWX7XVIIX
26 Forest Street
19 Forest Street
2S;MPPS[7XVIIX
2S;MPPS[7XVIIX
7S;MPPS[7XVIIX
7S;MPPS[7XVIIX
7S;MPPS[7XVIIX
18 Lackawanna Plaza
20 Lackawanna Plaza
22 Lackawanna Plaza
+VIIR[SSH%ZIRYI
+VIIR[SSH%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
11 Elm Street
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
+VSZI7XVIIX
2 Mulford Lane
207 Union Street
90 Porter Place
86 Porter Place
4SVXIV4PEGI
81 Porter Place
77 Porter Place

Year
Built

1890
1862
1878
1920
1886
1886
1922
1887
1910
1910
1887
1887

1892
1892
1887
1897
1912
1898
1898
1898
1890
1900
1926
1902
1899
1870
1912


1880
1927

1887
1887
1897
1890


Resource Name
Former Baptist Church (Masonic Temple)
Ira Crane House
First Congregational Church

7X0YOI´W)TMWGSTEP'LYVGL

Mulford House
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Table 8. Properties Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
Block

Lot

Property Location





1201
1201
1202






1210
1209
1102

2001
1208
1208




1210
1102.01
1102.01
2001
1102.01
1101
1101

1206
1209
1208





16

9
2
2

11

2
21
20
18
17
11





11
7
11
9
7
1


19
29
17


12
11


21

2

4SVXIV4PEGI
4SVXIV4PEGI
4SVXIV4PEGI
4SVXIV4PEGI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
1IPVSWI4PEGI
1IPVSWI4PEGI
0PI[IPP]R6SEH
109 Llewellyn Road
89 Llewellyn Road
86 Llewellyn Road
0PI[IPP]R6SEH
167 Eagle Rock Way
)EKPI6SGO;E]
68 Eagle Rock Way
)EKPI6SGO;E]
)EKPI6SGO;E]
2 Stonebridge Road
7XSRIFVMHKI6SEH
21 Stonebridge Road
7XSRIFVMHKI6SEH
7XSRIFVMHKI6SEH
71 Stonebridge Road
,S[I%ZIRYI
97 Warren Place
67 Warren Place
;EVVIR4PEGI
%JXIVKPS[;E]
%JXIVKPS[;E]
10 Rockledge Road
6SGOPIHKI6SEH

Year
Built

1890
1926
1900
1912
1890
1900
1926

1910
1860
1912

1912
1900


1916
1860



1897

1920

1909
1929
1928
1927


1911

1890
1910
1912
1900
1900

Resource Name

&PSSQ½IPH:MPPE

68 Eagle Rock Way

Edmund Burk Osborne House
21 Stonebridge Road

97 Warren Place
67 Warren Place

Casa Deldra
J.M. Chapman House
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Block

Lot

Property Location

201

101
101






201
201

201
101

1202

1202

1201

1201



1102
1102
1202
1202

1102
1102.01
1102.01



2107
2107

2
27
11
9

7

12
2
7.01
11
10



12
19
7
18
6
1
19
19
17





7
11



12

10



9RHIVGPMJJ6SEH
9RHIVGPMJJ6SEH
60 Undercliff Road
70 Undercliff Road
9RHIVGPMJJ6SEH
0PS]H6SEH
0PS]H6SEH
0PS]H6SEH
0PS]H6SEH
80 Lloyd Road
120 Lloyd Road
0PS]H6SEH
161 Lloyd Road
172 Lloyd Road
6EQWE]6SEH
7 So. Mountain Terrace
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
167 So. Mountain Avenue
176 So. Mountain Avenue
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
190 So. Mountain Avenue
208 So. Mountain Avenue
218 So. Mountain Avenue
229 So. Mountain Avenue
7S1SYRXEMR%ZIRYI
'PMRXSR%ZIRYI
'PMRXSR%ZIRYI
89 Clinton Avenue
17 Wayside Place
;E]WMHI4PEGI
;E]WMHI4PEGI
20 Harrison Avenue
,EVVMWSR%ZIRYI
,EVVMWSR%ZIRYI
129 Orange Road
6YWWIPP8IVVEGI

Year
Built


1929
1918

1902
1902

1912
1916
1928
1910

1907
1929
1929
1887
1888
1902

1922

1892
1922

1897
1892
1916
1890


1927



1869

1912
1902

Resource Name

Stone Eagles

Eastward
0PS]H6SEH
80 Lloyd Road
Highwall

7 South Mountain Terrace

190 South Mountain Avenue

*VERO+SSH[MPPMI,SYWI
;E]WMHI4PEGI
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Table 8. Properties Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
Block

Lot

Property Location





2101
2101




1906




1907
1908
1908







1916







2101







8

11


9
21

10
7



21

6
11
12
99
9

9






21
20
12
16
29
2

26
8


'VSWW7XVIIX
20 Cross Street
10 Cross Street
+EXIW%ZIRYI
0PI[IPP]R6SEH
0PI[IPP]R6SEH
0MRGSPR7XVIIX
8 Willowdale Court
(VETIV8IVVEGI
+EVHMRIV4PEGI
67 Cedar Avenue
29 Cedar Avenue
16 Cedar Avenue
;EWLMRKXSR%ZIRYI
;EWLMRKXSR%ZI
8MGLIRSV4PEGI
'LEVPIW7XVIIX
17 Charles Street
17 Linden Avenue
0MRHIR%ZIRYI
4PIEWERX;E]
29 Pleasant Way
,EVVMWSR%ZIRYI
*MVI7XEXMSR
87 High Street
88 High Street
,MKL7XVIIX
127 Elm Street
16 Pleasant Avenue
4PIEWERX%ZIRYI
4PIEWERX%ZIRYI
4PIEWERX%ZIRYI
166 Orange Road
3VERKI6SEH
266 Orange Road
288 Orange Road
292 Orange Road
3VERKI6SEH
3VERKI6SEH

Year
Built


1862

1889
1907
1897

1902
1897

1860






1902
1892
1902

1862
1901
1900
1920
1897

1879
1922
1906

1880

1920
1880
1900

1886

Resource Name

W. L. Lincoln Adams House

29 Cedar Street

4PIEWERX%ZIRYI
Nason House
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Block

Lot

Property Location




























2108
2109
2109










1
2


19

11
96



27
16


1
21
16

1
21
19
22
9
20
21
6
8


21
8

7



18
26

3VERKI6SEH
3VERKI6SEH
1EHMWSR%ZIRYI
1EHMWSR%ZIRYI
1EHMWSR%ZIRYI
1EHMWSR%ZIRYI
99 Willowdale Avenue
161 Willowdale Avenue
;MPPS[HEPI%ZIRYI
*VEROPMR4PEGI
+VSZI8IVVEGI
+VERX7XVIIX
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI
+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI6
+PIRVMHKI%ZI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI
;EWLMRKXSR7XVIIX
*YPXSR7XVIIX
*YPXSR7XVIIX
*YPXSR7XVIIX
81 Hawthorne Place
68 Hawthorne Place
,E[XLSVRI4PEGI
;SSHPERH%ZIRYI
26 Marston Place
12 Lexington Avenue
19 Lexington Avenue
0I\MRKXSR%ZIRYI
0I\MRKXSR%ZIRYI
0I\MRKXSR%ZIRYI
0MRGSPR7XVIIX
127 Lincoln Street

Year
Built

1880
1907
1920
1897
1907
1910
1917
1917
1907
1908
1912

1902

1860
1890
Unk.
Unk.
1910
1912
1887



1887
1897

1879
1882
1912

1887

1887
1927

1887
1909

Resource Name

Crawford Crews
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Table 8. Properties Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
Block

Lot

Property Location

2109
2109
2109
2109



2108
2108
2111
2109
2110
2109
2110
2109
2111
2111
2111


2110

2110

















26


21



10
9
12
9
1
12
12

6
7
9

11


6



19


1
9

10
12






161 Orange Road
169 Orange Road
171 Orange Road
3VERKI6SEH
201 Orange Road
3VERKI6SEH
209 Orange Road
6YWWIPP8IVVEGI
1 Russell Terrace
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
96 So. Fullerton Avenue
99 So. Fullerton Avenue
7S*YPPIVXSR%ZIRYI
107 So. Fullerton Avenue
116 So. Fullerton Avenue
9 Prospect Terrace
4VSWTIGX8IVVEGI
17 Prospect Terrace
20 Prospect Terrace
4VSWTIGX8IVVEGI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
+EXIW%ZIRYI
1 Claremont Place
)PQ7XVIIX
)PQ7XVIIX
71 Elm Street
76 Elm Street
79 Elm Street
80 Elm Street
)PQ7XVIIX
)PQ7XVIIX
88 Elm Street
118 Elm Street
16 Miller Street
1MPPIV7XVIIX

Year
Built

1892
1890
1890

1910
1916
1892
1912

1890
1882
1900

1870
1887
1902
1897
1896
1902
1900
1890
1890
1891
1887
1892
1897
1880

1900
1887
1897
1890
1892
1897
1878
1887
1872


Resource Name

6IH+EFPIW

Allyn Wight House
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Block

Lot

Property Location
















20
22
1


27



66

10
27


'PSZIVLMPP4PEGI
'PSZIVLMPP4PEGI
1 Cloverhill Place
21 Hartley Street
110 Pine Street
4MRI7XVIIX
80 Pine Street
4MRI7XVIIX6IEV
27 Irving Street
2I[7XVIIX
6 Mission Street
1MWWMSR7XVIIX
79 Mission Street
+PIR½IPH7GLSSP

Year
Built

1902
1907
1920


1880
1922

1911

1887
1887
1920








2
2
19
11
27


+PIR½IPH'SQQ'IRXIV
1ETPI%ZIRYI
1ETPI%ZIRYI
19 Wheeler Street
26 Wheeler Street
4MIVWSR4PEGI

1928
1912


1910
1889

Resource Name

Table 9. Streetscapes Surveyed for “Preservation Montclair” in 1982
Streetscape Name
Church Street
Claremont Avenue
Clinton Avenue
+VIIR[SSH%ZIRYI
+VSZI7XVIIX
Montague Place
N. Fullerton Avenue
N. Willow Street
Portland Place
7X0YOI´W4PEGI
S. Fullerton Avenue
S. Mountain Avenue
Union Street
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Streetscape Location
&IX[IIR8VMRMX]4PEGI:EPPI]6SEH [IWX ERH&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI IEWX
&IX[IIR21SYRXEMR%ZIRYI [IWX ERH+VSZI7XVIIX IEWX
Between Myrtle Avenue (north) and Union Street (south)
&IX[IIR'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI RSVXL ERH+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI WSYXL
&IX[IIR'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI RSVXL ERH&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI WSYXL
Between Valley Road (west) and Midland Avenue (east)
&IX[IIR'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI RSVXL ERH&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI WSYXL
&IX[IIR'PEVIQSRX%ZIRYI RSVXL ERH+PIRVMHKI%ZIRYI WSYXL
Between Valley Road (west) and Park Street (east)
&IX[IIR&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI RSVXL ERH,MPPWMHI%ZIRYI WSYXL
&IX[IIR&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI RSVXL ERH9RMSR7XVIIX WSYXL
&IX[IIR&PSSQ½IPH%ZIRYI RSVXL ERH9RMSR7XVIIX WSYXL
Between Clinton Avenue (west) and Elem Street (east)

BUILDING CONSERVATION ASSOCIATES INC.

11. APPENDICES
HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT OF THE TOWNSHIP MASTER PLAN

11. APPENDICES
%+PSWWEV]SJ8IVQW9WIHMR,4)PIQIRX
&1SRXGPEMV,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR3VHMRERGI
'2I[.IVWI]1YRMGMTEP0ERH9WI0E[ 1090 ,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR¯6IPEXIH7IGXMSRW
(*MIPH7YVZI]*SVQW EWGSQTMPIHF]&'%
)4YFPMG'SQQIRXSRXLI,4)PIQIRX
*0MROWXS;IFSV3RPMRI6IWSYVGIW6IJIVIRGIHMR7IGXMSR6IGSQQIRHEXMSRW
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2478E\-RGIRXMZIWJSV4VIWIVZMRK,MWXSVMG4VSTIVXMIW
28,4´W1EMRX7XVIIX%QIVMGE4VSKVEQ
1EMR7XVIIX2I[.IVWI]7XEXI'SSVHMREXMRK4VSKVEQ
1SRXGPEMV4YFPMG0MFVEV]
1SRXGPEMV,MWXSVMGEP7SGMIX]
New Jersey Historic Trust
7XEXISJ2I[.IVWI](ITEVQXRIXSJ)RZMVSRQIRXEP4VSXIGXMSR&YVIEYSJ+-7

+0MROWXS3XLIV4IVXMRIRX4VIWIVZEXMSR6IWSYVGIW9WIHMRXLI,4)PIQIRX
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Township Historic Inventory Viewer
Township Historic Preservation Design Guidelines
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation
2I[.IVWI]3J½GISJ7XEXI4PERRMRK1IQSSR,MWXSVMG4VIWIVZEXMSR
%*MZI1MRYXI0SSOEXXLI2I[.IVWI]6IKMWXIVSJ,MWXSVMG4PEGIW%GX
2I[.IVWI]'IVXM½IH0SGEP+SZIVRQIRX4VSKVEQ+YMHIPMRIW
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN 2016 HP ELEMENT1
Addition
New construction added to an existing building or structure.
Alteration
Work that affects the exterior appearance of a property including construction, reconstruction,
repair, or removal of any building material or element.
Application for Development
The application to the Planning Board or the Zoning Board of Adjustment for approval of a
major or minor subdivision plat, site plan, planned development, conditional use, zoning variance
or direction of the issuance of a permit.
Appropriate
See Compatible.
Building
A structure with a roof, intended for shelter or enclosure such as a dwelling or garage.
Certificate of Appropriateness
The document issued by the Historic Preservation Commission that is required before work
commences on any landmark or any building, structure, site or object located within a landmark
district.
Certified Local Government
A community recognized by the National Park Service and State Historic Preservation Office as
an active partner in the Federal Historic Preservation Program. CLGs have access to grant
funding through annual appropriations from the Federal Historic Preservation Fund, technical
assistance from the NPS and SHPO, as well as the many other community benefits of historic
preservation.
Character
The qualities and attributes of a building, structure, site, street or district.
Character-defining features
Those elements of a historic property, including the overall form and massing of a building; its
materials; craftsmanship; decorative details; interior spaces, features, and finishes; as well as the
various aspects of its site and environment, that together define its architectural character.
Compatible
In harmony with surroundings, generally in mass, scale, and height, and secondarily in materials,
orientation, placement, and rhythm and proportion of openings.

1 Glossary developed using the following sources: the Township of Montclair Historic Design Guidelines, Appendix A,
Glossary; Historic Preservation Ordinance of the Township of Montclair, Section 347-128; National Park Service
website, “Archeology Program;” National Park Service, Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines for Identification; National
Trust for Historic Preservation website, “Heritage Tourism;” National Park Service, How to Apply the National Register
Criteria for Evaluation.
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Contributing
A historic resource located within a historic district that was constructed during the district’s
period of significance and possesses architectural and/or historical significance as well as
integrity.
Demolition
Any act which destroys in whole or in part a building or structure.
Design
The combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a
property. This includes such elements as spatial organization and relationships, proportion, scale,
technology, ornamentation, patterns and textures, and materials.
Design guidelines
Design review criteria and methodology identified for the purposes of achieving alterations or
development that is sensitive to and compatible with the building and/or context.
Field survey
There are two types of architectural field surveys: the reconnaissance survey and the intensive
survey. The reconnaissance survey is intended for characterizing an area’s resources in general
and for developing a basis for deciding how to organize and orient more detailed survey efforts
in the area. The intensive survey is intended to completely identify all historic resources in the
area, and involves detailed background research and a thorough inspection and documentation
of all historic properties in the field. The intensive survey should produce all the information
needed to evaluate historic properties and prepare an inventory.
Harmonizing
A historic resource located within a historic district that was constructed after the period of
significance but is compatible in size, scale, and materials with the historic district.
Heritage tourism
Traveling to experience the places, artifacts and activities that authentically represent the stories
and people of the past.
Historic architectural character
Refers to all those visual aspects and physical features that comprise the appearance of an
historic building (exterior and interior) and give it its own distinctive character. The historic
character is defined by the building’s or space’s character-defining features. (See CharacterDefining Features)
Historic context
The setting in which a historic element, site, building, structure, street, or district exists.
Historic district
A geographically definable area with a significant concentration of buildings, structures, sites,
spaces, or objects unified by past events, physical development, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, sense of cohesiveness or related historical and aesthetic associations. The
significance of a district may be recognized through listing in a local, state, or national landmarks
register, and may be protected legally through enactment of a local historic district ordinance
administered by a historic district board or commission.
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Historic fabric
The physical material of a historic building, structure, site or community, conveying an
interweaving of component parts.
Historic preservation
Identification, evaluation, protection, and management of historic and archaeological resources
of historic and architectural significance.
Historic preservation easement
Created through an agreement between a property owner and a nonprofit Qualified Easement
Holding Organization to protect a historic resource by restricting future alterations that would
undermine its historic character.
Historic Preservation Element
Component of the Township Master Plan that identifies significant historic, architectural, and
cultural resources in the Township and includes strategies for promoting their preservation.
Historic property
A district, site, building, structure, or object significant in American history, architecture,
engineering, archaeology, or culture at the national, state, or local level.
Historic resource
A building, site, structure, object, or district that has been determined to have historic
significance.
Historic streetscape
Streets, roads, and alleys as well as the buildings and spaces between buildings facing a public
street, characterized by paving, utilities, signs, public art, curbs, sidewalk flags, stone walls, gates,
street furniture, and other small-scale features, plantings, and structures, such as bus shelters
and kiosks.
Infill
New construction in historic districts on vacant lots or to replace existing buildings.
Integrity
The ability of a property to convey its significance, evidenced by the survival of physical
characteristics that existed during the property’s historic or prehistoric period. There are seven
aspects of integrity: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. To
retain historic integrity a property will always possess several, and usually most, of these
aspects.
Intrusion
An element located within a historic district that was constructed after the district’s period of
significance and does not contribute to the cohesiveness of the district’s streetscapes.
Key
A historic resource located in a historic district that was constructed during the district’s period
of significance and possesses distinct architectural and historical significance.
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Landscape
A geographic area that conveys a diverse representation of how human activity has changed and
shaped the natural environment. Dominant features are topography, plant cover, buildings, or
other structures and their patterns.
Maintain
To keep in an existing state of preservation or repair.
Massing
The three-dimensional form of a building.
Minor Application
Any application for a certificate of appropriateness which:
A. Does not involve demolition, relocation or removal of an historic landmark or a key or
contributing resource in an historic district;
B. Does not involve an addition to an historic landmark or a property in an historic district
or new construction in an historic district;
C. Is a request for approval of fences, signs, awnings, lighting, paving or streetscape work
which, in the opinion of the Minor Application Subcommittee, will not substantially
affect the characteristics of the historic landmark or the historic district; or
D. Is a request for a field change for a certificate of appropriateness which has already been
issued and which meets the criteria of Subsection C above.
New construction
Construction which is characterized by the introduction of new elements, sites, buildings, or
structures or additions to existing buildings and structures in historic areas and districts.
Period of significance
The length of time when a property was associated with important events, activities, or
person(s), or attained the characteristics that qualify it for National Register listing. Period of
significance usually begins with a date when the significant activities or events that give the
property its historic significance began; this is often the date of construction.
Preservation
A treatment philosophy or approach that calls for applying measures necessary to sustain the
existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic property. Work, including preliminary
measures to protect and stabilize the property, generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance
and repair of historic materials and features rather than extensive replacement and new
construction. New exterior additions are not within the scope of this treatment; however, the
limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other coderequired work to make properties functional is appropriate within a preservation project.
Reconstruction
The act or process of reproducing by new construction the exact form and detail of a vanished
building, structure, or object, or a part thereof, as is appeared at a specific period of time.
Redevelopment
Any new construction on a site that has pre-existing uses, including infill or adaptive reuse
projects.
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Rehabilitation
The act or process of returning a property or building to usable condition through repair,
alteration, and/or preservation of its features which are significant to its historical, architectural,
and cultural values.
Repair
Acts of ordinary maintenance that do not include a change in the design, material, form, or
outer appearance of a resource. This includes methods of stabilizing and preventing further
decay and may incorporate replacement in kind or refurbishment of materials on a building or
structure.
Restoration
The act or process of accurately taking a building's appearance back to a specific period of time
by removing later work and by replacing missing earlier features to match the original.
Retain
To keep and repair or restore an original or historic element, detail, or structure.
Scale
Proportional elements that demonstrate the size, materials, and style of buildings.
Significance
The importance of a property to the history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, or culture
of a community and the importance of a space, element, or feature to a historic property.
Style
A type of architecture distinguished by special characteristics of structure and ornament and
often related in time; also a general quality of a distinctive character.
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Township of Montclair, NJ
Thursday, May 12, 2016

Chapter 347. Zoning
Article XXIII. Historic Preservation
[Added 6-14-1994 by Ord. No. 94-20; amended 7-12-2005 by Ord. No. 05-34; 1-8-2008 by Ord. No. 07-59; 7-72009 by Ord. No. O-033-09; 12-11-2012 by Ord. No. O-12-58]

§ 347-126. Title.
This article shall be known by and may be referred to by the short title of the "Historic Preservation
Ordinance of the Township of Montclair."

§ 347-127. Purpose.
The provisions of this article are intended to eçect and accomplish the protection, enhancement and
perpetuation of especially noteworthy examples or elements of the Township's environment in order to:
A.

Safeguard the heritage of Montclair by preserving resources within the Township which reéect
elements of its cultural, social, economic and architectural history.

B.

Encourage the continued use of historic and/or noteworthy buildings, structures, objects and sites and
to facilitate their appropriate reuse.

C.

Maintain and develop an appropriate and harmonious setting for the historic and architecturally
signiècant buildings, structures, sites and districts within the Township.

D.

Stabilize and improve property values within the Township.

E.

Foster civic pride in the history and architecture of the Township.

F.

Encourage proper maintenance of and reinvestment in buildings and structures within the Township.

G.

Regulate appropriate alteration of historic sites as well as new construction within or near historic
districts to ensure compatibility with the existing built environment and the Master Plan of the
Township.

H.

Discourage the unnecessary demolition or other destruction of historic resources.

I.

Further the public's knowledge of the history and development of the Township as well as its
appreciation of the Township's historic sites.

J.

Enhance the visual and aesthetic character, diversity, continuity and interest in the Township and its
neighborhoods.

K.

Encourage beautiècation and private investment in the Township.
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L.

Promote the economic welfare of the Township through the preservation of its historic sites and
landscapes.

§ 347-128. Deƶnitions.
As used in this article, the following terms shall have the meanings indicated:
ADDITION
An extension or increase in building size, éoor area or height.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
The Construction Oêcial.
ALTERATION
Any change in the exterior architectural features of any improvement or addition.
APPLICATION
A request to the Commission made pursuant to this article for the purposes of obtaining a certiècate
of appropriateness or other action by the Commission hereunder specièed.
APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT
The application form and all accompanying documents required by ordinance to the Planning Board or
the Zoning Board of Adjustment of the Township for approval of a major or minor subdivision plat, site
plan, planned development, conditional use, zoning variance or the direction of the issuance of a permit
pursuant to Section 25 or 27 of P.L. 1975, c. 291 (N.J.S.A. 40:55D-34 or 40:55D-36).
BUILDING
A combination of materials to form a construction adapted to permanent, temporary or continuous
occupancy and having a roof.
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS (or C/A)
That document issued by the Historic Preservation Commission required before work commences on
any landmark or any building, structure, site or object located within a landmark district.
COMMISSION
The Historic Preservation Commission established pursuant to the provisions of this article.
CONSTRUCTION OFFICIAL
The oêcer in charge of the granting of building or construction permits in the Township.
DEMOLITION
The partial or total razing, dismantling or destruction, whether entirely or in signiècant part, of any
building, structure, object or site. "Demolition" includes the removal of a building, structure or object
from its site or the removal or destruction of the facade or surface.
DESIGNATED PROPERTY OR DISTRICT
An individual building, structure, site, object or district which has been designated as having historical,
architectural, cultural, aesthetic or other signiècance pursuant to the provisions of this article.
DEVELOPMENT
The division of a parcel of land into two or more parcels; the construction, reconstruction, conversion,
structural alteration, relocation or enlargement of any building or other structure or of any mining
excavation or landèll; and any use or change in the use of any building or other structure or land or
extension of use of land for which permission may be required pursuant to the Municipal Land Use Law.
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[1]

DISTRICT
See "landmark district," as deèned herein.
HISTORIC
Having historical, architectural, cultural, aesthetic or other signiècance, as deèned by the provisions of
this article.
IMPROVEMENT
A building or other structure or any work constituting a man-made alteration of or addition to any site.
INTEGRITY
The authenticity of the historic identity of a building, structure, site, object or district evidenced by the
survival of the physical characteristics that existed during its historic or prehistoric period.
INTERESTED PARTY
Any person whose right to use, acquire or enjoy property is açected by any action taken under this
article or whose rights to use, acquire or enjoy property under this article or under any other law of
this state or of the United States have been denied, violated or infringed by an action or a failure to act
under this article.
INVENTORY
A list of historic properties determined to meet specièed criteria of signiècance.
LANDMARK
Any real property, man-made structure, natural object or conèguration or any portion or group of the
foregoing of historical, architectural, cultural, scenic or archaeological signiècance.
LANDMARK DISTRICT or DISTRICT
One or more historic sites and intervening or surrounding property signiècantly açecting or açected
by the quality and character of the historic site or sites.
MASTER PLAN
The Master Plan of the Township of Montclair, as amended from time to time, compiled pursuant to
the Municipal Land Use Law.
MINOR APPLICATION
Any application for a certiècate of appropriateness which:
A.

Does not involve demolition, relocation or removal of an historic landmark or a key or
contributing resource in an historic district;

B.

Does not involve an addition to an historic landmark or a property in an historic district or new
construction in an historic district;

C.

Is a request for approval of fences, signs, awnings, lighting, paving or streetscape work which, in
the opinion of the Minor Application Subcommittee, will not substantially açect the
characteristics of the historic landmark or the historic district; or

D.

Is a request for a èeld change for a certiècate of appropriateness which has already been issued
and which meets the criteria of Subsection C above.

MUNICIPAL LAND USE LAW
The Municipal Land Use Law of the State of New Jersey, P.L. 1975, c. 291 (N.J.S.A. 40:55D-1 et seq.), as
amended from time to time.
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OBJECT
A material thing of functional, aesthetic, cultural, historic, scenic or scientièc value that may be, by
nature or design, movable, yet related to a specièc setting or environment.
ORDINANCE
A legislative act of the governing body of a municipality adopted in accordance with statutory
requirements as to notice, publicity and public hearing as required by law.
OWNER
Any person having a right, title or interest in any property so as to be legally entitled, upon obtaining
such permits and other authorizations as may be required pursuant to law, to perform construction,
alteration, removal, demolition or other work with respect to such property.
PERMIT
Any Township approval for exterior work to be performed on any landmark or on any building,
structure, object or site located within a landmark district, which exterior work will be subject to public
view. Said permit shall include but not be limited to a building permit, a demolition permit or a permit
to move, convert, relocate or remodel or to change the use or occupancy of any landmark or any
building, structure, object or site located within a landmark district. "Permit" shall also include all
exterior work to be performed on fences, signs, porches, railings, steps, lighting and sidewalks and any
other work subject to public view which would alter the exterior appearance of landmarks or
properties located within a landmark district or their sites.
REHABILITATION
Any repair or alteration that preserves signiècant historical or architectural features.
RESTORATION
The historically accurate repair or replacement of architectural features.
SITE
Any real property, whether public or private, with or without improvements, which is the location of a
signiècant event or series of events, a prehistoric or historic occupation or activity, or a building,
structure or object or any conèguration, portion or group of the foregoing which has been designated
by the Commission as having historical, archaeological, cultural, scenic or architectural signiècance
pursuant to the provisions of this article.
STRUCTURE
A combination of materials to form a construction for occupancy, use or ornamentation, whether
installed on, above or below the surface of a parcel of land.
SURVEY
The survey of buildings, structures, objects, sites and districts located within the Township of Montclair
which is conducted by the Commission for the ascertainment of their historical, architectural,
aesthetic, cultural or other signiècance pursuant to the provisions of this article.
VIEW or PUBLIC VIEW
The view by the public of a building, structure, object or site from any point on a street or walkway
which is used as a public thoroughfare, either vehicular and/or pedestrian.

[1]

Editor's Note: N.J.S.A. 40:55D-1 et seq.

§ 347-129. Historic Preservation Commission.
A.

Creation. There is hereby created the Montclair Township Historic Preservation Commission, whose
members shall serve without compensation. The Commission shall be comprised of seven regular
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members and two alternates.
B.

Regular members. At least one member shall be appointed from each of the following classes, including
no fewer than a total of three members from Classes A and B:
(1) Class A: a person who is knowledgeable in building design and construction or architectural
history and who may reside outside the Township.
(2) Class B: a person who has demonstrated a knowledge of or who has displayed an interest in local
history and who may reside outside the Township.
(3) Class C: a person who is a citizen of the Township, who holds no other municipal oêce, position or
employment, and who professes an interest in local history and/or historic preservation.

C.

Alternate members. Two alternate members shall also serve on the Commission. They must qualify as
Class C members and shall be designated as "Alternate No. 1" or "Alternate No. 2" at the time of
appointment. Alternate members may participate in all Commission discussions during proceedings but
may not vote except in the absence or disqualiècation of a regular member. In the event that a choice
must be made as to which alternate member is to vote, Alternate No. 1 shall vote. A vote shall not be
delayed in order that a regular member may vote instead of an alternate member.

§ 347-130. Appointment of Commission members; terms;
vacancies.
A.

The Township Council shall appoint all members of the Commission and shall designate at the time of
appointment the regular members by class and the alternate members as "Alternate No. 1" and
"Alternate No. 2." The Township Council shall appoint a full membership, including regular and alternate
members, of the Commission within 60 days from the eçective date of this article.

B.

The terms of the members èrst appointed shall be so determined that, to the greatest practicable
extent, the expiration of the terms shall be distributed, in the case of regular members, evenly over the
èrst four years after their appointment and, in the case of alternate members, evenly over the èrst two
years after their appointment, provided that the initial term of no regular member shall exceed four
years and that the initial term of no alternate member shall exceed two years. Thereafter, the term of a
regular member shall be four years, and the term of an alternate member shall be two years.

C.

A vacancy occurring otherwise than by expiration of a term shall be èlled within 60 days for the
unexpired term only.

D.

The presence of four members, which may include alternate members èlling vacancies of regular
members, at a meeting shall constitute a quorum.

E.

A member of the Commission may, after a public hearing if he or she requests it, be removed for cause
by a majority vote of the Township Council.

§ 347-131. Oưcers.
The oêcers of the Commission shall be as follows:
A.

The Commission shall elect a Chairperson and Vice Chairperson from its members.

B.

The Commission shall employ, designate or elect a person to serve as Secretary, who need not be a
member of the Commission. The Secretary shall keep the minutes and records of all meetings and
proceedings of the Commission, including voting records, attendance, resolutions, èndings,
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determinations and decisions.

§ 347-132. Commission rules and organization.
The Commission shall have the authority to adopt all rules and regulations necessary to carry out its
functions under the provisions of this article, including but not limited to maintenance of records and
procedures, subject to the following:
A.

No Commission member shall be permitted to act on any matter in which he or she has, either directly
or indirectly, any personal or ènancial interest, as herein deèned.

B.

The Commission shall establish a regular schedule of meetings at least once every month. Additional
meetings may be called by the Chairperson or Vice Chairperson as required to fulèll its obligations
under this article.

C.

All Commission minutes and records shall be public records.

D.

All rules and regulations adopted by the Commission shall be subject to the approval of the Township
Council.

§ 347-133. Appropriations to fund; employment of experts and
staƭ.
A.

The Township Council shall make provision in its budget and appropriate funds for the expenses of the
Commission. The Commission may employ, contract for and èx the compensation of experts and other
staç and services as it shall deem necessary. The Commission shall obtain its legal counsel from the
Municipal Attorney at the rate of compensation determined by the Township Council, unless the
Council has, by appropriation, provided for separate legal counsel for the Commission. Expenditures
pursuant to this subsection shall not exceed, exclusive of gifts or grants, the amount appropriated by
the Township Council for the Commission's use.

B.

The Township's Planning and Construction Oêcials shall provide such technical assistance as the
Commission shall require.

§ 347-134. Powers and duties of Commission.
The powers and duties of the Commission shall be as follows:
A.

To survey buildings, structures, objects, sites and districts located within the Township and to research
and evaluate them for their signiècance in accordance with the criteria established as set forth in
§ 347-135 of this article.

B.

To maintain and expand, when appropriate, a comprehensive inventory of such buildings, structures,
objects, sites and districts which are worthy of designation under the provisions of this article.

C.

To propose to the Township Council those buildings, structures, objects, sites and districts located
within the Township which it has found to be worthy of landmark designation and hence should be
subject to the provisions and of this article. Actual nomination to, a ènding of eligibility for or listing on
the National or State Register of Historic Places is not necessary for the provisions of this article to
take eçect once a property has been designated as signiècant by the Commission.

D.

To nominate buildings, structures, objects, sites and districts for inclusion in the National and/or the
State of New Jersey Register of Historic Places.
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E.

To make recommendations to the Planning Board and the Township Council in the preparation and
periodic updating of the historic preservation element of the Master Plan for the Township, including
but not limited to the addition or deletion of historic sites and districts identièed in the Township's
Master Plan.

F.

To make recommendations to the Planning Board and the Township Council on the historic
preservation implications of any proposed or adopted zoning or development ordinance(s) or
proposed or adopted element(s) of the Township's Master Plan.

G.

To advise and assist Township oêcers, employees, boards and other bodies, including those at the
county, state and federal levels, on all matters which have potential impact on the historic buildings,
structures, objects, sites or districts in the Township or on the physical character and ambience of any
portion of the Township or region.

H.

To approve or disapprove applications for certiècates of appropriateness pursuant to the provisions of
this article.

I.

To provide to the Planning Board written reports of all actions taken by the Commission pursuant to
the provisions of this article and which are not governed by time requirements for notice or action
herein specièed.

J.

To employ, contract for and èx the compensation of such other staç and services as the Commission
shall deem necessary, subject to the provisions of § 347-133 of this article.

K.

To draft and/or recommend to the Township Council and the Planning Board ordinances or
amendments to existing ordinances that would resolve any conéicts which may exist between the
design standards of this article and the building or zoning regulations of the Township.

L.

To advise the Township Council and the Planning Board on the relative merits of proposals involving the
use of public funds to restore, preserve and protect historic buildings, structures, objects and sites,
including the preparation of the long-range plans therefor; to secure state, federal and/or other grants
or assistance in support of such projects; and to monitor such projects once underway.

M.

To increase public awareness of the value of historic, architectural and cultural preservation by
developing and participating in public information programs.

N.

To cooperate with local, county, state or national historical societies, governmental bodies and
organizations to maximize the contributions of the Commission in accordance with the intent and
purposes of historic preservation.

O.

To make information available to residents of historic buildings or districts concerning guidelines for
rehabilitation and design criteria for new construction established under this article.

P.

To seek any beneèts which may be granted under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,
or any other state or federal legislation, including but not limited to the beneèts which éow to
communities under the certièed local government program with regard to training, grant funding and
technical assistance; and, in furtherance thereof, to take any steps necessary to assist the Township of
Montclair in the preparation and submission of any documents needed for certiècation of the
Township as a certièed local government under said National Historic Preservation Act.

§ 347-135. Designation of buildings, structures, objects, sites
and districts as historic.
A.

Criteria for designation. The Commission shall consider as worthy of designation those buildings,
structures, objects, sites and districts that have integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
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workmanship, feeling and association and that meet one or more of the following criteria:
(1) Are associated with events that have made a signiècant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history.
(2) Are associated with the lives of persons signiècant in our past.
(3) Embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of construction; that represent the
work of a master; that possess high artistic values; or that represent a signiècant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction.
(4) Have yielded or may be likely to yield information important to prehistory or history.
(5) Are otherwise of particular historic signiècance to the Township of Montclair by reéecting or
exemplifying the broad cultural, political, economic or social history of the nation, state, region or
community.
B.

Procedures for designation. Proposals to designate a property as historic pursuant to this article may
be made by the Township Council, the Commission, the Planning Board or by the verièed application of
the owner(s) or authorized agent(s) of the individual property to be designated or, in the case of a
proposed district, by the verièed application of 10% of the owners of record or persons residing within
the district or by verièed application of any organization with a recognized interest in historic
preservation, in accordance with the following procedures:
(1) Nomination proposals. The party proposing property for designation under this section shall
prepare and submit to the Commission a nomination report for each proposed property, site or
district. For historic district designations, the report shall include a building-by-building inventory
of all properties within the district, photographs of representative properties within the district, a
property map of the district showing boundaries, and a physical description and statement of
signiècance for the district. For individual landmark designations, the report shall include one or
more photographs, the tax lot and block number of the property as designated on the Oêcial Tax
Map of the Township and a physical description and statement of signiècance and proposed
utilization of the site.
(2) Notice. The Commission shall schedule a public hearing on the proposed designation of a
landmark or landmark district. At least 20 days prior to the hearing, the Commission shall, by
personal service or certièed mail:
(a) Notify the owner(s) of record of a property that has been proposed for designation or of
property within a district that has been proposed for designation that the property is being
considered for such designation and the reasons therefor.
(b) Advise the owner(s) of record of the signiècance and consequences of such designation and
of the rights of the owner(s) of record to contest such designation under the provisions of
this article.
(c) Notify the owner(s) of record of the date, time and location of the hearing concerning the
proposed designation of the property.
(d) Serve any notices further required under the provisions of the Municipal Land Use Law.
(3) Public notice of hearing. Public notice of the hearing shall be given at least 20 days prior to the
hearing by publication in the oêcial newspaper of the Township. A copy of the nomination report
shall also be made available for public inspection in the Municipal Clerk's oêce at least 20 days
prior to the hearing.
(4) Hearing. At a public hearing scheduled in accordance with this article, the Commission shall review
the nomination report and accompanying documents. Interested persons shall be entitled to
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comment on the proposed nominations for designation. Those persons who intend to èle a
formal protest against a proposed designation under Subsection B(5) of this section must submit
their protest, in writing, to the Commission in accordance with the provisions of that section of
this article.
(5) Protests. A protest against landmark designation signed by the owners of record of 30% or more
of the properties within a proposed landmark district or by the owner(s) of record of a proposed
landmark may be èled with the Commission 10 days prior to the scheduled hearing date of the
proposed designation before the Commission. Protests must be in writing, must contain the
reason(s) for the protest and must bear the verièed signatures of the owner(s) joining in such a
protest.
(6) Commission report. Upon Commission review and public hearing, the Commission shall forward
to the Township Council its report, which shall contain a statement of its recommendations and
the reasons therefor with regard to proposed designations considered at the hearing, including a
list and map of properties approved for designation.
(7) Referral to Planning Board. The Township Council shall refer the report to the Planning Board,
which in turn shall report to the Township Council as soon as possible, but within 60 days. Failure
of the Planning Board to transmit its report within the sixty-day period provided herein shall
relieve the Township Council of its obligations relating to the referral of such a report to the
Planning Board. Township Council action on landmark or landmark district designations shall be
otherwise subject to those procedures and statutes which apply to a change of a zoning
designation and the adoption, revision or amendment of any development regulation.
(8) Final designation. As soon as possible after its receipt of the report of the Planning Board or the
expiration of the period allowed for Planning Board comment on designations pursuant to
Subsection B(7) of this section, the Township Council shall act upon the proposed designation list
and map and may approve, reject or modify by ordinance the designation recommendations made
by the Planning Board. In the event that the Township Council votes to reject or modify any
Planning Board recommendations for a proposed designation, the Council shall record in its
minutes the reasons for not following such recommendation. All action taken by the Council on
proposed designations shall become eçective upon a favorable vote of a majority of its full
authorized membership, except, in cases in which a protest has been èled in accordance with
Subsection B(5) of this section, a proposed designation shall require a favorable vote of 2/3 of the
members of the Council.
(9) Public notice of designation. Notice of designation shall be made public by publication in the
oêcial newspaper of the Township and by distribution to all municipal agencies reviewing
development applications and permits. A certiècate or letter of designation shall be sent to the
owner(s) of record.
(10) Incorporation of designated landmarks into Township records. Upon adoption, the designation list
and map shall be incorporated by reference into the Master Plan and Zoning Ordinance of the
Township as required by the provisions of the Municipal Land Use Law.[1] Designated properties
shall also be noted as such on the records for those properties maintained by the oêces of the
Township Tax Assessor and the Municipal Clerk.
[1]

Editor's Note: See N.J.S.A. 40:55D-1 et seq.

(11) Amendments. Landmark and landmark district designations may be amended in the same manner
as they were adopted in accordance with the provisions of this article.

§ 347-136. Certiƶcates of appropriateness: actions requiring
review.
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A.

Actions requiring review. A certiècate of appropriateness (hereinafter "C/A") issued by the Commission
shall be required before a permit is issued for any of the following or, in the event that no other type of
permit is required, before any work can commence on any of the activities listed below in this
subsection involving any landmark or any building, structure, site or object located within a landmark
district. Work associated with a development application approved by the Planning Board or Zoning
Board of Adjustment is exempt from this requirement.
(1) Demolition or improvement.
(2) Relocation.
(3) Change in the exterior elevation or any improvement by addition, alteration or replacement.
(4) Any new construction of a principal or accessory structure.
(5) Any change in existing, or addition of new, signs or exterior lighting.

B.

Actions not requiring review. A certiècate of appropriateness is not required for:
(1) Changes to interiors.
(2) Changes not visible to the public other than relocation or demolition.
(3) Repair or exact replacement of any existing improvement, provided that the work does not alter
the exterior appearance. The following activities are permitted as repairs:
(a) Identical replacement of existing windows and doors.
(b) Repairs of existing windows and doors and the installation of storm doors and windows that
do not change their design, scale or appearance.
(c) Maintenance and repair of existing rooèng materials involving no change in the design, scale
or appearance of the structure.
(d) Structural repairs which do not alter the exterior appearance.
(e) Replacement of existing clapboards, shingles or other siding with identical material.
(f) Maintenance and repair of existing clapboards, shingles or other siding (including masonry)
involving no change in the design, scale or appearance.
(g) Exterior or interior painting.

C.

Emergency repairs. When a landmark or a building, structure, object or site located within a landmark
district requires immediate repair to preserve its continued habitability and/or the health and safety of
its occupants or others, emergency repairs may be performed in accordance with Township codes
without èrst obtaining a certiècate of appropriateness. Under such circumstances, the repairs
performed shall be only such as are necessary to protect the health and safety of its occupants or
others and/or to maintain habitability. A request for the Commission's review shall be made
simultaneously with the onset of emergency work, and no work in addition to the emergency repairs
shall be performed on the structure until an appropriate request for approval is made and approval is
obtained in accordance with the procedures set forth in this article. All work done under this section
shall conform to the standards for rehabilitation set forth in § 347-137 herein.

D.

Informal review of concept plan for proposed undertakings. At the request of applicants considering
action that may require Commission review, the Commission shall grant an informal review of a
concept plan for the proposed undertaking. Neither the applicant nor the Commission shall be bound
by any informal review.
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§ 347-136.1. Minor applications.
Minor applications, as deèned in this article, may be reviewed and approved by the Minor Application
Subcommittee without holding a public hearing. The Minor Application Subcommittee shall be comprised of
a designated member of the Historic Preservation Commission, the Director of Planning and Community
Development, and the Zoning Oêcer. If the Minor Application Subcommittee ènds the application
appropriate, the Subcommittee may act in place of the full Commission without the necessity of a public
hearing and is authorized to issue a certiècate of appropriateness to the Construction Oêcial for said minor
work. The Construction Oêcial shall then authorize the applicant to proceed and issue any required permit
associated therewith. If the Minor Application Subcommittee does not ènd the application appropriate, the
application shall be scheduled for a public hearing before the full Commission.

§ 347-137. Standards for review.
A.

General criteria for review. In reviewing an application for its eçect on a landmark or a building,
structure, object or site located within a landmark district, the following criteria shall be used by the
Commission, the Planning Board, the Zoning Board of Adjustment, the Township Council and all other
oêcials and agencies of the Township responsible for the administration of this article. The criteria set
forth in this subsection relate to all projects açecting landmarks and any buildings, structures, objects
and sites located within landmark districts; and with regard to such proposed projects, the following
factors shall be considered:
(1) The impact of the proposed change on the historic, architectural and/or cultural signiècance of
the landmark or landmark district.
(2) The importance of the landmark or the building, structure, object or site to the nation, state,
region or municipality and the extent to which its historic or architectural interest would be
adversely açected to the detriment of the public interest.
(3) The use of any landmark or landmark district involved in the proposed change.
(4) The extent to which the proposed action would adversely açect the public's view from the street
of a landmark or building, structure, object or site located within a landmark district.
(5) The impact the proposed change would have on the architectural or historic signiècance of the
landmark or landmark district and the visual compatibility of the proposed change with adjacent
buildings, structures, objects and sites in accordance with the requirements for design
compatibility set forth in Subsection C of this section.

B.

Rehabilitation of existing buildings, structures, objects and sites. In reviewing any application for a
certiècate of appropriateness, the Commission shall make its determination as to whether any
application should be approved, approved with conditions or denied on the basis of the purposes of
this section, the provisions of this article and the following standards for review, which are identical to
the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings:
(1) Every reasonable eçort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a property which requires
minimal alteration of the building, structure, object or site and its environment or to use a
property for its originally intended purpose.
(2) The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure or site and its
environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historic material or
distinctive architectural features should be avoided when possible.
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(3) All buildings, structures, objects and sites shall be recognized as products of their own time.
Alterations that have no historical basis and which seek to create an earlier appearance shall be
discouraged.
(4) Changes which may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of the history and
development of a building, structure, object or site and its environment. These changes may have
acquired signiècance in their own right, and this signiècance shall be recognized and respected.
(5) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which characterize a building,
structure, object or site shall be treated with sensitivity.
(6) Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced whenever possible. In
the event that replacement is necessary, the new material should match the material being
replaced in composition, design, color, texture and other visual qualities. Repair or replacement of
missing architectural features should be based on accurate duplications of features substantiated
by historic, physical or pictorial evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of
diçerent architectural elements from other buildings or structures.
(7) The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest means possible.
Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will damage the historic building materials shall not
be undertaken.
(8) Every reasonable eçort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological resources açected
by or adjacent to any project.
(9) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be discouraged
when such alterations and additions do not destroy signiècant historical, architectural or cultural
material and such design is compatible with the size, scale, color, material and character of the
property, neighborhood or environment.
(10) Whenever possible, new additions or alterations to structures shall be done in such a manner that
if such additions or alterations were to be removed in the future, the essential form and integrity
of the structure would be unimpaired.
C.

Design criteria; new construction. In assessing the design of any proposed addition or new
construction, the Commission shall consider the following design criteria in conjunction with the
standards of rehabilitation and review criteria set forth above. These design criteria shall be used to
analyze the appropriateness of new construction in the form of additions and alterations to landmarks
or new construction, additions or alterations to buildings, structures, objects or sites located within
landmark districts.
(1) Height. The height of the proposed structure shall be visually compatible with adjacent buildings.
(2) Proportion of the facade. The relationship of the width of the building to the height of the front
elevation shall be visually compatible with adjacent buildings and places.
(3) Proportion of the openings. The relationship of the width of windows to the height of windows in
a building shall be visually compatible with adjacent buildings and places.
(4) Rhythm of solids. The relationship of solids to voids in the facade of a building shall be visually
compatible with adjacent buildings and places.
(5) Rhythm of spacing. The relationship of the building to the open space between it and adjoining
buildings shall be visually compatible with adjacent buildings and places.
(6) Rhythm of entrances. The relationship of entrances and porches to the street shall be visually
compatible to adjacent buildings and places.
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(7) Relationship of materials. The relationship of materials, texture and tone of the facade and roof of
a building shall be visually compatible with the predominate materials used in adjacent buildings.
(8) Roof. The roof shape of a building shall be visually compatible with adjacent buildings.
(9) Continuity of walls. Walls and open fencing shall maintain visual compatibility with adjacent
buildings and places.
(10) Scale. The size of a building mass in relation to open spaces, window and door openings, porches
and balconies shall be visually compatible with adjacent buildings and places.
(11) Directional expression. A building shall be visually compatible with adjacent buildings and places in
its directional character, whether this be vertical, horizontal or nondirectional.
(12) Windows. The type of glazing and muntin used in windows and doors shall be visually compatible
with adjacent buildings.
D.

Review criteria for demolition. With regard to applications to demolish a landmark or any building,
structure, object or site located within a landmark district, the following matters shall be considered:
(1) Its historical, architectural, cultural and aesthetic signiècance.
(2) Its use, its intended use and/or the use for which the building, structure, object or site was
originally designed and the feasibility of the continuation of its designed use.
(3) Its importance to the Township and the extent to which its historical or architectural value is such
that its removal will be detrimental to the landmark district and/or to the public interest.
(4) The extent to which it is of such old, unusual or uncommon design, craftsmanship, texture or
material that it could not be reproduced or could be reproduced only with great diêculty.
(5) The extent to which its retention would promote business, create new positions, attract tourists,
students, writers, historians, artists or artisans, encourage study and interest in American history,
stimulate interest and study in architecture and design, educate citizens in American culture and
heritage or make the Township a more attractive and desirable place in which to live.
(6) The probable impact of its removal upon the ambience of the landmark district.
(7) The structural soundness and integrity of the building, structure, object or site and the economic
feasibility of its restoration or rehabilitation so as to allow for its reasonable use.
(8) The threat to the public health and safety as a result of deterioration or disrepair of the building,
structure, object or site.
(9) The technological feasibility of structural rehabilitation.
(10) The interference with the charitable purposes of any nonproèt or charitable organization if
demolition is not permitted.

E.

Criteria regarding relocation of historic buildings or structures. The following factors shall be
considered with regard to an application to move to a new location or site any landmark or any
building, structure or object located within a landmark district:
(1) The impact of the loss of integrity suçered as a result of removal from the original and/or historic
location; and, if located within a historic district, the impact of that loss of integrity upon the
district as a whole.
(2) The relative value to the applicant of the proposed relocation contrasted to the value to the
community as a whole in allowing it to remain at its original and/or historic site.
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(3) The compatibility, nature and character of the areas adjacent to both the present site and the
proposed site as they relate to the protection of historic properties and districts as regulated by
this article.
(4) In the event that a proposed new location is in an historic district, the impact on the visual
compatibility of adjacent buildings, structures, objects or sites as set forth in Subsection C(1)
through (12), inclusive, of this section as herein set forth.
(5) The likelihood of signiècant damage to the physical integrity of the building, structure or object
itself.

§ 347-138. Certiƶcates of appropriateness; application
procedures; fees.
A.

The administrative oêcer shall refer all applications for permits pertaining to regulated activities
involving landmarks or any buildings, structures, objects and sites located within landmark districts to
the Commission for a written report on the application of the Zoning Ordinance provisions concerning
historic preservation to any of those aspects of the changes proposed which were not determined by
approval of an application for development by a municipal agency pursuant to the Municipal Land Use
Law.[1] A certiècate of appropriateness (hereinafter "C/A") issued by the Commission in accordance
with the procedures of this article is required prior to the commencement of any activities involving
landmarks or properties within landmark districts which are governed by the provisions of this article.
[1]

Editor's Note: See N.J.S.A. 40:55D-1 et seq.

B.

Applications shall be made on forms available in the oêce of the administrative oêcer in the Montclair
Municipal Building. Completed applications shall be delivered or mailed to the administrative oêcer at
the Montclair Municipal Building. All such applications shall include payment of a èling fee in the
amount of $100.

C.

Upon receipt of a complete application for a certiècate of appropriateness, the Commission shall
schedule a hearing for the purpose of reviewing said application and shall advise the applicant(s), in
writing, of the time, date and place of said hearing. For minor applications, ève copies of the complete
application must be submitted to the administrative oêcer. For all other applications, 15 copies of the
complete application must be submitted to the administrative oêcer.

D.

A complete application for a certiècate of appropriateness shall include the following items:
(1) All applications must include properly completed application forms which contain the following
information:
(a) Property information, including the zone of the property and block/lot.
(b) Applicant and owner information.
(c) Application fee and escrow fee (if required), paid to the Township of Montclair.
(d) Applicant's veriècation signature and owner's authorization signature.
(e) Photographs showing the existing condition of the entire building facade.
(f) Close-up photographs showing details of the area of work.
(2) Signage and awning applications must also include the following:
(a) Photomontage with the sign or awning drawn or photo-manipulated/photoshopped in the
exact location proposed (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Example of Photomontage for Signage Applications
(b) Proposed sign material noted (i.e., wood, acrylic, PVC) or awning fabric sample and measured
drawings showing the height and width dimensions of the proposed sign or awning (see
Figure 2).
(c) Section drawing showing the side view and projection of the proposed sign or awning from
the building facade and the method of installation of the sign or awning onto the storefront
or sign band (see Figure 2). Note the storefront material. (For brick buildings, signs should be
attached in the mortar.)

Figure 2: Sample of Section Drawing Showing Proposed Signage and Method of
Installation
(d) Dimensions and size calculations of proposed signage for zoning compliance.
(3) Lighting applications must also include the following:
(a) Detail photographs of the area of attachment.
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(b) Manufacturer's information/cut sheets of the type of èxture to be used.
(c) Photomontage of proposed lighting, showing where it attaches to the building.
(d) Details showing dimensions of proposed light èxtures, including the distance the lights will
project from the facade, height above the street or sidewalk, any supports or framing, the
location of electrical conduits, and how the light èxtures will be mounted to the exterior wall
(see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Sample of Lighting Details
(4) Window applications must also include the following:
(a) Photographs of each existing window to be altered.
(b) Note if the replacement proposed is of the entire window frame or sash only.
(c) Photo or drawing showing as-built/existing windows to be replaced, including a cross-section
of existing windows as-built, showing head, jamb and sill.
(d) Details showing proposed windows, including a cross-section of proposed windows showing
head, jamb and sill (manufacturer's cut sheets are ène if they show dimensions) (see Figure
4).
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Figure 4: Sample of Window Details
(e) Documentation about the original windows, photographs or typical windows for the historic
period (if available and only necessary if the existing are not historic windows).
(f) Conditions statement describing the type and extent of deterioration justifying the window
removal.
(5) Applications for new storefronts, facade alternations/restorations or new construction/additions
must also include the following:
(a) Existing site plan or detailed survey drawing.
(b) Proposed site plan with color graphics to diçerentiate new from existing.
(c) Photographs of the existing structure, with "detail" photos of the specièc facades and
architectural features (doors, windows, railings, siding, rooèng, paving, etc.) that are to be
altered or repaired. If the proposed project is within any historic district, applicants must
include photographs of adjacent structures and the existing streetscape taken from across
the street.
(d) Existing exterior elevation drawings.
(e) A complete set of working drawings for the proposed project and, in the case of an addition,
elevation drawings that show the proposed addition together with the existing structure;
scaled construction drawings showing proposed alterations of the relevant facade(s) and
architectural features. If the proposed project is located within an historic district, applicants
must include a streetscape elevation and color rendering showing the new development in
the context of neighboring buildings, structures, and sites. Three-dimensional models are
optional.
(f) Photomontage, renderings, and color elevation drawings of the proposed facade(s).
(g) Descriptions of the materials, size, and spacing of architectural features that are to be altered
or repaired, their present condition, and the reasons for their proposed alteration or repair.
(h) Detailed speciècations, cut sheets, manufacturer's product information, and mock-up boards
for all proposed exterior materials and color palettes, including dimensions, compositions,
application methods, and recommended uses. Samples of the proposed materials may be
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required.
(i)

Speciècations, cut sheets, and manufacturer's product information for all exterior lighting
proposed.

(j)

Speciècations for any proposed masonry patching, brick repointing, mortar analysis, brick
replacement, and facade cleaning.

(k) Speciècations, cut sheets, and manufacturer's product information for any proposed exterior
coatings, waterprooèng measures, or chemical solutions to be applied.
(l)

Scaçolding drawings (if applicable).

(6) Relocation of existing structures:
(a) Photographs of the existing structure and adjacent buildings and the proposed relocation
site and its adjacent buildings.
(b) Statement of the need/purposes for the proposed relocation and any alternatives to
relocation that were considered by the applicant.
(c) Estimated damage to the structure or loss of any of its architectural elements that may result
from the proposed relocation. (If any alterations are proposed to the structure after
relocation, the applicant must meet the requirements of the sections above.)
(d) Description of the relocation process and time frame, including moving the building intact,
numbering and disassembling, and storage security before reassembly.
(e) Site plan for the existing structure, as well as the site plan for the structure on the proposed
relocation site.
(7) Demolition of structures:
(a) Complete photography record of all exterior elevations, interior spaces, and important
details of all existing structures and any adjacent properties.
(b) Statement of the need/purposes for the proposed demolition.
(c) In any instance where there is a claim of no other alternative to demolition, the applicant
shall provide written documentation of good-faith attempts to sell the building at a
reasonable and comparable amount or to oçer it without charge to purchasers willing to
move the building to another location and preserve, rehabilitate, relocate, or restore the
building. A reasonable and comparable sales price shall be indicated by providing evidence
such as recent appraisals, comparable values of properties similar to the building proposed
to be demolished or other evidence the HPC deems acceptable.
(d) Written and pictorial record of the building's history and architectural features for archival
purposes, including, without limitation, the dates of original construction of the building or
structure to be demolished; original documents, maps, drawings, and photographs; the
square footage or dimensions of the building or structure to be demolished; a brief
description of the materials, conèguration and use of the existing building or structure;
signiècant events and occupants associated with the history of the building or property;
architectural features; and a description of the building through photographs, plans, and
maps.
(e) Archaeological study of the property before and/or during demolition if the property falls
within the area demonstrated to have a medium or high probability to contain archaeological
resources.
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(f) Preservation or salvage of architectural elements and photographic documentation. The
Planning Oêce will provide applicants with local service directories of centers.

§ 347-139. Commission review of applications for certiƶcates of
appropriateness.
A.

The Commission shall review applications for certiècates of appropriateness at a public hearing. The
applicant(s) shall be required to appear or to be represented at any meeting of the Commission at
which the Commission will consider his or her (their) application for a certiècate of appropriateness,
regardless of the ultimate èndings and report of the Commission.

B.

As soon as possible, but no later than 45 days after the administrative oêcer has referred the
application to the Commission, the Commission shall return to the administrative oêcer its written
report granting or denying the application, which report may be stated in resolution form. The
Commission shall èle said report with the administrative oêcer, together with the certiècate of
appropriateness if granted, within 10 days of the Commission's decision on the application and, on the
same date, shall forward a copy of the report and the certiècate of appropriateness to the applicant by
personal service or by certièed mail, return receipt requested.

C.

If, within the above forty-ève-day period, the Commission has denied the issuance of a certiècate of
appropriateness required for the issuance of a permit or recommended that conditions be met prior to
the issuance of a permit, the administrative oêcer shall deny issuance of the permit or include the
conditions in the permit, as the case may be.

D.

Failure of the Commission to report within the forty-ève-day period shall be deemed to constitute a
report in favor of issuance of the permit and without the recommendation of conditions to the permit.

E.

Nothing herein shall prohibit an extension of time by mutual agreement of the applicant and the
Commission.

F.

After a certiècate of appropriateness has been issued by the Commission, the administrative oêcer
shall, from time to time, inspect the work approved by the Commission and report to the Commission
any work not in accordance with such resolution of approval and the corresponding certiècate of
appropriateness.

G.

A certiècate of appropriateness shall be valid for a period of one year form the date of its issuance
unless reasonable extensions are granted by the Commission.

§ 347-140. Grant or denial of certiƶcates of appropriateness.
A.

Purposes. The purpose of this section is the furtherance of the purposes of this article by açording the
Township, interested persons and historical societies or organizations the opportunity to acquire or to
arrange for the preservation of landmarks or buildings, structures, objects or sites located within
historic districts.

B.

Approval. Issuance of an approval of a permit shall be deemed to be ènal approval pursuant to this
article. Such approval shall neither cause nor prevent the èling of any collateral application or other
proceeding required by any other Township ordinance to be made prior to undertaking the action
requested concerning landmarks or any buildings, structures, objects or sites located in a landmark
district.

C.

Denial. Denial of a certiècate of appropriateness shall be deemed to preclude the applicant from
undertaking the activity applied for.
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(1) Denial in applications for demolition. In the event that the Commission disapproves an application
for a permit to demolish a landmark or any building, structure, object or site located within a
landmark district, the owner shall, nevertheless, as a matter of right, be entitled to raze or
demolish the same, provided that all of the following requirements have been fully met:
(a) Permit procedure compliance. The owner has applied for the necessary permit and has
received notice of denial of the same from the Commission and has appealed said denial to
the Zoning Board of Adjustment, which has aêrmed the denial.
(b) Notice requirements. The owner has met the following notice requirements:
[1] Notice of the proposed demolition has been posted on the premises of the building,
structure, object or site throughout the notice period, set forth herein in Subsection
C(1)(b)[2] and [3] of this section, in a location that it is clearly readable from the street.
[2] The applicant has published a notice in the oêcial newspaper of the Township within
the èrst 10 days of the notice period, within not less than 10 nor more than 15 days prior
to the expiration of the notice, and at least once each 90 days between the above èrst
and last notiècations, if the notice period is nine months or longer.
[3] The period of time during which notice must be given in the manner herein set forth
shall be known as the "notice period." It shall commence on the 10th day following the
date of the notice of denial received from the Zoning Board of Adjustment after an
appeal has been decided, and such notice period shall run for a period of time of nine
months.
[4] The owner has, during the notice period and at a price reasonably related to its fair
market value, made a bona ède oçer to sell such building, structure, object or site and
the land pertaining thereto to any person or organization, government or agency
thereof or political subdivision or agency thereof which gives reasonable assurances
that it is willing to preserve the building, structure, object or site and the land pertaining
thereto.
[5] The owner shall not have been a party to any bona ède contract binding upon all parties
thereto for the sale of any such building, structure, object or site and the land pertaining
thereto executed prior to the expiration of the notice period except a contract made in
accordance with Subsection C(1)(b)[4] of this section.
(2) Alternatives to demolition. During the notice period, the Commission shall consult with the
Township Council, the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection or other similarly
qualièed organizations to ascertain how the Township may preserve the premises to be
demolished. The Commission shall be empowered to assist the owner in developing plans to
preserve the building, structure, object or site when the moving or demolition thereof would be a
loss to the Township. The Commission shall be empowered to negotiate with the applicant to see
if an alternative to demolition can be found and may require the applicant to prepare a ènancial
analysis which may include any or all of the following:
(a) Amount paid for the property, date of purchase and the name of the party from whom
purchased, including a description of the relationship, whether business and/or familial, if any,
between the owner and the person from whom the property was purchased.
(b) Assessed value of the land and improvements thereon according to the most recent
assessment.
(c) For depreciable properties, a pro forma ènancial statement prepared by an accountant or
broker of record.
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(d) All appraisals obtained by the owner in connection with his or her purchase or ènancing of
the property or during his or her ownership of the property.
(e) Bona ède oçers for the property for sale or rent, price asked and oçers received, if any.
(f) Any consideration given by the owner as to proètable, adaptive uses for the property.
(3) Change in circumstances. The Commission may, if a signiècant change in circumstances occurs at
any time during such notice period, approve a permit for demolition, in which event the permit
shall be issued within 10 days thereafter.

§ 347-141. Eƭect of grants or denials of permits; appeals.
A.

Eçect. Issuance of an approval of a permit shall be deemed to be a ènal approval pursuant to this
article. Such approval shall neither cause nor prevent the èling of any collateral application or other
proceeding required by any other Township ordinance to be made prior to undertaking the action
requested concerning the landmark or any building, structure, object or site located within a landmark
district. The denial of a permit shall be deemed to preclude the applicant from undertaking the activity
applied for.

B.

Statutory rights retained. The granting or denial of a permit may be appealed to the Board of
Adjustment in the same manner as an appeal is taken pursuant to the provisions of the Municipal Land
Use Law, N.J.S.A. 40:55D-70a. Nothing herein shall be deemed to limit the right of judicial review of the
Township action after an appeal is concluded by the Board of Adjustment. The appellant shall pay all
costs for copies of any transcript(s) required for appeal.

§ 347-142. Development in historic zoning districts or sites;
informational copies of applications from Planning Board or
Board of Adjustment.
The Planning Board and the Board of Adjustment shall refer to the Commission every application submitted
to either Board for development in historic zoning districts or on historic sites designated on the Zoning or
Oêcial Map or identièed in any component element of the Master Plan. The referral shall be made when the
application for development is deemed complete or is scheduled for a hearing, whichever occurs sooner.
Failure to refer the application as required shall not invalidate any hearing or proceeding. The Commission
may provide its advice, which shall be conveyed through its delegated members or staç, who shall testify
orally at the hearing and explain any written report which may have been submitted by the Commission
regarding the application. The Commission shall make available to the applicant a copy of its written report
concerning said application for development.

§ 347-143. Violations and penalties; enforcement.
A.

Violations deèned. Any person violating any of the provisions of this article shall, upon conviction
thereof, be subject to the penalties herein. A separate oçense shall be deemed committed on each day
during or on which a violation occurs or continues. Any person who shall undertake any activity
without approvals required by this article shall be deemed to be in violation hereof.

B.

Notice of violations. Upon learning of the violation, the administrative oêcer shall personally serve
upon the owner of the property whereon the violation is occurring a notice describing the violation in
detail and giving the owner 10 days to abate the violation by restoring the building, structure or site to
its condition prior to the violation. If the owner cannot personally be served within the Township with
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said notice, a copy shall be posted on the property and a copy shall be sent to the owner at his or her
last known address.
C.

Injunctive relief. In the event that the violation is not abated within 10 days of service or posting on site,
whichever is earlier, the administrative oêcer shall cause to be instituted any appropriate action or
proceeding to prevent such unlawful activity; to restrain, correct or abate such violation; to prevent the
occupancy of said building, structure or site; or to prevent any illegal act, conduct, business or use in or
about such premises as follows:
(1) If any person shall undertake any activity requiring a permit and report of the Commission without
èrst having obtained approval, he or she shall be required to immediately stop the activity, apply
for approval and take any necessary measures to preserve the açected premises pending such
approval. If the work is denied, he or she shall immediately restore the building, structure, object
or site to its condition prior to any such activity. The administrative oêcer is hereby authorized to
seek injunctive relief regarding a stop action or restoration in the Superior Court not less than 10
days after the delivery of notice pursuant to Subsection B hereof.
(2) In the event of the threat of imminent action for which the necessary approvals have not been
granted and which action would permanently and adversely change a landmark or any building,
structure, object or site located within a landmark district, the administrative oêcer is
empowered to apply to the Superior Court of New Jersey for injunctive relief as is necessary to
prevent such actions.

D.

Penalties. In addition to the remedies provided above and notwithstanding § 347-6 of this chapter, a
person convicted of a violation of this Article XVIII before a court of competent jurisdiction shall be
subject to penalties as follows:
(1) For each day up to 10 days: not more than $100 per day.
(2) For each day between 11 and 25 days: not more than $250 per day.
(3) For each day beyond 25 days: not more than $500 per day.
(4) For each day beyond 25 days: a jail term not to exceed 90 days may be imposed.

§ 347-144. Preventive maintenance; notice of violations.
A.

Priority. Recognizing the need for preventive maintenance to ensure the continued useful life of
historic buildings, structures, objects and sites, the Township Council hereby declares that code
enforcement for such designated properties is a high municipal priority.

B.

Notice of violation. In the event that any landmark or any building, structure, object or site located
within a landmark district deteriorates to the point that, in the best estimate of the administrative
oêcer, the cost of correcting the outstanding code violations equals more than 25% of the cost of
replacing the entire building, structure, object or site on which the violation occurs, the administrative
oêcer shall serve personally or by certièed mail, return receipt requested, a notice on the owner of the
property listing the violations, the estimate for their abatement and the replacement cost of the
improvements and stating that, if the owner does not take all necessary remedial action within 60 days,
or such extensions as the administrative oêcer shall grant for good cause, the Township of Montclair's
designated oêcial may, at the expiration of said 60 days, enter upon the property and abate such
violations and cause the cost thereof to become a lien on the property.

C.

Hearing. Upon receipt of such notice, the owner may, within 20 days after such receipt, notify the
administrative oêcer of his or her intentions to have a hearing as to the allegations and estimates set
forth in the notice. Such hearing shall be conducted by the Commission and shall, so far as possible, be
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a formal adversary proceeding in which the administrative oêcer shall establish the matters alleged in
the notice by a preponderance of the evidence. If a hearing is requested, the administrative oêcer will,
within 10 days following the hearing, serve on the owner an opinion, in writing, setting forth his or her
conclusions and the reasons therefor.
D.

Action without a hearing. If the owner does not request a hearing, the èndings of the administrative
oêcer set forth in the notice issued in § 347-143B shall be binding, and the administrative oêcer may
take such necessary action as granted by the provisions of this article.

E.

Right of abatement. If the owner does not comply with the èndings of the administrative oêcer, the
administrative oêcer may enter onto the premises and, by use of municipal labor or outside
contractors, or both, perform such work as is necessary to abate all violations.

F.

Costs. The administrative oêcer shall then certify to the Township Council the cost of such work
performed, plus all administrative, clerical and legal costs and overhead attributable thereto, and shall
present the same to the Township Council.

G.

Lien. The Township Council may, by resolution, vote to cause the sum so certièed to become a lien
upon the property, payable with the next quarter's property taxes and, if not then paid, bearing interest
at the same rate as delinquent taxes.

§ 347-145. Municipal responsibility.
It shall be the duty of all municipal oêcials of the Township of Montclair reviewing all permit applications
involving real property or improvements thereon to determine whether such application involves any
activity which should also be the subject of an application for a permit and, if it should be, to inform the
Secretary of the Commission, the administrative oêcer and the applicant of the same.

§ 347-146. Rules of interpretation.
This article shall be liberally construed in order to açect the purposes set forth herein. In the event that this
article conéicts with state law, state law shall take precedence.
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New Jersey Municipal Land Use Law,
Historic Preservation–Related Sections

M UNICIPAL L AND U SE L AW
New Jersey Statutes Annotated Historic Preservation Related Sections
NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT

OF

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION • NATURAL & HISTORIC RESOURCES • HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE

I NTRODUCTION
MUNICIPALITIES IN NEW JERSEY obtain their authority to identify, evaluate, designate, and regulate
historic resources (individual sites and districts) from the Municipal Land Use Law (MLUL), the
enabling legislation for municipal land use and development planning, zoning, and, since 1986, historic
preservation zoning. In response to requests for information on the sections of the MLUL pertaining
to historic preservation zoning, the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) is excerpting and printing the
following sections of the Municipal Land Use Law relevant to historic preservation planning and
zoning and the creation of municipal Historic Preservation Commissions. The HPO has also provided
a description of the requisites for participation in the Certified Local Government (CLG) program.

C. 40:55D-25
P OWERS OF P LANNING B OARD
A.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

B.

resolution of the governing body for the
aid and assistance of the governing
body or other agencies or officers.

The planning board shall follow the
provisions of this act and shall accordingly
exercise its powers in regard to:
The master plan pursuant to article 3;
Subdivision control and site plan
review pursuant to article 6;
The official map pursuant to article 5;
The zoning ordinance including
conditional uses pursuant to article 8;
The capital improvements program
pursuant to article 4;
Variances and certain building permits
in conjunction with subdivision, site
plan
and conditional use approval pursuant
to article 7.

The planning board may:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Participate in the participation and
review of programs or plans required
by State or Federal law or regulation;
Assemble data on a continuing basis as
part of a continuous planning process;
and
Perform such other advisory duties as
are assigned to it by ordinance or
1

C.

In a municipality having a population of
2,500 or less, a nine-member planning
board, if so provided by ordinance, shall
exercise, to the same extent and subject to
the same restrictions, all the powers of a
board of adjustment; but the Class I and the
Class III members shall not participate in
the consideration of applications for
development which involve relief pursuant to
subsection d. of section 57 of the act L. 1975
C. 291 (C.40:55D-70).

D.

In a municipality having a population of
2,500 or less, the planning board, if so
provided by ordinance, shall exercise, to the
same extent and subject to the same
restrictions, all of the powers of a historic
preservation commission, provided that at
least one planning board member meets the
qualifications of a Class A member of a
historic preservation commission and at

least one member meets the qualifications of
a Class B member of that commission.
(4)

C. 40:55D-28
M ASTER P LAN ; PREPARATION ;
CONTENTS ; MODIFICATION
A.

The planning board may prepare and, after
public hearing, adopt or amend a master
plan, or component parts thereof, to guide
the use of lands within the municipality in a
manner which protects public health and
safety and promotes the general welfare.

B.

The master plan shall generally comprise a
report or statement and land use and
development proposals, with maps, diagrams
and text, presenting, at least the following
elements (1) and (2) and, where appropriate,
the following elements (3) through (12):
(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

A statement of objectives, principles,
assumptions, policies and standards
upon which the constituent proposals
for the physical, economic and social
development of the municipality are
based;
A land use plan element (a) taking into
account and stating its relationship to
the statement provided for in
subsection (1) hereof, and other master
plan elements provided for in
paragraphs (3) through (12) hereof and
natural conditions, including, but not
necessarily limited to, topography, soil
conditions, water supply, drainage,
flood plain areas, marshes, and
woodlands, (b) showing the existing
and proposed location, extent and
intensity of development of land to be
used in the future for varying types of
residential, commercial, industrial,
agricultural, recreational, educational
and other public and private purposes
or combination of purposes; and stating
the relationship thereof to the existing
and any proposed zone plan and zoning
ordinance; and (c) showing the existing
and proposed location of any airports
and the boundaries of any airport
safety zones delineated pursuant to the
“Air Safety and Zoning Act of 1983,’’
P.L. 1983, c. 260 (C. 6:1-80 et seq.);
and (d) including a statement of the
standards of population density and
development intensity recommended
for the municipality;
A housing plan element pursuant to
section 10 of P.L. 1985, c. 222 (C.
52:27D-310)(See *Addendum*),
including, but not limited to,

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
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residential standards and proposals for
the construction and improvement of
housing;
A circulation plan element showing the
location and types of facilities for all
modes of transportation required for
the efficient movement of people and
goods into, about, and through the
municipality, taking into account the
functional highway classification
system of the Federal Highway
Administration and the types,
locations, conditions and availability of
existing and proposed transportation
facilities, including air, water, road and
rail;
A utility service plan element analyzing
the need for and showing the future
general location of water supply and
distribution facilities, drainage and
flood control facilities, sewerage and
waste treatment, solid waste disposal
and provision for other related utilities,
and including any storm water
management plan required pursuant to
the provisions of P.L. 1981, c. 32
(C.40:55D-93 et seq.);
A community facilities plan element
showing the existing and proposed
location and type of educational or
cultural facilities, historic sites,
libraries, hospitals, firehouses, police
stations and other related facilities,
including their relation to the
surrounding areas;
A recreation plan element showing a
comprehensive system of areas and
public sites for recreation;
A conservation plan element providing
for the preservation, conservation, and
utilization of natural resources,
including, to the extent appropriate,
energy, open space, water supply,
forests, soil, marshes, wetlands,
harbors, rivers and other waters,
fisheries, endangered or threatened
species wildlife and other resources,
and which systematically analyzes the
impact of each other component and
element of the master plan on the
present and future preservation,
conservation and utilization of those
resources;
An economic plan element considering
all aspects of economic development
and sustained economic vitality,
including (a) a comparison of the types
of employment expected to be provided
by the economic development to be
promoted with the characteristics of
the labor pool resident in the
municipality and nearby areas and (b)
an analysis of the stability and diversity

(10)

(11)

(12)

proposal for the utilization of 1,000
square feet or more of land.

of the economic development to be
promoted;
A historic preservation plan element:
(a) indicating the location and
significance of historic sites and
historic districts; (b) identifying the
standards used to assess worthiness for
historic site or district identification;
and (c) analyzing the impact of each
component and element of the master
plan on the preservation of historic
sites and districts;
Appendices or separate reports
containing the technical foundation for
the master plan and its constituent
elements; and,
A recycling plan element which
incorporates the State Recycling Plan
goals, including provisions for the
collection, disposition and recycling of
recyclable materials designated in the
municipal recycling ordinance, and for
the collection, disposition and
recycling of recyclable materials within
any development proposal for the
construction of 50 or more units of
single-family residential housing or 25
or more units of multi-family
residential housing and any
commercial or industrial development

C.

The master plan and its plan elements may
be divided into subplans and subplan
elements projected according to periods of
time or staging sequences.

D.

The master plan shall include a specific
policy statement indicating the relationship
of the proposed development of the
municipality as developed in the master plan
to (1) the master plans of contiguous
municipalities, (2) the master plan of the
county in which the municipality is located
(3) the State Development and
Redevelopment Plan adopted pursuant to the
“State Planning Act’’, P.L. 1985, c. 398 (C.
52:18A-196 et al.), and (4) the district solid
waste management plan required pursuant
to the provisions of the “Solid Waste
Management Act,’’ P.L. 1970, c. 39 (C. 13:
1E-1 et seq.) of the county in which the
municipality is located.

C. 40:55D-65
C ONTENTS OF Z ONING O RDINANCE
A zoning ordinance may:
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A.

Limit and restrict buildings and structures
to specified districts and regulate buildings
and structures according to their type and the
nature and extent of their use, and regulate
the nature and extent of the use of land for
trade, industry, residence, open space or other
purposes.

B.

Regulate the bulk, height, number of stories,
orientation, and size of buildings and the other
structures; the percentage of lot or
development area that may be occupied by
structures; lot sizes and dimensions; and for
these purposes may specify floor area ratios
and other ratios and regulatory techniques
governing the intensity of land use and the
provision of adequate light and air, including,
but not limited to the potential for utilization of
renewable energy sources.

C.

Provide districts for planned developments;
provided that an ordinance providing for
approval of subdivisions and site plans by the
planning board has been adopted and
incorporates therein the provisions for such
planned developments in a manner consistent
with article 6 (C. 40:55D-37 et seq.) of this act.
The zoning ordinance shall establish standards
governing the type and density, or intensity of

land use, in a planned development. Said
standards shall take into account that the
density, or intensity of land use, otherwise
allowable may not be appropriate for a planned
development. The standards may vary the type
and density, or intensity of land use, otherwise
applicable to the land within a planned
development in consideration of the amount,
location and proposed use of common open
space; the location and physical characteristics
of the site of the proposed planned
development; and the location, design and type
of dwelling units and other uses. Such
standards may, in order to encourage the
flexibility of housing density, design and type,
authorize a deviation in various residential
clusters from the density, or intensity of use,
established for an entire planned development.
The standards and criteria by which the design,
bulk and location of buildings are to be
evaluated, shall be set forth in the zoning
ordinance and all standards and criteria for any
feature of a planned development shall be set
forth in such ordinance with sufficient
certainty to provide reasonable criteria by
which specific proposals for planned
development can be evaluated.

D.

E.

I.

C. 40:55D-65.1
H ISTORIC D ESIGNATIONS
Z ONING O RDINANCES

Except as provided hereunder, after July 1, 1994, all
historic sites and historic districts designated in the
zoning ordinance shall be based on identifications in
the historic preservation plan element of the master
plan. Until July 1, 1994, any such designation may be
based on identifications in the historic preservation
plan element, the land use plan element or community
facilities plan element of the master plan. The
governing body may, at any time, adopt, by affirmative
vote of a majority of its authorized membership, a
zoning ordinance designating one or more historic sites
or historic districts that are not based on
identifications in the historic preservation plan
element, the land use plan element or community
facilities plan element, provided the reasons for the
action of the governing body are set forth in a
resolution and recorded in the minutes of the
governing body. L. 1991, c. 199, § 5, eff. July 9, 1991.

C. 40:55D-107
H ISTORIC P RESERVATION
C OMMISSION

Designate and regulate areas subject to flooding
(1) pursuant to P.L. 1972, c. 185 (C. 58:16A-55
et seq.) or (2) as otherwise necessary in the
absence of appropriate flood hazard area
designations pursuant to P. L. 1962, c. 19 (C.
58 :16A-5O et seq.) or floodway regulations
pursuant to P.L. 1972, c. 185 or minimum
standards for local fringe area regulations
pursuant to P.L. 1972, c. 185.
Provide for conditional uses pursuant to
section 54 (C.40:55D-67) of this act.

G.

Provide for senior citizen community housing.

H.

Require that as a condition for any approval
which is required pursuant to such ordinance
and the provisions of this chapter, that no taxes
or assessments for local improvements are due
or delinquent on the property for which any
application is made.

IN

A zoning ordinance may designate and regulate historic
sites or historic districts and provide design criteria
and guidelines therefor. Designation and regulation
pursuant to this section shall be in addition to such
designation and regulation as the zoning ordinance
may otherwise require.

Establish, for particular uses or classes of uses,
reasonable standards of performance and
standards for the provision of adequate
physical improvements including, but not
limited to, off-street parking and loading areas,
marginal access roads and roadways, other
circulation facilities and water, sewerage and
drainage facilities; provided that section 41 (C.
40:55D-53) of this act shall apply to such
improvements .

F.

Provide for historic preservation pursuant to
section 5 of P.L.
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A.

The governing body may by ordinance provide
for a historic preservation commission.

B.

Every historic preservation commission shall
include, in designating the category of
appointment, at least one member of each of the
following classes: Class A-a person who is
knowledgeable in building design and
construction or architectural history and who
may reside outside the municipality; and, Class
B-a person who is knowledgeable or with a
demonstrated interest in local history and who
may reside outside the municipality.

C.

A historic preservation commission shall consist
of five, seven or nine regular members and may
have not more than two alternate members. Of
the regular members a total of at least one less
than a majority shall be of Classes A and B.
Those regular members who are not designated
as Class A or B shall be designated as Class C.

Class C members shall be citizens of the
municipality who shall hold no other municipal
office, position or employment except for
membership on the planning board or board of
adjustment. Alternate members shall meet the
qualifications of Class C members. The mayor or,
if so specified by ordinance, the chairman of the
planning
board shall appoint all members of the
commission and shall designate at the time of
appointment the regular members by class and
the alternate members as ‘’Alternate No. 1’’ and
“Alternate No. 2’’. The terms of the members first
appointed under this act shall be so determined
that to the greatest practicable extent, the
expiration of the terms shall be distributed, in
the case of regular members, evenly over the first
four years after their appointment, and in the
case of alternate members, evenly over the first
two years after their appointment; provided that
the initial term of no regular member shall
exceed four years and that the initial term of no
alternate member shall exceed two years.
Thereafter, the term of a regular member shall be
four years; and the term of an alternate member
shall be two years. A vacancy occurring
otherwise than by expiration of term shall be
filled for the unexpired term only.
Notwithstanding any other
provision herein, the term of any member
common to the historic preservation commission
and the planning board shall be for the term of

membership on the planning board; and the term
of any member common to the historic
preservation commission and the board of
adjustment shall be for the term of membership
on the board of adjustment. The historic
preservation commission shall elect a chairman
and vice-chairman from its members and select a
secretary who may or may not be a member of
the historic preservation commission or a
municipal employee.
Alternate members may participate in
discussions of the proceedings but may not vote
except in the absence or disqualification of a
regular member. A vote shall not be delayed in
order that a regular member may vote instead of
an alternate member. In the event that a choice
must be made as to which alternate member is to
vote, Alternate No. 1 shall vote.

D.

No member of any historic preservation
commission shall be permitted to act on any
matter in which he has, either directly or
indirectly, any personal or financial interest.

E.

A member of a historic preservation
commission may, after public hearing if he
requests it, be removed by the governing
body for cause.

C. 40:55D-108
E XPENSES AND C OSTS
A.

The governing body shall make provision in its
budget and appropriate funds for the expenses of
the historic preservation commission.

B.

The historic preservation commission may
employ, contract for, and fix the compensation of
experts and other staff and services as it shall
deem necessary. The commission shall obtain its
legal counsel from the municipal attorney at the
rate of compensation determined by the
governing body, unless the governing body, by
appropriation, provides for separate legal counsel
for the commission. Expenditures pursuant to
this subsection shall not exceed, exclusive of gifts
or grants, the amount appropriated by the
governing body for the commission’s use.

C. 40:55D-109
R ESPONSIBILITIES
The historic preservation commission shall have the
responsibility to:

A.
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Prepare a survey of historic sites of the
municipality pursuant to criteria identified in the
survey report;

B.

Make recommendations to the planning board on
the historic preservation plan element of the
master plan and on the implications for
preservation of historic sites of any other master
plan elements;

C.

Advise the planning board on the inclusion of
historic sites in the recommended capital
improvement program;

D.

Advise the planning board and board of
adjustment on applications for development
pursuant to section 24 of P.L. 1985, c. 516
(C.40:55D-110)

E.

Provide written reports pursuant to section 25 of
P. L. 1985,

C.

516 (C.40:55D-111) on the application of the
zoning ordinance provisions concerning historic
preservation; and

F.

Carry out such other advisory, educational and
informational functions as will promote historic
preservation in the municipality.

applications for issuance of permits pertaining to
historic sites or property in historic districts to the
historic preservation commission for a written report
on the application of the zoning ordinance provisions
concerning historic preservation to any of those
aspects of the change proposed, which aspects were
not determined by approval of an application for
development by a municipal agency pursuant to the act
(C.40:55D-et seq.). The historic preservation
commission shall submit its report either to the
administrative officer or the planning board, as
specified by ordinance. If the ordinance specifies the
submission of the historic preservation commission’s
report to the planning board, the planning board shall
report to the administrative officer.
In the case of a referral by the administrative officer of
a minor application for the issuance of a permit
pertaining to historic sites or property in historic
districts, as defined in the zoning ordinance, the
chairman of the historic preservation commission may
act in the place of the full commission for purposes of
this section; and, if the ordinance specifies the
submission to the planning board of a commission
report on a minor application, the ordinance may
authorize the chairman or a subcommittee of the
planning board to act in place of the full board.

C. 40:55D-110
R EFERRALS BY P LANNING B OARD
AND B OARD OF A DJUSTMENT

The historic preservation commission or the planning
board, as the case may be, shall report to the
administrative officer within 45 days of his referral of
the application to the historic preservation
commission. If within the 45-day period the historic
preservation commission or the planning board, as the
case may be, recommends to the administrative officer
against the issuance of a permit or recommends
conditions to the permit to be issued, the
administrative officer shall deny issuance of the permit
or include the conditions in the permit, as the case
may be. Failure to report within the 45-day period shall
be deemed to constitute a report in favor of issuance of
the permit and without the recommendation of
conditions to the permit.

The planning board and board of adjustment shall
make available to the historic preservation commission
an informational copy of every application submitted to
either board for development in historic zoning
districts or on historic sites designated on the zoning
or official map or in any component element of the
master plan. Failure to make the informational copy
available shall not invalidate any hearing or
proceeding. The historic preservation commission may
provide its advice which shall be conveyed through its
delegation of one of its members or staff to testify
orally at the hearing on the application and to explain
any written report which may have been submitted.

C. 40:55D-112
“L ANDMARK ” AS A S UBSTITUTE FOR
“H ISTORIC ”; “H ISTORIC
P RESERVATION ” AND “H ISTORIC
S ITE ”

C. 40:55D-111
D ESIGNATION AND R EGULATION OF
H ISTORIC S ITES OR D ISTRICTS BY
O RDINANCE ; R EFERENCE OF
A PPLICATIONS FOR I SSUANCE OF
P ERMITS TO C OMMISSION ; R EPORT
FOR G RANT, C ONDITIONAL G RANT OR
D ENIAL

The word “landmark” may substitute, in any
ordinance, resolution, determination or official action
pursuant to the act (C.40:55D-1 et seq.) and P.L. 1985,
c. 516, (C.40:55D-107 et seq.) for “historic”, “historic
preservation’’ and “historic site”.

If the zoning ordinance designates and regulates
historic sites or districts pursuant to subsection i of
section 52 of the act (C.40:55D-65), the governing
body shall by ordinance provide for reference of

L. 1985, c. 516. § 26, et’f. Mar. 22, 1986.
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A DDENDUM
C. 52:27D-310
M ANDATORY C ONTENTS
E LEMENTS

its present and prospective housing needs,
including its fair share for low and moderate
income housing; and

OF

H OUSING

F.

A municipality’s housing element shall be designed to
achieve the goal of access to affordable housing to meet
present and prospective housing needs, with particular
attention to low and moderate income housing, and
shall contain at least:

A.

An inventory of the municipality’s housing stock
by age, condition, purchase or rental value,
occupancy characteristics, and type, including
the number of units affordable to low and
moderate income household and substandard
housing capable of being rehabilitated, and in
conducting this inventory the municipality shall
have access, on a confidential basis for the sole
purpose of conducting the inventory, to all
necessary property tax assessment records and
information in the assessor’s office, including but
not limited to the property record cards;

B.

A projection of the municipality’s housing stock,
including the probable future construction of low
and moderate income housing, for the next six
years, taking into account, but not necessarily
limited to, construction permits issued, approvals
of applications for development and probable
residential development of lands;

C.

An analysis of the municipality’s demographic
characteristics, including but not necessarily
limited to, household size, income level and age;

D.

An analysis of the existing and probable future
employment characteristics of the municipality;

E.

A determination of the municipality’s present and
prospective fair share for low and moderate
income housing and its capacity to accommodate

A consideration of the lands that are most
appropriate for construction of low and moderate
income housing and of the existing structures
most appropriate for conversion to, or
rehabilitation for, low and moderate income
housing, including a consideration of lands of
developers who have expressed a commitment to
provide low and moderate income housing.

C ERTIFIED L OCAL G OVERNMENT
P ROGRAM
The Certified Local Government (CLG) program offers
municipalities the opportunity to participate more
directly in state and federal historic preservation
programs. New Jersey’s current CLG participants
include Beach Haven Borough, Berlin Borough,
Burlington City, Camden City, Cape May City, Closter
Borough, Collingswood Borough, Evesham Township,
Ewing Township, Fanwood Borough, Freehold
Township, Glen Ridge Borough, Gloucester City,
Haddonfield Borough, Haddon Heights Borough,
Harrison Township, Hopewell Borough, Lawrence
Township, Mahwah Township, Maplewood Township,
Middletown Township, Montclair Township, Montville
Township, Mount Holly Township, Newton Town, North
Plainfield Borough, Ocean City, Paterson City,
Plainfield City, Pompton Lakes Borough, Princeton
Borough, Princeton Township, River Edge Borough,
Somers Point City, South Brunswick Township,
Swedesboro Borough, Teaneck Township, Tewksbury
Township, Verona Township, Washington Township,
West Milford Township and West Orange Township.
One of the benefits of Certified Local Government
designation is access to Historic Preservation Fund
matching and no-match grants reserved exclusively for
historic resources survey, preservation planning and
pre-development projects undertaken by Certified
Local Governments. New Jersey annually awards
$60,000 - $80,000 in Historic Preservation Fund grants
to our CLGs.
Historic Preservation Fund matching grants may be
used to sponsor a wide variety of historic preservation
projects: historic resource surveys; site specific,
historic district or municipal historic preservation
plans; technical assistance to municipal historic
preservation commissions; historic landscape, rural
farmland or thematic historic property studies;
architectural design guidebooks; historic preservation
public education; National Register of Historic Places
nominations; and other innovative historic preservation
activities proposed by CLGs.
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Pre-development grant funds are available for
properties listed on the National Register of Historic
Places. Eligible projects include the preparation of:
historic structures reports; adaptive re-use plans,
specifications and construction documents; and
archaeological resource protection or stabilization
plans. Pre-development projects must be in
conformance with the “Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties with
Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring and
Reconstructing Historic Buildings.”
Participation in the Certified Local Government
program requires that a municipality have a historic
preservation ordinance and a historic preservation
commission conforming to the specifications of both
the New Jersey enabling legislation, the Municipal Land
Use Law (MLUL), and the National Park Service
approved New Jersey Certified Local Government
Guidelines. Governments requesting certification are
required to submit an application and demonstrate that
they meet the basic CLG program guidelines.

are designed to ensure that the designation of historic
sites and districts results from a genuine interest in
and commitment to local historic preservation by the
residents of individual neighborhoods and the
community at large. There must also be a clear appeals
process to provide applicants and others the
opportunity to appeal decisions made by the local
historic preservation commission.
The Historic Preservation Office encourages efforts to
promote local historic preservation. If you have any
questions regarding the Certified Local Government
program or would like a copy of the CLG Guidelines
and application, please contact the Historic
Preservation Office, CLG Program Coordinator.

The CLG guidelines require due process and maximum
public participation in the administration of the local
historic preservation ordinance. All historic
preservation commission decisions to designate
individual historic sites and districts must be based
upon criteria written into the local ordinance and must
afford the public an opportunity to comment on the
proposed designation at an open public meeting. The
Certified Local Government guidelines require all
commission meetings to be publicly announced and
open to the public, have an advertised agenda, and be
held in accordance with the New Jersey “Open Public
Meetings Act.” Additionally, commission decisions
must be made in a public forum and applicants must
be notified of meetings and advised of the decisions of
the commission. These public participation provisions

Mail Code 501-04B
STATE
OF NEW JERSEY
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
DEPARTMENT
OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Historic
Preservation Office
NATURAL &PO
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
Box 420
Historic Preservation Office
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0420
P.O. Box 404, Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0404
TEL: (609) 984-0176 FAX: (609) 984-0578
Tel: (609) 292-2023 Fax: (609) 984-0578
www.nj.gov/dep/hpo

www.nj.gov/dep/hpo

This publication has been financed in part with federal funds from the National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, and administered by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection,
Natural & Historic Resources, Historic Preservation Office. The contents and opinions do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the U.S. Department of the Interior. This program receives federal financial
assistance for the identification and protection of historic properties. Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the U.S. Department of the Interior prohibits
discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, or handicap in its federally assisted programs. If you believe that you have been discriminated against in any program, activity, or facility as described
above, or if you desire further information, please write to: Office of Equal Opportunity, National Park Service, 1849 C. Street NW (NC200), Washington, D.C. 20240
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Appendix D
2016 Field Survey Forms

Historic Preservation Element: Montclair Township Master Plan
2016 Field Survey
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Recommended for Formal Survey
The following areas are recommended for formal architectural survey because they possess a
moderate to high level of integrity, a high level of design cohesion, a distinct architectural
identity, and/or clearly convey a historic context.
1. Wheeler Street Area
2. Hitchcock Place Area
3. Estate Area
4. Christopher Street Area
5. Tremont Place Area
6. Upper Montclair Commuter Area
7. Oakcroft Avenue Area
8. Township Parks
a. Nishuane Park
b. Essex Park
c. Edgemont Park
d. Yantacaw Park
e. Sunset Park
f. Tuers Park

Recommended for Formal Survey Pending Further Study
Properties within the Edgemont Park and Wildwood Avenue Areas lack a clear visual sense of
architectural cohesion and require further study of historic contexts and patterns of
development in order to make a determination as to their eligibility as historic districts.
Properties within the Walnut Street Area appear to have been significantly altered with nonhistoric materials. An intensive architectural survey is required to assess the level of integrity of
the building fabric within this area.

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

July 2016

Historic Preservation Element: Montclair Township Master Plan
2016 Field Survey

Page 2

Not Recommended for Formal Survey
The majority of properties within the following areas have been substantially altered, resulting in
a loss of historic and architectural integrity. Under both the Township’s Historic Preservation
Ordinance and National Register of Historic Places Criteria for Evaluation, the majority of
properties within a geographic area must retain their integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, and feeling and association in order to be listed/designated as a historic
district. Properties in these areas have been significantly altered with non-historic materials and
additions and have therefore lost features that once characterized their original architectural
styles. The high level of alterations and/or number of intrusive properties has resulted in the loss
of any unique architectural identity in these areas.
1. Hollywood Avenue Area
2. Frog Hollow Area
3. Victoria Terrace Area
4. Fairway Area
5. Applegate Farm Area

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

July 2016
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Applegate Farm Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 13, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Properties on Fairview Place north of Westview Road
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1964-66
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Applegate Area is surrounded by a residential neighborhood built primarily in the 1920s.
The proposed historic district is differentiated from its immediately surrounding context only by
its date of construction, and not in terms of building scale, type, and materials.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Single-family residential
Typical scale: 2 stories
Typical architectural styles: Modified ranch (originally split-level)
Typical materials: Wood, brick, vinyl
Typical architectural features: Many houses in the Area are highly altered from their original
configuration, especially in terms of massing and exterior materials.
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[ ] Moderate

[X] Low

Common alterations within the proposed district include re-cladding, large additions, and
replacement windows and roofs.

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
The houses in the Applegate Area are mostly built on an inclined landscape on small lots with
front yards and short driveways. Many houses have an attached garage.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family residential
Notable Buildings/Features:
None
Historic Context/Theme:
Julian Tinkham’s property (formerly part of Sigler Farm) in 1906 extended from Park Street to
Grove Street through the proposed district (now demarcated by Fairview Place). Tinkham
opened the Applegate Farm Dairy in 1913. The name Applegate comes from the fact that the
property once had a large number of apple trees as well as a large gate at the main driveway.
(See Preservation Montclair Survey Form #55) In 1960, the Montclair Township Planning Board
approved an application for 28 homes on a 10-acre lot fronting on Grove Street where the
Applegate proposed district now stands. The resulting 1964 development was part of a
Township-wide trend of increasingly rapid post-war development.
See: “Residents Hit Plans for Homes; Entrance, Lay-out of Development Criticized,” The
Montclair Times, January 7, 1960.
Also see “Colonial” inspired plan & pattern books from the 1950s/60s.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[ ] Yes

[X] No

[ ] Pending Further Study

Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity

[X] Low Integrity

[ ] High Cohesion

[X] Lack of Cohesion

[ ] Distinct Architectural Identity

[ ] High Level of Intrusions

[ ] Conveys Historic Context

[ ] Lack of Architectural Identity
[ ] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Christopher Street Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 8, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Marlboro Park Historic District boundary to the north; Label and Oxford Streets to the south;
Grove Street to the east; Essex Avenue to the west.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1900-1929
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Christopher Area is mainly surrounded by single-family residential development dating from
the 1920s. Other notable buildings and sites that make up the Christopher Street Area’s
surrounding context include Essex Park to the west, Walnut Street Station to the south, and the
Marlboro Park Historic District to the north.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Single-family residential
Typical scale: 2-3 stories
Typical architectural styles: Variety of Queen Anne, Victorian, and 20th century Revival styles
Typical materials: Wood, brick, stucco, and synthetic siding
Typical architectural features: Variety of features including, porches, awnings, ocular windows,
stained glass, columns, and notable architectural ornament (such as scrollwork/gingerbread)

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[X] Moderate

[ ] Low

Common alterations within the proposed district include synthetic siding, replacement windows,
enclosed porches, replacement roofs, and removal of original architectural materials and
features.
Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
Many of the houses in the Christopher Area have relatively large front yards and are set back
from the street. In addition, some properties are raised above street-level. Overall the streets in
the proposed district have a high density of trees, the sidewalks consist of both concrete and
bluestone, and there are several stretches of stone curbs.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family residential; religious.
Notable Buildings/Features:
210 Christopher Street; 171 Christopher Street; and St. John Episcopal Church at 55 Montclair
Avenue.
Notable Areas within Surveyed Boundaries:
There is a cohesive area of mid- to late-19th century residences within the following boundaries:
North side of Columbus Avenue to the north (excluding 91 Christopher, 47 Columbus, 198
Grove); north side of Oxford Street/Label Street to the south; east side of Grove Street
between Chestnut and Columbus and east side of Christopher Street between Chestnut and
Oxford to the east; Essex Avenue between Label Street and Columbus Avenue to the west.
Historic Context/Theme:
Christopher Street was laid out for development by Christopher Hinck between 1885-1901.
The south end of the street between Walnut Street and Chestnut Street was the first area of
development, and more properties were built on the rest of Christopher Street after the turn
of the 20th century. (See Preservation Montclair Survey Form #497)
Recommended for Formal Survey:

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

[X] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Pending Further Study

Page 2

Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity
[ ] Low Integrity
[ ] High Cohesion
[ ] Lack of Cohesion
[X] Distinct Architectural Identity
[ ] High Level of Intrusions
[X] Conveys Historic Context
[ ] Lack of Architectural Identity
[X] Moderate Integrity
[ ] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Edgemont Park Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 8, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Properties immediately bordering Edgemont Memorial Park, including the northside of Parkway
to the north; eastside of Valley Road to the east; northside of Berkeley Road to the south; and
the westside of Edgemont Road to the west.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1910-29
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Edgemont Area is surrounded by 2-3 story single-family houses on all sides, in addition to
the Edgemont School to the west. Other than their somewhat consistent scale and massing, the
houses do not seem to possess any distinct, unifying characteristics.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Single-family houses
Typical scale: 2-3 stories
Typical architectural styles: Variety of early-20th century Revival styles
Typical materials: Brick, wood, stucco, stone, vinyl siding
Typical architectural features: Varied; overall lack of unifying architectural features
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[X] Moderate

[ ] Low

The building fabric exhibits a moderate level of integrity. Common alterations include
replacement windows and re-cladding with vinyl, stucco, or other non-historic material.
B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
Medium-sized lots result in a lower density of structures immediately surrounding Edgemont
Memorial Park. The design of the Park and related open spaces and plantings is associated with
the Olmsted Brothers landscape architecture firm, although further research is needed to
determine the presence of any designed relationship between individual or groups of
surrounding houses and the Park itself.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family residential; recreational park.
Notable Buildings/Features:
WWI Memorial (1924-5), Raymond Hood/Charles Keck
Historic Context/Theme:
The present site of Edgemont Memorial Park was formerly a cow pasture (part of Harrison
Farm), and later a golf course (1895-99). Currently the site contains a public park and is the site
of Montclair’s World War I Memorial. The Preservation Montclair Survey noted a variety of
revival homes around the park (see Survey Form #428). The Harrison Family, who owned the
land within the proposed district until as recently as 1967, was closely involved with the broader
development of the Township; the Harrison Corporation was formed in 1897 to develop the
Erwin Park area.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[ ] Yes [ ] No [X] Pending Further Study

Further study into the historic context and development pattern of the area is required.
Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity

[ ] Low Integrity

[ ] High Cohesion

[X] Lack of Cohesion

[ ] Distinct Architectural Identity

[ ] High Level of Intrusions

[ ] Conveys Historic Context

[X] Lack of Architectural Identity

[X] Moderate Integrity

[X] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Estate Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 7, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Van Brunt Field and First Residential Historic District boundary to the north; Montclair
Township boundary to the south; east side of Eagle Rock Way and Stonebridge Road to the
east; Montclair Township boundary to the west.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
Late-19th century to mid-20th century
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Estate Area is located on a hill. The surrounding area is located on lower ground and is
comprised of residential homes on small to medium-sized lots, Nishuane Park, and the First
Residential Historic District. The Estate Area is clearly differentiated from the surrounding area
by its lower density of development, large residential houses, and its location on an inclined
landscape.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical Type: Large, single-family, residential homes on large lots, set far back from the street
Typical Scale: 1-3 stories
Typical Architectural Styles: Large variety, including: Craftsman; Colonial Revival; Cottage;
Gothic Revival; Georgian Revival; Queen Anne; Italian Villa; Classical Revival
Typical Materials: Wood; stucco; brick

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[X] High

[ ] Moderate

[ ] Low

In the late 19th century, when area was first being developed by the upper class, the Estate Area
was comprised of large, single-family residences on large tracts of land. These large estates were
later subdivided and sold off for further development throughout the 20th century. These 1950s
and 1960s residences are much smaller buildings and were constructed on much smaller lots;
therefore, these later properties are intrusions within the Estate Area because they are outside
of the architectural character of the estate homes that constitute the area’s significance.
The building fabric of individual residential properties exhibits a high level of integrity. The
properties are well maintained and the majority of alterations appear to be sensitive to the
historic building fabric. Common alterations include replacement windows, doors, and roofs.
Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
These large residences are set far back on large lots with lawns and long driveways to the
street. These lots are landscaped with various plantings and trees. Many lots have
wood/brick/metal fences around the perimeter of their properties. There are slate or concrete
sidewalks on many of the streets, and there are some streets without sidewalks. The curb is
comprised of stone.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family, residential.
Notable Buildings/Features:
Within the Estate Area, there is a notable cluster of Tudor-style residences primarily located on
Undercliff Road and Eagle Rock Way. There are also a notable number of Colonial Revival-style
residences throughout the area.
Historic Context/Theme:
Beginning in the 20th century, wealthy residents were building mansions in the south end of
town. These residences were constructed on large properties, portions of which have been
subsequently subdivided and sold off for more recent residential developments.
The majority of properties appear to have been individually developed by a single
owner/developer, resulting in the wide variety of architectural styles, features, and building
materials. Though there is a range in style, features, and materials, the majority of the properties
within the Estate Area are of the same type–large, single-family residences for the upper class.
B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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These large, single-family residences convey a unique architectural identity, distinct from
surrounding areas, and establish its historic context as a neighborhood for the upper class.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[X] Yes [ ] No [ ] Pending Further Study

Rationale for Recommendation:
[X] High Integrity

[ ] Low Integrity

[X] High Cohesion

[ ] Lack of Cohesion

[X] Distinct Architectural Identity

[ ] High Level of Intrusions

[X] Conveys Historic Context

[ ] Lack of Architectural Identity

[X] Low Level of Intrusions

[ ] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Fairway Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 13, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Riverview Drive to the north; Yantacaw Brook Drive to the south; Montclair Township
boundary to the east; Marquette Road to the west.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction
1950-59
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Fairway Area is surrounded by earlier residential development in clusters of varying density,
and also by Yantacaw Park. Tuers Park is located in the center of the area surveyed.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
The Fairway Area comprises single-family houses with varying dates of construction, lot sizes,
scale, and architectural styles. The typical building fabric within the proposed district does not
exhibit many shared architectural characteristics.
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[ ] Moderate

[X] Low

Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
The physical relationship between structures and the surrounding environment within the
Fairway Area is highly varied.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family residential.
B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Notable Buildings/Features:
60 Heller Way (vernacular farm house built 1850 – see Preservation Montclair Survey Form
#60)
Historic Context/Theme:
The Fairway Area was originally the location of the Upper Montclair Golf Club; the area was
redeveloped in the 1950s and Heller Way was cut through. Morris Heller was an active
builder/developer in the area.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[ ] Yes

[X] No

[ ] Pending Further Study

Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity
[X] Low Integrity
[ ] High Cohesion
[X] Lack of Cohesion
[ ] Distinct Architectural Identity
[X] High Level of Intrusions
[ ] Conveys Historic Context
[X] Lack of Architectural Identity
[X] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Frog Hollow Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 8, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
James Street to the north; Walnut Street to the south; Central Avenue to the east; and Valley
Road to the west.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1850-1919
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Frog Hollow Area is surrounded by small-scale residential development that is similar in
character to the proposed district. A relatively small-scale commercial stretch along Valley Road
is also adjacent to the proposed district.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Single-family houses
Typical scale: 2-3 stories
Typical architectural styles: Vernacular Dutch Colonial Revival style appears to have historically
been the predominant style in Frog Hollow; however, substantial alterations to a majority of the
houses have had an adverse impact on the architectural character of the proposed district.
Typical materials: Vinyl siding, wood
Typical architectural features: Original architectural features have been substantially altered or
removed completely. Synthetic siding and replacement windows are common in the proposed
district, and at least 2 or 3 new houses have recently been built within the proposed district.

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[ ] Moderate

[X] Low

Due to the high degree of alterations noted above, very little historic building fabric is present
within the proposed district.
Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
The houses in the area are placed on small lots and are slightly set back from the street.
Inconsistent façade lines are likely the result of the Area’s relatively longer and more varied
period of development.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single/multi-family residential.
Notable Buildings/Features:
Converted barn at 67 James Street
202, 222, 224 Walnut Street
Historic Context/Theme:
The Frog Hollow Area consists mostly of small, late-19th century vernacular homes, typically
three bays with a front porch. Frog Hollow was home to a variety of immigrant populations
after these communities expanded from former mill workers’ housing in the South End. Several
houses in the Frog Hollow Area were reportedly restored with community development funds.
(See Preservation Montclair Survey form #317)
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[ ] Yes [X] No [ ] Pending Further Study

Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity

[X] Low Integrity

[ ] High Cohesion

[X] Lack of Cohesion

[ ] Distinct Architectural Identity

[ ] High Level of Intrusions

[ ] Conveys Historic Context

[X] Lack of Architectural Identity
[X] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Hitchcock Place Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 7, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Properties on the north and south sides of Hitchcock Place and 368, 372, and 378 Orange Place.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1958
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Hitchcock Area is surrounded by similar small-scale residential buildings. Although the
Hitchcock Area is not distinct from the surrounding area in terms of scale, materials, or density
of structures, the repeated architectural form within the proposed district contributes to its
unique architectural identity.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Single-family houses
Typical scale: 2 stories
Typical architectural styles: Colonial Revival
Typical materials: Wood, vinyl siding
Typical architectural features: Many original windows remain; second story overhangs are
prominent
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[X] Moderate

[ ] Low

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
The houses in the Hitchcock Area were built on a hill along a cul-de-sac and situated within
small lots with front lawns and short driveways. Many of the houses have an attached garage.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family residential.
Notable Buildings/Features:
16 Hitchcock Place is notable for its high degree of architectural integrity.
Historic Context/Theme:
Hitchcock Place is a 1958 residential development of small scale, standalone houses. The whole
street was developed at the same time, and the houses of the original development are mostly, if
not all extant. Preservation Montclair did not survey any properties within the surveyed area.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[X] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Pending Further Study

Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity

[ ] Low Integrity

[X] High Cohesion

[ ] Lack of Cohesion

[X] Distinct Architectural Identity

[ ] High Level of Intrusions

[X] Conveys Historic Context

[ ] Lack of Architectural Identity

[X] Moderate Integrity

[ ] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Hollywood Avenue Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 7, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
North side of Linden Avenue to the north; south side of Willowmere Avenue to the south;
Orange Road to the west; and Willowdale Avenue to the east.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1920-29
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The surrounding area exhibits a small-scale residential character similar to that of the proposed
district.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Single-family houses
Typical scale: 2-stories, often with an upper half-story
Typical architectural styles: Dutch Colonial Revival
Typical materials: Wood, brick, vinyl siding, replacement windows
Typical architectural features: Small front porch/landing
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[ ] Moderate

[X] Low

The Hollywood Avenue Area exhibits low integrity due to a high degree of alteration. While the
historic massing is maintained in some areas, overall the architectural fabric of the proposed
district is altered to an extent that prohibits its conveyance of the buildings’ historic context.

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
Small lots place the houses in close proximity to each other, and small front lawns set the
houses back slightly from the street. Streets in the proposed district are lined with trees, and
feature sidewalks of both bluestone and concrete.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family residential.
Notable Buildings/Features:
No individually notable buildings.
Historic Context/Theme:
Adjacent to/contiguous with farmland owned by Uzal Crane in 1878.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[ ] Yes

[X] No

[ ] Pending Further Study

Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity

[X] Low Integrity

[ ] High Cohesion

[X] Lack of Cohesion

[ ] Distinct Architectural Identity

[ ] High Level of Intrusions

[ ] Conveys Historic Context

[X] Lack of Architectural Identity
[X] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Oakcroft Avenue Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 14, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Parkside to the north; Brookfield Road to the south; Oakcroft Avenue to the east; North
Mountain Avenue to the west
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1904 - 1946
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Oakcroft Avenue Area is surrounded by a variety of residential development, and is
bordered by the railroad to the east and Anderson Park to the north.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Single-family residential
Typical scale: 2-3 stories
Typical architectural styles: Wide variety – Tudor Revival, Queen Anne, Craftsman, Colonial
Revival
Typical materials: Wood, brick, stucco, concrete
Typical architectural features: Varied
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[X] Moderate

[ ] Low

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
The houses in the Oakcroft Area were built in concentrations of low structural density on
relatively large lots with front yards. The streets in the Area are mostly tree-lined, with
concrete sidewalks. Olmsted-designed Anderson Park is located to the north of the proposed
district.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family residential.
Notable Buildings/Features:
Preservation Montclair surveyed the proposed district extensively. Individually notable buildings
include Buzz Aldrin childhood home, Lambie concrete house, etc. (see Preservation Montclair
Survey Forms #145, 146, 172, 219, 258, 260, 261, 263, 265, 266, 267, 268, 272)
Also notable: Anderson Park (National Register listed)
Historic Context/Theme:
See “Building Oakcroft, a Residential Park,” excerpted from The Olmsted Legacy: Anderson Park in
Montclair, NJ by Lisanne Renner/Friends of Anderson Park.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[X] Yes [ ] No

Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity
[ ] Low Integrity
[ ] High Cohesion
[ ] Lack of Cohesion
[X] Distinct Architectural Identity
[ ] High Level of Intrusions
[X] Conveys Historic Context
[ ] Lack of Architectural Identity
[X] Moderate Integrity
[ ] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Tremont Place Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 8, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Euclid Place to the north; south side of Oxford Street to the south; Montclair Township
boundary to the east; Grove Street to the west.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1920-29
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Tremont Area is surrounded by small-scale residential developments with a wider variety of
construction dates, resulting in a markedly different architectural character than the area
surveyed.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Single-family houses
Typical scale: 2 stories, often with an upper half-story
Typical architectural styles: Dutch Colonial Revival
Typical materials: Primarily wood on the second floor and brick on the first floor
Typical architectural features: Distinctive entry porticos/awnings; brick stoops; 6-over-1
windows common; gambrel or gable roofs
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[X] Moderate

[ ] Low

Overall the Tremont Area exhibits moderate integrity, due to the alteration of architectural
features and the re-cladding of exteriors in non-historic materials. Common alterations to
B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

properties within the Tremont Area include synthetic siding, replacement windows, enclosed
porches and/or awnings, and a few substantial additions.
Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
The houses in the Tremont Area are characterized as a group by their uniform façade lines and
slight setbacks with small front yards. Smaller lots contribute to a moderate density of
structures. Glenridge Avenue features a median strip of planting beds with flowers.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family residential
Notable Buildings/Features:
No individually notable buildings
Notable Areas within Surveyed Boundaries:
Given the presence of substantial intrusions within the surveyed area, the boundaries of the
Tremont Area could be modified in the following way to include only those concentrated areas
of properties that visually illustrate their association with the later period of Hinck development
in the area: south side of Cambridge Street to the north side of Ardsley Place between Grove
Street to the west and the Township boundary to the east; plus both sides of Glenridge Parkway
between Grove Street and the Township boundary (non-contiguous).
Historic Context/Theme:
The Tremont Area appears to have been developed in a relatively uniform fashion during the
1920s. The area to the north of the proposed district was originally part of an early farm
(known as “The Farm”) that extended east from Grove Street. Christopher Hinck purchased
the land from J. Sadler in 1885 and also developed much of the area between Watchung Avenue
and Chestnut Street to the northeast of the proposed district.
Hinck’s children Louise and Otto Hinck later developed the central and southern regions of the
proposed district around Oxford Street, Cambridge Road, Tremont Place, Tuxedo Road, and
Ardsley Road, all east of Grove Street. Euclid Place to the north was named after Euclid Avenue
in Cleveland, which was considered an exemplary street at the time. (See Preservation Montclair
Survey form #469)
Recommended for Formal Survey:

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

[X] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Pending Further Study
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Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity

[ ] Low Integrity

[X] High Cohesion

[ ] Lack of Cohesion

[X] Distinct Architectural Identity

[ ] High Level of Intrusions

[X] Conveys Historic Context

[ ] Lack of Architectural Identity

[X] Moderate Integrity

[ ] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Upper Montclair Commuter Community Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 14, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Mount Hebron Road to the north; Lorraine Avenue to the south; Park Street to the east;
railroad tracks/Valley Road to the west.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1900-29
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Upper Montclair Commuter Community Area is surrounded by dense residential
developments, and is adjacent to the railroad line and the Upper Montclair commercial corridor.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Single-family residential
Typical scale: 2-3 stories
Typical architectural styles: Wide variety – Queen Anne, Craftsman, Colonial Revival
Typical materials: Wood, brick, stucco, and synthetic siding
Typical architectural features: Wide variety of features. The Area demonstrates several
overlapping phases of housing development (late-19th century, 1900-10, 1920-29, and 1950-59).
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[X] High

[ ] Moderate

[ ] Low

Overall the proposed district exhibits a high level of architectural integrity. The few alterations
include vinyl siding, replacement windows, doors, and roofs, and some modest additions.

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
The area surveyed has a moderate density of structures, which were built on medium-sized lots
and set back from the street with front yards. The streets are generally tree-lined, with
concrete and bluestone sidewalks and stone curbs. Some developments are set on an inclined
landscape, and a minor stream runs through the area. Sunset Park, with its surrounding houses,
is located within the proposed district.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family residential; commercial; religious
Notable Buildings/Features:
Small commercial strip on Valley Road to the west; Upper Montclair Presbyterian Church at 53
Norwood Avenue (built 1907 – see Preservation Montclair Survey Form #193)
Historic Context/Theme:
The Upper Montclair Commuter Community Area exhibits at least two phases of residential
development adjacent to the railway. The area contains a high concentration of homes built for
and owned by residents who commuted to New York City for work. The houses within the
proposed district are mostly built on subdivided lots to accommodate Montclair’s rapidly
growing population beginning in the 1920s.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[X] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Pending Further Study

Rationale for Recommendation:
[X] High Integrity
[ ] Low Integrity
[ ] High Cohesion
[ ] Lack of Cohesion
[X] Distinct Architectural Identity
[ ] High Level of Intrusions
[X] Conveys Historic Context
[ ] Lack of Architectural Identity
[ ] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Victoria Terrace Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 13, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Properties on Victoria Terrace.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1956
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Victoria Area is surrounded primarily by earlier 20th century small-scale residential
development with varied dates of construction.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Single-family residential, split level, rectangular plan
Typical scale: 2 stories
Typical materials: Wood, brick, vinyl siding
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[ ] Moderate

[X] Low

Houses within the proposed historic district have been considerably altered with vinyl siding,
replacement windows, some additions, and prominent street-facing solar panels in some
instances.

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
The houses in the Victoria Area were built on small lots in a relatively dense concentration
along a cul-de-sac, and set back slightly from the street, with short driveways and in some cases
attached garages. In general the houses were built on an inclined landscape.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family residential
Notable Buildings/Features:
None of the houses are individually notable for their historic significance.
Historic Context/Theme:
Victoria Terrace is a late 1950s residential development located along a cul-de-sac. While not all
of the homes currently extant are obviously part of the same planned development, the
buildings date from relatively the same time. The houses are characterized for the most part by
their small size, hipped roofs, and relatively large attached two-car garages sometimes faced with
a different material than the main house.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[ ] Yes

[X] No

[ ] Pending Further Study

Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity
[X] Low Integrity
[ ] High Cohesion
[ ] Lack of Cohesion
[ ] Distinct Architectural Identity
[ ] High Level of Intrusions
[ ] Conveys Historic Context
[ ] Lack of Architectural Identity
[ ] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Walnut Street Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 13, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Label Street to the north; Glenridge Avenue to the south; Elm Street to the east; Park Street to
the west.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
Late-19th to early-20th century
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Walnut Area is surrounded by a variety of houses and structures associated with the
nearby railroad, both historic and contemporary, as well as several commercial buildings.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Wide range– single- and multi-family houses, commercial structures, apartment
buildings, railroad infrastructure
Typical scale: 1-6 stories
Typical architectural styles: Wide range– Queen Anne, Craftsman, various Revival Styles
Typical materials: Brick, wood, vinyl, stucco, concrete, terra cotta
Typical architectural features: Varied
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[X] Moderate to Low

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

[ ] Low

Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
The Walnut Area has a high density of structures with minimal open space. The space between
structures is characterized by concrete sidewalks and small new-growth trees.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Commercial, single/multi-family residential, religious, industrial
Notable Buildings/Features:
See Preservation Montclair Survey Forms for the area.
Historic Context/Theme:
The Walnut Street Area is known for its association with the development of the railroad and
the construction of nearby commuter housing. In the 20th century, the Walnut Street Area
became an important Township commercial center.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[ ] Yes

[ ] No

[X] Pending Further Study

While the Walnut Street Area is unique in terms of its density and development patterns, the
present architectural integrity of the building fabric could inhibit interpretation of its historic
context and thus lower its eligibility for designation. Further intensive survey work is needed to
more precisely determine the Walnut Street Area’s architectural integrity.
Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity
[ ] Low Integrity
[ ] High Cohesion
[ ] Lack of Cohesion
[X] Distinct Architectural Identity
[ ] High Level of Intrusions
[X] Conveys Historic Context
[ ] Lack of Architectural Identity
[X] Moderate to Low Integrity
[ ] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Wheeler Street Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 7, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed:
Woodland Avenue to the north; Lincoln Street (north side only) to the south; Willowdale
Avenue to the east; Maple Avenue to the west (east side only)
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1900-29
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The Wheeler Area is surrounded by small-scale residential development, with a small
commercial stretch to the north of the area surveyed.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
Typical type: Multi-family houses
Typical scale: 2-3 stories
Typical architectural styles: A wide variety of styles are present, given the range of materials and
varying degrees of ornamentation. The area surveyed also contains notable examples of Queen
Anne and Shingle style houses (See Preservation Montclair Survey forms 1026 and 969,
respectively)
Typical materials: Brick, wood, stucco, vinyl siding, aluminum windows
Typical architectural features: Many houses have a small front porch
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[X] Moderate

[ ] Low

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

The presence of substantial alterations, including subdivisions, additions to historic houses, and
many altered front porches, gives the Wheeler Street Area a moderate level of architectural
integrity.
Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
The Wheeler Street Area is characterized by relatively consistent façade lines, and especially by
its high density of structures, which are set very close to each other on small lots. In general,
the Wheeler Street Area has wider streets than the immediately surrounding neighborhoods.
Many houses have been subdivided.
Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Residential (single and multi-family)
Notable Buildings/Features:
125-127 Lincoln Street
Historic Context/Theme:
The Wheeler Area is known for historically having a more urban character and higher density of
structures than adjacent neighborhoods (see Preservation Montclair Survey Forms 961, 1028,
1029). The proposed district has historically consisted mostly of multi-family dwellings. Wheeler
Street was cut through prior to 1906, and smaller lots were subsequently delineated and rapidly
built upon (see Preservation Montclair Survey Forms 1028 &1029.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[X] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Pending Further Study

While the Wheeler Area is unique in terms of its density and development patterns, the present
architectural integrity of the building could inhibit interpretation of its historic context and thus
lower its eligibility for designation. Further intensive survey work is needed to more precisely
determine the Wheeler Street Area’s architectural integrity.
Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity

[ ] Low Integrity

[X] High Cohesion

[ ] Lack of Cohesion

[X] Distinct Architectural Identity

[ ] High Level of Intrusions

[X] Conveys Historic Context

[ ] Lack of Architectural Identity

[X] Moderate Integrity

[ ] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION ELEMENT: 2016 FIELD SURVEY
Survey Area Name: Wildwood Avenue Area
Date(s) Surveyed: July 13, 2016
Surveyor(s): Building Conservation Associates, Inc.

Boundaries of Area Surveyed: Cooper Avenue to the north; Gordonhurst Avenue to the
south; Grove Street to the east; Park Street to the west.
Predominant Period(s) of Construction:
1910-29
Brief Description of Surrounding Context/Setting [Such as structures, buildings, sites,
objects, prominent geographical features, density of development, etc.]:
The surrounding context is varied, without significant concentrations of structures exhibiting
shared architectural characteristics.
Description of Typical Building Fabric [Such as general architectural features and
characteristics, types, styles, scale, materials, etc.]:
The proposed district is without cohesion, and lacks significant concentrations of structures
exhibiting shared architectural characteristics.
Description of Overall Integrity of Building Fabric and Area [Such as general
material conditions, alterations, extent of intrusive buildings/elements, etc.]:
[ ] High

[X] Moderate

[ ] Low

Alterations within the proposed district include exterior re-cladding, unsympathetic additions,
replacement windows, as well as some new buildings and other intrusions.
Description of Physical Relationships of Buildings and Environment [Such as
façade lines, street plans, parks, squares, open spaces, structural density, plantings, and important
natural features, etc.]:
The houses in the Wildwood Area are set back from the streets, which are generally lined with
trees. Overall the proposed district does not demonstrate a consistent relationship between the
structures and surrounding environment.

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C

Description of Contemporary Building Uses [Residential/Commercial/Mixed-Use.]:
Single-family residential.
Notable Buildings/Features:
None
Historic Context/Theme:
The Wildwood Area does not seem to visually demonstrate a unifying historic context.
Recommended for Formal Survey:

[ ] Yes

[ ] No

[X] Pending Further Study

Rationale for Recommendation:
[ ] High Integrity
[ ] Low Integrity
[ ] High Cohesion
[X] Lack of Cohesion
[ ] Distinct Architectural Identity
[ ] High Level of Intrusions
[ ] Conveys Historic Context
[ ] Lack of Architectural Identity
[X] Moderate Integrity
[X] Absence of Historic Context

B U I L D I N G C O N S E R V AT I O N A S S O C I AT E S I N C
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APPENDIX E: PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE 2016 HP ELEMENT
At the HPC Public Meeting on July 28, 2016, the public provided comment on the draft HP
Element and made suggestions for strengthening historic preservation in Montclair. (See Section
8.1 Public Engagement for the 2016 HP Element) Feedback from the public meeting included:
•

Residents of Montclair Heights feel that the historic character of their neighborhoods is
under threat from development initiated by Montclair State University to the north and
by New Jersey Transit, especially those properties currently listed in the State and/or
National Registers and local landmarks like the Van Reyper/Bond House.

•

Montclair Heights should be included within the borders of the Upper Montclair
Commuter survey area and receive further consideration as a potential locally
designated historic district.

•

While architectural significance is emphasized in both the 1982 “Preservation Montclair”
survey and the 2016 Field Survey for the new HP Element, areas that exhibit primarily
historic significance should also be considered for designation based on contributions to
local history (e.g. Frog Hollow, South End).

•

The 4th Ward is an area with modest architectural character and therefore, has been
overlooked in the Township’s survey and designation efforts.

•

The HPC should consider the entire Township for potential designation as a historic
district, given the wide dispersal of Montclair’s existing historic resources.

•

The HPC should advocate for a 75-year or older demolition prohibition ordinance
without review.

•

The HPC should advocate for Township features such as bird sanctuaries, cobblestone
streets, bluestone sidewalks, brooks, and natural features, like the ridgeline along the
western boundary of the Township.

•

The HPC and other interested stakeholders should consider developing public
engagement initiatives such as a collaborative Citizens’ History Initiative to collect
historic photographs and residents’ oral histories, and make these resources available to
the public.

•

The HPC should engage with neighborhoods to solicit feedback on preserving
neighborhood character and foster public appreciation for locate history.

•

The 2016 HP Element should explore strategies for combining affordable housing and
historic preservation.

•

The sensitive use of setbacks in commercial zones is a topic of concern, especially given
current redevelopment initiatives in the Town Center.
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•

The Seymour Street guidelines currently under review are intended to have a “second
life,” and could be applied beyond the specific Redevelopment Plan for which these
guidelines have been developed.

•

The HPC should acknowledge and learn from historic areas such as the Walnut Street
commercial corridor, which have an eclectic mix of resources that have not been
designated, but still maintain their historic character.

•

Township staff should add key contributing resources in historic districts to the online
Inventory Viewer.

Stakeholders feel that a major priority of the recently adopted Unified Land Use + Circulation
Element of the Township Master Plan is to protect Montclair’s residential character by focusing
growth and development in commercial areas.

Appendix F
Links to Resources Referenced in Section 9,
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APPENDIX F: LINKS TO WEB OR ONLINE RESOURCES REFERENCED IN
SECTION 9, RECOMMENDATIONS
National Park Service’s Tax Incentives for Preserving Historic Properties:
https://www.nps.gov/tps/tax-incentives.htm
NTHP’s Main Street America Program: http://www.preservationnation.org/main-street/aboutmain-street/?referrer=https://www.google.com/#.V7OOtdArLuQ
Main Street New Jersey State Coordinating Program:
http://www.nj.gov/dca/services/lps/msnj.html
Montclair Public Library: http://www.montclairlibrary.org/
Montclair Historical Society: http://montclairhistorical.org/
New Jersey Historic Trust: http://www.njht.org/
State of New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection Bureau of GIS:
http://www.nj.gov/dep/gis/apps.html

Appendix G
Links to Other Pertinent
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APPENDIX G: LINKS TO OTHER PRESERVATION RESOURCES USED IN
THE 2016 HP ELEMENT
Montclair Township Historic Inventory Viewer:
https://mtnjplanning.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=cb868e4816b94e52960fe
c6a3acfb1ff
New Jersey Department of Environmental Projection GeoWeb:
http://www.nj.gov/dep/gis/geowebsplash.htm
Sustainable Jersey HPE Guidelines:
http://www.sustainablejersey.com/actionscertification/actions/?type=1336777436&tx_sjcert_action%5BactionObject%5D=529&tx_sjcert_
action%5Baction%5D=getPDF&tx_sjcert_action%5Bcontroller%5D=Action&cHash=696358b718
4906e8e8fb5254128ba3d0
Montclair Township Historic Design Guidelines:
http://montclairnjusa.org/dmdocuments/MHPC-Design-Guidelines.pdf
The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation:
http://www.cr.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-treatments/treatment-rehabilitation.htm
NJ Office of State Planning Memo on Historic Preservation:
http://www.nj.gov/dep/hpo/hpo_article.pdf
A Five Minute Look at the New Jersey Register of Historic Places Act:
http://www.state.nj.us/dep/hpo/2protection/sr_5minlook_b.pdf
NJ Certified Local Government Program Guidelines:
http://www.nj.gov/dep/hpo/3preserve/clgguides8_07.pdf
1986 Montclair Multiple Resource Area National Register nomination:
http://npgallery.nps.gov/pdfhost/docs/NRHP/Text/64000493.pdf
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